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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY AND GUIDE 

Computer-related crime is defined· ~or the purposes of this.' manual 
as any illegal act for which knowledge of computer t~chnology is 
essential. Prosecutors are well advised- to treat casesinvolv~ng 
computers within the context familiar to them and the courts. They 
should minimize technical aspects that may confuse lay persons o and thus 
lead to reasonable doubt" acquittals. Therefore, the purpose of this 
manual is to provide prosecutors and investigators with both th~ 
simp1est,~ most straightforward means of successfully prosecuting 
computer-related perpetrators and the technical context when needed. 

o 

The manual is written for prosecutors and investigators who know 
little about computer technology and those with extensive technical 
knowledge. For lay persons, this manual :ts 'an aid t'O determine when 
technical expert!~se should be used 8n,d how to interact with "the people 
who provide,,4.,'~. The investigator 0'1:, pl"'ose.cutor experienced. in computer 
technology will find much informati.on that will assist in dealing' with 
the .IIlostsoph1sticated of computer-related crimes •. 

To facilitate underst;,anding in using the manual, it is recommended 
that the computer technology novice start first by studying Section VI, 
"Overview of Cqmputer Technology," and using the glossary of terms in 
the front of the manual. The glossary also provides a quick reference 
for other readers encountering unfamiliar technical terms in the text. 
The glossary was derived from commonly used definitions and from legal 
definitions in computer-related crime laws and legislative bills. A 
cross-reference index at the back of the manual will assist readers in 
locating a specific subject. 

:' 

The manual is written in a form combining legal, technical, and 
investigative concepts. The first four sections of the ,manual follow 
the typical order of events for prosecutors and investigatOrs in 
handling a criminal .case. The sections are Classifying the Crime; 
Experts, Witnesses, and Suspects; Discovering the Crime; and Making the 
Case. Each section 'starts with a description of the content of that 
section, how it may be used, and its relevance to investigators and 
prosecutors. Those searching for the law applicable to computer-related 
crime should read Section V an computer-related law. I~was written by 
an attorney for att,orneys and provides legal citaUons. 

\' 

Appendixes A through C include copies of ,,:romputer-related crime 
laws and proposed computer-related crime legi~lation as of the date of 
this writing. Some of this material will be out of date rapidly as 
legislation progresses. Therefore, 'the state ,legislature for any 
particular bill should be contacted to ensure that th,! most re~ent 
information is obtained. Appendixes D through G "supply backup 
information for subjects referenced in text. 
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The summary of this manual presented belo~describes the contents 
of each section and the appendixes. This summary also serves as another 
aid for identifying and locating a specific subject for more detailed 
'inforD1Qtion. 

SECTION I: CLASSIFYING THE CRIME 

The nature, scope, def:tnitions, classifications, and history _ of ,~_) 
computer-related crime and. experience with it are encapsuled in the 
first five subsections. The final subsection explains 12 technical' 
methods used to perpetrate computer-related crime, including data 
diddlin~, Trojan horses, salami techniques,isuperzapping, logic bombs, 
data leakage, and piggybacking. Following the description of each 
technique is a table indicating potential. perpetrators, methods of 
detection, and the kinds' of evidence most likely associated with each. 
The skills, knowledge, and access of potentialperpevators . in 17 
occupations and likely vulnerabilities they may take advantage of are 
prt>vided in Appendix D. The methods of detecting crimes and obtaining 
evidence are discussed in more detail in other sections of the manual. 

Computer-related crime is the same in name as other familiar types 
of crime, including fraud, larceny,' embezzlement, theft, sabotage, 
espionage, vandalism, burglary. extortion, and conspiracy. However, 
relative to the occupations of perpetrators, environments, 'modi 
operandi, forms of assets lost, time scales, and geography, many 
computer-related crimes differ significantly from tradition~l crimes. 
The nature of business, economic, and white-collar crimes is changing 
rapidly as computers pervade the activities and environments in which 
t~lese~rimes o·ccur. Computer's are therefore engendering a new kind of 
crime in which they play four roles as objects, subjects, instruments, 
and symbols for deception. Based on a study of 669 cases of computer
related crime over the past 20 years, the incidence of computer-related 
c.rime is '. increasing rapidly. This reflects the proliferation of 
computers in all segments of business; local, state, and federal 
government; and in society in general. At the same time, prosecu'tion 
experience is increasing rapidly; hundreds of cases involving computers 
to varying degrees are currently being prosecuted. 

SECTION II: EXPERTS, WITNESSES, AND SUSPECTS 

Although considerable emphasis is focused on t~chnical aspects, 
computer-related crime is basically a "people" problem. Therefore, to 
assist investigators and prosecutors with the people aspects of 
computer-related crime, this section describes the roles of computer 
technologists, with special emphasis on the computer security specialist 
and EDP (electronic data processing) auditor who can provide technical 
assistanCle. 

Of equal importance to investigators and prosecutors are the 
various kinds of suspects in computer-related crime. Therefore, this 
section also deals with vulnerabilities of computer systems to crime 
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perpetrated by people in specific occupations. Characteristics of known 
comp~ter criminals and aids for interviewing suspects are included. 

,.) 

The use of experts in the investigation and pr9secution of 
computer-related crime, as in any other technical field, is particularly 
important. The best sources for obtaining experts are the "victim's 
tp.chnical staff, the computer manufacturer of the equipment used, other 
organizations that use identical computer equipment and similar computer 
progr81Jls, local universities, compu,ter technology consulting services, 
andsetvice bureaus hayin& similar equipment. 

Distinctions are made among computer technologists who specialize 
in electronics, programming," and operations and also among data 
providers, users, systems analysts, and programmers who specialize in 
scientific/engineering information and business applications. 
Organizations are also discussed that use computers to conduct their 
business; manufacture cQmputers, computer programs, and supplies; and 
provide computer services'ss a business. 

SECTION III: DISCOVERING THE CRIME 

The purpose of this section is to lead the investigator through the 
unique phys~cal environments of computers, operational procedures, and 
vulnerabilities in the use. of computers to provide the necessary 
insights and familiarity to be effective in discovering a computer
related crime. To this end, the first three subsections describe the 
operational, physical, and computer-usage environments the investigator 
is likely to encounter. The last subsection describes points in 
compute~:, centers that are su,sceptible to cr1.minal acts. 

o 
This section provides a relatively technical description of the 

functions in a computer center. The discussion of the operation of the 
equipment and of physical facilities particularly emphasizes the 
safeguards and controls that may be violated in the perpetration of a 
crime. Descriptions of 11 typical computer-generated, periodic. reports 
about the operation of a computer are presented as a valuable source for 
discovering eviden~:e of a crime. A description of computer usage in 
science/engineer:f.ng and business applications provides a basis for the ~ 
subsequent description of computer system functional vulnerabilities· 
taken from actual experience and physical locations of vulnerabilities. 
This provides the investigator with the potential sources where 
criminals acts are most likely to occur. rhe section concludes with a 
discuss:ion of the natural forces that can be used successfully to cause 
substantial damage to fragile computer systems. Various forces, such as 
magnetic fields, projectilies, heat, cold, moisture "and chemicals, are 
identif ied. '. 

SECTION IV: MAKING THE 'CASE 

This section is designed to aid in the practical application of 
. technical knowledge of computers to the case development ,and prosecution 
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'0 of computer-related crime • Investigators and p,rosecutors are, assumed to, 
already be trained in investigative and prosecution techniques. 
Therefore, this section focuses only on those aspects of case 
development that require i,.J:pplication of knowledge ab,out technology, 
environments, job responsit;1lities, operations, and security provisions 
with regard to computers as described in previous sections. 

Generally, before proffered physical evidence can be admitted into 
evidence, certain foundational 'preliminary facts' must be proved by the 
party seeking admission. These prelitfiiq~ry facts are to be ,contrasted 
with the, facts sought to be proved by t;he evidence. Quit~ 'obviously a 
principal defense tactic will be to attack ," admissibility based upon 
foundational issues,' an attack to which the prosecutor is particularly 
vulnerable. The prosecutor may have to match his experts with those of 
the defense. Therefore, the more knowledgeable and competent experts, 
who hl'ilve been more directly involved in the evidence-producing pr'ocesses 
and who are ,the more;; effective witnesses on the stand, will prevail. A 
team approach to the development of a technically complex case is 
recommended. A team comprising an investigator, a prosecutor, a 
computer expert, and an EDP auditor would be idea~. 

'l'herefore, the discussion in this section concentrates on 
computer-related evidence. A detailed step-by-step method of producing 
computer-generated reports is presented to ensure that the integrity of 
the production methods and the contents of the reports will not be 
easily challenged. Caring for evidence in the form of magnetic tapes 
and diSks is also discussed. There is a subsection on legal definitions 
in computer technology and another on propriety rights of computer 
programs, evidentiary problems with computer records, admissibility of 
computer printout~ as evidence, and computer records as the basis for 
expert testimont~/ 

Practical recomDle.ndations for prosecutors conclude this section. 
The discussion covers such factors as expert witnesses' testimony, 
technical pi'esentations, immunity, and judges' understanding of the 
technology. Technical presentations in a court can sometimes be aided 
by using analogies: phonograph records for magnetic disks, typewriters 
for computer terminals, food recipes and player piano rolls for computer 
programs, and combination locks for terminal access passwords. Computer 
'field jargon such as software, firmware, bits and bugs should be avoided 
because of ambiguity of these terms. Visual aids, such as pocket 
calculators \ to illustrate input, output, storage and n\lmber 
representation and installation of a computer terminal in the courtroom 
also can be used to demonstrate "time-sharing concepts. 

Oile of the traps a prosecutor may face is the challenge to his 
claim that a comput~r was involved in an alleged crime and that a 
computer crime law is applicable. Basic advice is to minimize the 
computer"'s role and to prosecute on the basis of the criminal law most 
familiar to the prosecutor and the court. For example: taking a 
computer program may be prosecuted as a simple p~operty,theft. On the 
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other hand, it may be "reasonable to make the case for a ,program theft by 
presenting definitions of what constitutes a computer ptQgram an4 what 
constitutes taking it from a computer storage device in obje~t form or 0 

in uncompiled fqrm in source code. A more detailed knowledge of 
computer technology is required to understand the applicaUons in ,this 
section than in the other sections; therefore, it is advisable to first 
have a good "grasp of the contents of Section VI. 

SECTION V: COl>1PUTER-RELATED CRIME LAW 

The purpose of this section is to aid prosecutors by identifying 
and., summarizing existing state and fedet'al statutes and proposed 
legislation appl~cable to ,computer·related crime.' Prosecutors .,have 
stated that, statutes have been found ,.that are applicabl~! to the 
prosecution of all cases of computer-related crime' coming ,to their., 
attention. However, the laws were not written in anticipation 0.fh1gh
technology crime, and in some ,~ases prosecution has been difficult and 
obtuse. . 

The need"':..f()r laws directly appUcable to computer'-related crime has 
recently be~n recognized, and they" are currently under development. 
Hence, nf!W laws are be:f.ng ad9pted at such a rapid rate that a completely 
timely discussion of computer crime law is difficult. Accordingly, this 
section is expect/ed tcf. be partially obsolete by the time it is 
published, and updates 'of this section will be needed' soon thereafter. 
The urgent need for a summary of applicable law, however, justifies the 
writing .. 

Appimd-ixes A, B, and C supplement this section by provid~ng copies 
of computer-related crime, federal and state statutes,." a'nd current 
legislative bills. Appendix G is a reference t~ legal action in 
selected cases providing brief descriptions of 1JJ cases reported since 
1972. The list is not represented aa being complete, either as to 
nuwbers of cases or to disposition of any given case. Instead, the 
intent is that the references will provide a startingOpoint for 
prosecutors who have similar fact patterns. 

SECTION VI: OVERVIEW OF COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY 

Prosecutors and investigators probably will seldom encounter cases 
requiring the detailed information presented in this section. If they 
do have such cases, expert assistance should usually be obtained. The 
information presented in this section not only will aid in dealing with 
these experts, but also will prepare prosecutors for the possibility of 
the defense introducing technical concepts in a trial. 

o U 

This section describes what makes a computer work, the~ data 
structure, and'the coding of input data to a computer. It also provides 
explanations of 'computer programming techniques; programming languagea; 
computer systems structure; 4ata communications and teleprocessing; and 
the concepts of batch, real-time, on-l1'~e, and time-sharing mOdes of 
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using computers. This e!_~:2tion also uses many diagrams and photographs 
to aid in further understanding 0(," the technology. Appendix F provides 
examples of Icomputer termina,l printouts from sessions using three 
natipnal time··sharing services. Detailed descriptions of the contents 
of the printouts provides a basic understanding of on-line interaction 
with a computer. . 

CONCLUSION 
~~; 

This manual is the first comprehensive document designed 
specifically to aid investigators and Rrosecutors in dealing with 
computer-related crime. The subject is~· nearly as complex and 
comprehensive as forensic medicine and is also expected' to be an equally 
common subject in the atiminal justice community. Capabilities and 
specialized experts with''':n the criminal justice community willevolve~s 
compater technology becomes a significant focus for business-related and. 

,wh1te-collai~ crime. Much new literature will follow the publication of 
this first definitive manual on the subject. In the meantime, it is 
anticipated that it will be a useful document readily available to all 
prosecutors and investigators in the criminal justice community. 
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GLOSSARY OF TECHNICAL TERMS 

This glossary provides, in layman's ter~s, the contemporary 
meanings of the specialized data proces'sing terms used in this manual. 
The glossary may be used as an independent source of information to 
clarify terms the prosecutor encounters both in investigation and in 
court. Where useful, deUni tions have betHa, ext racl:ed from other 
recognized glossaries and computer crime legislation. I: The prosecutor 
can readily note that a definition is from a computer crime law or bill 
because it is enclosed in quotation marks. The numbers following some 
definitions refer to the source, as is listed below. 

The entries are arranged in alphabetical order; special charac~ers 
and spaces between words are ignored. Acronyms are placed in the same 
sequence as other terms, a~cording to their spelling. When t~o or more 
terms have the same meaning, definitions are given only under the 
preferred term. Other relationships between terms are set forth at the 
end of the definition, as are cross-references. Upper case terms in 
definitions refer to terms also defined in the glossary. 

GLOSSARY CITATIONS 

[1] Florida Computer Crimes Act (See Appendix B). 

[2] Col.orado Computer Crime Act (See Appendix B). 

[3] Arizona Criminal Code, 13-2301 (See Appendix B). 

[4] Proposed California Senate Bill No. 66 Introduced by Senator 
Cusanovich; December 5, 1978 (See Appendix C). 

APPLICATION PROGRAM: A CO~lPUTER PROGRAM, written\) for or by a computer 
user, that causes a COMPUTER SYSTE~ to satisfy his purposes. 

APPLICATIONS PROGRAMMER: One who designs, develops, DEBUGS, installs, 
maintains, and documents APPLICATION PROGRAMs. 

ASSEMBLER: A COMPUTER PROGRAM that translates COMPUTER PROGRAM 
instructions written in ASSEM&LY LANGUAGE into ~CHINE LANGUAGE. 

ASSE~~LY LANGUAGE: A SOUaCE LANGUAGE that includes symbolic MACHINE 
LANGUAGE statements in which there is a one-to-one correspondellce with 
the instru~lions in the form pf MACHINE LANGUAGE of the computer. 

ASYNChRONO~l ATTACKS: Taking advantage of the asynchronous nature of 
computer OPERATING SYSTEMS to perpetrate an unauthorized act. e.g •• 
confusing the queuing of jobs awaiting servicing. 
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AUDIT TRAIL: A sequential record of system activit'Us that is sufficient' 
to enab~e the reconstruction, review, and examination of the sequence of 
states and activities surrounding or leading to each event in the path 
of a transaction from its inception to output of final results. 

BASIC (Beginners All-Purpose Symbolic Instruction Code): ,An algebra-like 
computer programming language used for problem-solving by engineers, 
scientists, and others who may not be professional PROGRAMMERS. 
Designers of the language intended that it .should be a simpl:l.fied 
deri¥atlve of FORTRAN. 

BATCH PROCESSING: The processing of DATA or the accomplishment of jobs 
accumulated in advance in such a manner that each accumulation thus 
formed is" processed or accomplished in the same computer run. 

!!! (BInary digiT): 

(1) In the binary numeration system, either of the digits 0 or 1. 

(2) An element of DATA that takes either of two states or values. 

BYTE,: A sequence of usually 6 or 8 BITS operated upon as a unit and 
often part of a computer WORD. This sequence may representJ, character. 

CH~CKPOINT RESTART: A point in time or processing sequence in af' machine 
run at-;;hich processing is momentarily halted to male a record of the 
condition of all the variables of the machine run, such as the position 
of input and output (I/O) tapes and a copy of the contents of working 
storag~<. This process, in conjunction with a restart routine, minimizes 
reproceSSing time occasioned "'··")chine or other failures. 

\ -,,/-

COBOL (COmmon BU8iness-Oriented Language): A HIGH-LEVEL computer 
programming language designed for business dcrLta processing. 

~ (Computer Output Microfilm): 

(1) Microfilm that contains DATA that are received directly from 
computer-generated signals. 

(2) To place computer-generated DATA on microfilm. 

(3) A recording device that proU~ces computer output microfilm. 

COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEER/OPERA'l'Ok: One who operates communications 
equipment including concentrators, multiplexors, modems, and line 
switching units. Ordinarily, this person reconfigures the 

, communications network when failures or overload situations occur. 

COliPILER: A COMPUTER PROG~l used 
expressed ' in a problem-oriented 
LANGUAGE (O»JECT CODE). 

to translate ac::;'c:OMPUTER PROGRAM 
language (SOURCE CODE) into MACHINE 
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CO~1PUTATI0N BOUND: The state of execution of a COl>1PUTER PROGWI in which 
the computer tilDe for execution is detr~rmined by computation activity 
rather than I/O activity. 

Contrast with: 1'10 bOUND 

COl>1PUTER: 

(1~ ..... an internally programmed, automatic device that performs data 
processing." [1] 

(2) .... ~an electronic device which performs ,logical, arithme,t:f.c, or 
memory functions by the manipulations of electronic or magnetic 
impulses, and includes all input, output, processing, storage, software, 
or communication facilities which are connected or related to such a 
device in a system or network." [2] 

(3) ..... an electronic device which performs logic, arithmetic or 
memory functions by the manipulaUons of electronic or magnetic impulses 
and includes all input, output, processing, storage, software or 
communication facilities which are connected or related to such a device 
ill a system or network." [3] 

CO~~UTER AbUSE: Any incident associated with computer technology in 
which a victim suffered or could have suffered loss and a perpetrator by 
intention made or could have made gain. 

COl>1PUTER CRUtE (See COHPUTER-RELATED,CRIME) 

COMPUTER NETWORK: 

(1) " ••• a set of related, remotely connected devices and communication 
facilities including more than one computer system with capability to 
transmit data among them through communication facilities. [1] 

(2) ..... the 
microwave or 
through remote 
interconnected 

interconnection 
other means of 
terminals, or 
computers." [2] 

of comwunications lines (including 
electronic c"ommunication) with a computer 
a complex consisting of two or more 

(3) ..... 'an interconnection of two or more computer systems." [4] 

CO}WUTER OPERATOR: A person who operates a computer, including duties of 
monitoring system activities, coordination of tasks, and the operation 
of equipment. 

COl>1PUTER PROGRAM: 

(1) ..... an ordered set 
statements that when 
.process da ta. II [ 1 ] 

of data 
executed 

representing 
by a computer 
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(2) " ••• a series of instructions or statements, in a f<:)rm acceptable to,; 
a computer, which permits the functioning of a computer in a manner 
d~signed to provide appropriate products from such computer system." [2] 

(3) " ••• an ordered set of instructions or statements, and related data, 
when automatically executed in actual or modified form in a computer 
system, causes it to perform specified functions." [4J 

CO~~UTER-RELATED CRIME: Any illegal act for which knowledge of computer 
technology is essential for successful prosecution. 

COMPUTER SECURIty SPECIALIST: A person who evaluates, plans, implements, 
opel'ates, and maintaiusJ,>hysical , operational, proced\1ral, personnel t 
and technical safeguards and controls that are related to the use of 
COhPUTER SYSTEHS. 

COMPUTER SYSTEM: 

(1) " ••• a set of related, connected or unconnected computer equipment, 
devices, or computer software." [lJ 

(2) ~ ••• a machine or collection of machines, used for governmental, 
educational, or commercial purposes, one or more of which contain 
computer programs and data, that performs functions including, but not 
limited to, logic, arithmetic, data storage and retrieval, 
communication, and control." [41 

~ (Central Processing Unit): The device in a COMPUTER SYSTEM that 
includes the circutts controlling the interpretation and execution of 
instructions. The term may also refer to the portion of the computer 
that contains its control, logic, and sometimes internal storage. 

CRT (Cathode Ray Tube): A device that presents DATA or graphics in 
ViSual form by means of controlled electron beams. This electronic 
vacuum tube is much like a televiGion picture tube. 

DA'l'A: 

(1) DATA are a representation ofrrfacts, concepts, ot' instructions in a 
formalized wallner suitable fbr comm'unl"cation, interpretation, or 
processing by humans or automatic means. DATA may be representations. 
such as characters or analog quantities, to which meaning is, or might 
be. assigned. 

(2) DATA may be defined as any representation of fact or idea in a form 
that is capable of being communicated or manipulated by some process. 
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(3) " ••• a repres1!ntation of information, knowledge, facts, concepts, or 
instructions, which are being' prepared or have been prepared, in a 
formalized manner, and are intended for use in a computer system or 
computer network." [4] 

Contrast with: INE'ORHATION 

DATA BASE: An organized collection of DATA processed and stored in a 
U3'MPU'TE'irSYSTEM. \,,~ 

DATA BASE ADMINISTRATOR: An, individual with an overview of one or more 
DATA BASES, whu controls the design and use of these DATA BASES. 
Responsiblities are the addition, modification, and deletion of records 
and frequently the security of the DATA BASE. 

DATA COlltl-iUNICATIONS: The transmission'e reception, and validation of 
DATA. 

DATA DIUDLING: The unauthorized changing of DATA before o't during their 
input to a COMPUTER SYSTEM. Examples are forging or counterfeiting 
documents and exchanging valid computer tapes or cards for prepared 
replacements. 

DATA ENTRY AND U~DATE CLERK: A person who adds, changes, and deletes 
records incomputer-stored DATA BASES by means of a computer terminal), 
or manually updates punch cards or entries on input data forms for 
computer input. \\ 

DATA LEAKA~E: Unauthorized, covert rehloval or obtaining copies of DATA 
frow a CO~~UTER SYSTEM, e.g., sensitive DATA may be hidden in otherwise 
innocuous looking reports. This is a deliberate act whereas DATA 
seepage, the" provision of DATA or information to unauthorized 
individuals, is accidental. 

DATA SET (See FILE) 

DhHS (Data Base Managellient System): A computer APPLICATION PROGRAM or 
~ of prograws that provides STORAGE, retrieval, updating, management, 
and maintenance of one or more DATA BASES. 

~ (Deputy District Attorney): An assistant to a District Attorney. 

DE8UG: To detect, locate, and remove mistakes or malfunctions from a 
COMPUTER PROGRAh or COHPUTER SYSTEM. 

UIRECT ACCESS: A method for the retrieval or storage of DATA, by 
reference to t,heir addressable location in a STORAGE device, rather than 
to their location by position in a sequance. 

Contrast with: SEQUEWTIAL ACCESS 
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DIs'i!RIBUTED PROCE!3SING: Electronic data processing (EDP) performed irt 
CO!DJ,uters near or at the sources of data and/or near the users Qf 
reslJlts where the data processing might otherwise be performed at a' 
single, central Jsite removed from data sources or users. 

EDE' (Electronic Data Processing) AUDITOR: A person who, performs 
opf!-rational, computtlr, COMPUTER PROGRAH, and data file reviews to 
determine integrity, adequacy, performance, security, and compliance 
with organization and generally accepted poiicies, procedures, and 
standards. This person also may participate in design specification of 
applications to ensure adequacy of controls; performs data in,'9cessing 
services for auditors. 

EFTS (Electronic Funds Transfer System): A computer and 
- TELECOMMUNICATION net~ork to execute a wide range of monetary transfers. 

FACILITIES ENGINEER: A peraon who inspects. adjusts, ,;oepairs, modifies, 
or replaces equipment supporting compl1:Jer and terminal facUities, e.g., 
air conditioning, light, hea,t, power., and water. 

FILE A colle'ction of related DATA records treated as a unit. For 
e!cample, one line of an invoice may form an item, a complete invoice may 
form a record, the complete set of rec.ords may form a FILE. 

Synonym: UATA SET. 

FIKl·lWARE (computer jargon, not' recommended for use): A COt>1PUTER PROGRAM 
that is considered to be a part of a computer and not modifiable by 
cOlUputer OPERATINC:r SYSTEM or APPL1CATION PROGRAMS. It often makes use 
of computer instxuctions not available for normal,,:programmingo It is 
often called a micr.oprogram. The name is derived from other jargon 
terms, SOF!WARE and HARDWARE. 

l<'ORTl<AN (l<'ORmula TRANslation): A higher level programming language 
primarily used to write. COMPUTER PROGRAMS that fend to;:: be more 
engineering- or scientific-oriented rather than business-or1e~'ted. 

FRONT-END PROCESSOR: A e,pecial-purpose computer used to redur-~ the work 
108cr or- the main computerprimarlly fQr input, output, and data 
communications functions. . 

HARDWARE (computer jargon, not r£commended for use): The computer and 
all related or attached machinery, such as mechanical, magnetic, 
electri,cal, and electronic devices, used in data processing. 

I 

Contrast with: SOFTWARE 
\ 
\ 
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HIGH-LEVEL LANGUAGE: A programming language' that is independent of the 
structure of anyone given computer or that of any given class.o( 
computers. Some particular languages are designed for )lpecialized 
applica tions. '\' 

Contrast with: ASSENBLY LANGUAGE 

l~f'OkNATION: The meaning that a human assigns to DATA by means of 
conventions used in their representation. 

See: DATA 

INS'l'RUCTION: A statement appearing in a COMPUTER PROGRAM that specifies 
an operation and the values or locations of its (:)perands. 

INSTRUCTtON LOCATION: The pbce or address where DATA in the form of an 
INSTRUCTION, Dlay he stored within a CmlPUTER SYSTEM. 

INTERACTIVE: The mode of use of a COMPUTER SYSTEM in which each 6ction 
external to the COHPUTBR SYSTEM elicits a timely response. An 
interactive system Ulay also be conversational, implying :,/l continuous 
dialog between the user and the COMPUTER SYSTEM. 

J:../£ BOUND: The state of execution of' a COMPUTER PROGRAM reiD which the 
computer time for e-xecution is determined by I/O activity nther than 
computation activity. 

Contrast with: COHPUTATkON BOUHD 

:!.2!! (see JOB CONTROL LANGUAGE) 

JOH: A set of DATA and COMPUTEl<. PROGRAMS that completely define a unit 
of work for a comp.uter. A job usu~lly includes all necessary COMPUTER 
Pl<.OGi\MtS, mechanisms for linking CON.~UTER .P ROG RAMS , DATA, FILES, and 
INSTl<.UCTIONS to the OPERATING SYSTEh. 

JOB CONTROL LANGUAGE: A programming language used to cod~-i job control 
'S"tatements. A job control program is a COMPUTER PROGRAM that is useJ by 
the COMPUTER SYSTEM to prepare each job or job st~p to be run. 

JOb gUEUB: A sequen1ced set of JOBS in COMPUTER STORAGE arranged in order 
of assigned priority for execution by' a computer. " 

JOB SETUP CLERK: A person who assembles jobs. This task includes 
cowpUation of DATA, COHPUTER PROGRAMS, and job controlirtiormation. 
This person requests' that JOBS be executed, requests media librad~s for 
necessary DATA, physically places jobs and DATA into JOB QUEUES, handle~ 
procedures for reruns, and possibly distributes output, to users. 0 

Co 
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LOAD ~ GO: A computer operatioJ;l method by which higher level language' 
programs or JOBS are entexoed. pr7pa,~ed for execution, and immediately 
executed. ' 

LOCAL PROCESSING: Data processing that is con.ducted n~ar or at <':he 
user's 19cation, rather than at a remote CPU. 

(; ,-, 

LOGIC BOMbS: A COMPUTER PROGRAM residing in a computer that is executed 
at appropriate or periodic times to determi~e condit'ions or states of a 
COl'lPUTER SYSTEM and that facilitates the perpetration of an unauthorized 
act. 

LOOP: A sequence of INSTRUCTIONS in a COMPUTER PROGRAM that is executed 
repeatedly until a termirt~l condition prevails. 

1,", 

MA<.afINE LANGUAGE: A computer programming language 
by a computer, without having to pass through 
such as a COMPILER. 

il 

~~IN STORAGE: The fastest access STORAGE device 
where the storage ~,ocations can be addressed by 
t~STRUCtIONS and DATA can be moved from and into 
from which the INSTRUCTIONS can be executed or 
be gperated upon •. 

that is used directly 
a translation pro~ram, 

in a COMPUTER SYSTEM 
a COMPU'rER PROGRAM, and 
xegisters in the CPU 
from which the DATA can 

~~STER FILE: A FILE of DATA that is used as an authority in a given JOB 
and th~is relatively permanent, even though its contents may\change 
from run to run • 

. '( 

NEJJIA LIBRARIAN: A person who file'~, retrieves, and accounts for OFF-
1.INE storage of DATA on d1,sk, tope, cards, or othe~ removable data 
STORAGE media. The person provides media for the production control and 
job set-up areas and functions, "and cycles backup files through remote 
STORAGE facilities. 

~iliDIUN: The material, or ~onfiguration thereof, on which DATA are 
recorded. Example a are punched paper tape, punch cards, magnetic tape, 
'and disks. 

HEt10 UPDATE: A FILE upda te procedure whereby MASTER FILES are not 
d:i.rectly modified to reflect each transaction. Ir.stead, pointers to 
oth~rfiles a're used to keep track of updates to specified records. 

,I Pointers are used·. periodically to obtain the data to merge with and, 
update a MASTER FILE. 

~lliMORY (See MAIN STORAGE) 

HICR (J.Ilagnetic Ink'Character Recognition): A standard machine-readable 
type font printerl with magnetic ink on documents such i'~S bank checks and 

iJdeposit slips that can be directly read by machine. 
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MIS (Manageroent Information SY$tem): An ihtegrated man/machine COMPUTER 
SYSTEM ,for providing INFOlUltATION to support the operations(~ managemellt, 

" and decision-making functions in an organiza'tion. Ordinarily s the ' 
" system utilizes management and decision models, and a DATA BASE. 

MODEM (HOdulatol'-DEIvlodulator): A device that modulates and demodulates, 
signais, transmitted over' DATA' TELECOMMUNJCATION facilities~ This 
transformation, i.e., conversion of digital signals to analog signals 
and back agaIn, is necessary for use of Common voice-grade telephone 
li~es for CO}~UTER communication purposes. 

MULTIPROGESSINGi\ The use of two or more CPUt:i in a COMPUTER SYSTEl1 under 
int,egrated contt1ol. j} 

MUETIPROGRAMMING: The concurrent execution of two or more PROGRAMS 
accomplished by shar~ng the resources of a computer. 

I"~, 

NETWORK (See COMPUTER NETWORK) 

OBJECT CODE: Output frolil a COMPILER or ASSEMBLER that 
MACHINE LANGUAGE. 

is 
fbi 
~ executable' 

Contrast with: SOURCE CODE, 

OCR (Optical Character Recognition): The machine identification of 
printed characters through use of light sensitive devices. 

COllt.rast with: !vIICR 

ON-LINE: The state of devices or computer users in direct communication 
wi.tha ,CPU. Also a C0l1PUTER SYSTEM in an INTERACTIVE or TUtE-SHARING 
mode with people or other processes. 

,/ 

Contrast: OFF-LINE 

OPERATING SYSTEM: An integrated collection of COMPUTER PROGRAMS fesident 
in a,' computer that supervise and administer the use of computer 
resources to'execute jobs automatically. 

OPERATIONS ~UlliAGER: The manager of a c~mputer facility responsi~ie 
the operc:ition of the COlVtPUTER SYSTEM. He may also be responsible 

II i the maintenance, specification, acquisition," modificat on, 
rep,lacement of COMPUTER SYSTEMS or COMPUTER PROGRAl1S. 

" . 
OPERATOR (See COMPUTER OPERATOR), 

for 
for 
and 

PERIPHERA'L ,EQUIP~1ENT OPERATOR: A person who operates devices peripheral 
to the COMJ:.~JTER t;;.hat performs DATA I/O functions,. 

. ':-
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PIGGYBACKING: A method of gaining unauthorized physical acc~ss to 
guarded areas wh~n control is accomplished by electronically or 
lIlechanically' locked doors. FQr example; a" ,petson may ,follow another 
through the doors .. althou~h he does not possess the required 
atithcrization to pass. Electronic piggybacking occurs when a computer 
or terminal covertly sb,ar~s the same communication line as an authorized 
user. The host computer, to which they both transmit, ,is unable' to 
distin~uish between those, signals of the authorized and those of the 
unauthorized user • 

. 1;' D,' 

):lIN (Personal Idexitification ~umber): A password that must be entered 
by a COt-1l'UTER, SYSTEIv! u,~""l' to gain access to a specific, APPLICATIONS 
PRuG~!. ~ost often the, term is associated with retail computer banking 
devices such as Automated Teller Machines (ATMs). . 

~L/1: A High-Level computer programming language designed for use in a 
Wide range of business and scientific compu~o/ appl:::i:c~tions. 

. ~ 

POS (POIL'lT-OF-SALE) TERMINALS: Computer terminals used for transaction 
recording, credit authorization, and funds transfer and typically are 

l situated within merchant establishments at the point of retail sales. 

PRuDUCTION PROGRAl-!: A PRO~Wl which has been'DEl:iUGGED and tested and is 
considered no longer in the aevelopment stsge. Such a PROGRAM is o.ften 
part of a library of programs used for data p~ocessing. 

PROGRJu~ (See COMPUTER PROG~) 

PROGRAhMER: A person who engages in deSigning, writing, and testing 
computer PROGRANS. 

PKOGRM:~lING HA1~AGER:' A p'erEton who manages computer PROGRAHMERS to 
design, develop, and maintain computer programs. 

physical proces6 transpires, 
computation takes place durin8 
process transpires in order 
be used in" con~roliing 'and 

REAL .... TUlE: The actual time. during which a 
AISOa-comp~t~~operation mode in which Q 

the "actual/fUme th!\~ the related physical 
that resu\~ts of the computation can 
monitOrii.the physical process. 

REMOTE J' KNTR'i (RJE): Submission of' jobs through an input 
has access {to a computer through a DATA COMMUNICATIONS link. 

unit that 

,'~\ 

l\EMOTE PROCESSING: Data entry andparUal or 
the point of origin of a tranSaction. 
typically edit and prepare DATA input before 
computer. 

xxx;U. 

complete, proce~sin~ near 
Remote processing systems 

transmission to a central 
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\1 ROft! (Read-Only Mell1or~.\: A semiconductor storage device in which the 
data content is "fixed~ readout is' nondestructive, and DATA are t.'etained 
indefinitely even when the power is shut off. In contrast, RAMs 
(Rfindol}1-AcceE1s read/write l1emories) are" capable, of read and write 
operations, have nort;"'destructive readout.,~. but stored OATA is lost when 

"the power is shut' off. 

RPG (Report Program Generator): . A High-Level computer' programming 
language' that is report-rather than procedure-oriented. PROGRAMMERS 
describe the functions desired of the computer by desct'ibing the output , / 

report. 

RUN BOOK: A Qocument containing INSTRUC~IONSfor,· COMPUTER OPERATORS 
detailing operations set up procedures, job scheduie checklists, action 

, cOllllll8nds, error c:orrection and recovery instruction,s, I/O dispositions, 
I) \ 

and system backup procedures." " \1<' 

SALAHI TECHNIQUES: The unautho~ized, covert process. of taking small 
amounts (slices) of money from many source,s in and with the aid of a 
computer. An example is the round down fraud, whereby remainders from 
the 'computation of interest are moved to a favored account instead of 
being sys~ematically distributed among accounts. 

SCAVENGING: A covert, unauthorized method'of obtaining 'information that 
may be left in or around a computer system after the execution of a JOB. 
Incl~ded ~;er~,; is physical search (trash barrels, carbon' c.opies, etc.) 
and search 'tor residual DATA. within' the computer STORAGE areas, 
temfprary storage ta'pes ~ and the like). 

" 

SECURITY OFFICER: A person who evaluates, plans, implements,operat~s, 

and maintains physical, op~rati~nal, procedural, personnel" and 
technical safeguards and controls~ 

SEQUENT~ ACCESS: An access method for storing or retrieving DATA 
t~cccrding to their seq\1ential order in a STORAGE device., (, 
U' " 

Contrast with: DIRECT ACCESS 

SUlUJ,.ATION ANI) li!ODELING INA CRIME: The, use of' a c,~mputer as ,a tool for 
pla~~ing or controlling a crime. An instance of this would be the 
simulation of an ~xisting process to determine the" possibiUty of 
success of a .premedi tated crime. ',' 

SOFTWARE {J~I'gon," not recommended for' use):I'''Computer Software means a 
set ot computer' programs, procedures, and ',~~sociate~? dC?cumentation 
concerdng the c,~eration of a compute~ system." y. ];, t " , 
Contrast with: COMPUTER PROGRAMS, OPERATING S¥STEM ~I 

'J 
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.J) SOURCE CODE: INSTRUCTIONS in a computer programming language that are 
used as input for a COl-1PlLER, interpreter, or",ASSEMBLER. 

Contra~t with: OBJECT CODE 

SPOOLING:. The readil~g and writing of DATA for I/O on auxiliary STORAGE 
de.vices, concurrently with execution of other jobs, in a format for 
later processing or output operations. 

STONAGE: 
\ .' 
'.' 

(1) The action of placing DATA into a STORAGE device and retaining them 
, for subsequent use. 

;; 

(2) A device used fOJ: retairdng DATA or COMPUTER PROGRAMS in machine
readable and retrievable form. 

STORAGE CAPACITY: The number of BITS, characters, BYTES, WORDS, or other 
units of DATA that a particular STORAGE device can contain. 

SUPERZAPPING: The unauthorized use of utility COMPUTER PROGRAMS that 
violate compull:er access ~ontrols to iIlod1fy, destroy or expose DATA in a 
computer. The. name derives from an IBM utility program called 
"Superzap." 

SYSTEM (pee COMPUTEK SYSTEH) 

SYSTEM ENGINEER: A person who 
assembles anu disassembles, 
devices ,and components. 

designs, configures~ tests f diagnoses, 
and repairs or replaces COMPUTER SYSTEM 

SYSTEMS PROGRAMMER: A person who designs, develops, installs," modifies, 
'dO'C'Uments, and maintains OPERATING SYSTEM and utility programs. 

TELEPROCESSING': The processing of DATA that are received from or sent to 
remote locations by way of telecommun:f,cation circuits~ 

TELEPROCESSING NONITOR: A computer OPEMTING SYSTEM program th~t 
controls the transfer of DATA between the communication circuits and a 
computer and often does the user pollin~ (turn-taking among users) as 
well. 

I) 

I. 

'I /; 

TEJ.U-tINAL ENGINEER: A person who, tests, diagnoses, n assembles 
disassembles, rep~irs, and replaces ,terminals or their components. 

and \~ 

() 
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TIME-SHARING: A method of using a computing system that allows a number 
~users to execute programs concurrently and to interact witq the 
programs during execution. A time-shared computer is used by several 
users at once. 

Related term: BATCH PROCESSING 

TRANSACTION OPERATOR: A person who operates a cOinputer transaction 
terminal by entering transactions for processing by a COMPUTER SYSTEM •. 
An example of such a device would be a pOS TERMINAL. 

TliANSACTION SYSTEM: A COMPUTER SYSTEl'i that is used for processing 
transactions in a prescribed manner controlled by APPLICATION PROGRAMS. 

TRAP DOOR: A function, capability, or etror in a COHPUTER PR,OGRAM tHat 
facilitates compromise or unauthorized acts in a CO~~UTER SYSTEM. 

TROJAN HORSE: Computer INSTRUCTIONS secretly insetted in a COMPUTER 
PROGRAM so that when it is executed in a computer unauthorized acts are 
performed. 

UPDATE-I~-PLA~E: A method for the modification of a ~LASTER FILE with 
currentDATA each time a transaction is rec'eived in a COMPUTER SYSTEM. 

Cant ras t with: NEl'10 UPDATE 

UTILITY PROGRAH: A CQHPUTER PROGRAM designe.d to perform a commonly used 
function, such as moving DATA from one STORAGE d.~vice to another. 

l.JIRETAPPING: Interception of DATA CO~!UNICATIONS signals with the intent 
to gain access to DATA transmitted over communications circuits. 

I 

WORD: A sequence of adjacent characters or BITS considered as an entity 
Iii'a CO~iPUTER. 

o 
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FOREWORD 

Like most prosecutors, I was wholly unprepared on the fatal morning 
when my boss told me to write a search warrant for the recovery of a 
computer program that a citizen was complaining had been stolen. The 
following hours convinced me that I had much to learn, and but for luck 
we may well have had to leave unI'edressed a theft that was later valued· 
at $0.5 million. Computer use has expanded in the' 7 years since People 
v. Ward, and the reported thefts have increased!wen more. The 
prosecuto~ who believes that even intricate crimes must be brought to 
ground no longer has a choice: Computers are part of all our lives, and 
the information they carry is as important to the lives and plans of the 
people we serve as is clean water and safe streets. 

(\ 

There is no question that the beeping little boxes are not our 
usual fare. A good fingerprint, prymark, or powder trace is much easier 
to deal with (and sometimes show up in these computer-related crimes, 
too). But they are part of the world in which we enlisted, and we' have 
no more ethical justification to dodge them than our predecessors had to 
avoid horseless carriage crime. Moreover, you will discover that you 
can handle a computer-related crime without a masters in math, even as 
an engineering degree is no prerequisite to nailing an auto theft, nor a 
pathology minor to dispatching a murderer. Computers are not that 
difficult. Indeed, af; Section IV herein makes clear, the biggest hurcrre 
to prosecution is bein~ ~nsnared by the jargon: the electronic red 
herring gambit is easly thwarted with a little confidence. 

And that, in my opinion, is the great value of this manual. A 
novel it is not; but approached as a basic text, it will reward your 
reading and enhance your skills against that certain day when the case 
of computer-related crime 1s::,laid on your front counter. 
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Donald G. Ingraham 
Senior Tr1.~l D~puty 
District ~~torney 
Alameda County 
California 
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SECTION I CLASSIFYING THE CRIME 
f) 

This manual for investigation of computer-related crime and for 
prosecution of the perpetratoraddresseB a new kind of crime. The 
purpose of this manual is to prepare the investigator, prosecutor, 
judge, auditor, computer security specialist, ~nd potential victims to 
deal' ,with the new technology of computing and its attendslU. 
ramifications wherever they are associated with intentionally caused 
losses. This was a consideration"in the preparation of the manual 1n 
this first effort funded by the U.S. Department of Justice, Law 
'Enforcement Assistance AdministraUon (LEAA). 

Experience and legislaUve interest have shown that basing the 
trea,tment of computer-related crime on computer technology is of value 
for th~ criminal jusUce and bus,iness communities" Many computer
related crimes can be prosecuted successfully without delving deeply 
into the technology. NallY more of them, hOl.1lever, are sufficiently 
different from traditional crimes relative to the occupations of 
perpetrators, environments, modi operandi, forms of assets 19st, 'time 
scales, and geography to identify the subject as a unique type of crime 
that warrants explicit capabilities and ,action. 

A. THE ~ATURE OF COMPUTER-RELATl::l) CRIME 

Business, economic, and white-collar crimes are changing rapidly as 
computers proliferate into the activities and environments in which 
these crimes occur. Computers are engendering a new kind of crime.C:J 

. 
The introduction of new occupations has extended the traditional 

categories of criminals to include computer programmers, computer 
operators, tape librarians, and electronic engineers who function in 
enviroIUllents that are new. Whereas crime has traditionally occurred in 
environments of manual human activities, some crime is now perp~'trated 
inside computers in the specialized epvironment of rooms with raised 
flooring, lowered ceilings, large grey boxes, 'flashing lights, moving 
tapes, and the hum of air-conditioning motors. 

The methOdS of committing the crime are new. A new jargon "has 
developed, iden'ifying automated criminal methods such as data diddling, 
Trojan horses, logic bombs, salami techniques, superzappins, (0 
piggybacking, scavenging, data leakage, and asynchronous attacks (see 
Section I .'F) 0 The fonns of many" of the targets of computer-related 
crime are also new. Electronic money as well as paper money and plastic 
money (credit cards) now represent assets subject to intentionally 
caused losso ~loney in the form of electronic signals and magnetic 
patterns is stored and processed in coruputers and transmitted over 
telephone lines. ~oney is debited and credited to accounts inside 
computersw In fact, the computer is rapidly b~coming the vault for the 
business comwunity. ~~ny other physical ass~~~. including i~ventorie8 
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of products in 
factories, are 
systems. 

warehouses 
represented 

and 
by 

of ma terials 
documents of 

leaving or entering 
record inside computer 

.. 
The timing of some crimes is also different. Traditionally, the 

time of criminal acts is measured in minutes, hours, days, weeks, months 
and years. Today so~e crimes are being perpetrated in less than 0.03 of 
a second (3 milliseconds). Thus, automated crime must be considered in 
terms of a. new time scale because of the speed' of the c::execution of 
instructions in computers. 

Geographic constraints do not inhibit perpetration of this " new 
crime. A telephone with a computer terminal attached to it in on~ part 
of the world could be used to engage in a crime in an on-line computer 
system in any other part of the world. 

All these factors must be considered in dealing with the new crime 
of computer abuse. Unfortunately, however, the business community, 
constituting all businesses, government agencies, and institutions that 
use computers for technical and business purposes, is neither adequately 
prepared to deal w1.th nor sufficiently motivated to report this new kind 
of criLle to the authorities. Although reliable statistics are :as yet 
unavailable to prove this, computer security studies for the business 
community and interviews with certified public accountants have 
indicated that few crimes of this type are ever reporte4 to law 
enforcement agencies for prosecution. On the one hand, many businessmen 
complain that even when they do report this crime, rrosecutors 
freq,uently refuse to accept the cases .for a:variety of reasons, 
inclJding their lack of understanding of tne, technology and their 
already beavy case loads. On the oth~r hand, prosecutors and 
invea~~gators'indicate that the victim's records and documentation of 
crime~a'associated with computers in the business community are 
inadequate for effective prosecution. 

~. UEFINITION OF COMPUTE~-RELATED CRIME 

Computers h~ve been involved in most types of crime, including 
fraud, thef t, larceny, embezzlement, bri bery, ·burglary, sabotage, 

~espionage, conspiracy, extortion, and kidnapping. Criminal justice 
,Y::=- ~~encies having limited experience with computer-related crime have 

'Benerally thOught of it as crime that occurs inside computers. This 
narrow deUni tion has recently broadened as the proliferation of 
computers into most societal functions proceeds at an increasing pace •. 
The public media have added to the confusion through sensationalized, \.1 
distorted, ofte~ incorrect reporting by journalists and their sources 
who do not sufficiently understand the technology. 

\ .. 
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Computer-related crime is not well understood in the criminal 
justice and business" communities, and no consensus on its definition 
exists. One definition is thaC it is a form of white-collar crime 
committed inside a computer system; another definition,_is that it is the 
us~ of a computer as the instrument of a business crime. An applicatt.on 

/)of the former definition is making unauthorized changes to a computer 
'program to transfer funds fi%m inactive accounts into a favored account 
and fhe~ "legitimately" withdrawing the funds. 

The definition of computer-related crime should be based on the 
problem that needs to be solved. The problem addressed 1s twofold: how 
to reduce the incidence of any type of crime in which a knowledge of 
computer technology is needed to understand the intentional acts that 
result in losses and how to successfully prosecute the. perpetrators. 
Whereas this is now predominantly a white-collar crime, the criminal 
justice and business comlliunities must be prepared to Cleal with an:y 
illegal acts based 6n an understanding of c,omputer technology. A study 
of 669 reported cases of computer abuse over the past 8 years has 
revealed that computers are involved in an increasing number of crimes 
of aLl types except murder and person-to-person street crimes. [1] The 
prol!feration and use of personal small computers make even the latter 
cdmes subject at least to the indirect involvement of computer 
technology. 

The broadest definition of computer crime is called for. The term 
"crime" is used here (as is usual) as a convenience to mean "alleged 
crime" because 110 harmful or antisocial act is a crime until a court 
declares it so by convicting a party for violating a law. Three terms 
have been used to describe the subject: "computer abuse," "computer 
crime," and "computer-related crime." Computer abuse identifies the 
b~oad ra~e of intentiona':!. acts from which something can be learned to 
make organizations that use computers more secu're. (2) Computer abuse is 
any intentional act involving a computer where one or more perpetrators 
made or could have made gain and one or more victims suffered or could 
have suffered a loss. 

c'omputer crime is "a common term used to identify illegal comj)uter 
abuse; however, it implies direct involvement of computers in commit'ting 
a crime. Therefore, we adopt the term computer-related crime that 
conveys the broader c3meaning of any illegal ~ ~~. knowledge of 
computer technology ~ essential ~ successful prosecution. This 
definition is based '. on the scope and nature of the particular problem 
being addressed. The ~rimes and alleged crimes may involve >computers 
not only actively but also passively'\ when usable evidence of the acts 
reside in computer stored form. The victims and potential victims 
include all organizations and persons who use or are affected by 
computer and data communication systems. People about whom data I) are 
stored and processed in computers also are included. 
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Computer-related crime goes far beyond business~ white-collar, or 
economic crime. It could include violent crime that destroys computers 
o~ their content or jeopardhes human life andwell-be1ng because they 
are dependent on the correct functioning of computers controlling 
sensitive processes. 

c, 

Compl,ters play four :roles in crime: 

o Object--Cases include destruction of computers 
programs contained in them or supportive 
resources such as air conditioning equipment 
power, that allow ,them to function. 

or of data or 
facilities ~nd' 

and electrical 

o Subject--A computer can be the site or environment of a crime or 
the source of or reason for unique forms and kinds oi assets. 

o Instrument--Some types and methods of crime are complex enough 
to require the use of a computer as a tool or instrument. A 
co~puter can be used actively such as in autoroatically scanning 
telephone codes to p,ake unauthorized use of a telephone ~ystem. 
It could also be used passively to simulate a general ledser in 
the planning and control of a continuing financial ~mbezzlement. 

o Symbol--A computer can be used as a symbol for 
deception. This could involve the false 
nonexistent services, such as in dating bureaus. 

intimidation 
advertising 

or 
of 

All known and reported cases of computer-related, crime involve one or 
more of these four roles. 

The dimensions of the definition of computer-related crime bect,~e a 
problem in some cases. If a computer is stolen in e simple theft where 
based 011 all circwnstances it could have been a washing machine or 
'willing roachine and made no difference, then a knowiedge of computer 
technology is not necessary, and it would not be a computer-related 
crime. However, if knowledge of computer technology is necessary to 
determine the value of the article taken, the nature of possible damage 

II done in the taking, or the intended use by the thief is at issue, then 
it would be a computer-related crime. To illustrate, i.f an' individual 
makes a ~telephone call to a bank funds transfer department and 
fraudulently requests a transfer of $10 million to his account in a bank 
in Zurich, two possibilities occur. If the clerk who received the call 
was deceived and keyed the transfer into a ,computer terminaJ, the funds 

,_ trallsfer would not be a cOllIputer-related crime. No fraudulent act was 
I~,\ related directly to a computer, and no special knowledge Qf computer 

technology would be required. However, if the clerk was in collusion 
with the caller, the fraudulent act would include,the entry of data at 
the terminal and would be a computer-related crinte. Knowledge ,of 
computer technology would be necessary to understand the terminal usage 
and protocol. These examples indicate the possibilities of rational 
conclusions in defining computer-related crimc. However, more practical 
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consiaerations should not make such expl'icit lind absolute decisions 
nece6ary. If any information in this manual" is useful for dealing with 
any kind of crime, its 'use should be encouraged. 'Finally, as the 
criminal justice community has begun to understand from experience the 
involvement of computers acrOBS all types of crime, the definition has 
broad3ned. It is expected that the resulte ~~ efforts funded by LEAA 
will' establ1.,sh a consensus on a broad definition of computer-re1:~ted 
crime to cover the current and anticipated experience. ,,' 

C. A CLASSIFICATION OF ~O~WUTER-RELATED CRIME 

A classification of computer-related crime is !?ased on a variety of 
lists and models from several sources to produce standards for 
categorization. The classification goes beyond white-collar crimes, 
because, as stated above, computers have been found to be involved in 
robhery, larceny, extortion, espionage, and sabotage. 

\) 

Senator Abraham Ribicoff's recent Senate Hill (S240) to amend Title 
18 of the U.S. Criminal Code (see Appendix A) is an omnibus crime bill 
making crimes of unauthorized acts in, around, ,and with computer and 
telecommunication systems. He identifies four main categories of 
computer-related crime: [3] 

o The tntroduction of fraudulent records or data into a computer 
system. 

o Unau~horized use of computer related facilities. 

o The alteration or destruction of information or files. 

o The stealing, whether by electronic means or otherwise of money, 
financial instruments, property, services, or valuable data. 

A computer abuse study has identified categories in several 
dimensioml: [2] 

f, 

o Categorized bJIl type of loss: physical damage and des~truction 
from vandalism, intellectual property, direct Hne.ucial 8:!lin and 

',' use of services. 

o Categorized by the role played by computers: object of, attAck", 
uni~\ ue environment and forms of assc;:ts produced, ins trument, and 
symbol. <.I 

\;.' 

o Categot~ized by type of, act rela,tive to data, computer programs" ':? 

and services: modification, des~ruction, di~elosure, and use of 
services." 

o 

(\ 

I!.~ 

cat~~orized by type of 
&rson, embezzlement, 
espionage. 

i) 

crime: fraud, 
extortion, 

of' 
(t~) 

c> 
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theft, robbery, larceny, 
conspiracy, sabotage," and~ 
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o '_categorized by modi operan.4,i: PhY~ic:al att~:~ks, \\false data 
entry, superzapping,:impersonation, wi.re tapping, Piggybacking, 
social engineering. scavenging, Trojan. horse attackEi!, trap door 
use, asynchr,onou~ attacks, salam~. techn~ques, da.ta leakage, 
logic bombs, anq simulation. 

i) c These classifications can be developed i~td a set of eomplete, 
Cl;;tailed descriptions, a\1.d models of computer ,~~lated crime. They can be 
useful for a variety of 1:l.:1searchand practical purposes 1,n investigation 
and prosecution of computer-related crime. 

D. HiST~RY OF COMPUTER-RELATED CRIHE 

Computer abuse started, with the,~mergence ,.of computer technology in 
the late 1940s. As the number of people in the computer field began to 
increase, the facet of human nature of doing, harm to society for. 
personal gain took hold as it does with any 'segment of the human:> 
population; the problem of crime became especially ,acute as computer 
technology proliferated into sensitive areas in society. This occurred 
first in military ~ystems and then. in engin~e'ring., scie,nce, and finally 
business applications. 

. The first recorded computer abuse occurred in 1958 [2].' The :first 
f'edera11,y prosecuted computer-related crime, identified as such, w~s the 
alteration of bank records by computer in 'Minneapolis, in 1966. Table 1 
is a computer-produced index of collected cases of computer abuse. [4] 
Some fraction of the 669 cases can be considered to be computer-~elated 
crimes (where illegal activities have been proved). . 

Pursuit of the study of computer-related crime and computer abuse 
has been controversial. In 1970, a~umber of researchers'conc1uded that. 
the problem was !I1'P}'ely a small part of the effect of technology on 
society and was '.,dt worthy of specific, explicit:.-.~.'~,~~arch. The increase' 
in substantial losses associated with intentional acts involving 
computers ,proved the fallacy of th1.s view. The explicit, .id-ant1fic.a~ion 
of computer-related crime as a subject for research and development of 
preventativ~ measure ... -in criminal j4stice suffered a similar fate in the 
mid-1970s •. Researchers argued that computers should.not be the f.ocus in 
a stud:'l' of various types ~\f crime. They bel~eved .the involvement of 
computers should be subordinate to the study of each specific type o~~, 
crime,,) both manual and auto~ted. The uniqueness of characteristics cre'/' 

'computer-related crime across all the different types of crime was not 
considered sufficient to warrant explicit res-earch. 

The formaJ .s tudy qf 
,~national conference on 
'-~-- comple~ed in 1973. [2] 

computer abuse was, started in 1971.~The first 
computer abuse and a compl'ltiensive report were 
Since then, many reports, papers, journal 

been published jescribing the research. [5] articles, and books have 
• II 

The interest olthe criminal justice community began in response to 0 
"~ncreasiN}' numbers ,of cases and action by criminal' justice 
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organizations, in,cluding the: FBI Academy, Cri1Jllinal Justice Conferences 
on white-collar~ and organized crime, National District Attorneys 
Association Economic Crime Project, local FBI offices, and the' National 
College of District Attorneys. In 1976, the FBI established' for its 
agents a 4-week training course i~. investigation of computer-related 
crime and another for other agencies in 1918. 

In 1976, as a result of the increasing frequency of cases, Senator 
Abraham Ribicoff and his U.S.'Senate ,90vernment Affairs Committee became 
aware of computer-related crime and the in~dequacy of' federal criminal 
law to deal with it. The committee pr9du6edtwo reports on its research 
[U.S. Senate 1976, 1977], [6, 7] and "Senator Ribicoff introduced" the 
first Federal Systems protectiQ~ Act Bill in June 1977. As the result 
of.· U.S. Justice Department comments and hearings on the bill in June 
1978 [8], the Bill was revised and a new bill, S240, was introduced into 
the current Congress (see Appendix A). On the state level, 'Florida, 
~.lichigan, Colorado, Rhode Island, and Arizona have computer-related 

. crime laws based on the first Ribicoff bill. Current state legislation. 
on computer-related crime is provided in Appendix B and proposed 
legislation in Appendix C. 

Recent research has produced a number of publications on computer
related crime. Among them are.: "Operational Guide· to White-Collar Crime 
Enforcement, On the Investigation of Computer Crime" [9]; "Manual for 
Prosecution of Computer-Related Crime" [10]; and "Computer Crime 
Inves tiga don Manual," published commercially. [11] 

Computer-related crime' haa been portrayed tictionally in sev~ral 

novels [12, 13] , motion pictures, and television drama.s. Two comic 
strips, Dick Tracy and Steve Roper, have depicted fictional stories. 
The computer-re~ated crime aspects of a massive insurance fraud were 
dramatized by the British Broadcasting System. NBC TV News and CBS 60 

. Minutes have had special segments. Several nonfiction trade books have 
been published" and art icles have appeared in all major magazines rand 
newspapers. Un.fortunately, the public interest and sensationalism" 
aS60ciated with computer-related crime has' made folk heroes of the 

. perpetrators and caused significant embarrassment to ,the victims. 
Prosecutors have sometimes benefited from the viSibility. of their cas'es 
and the high conviction rate. . '. .' .' '" 

E. I~"VESTIGATION AND PROSECUTION EXPERIENCE 

E;xtensive field work preceded the writing of this manual. In 
ij~p~;_~)lar, several weeks were spent, interviewing 44 prosecutors and 
in~.estigators in the Los Angeles Df.strict Attorney's office and several 
prosecutors in offices in New York City and Philadelphia. Their 
experiences in prosecuting computer-related crime a.nd more than 50 cases 
were 'documented. A questionnaire, aurvey of: 49 prosecutors was also 
conducted. [14] The informa:tion obtain.ed has been used: as the basis . for 
parts of this manual. 
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The initial reactionrto inquiries about deputy distri~t attorneys'" 
(DDAa) experiences with computer-related c'rime is that "we have had no 
computer-related crime cases." Further discussion usually indicated that 
they have had several crime cases in whtch computers had been involved 
to a significant extent, but DDAS had failed to classify them as 
computer-related crimes. There was g~neral agreement that there will be 
an increasing number of computer-related crimes. Moreover, the 
defendant and his defense attorney understand the technical aspects of 
the computer involved in ~he case; therefore, it is important that the 
prosecutor also understand, them. 

!I 

F. COMPUTER-RELATED CRIME METHODS AND DETECTION 

Investigators and prosecutors should deal with computer-related 
crime as much as possible in the context of their experience with other, 
more traditional, crime. Howe,,'er, when computer tec~nology plays a key 
role that cannot be avoided, a thorough understanding of criminal 
lllethods involving computers is essential. In addition, being aware of 
the types of people who have the skills and knowledge to use these 
methods, likely evidence of their use and detection methods 'can be most 

\ helpful. 

This section describes 12 computer-related crime methods in tl1hich 
computers play a key role. Although several of the' methods are far more 
complex than the nonexpert will understand in detail, these brief 
descriptions will aid investigators and prosecutors .. to comprehend 
sufficiently to interact with technologists who can provide th~ 
necessary expertise to deal with them. ~lost technologica,1ly 
sophisticated computer-re+ated crimes will use one or more of chese 
methods. However, no matter how complex the methods, the crimes will 
still fit into the categories familiar to the prosecutor. for an 
explanation of the technical terms used in this discussion the reader is 
referred to Section VI, "Overview of Computer Technology," the glossary, 
or the index. 

Like most aspects of computer technology, a jargon 4escribing the 
now classical methods of computer-related crime has developed. These 
are the technical methods for some of the more sophisticated and 
automated computer-related crimes. The results are modification, 
disclosure (taking), destruction, and use or denial of use of services, 
computer equi'pment, computer programs, or data in computer systems. 
Depending on the meaning of the data, kinds of services, or purpose of 
the programs, the acts range over many known types of crime. The 
methods, possible types of perpetrators, likely evidence of their use, 
and detection are described below. 

1. ~ Diddling 

This is the 
computer-related 
their input to 
associated with 

simplest, safest, and most common method used in 
crime. It involves changing data before or during 
computers. 0 The changing can be done by anybody 
or heving access to the processes' of creating, 
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recording, transpottirig, encoding, examining, ch9cking, converting, and 
transforming data that ultimately enter a computer. Examples are 
forging or countf:!rfeiting documents; exchanging valid ,computer tapes, 
cards, or disks with 'prepared replacements; source entry violations; 
punching extra holes or plugging holes in cards; and neutralizing or 
avoiding manual controls. 

Uata are normally protected by manual methods, and once data are in 
the computer, they can be automatically validated and verified.-· Manual 
controls include maker-checker-signer roles for trusted people with 
separation of responsibilities or dual responsibilities that force 
collusion to perpetrate fraudulent acts. Batch control totals can be 
manually calculated and compared in the computer with matching 
computer-produced batch control totals. In this method, data are 
batched into small groups, and data are added together to produce a sum 
that is the control total. Another common control is the use of check 
digits or characters imb~dded in the data based on various 
characteristics of each field of data (e.g., odd or even number 
indicators or hash totals). Sequence numbers and time of arrival can be 
associated with data and checked to ensure that data have not been 
removed _ or reordered. Large volumes of data can be checked by using 
utilitY9'";\~"sP\~cia1-purpose programs in a cOPlputer. Evidence of d'ata 
diddling'· ._}'::c' discovered data that do not correctly represent data as 
found at sources, lack equality with redundant or duplicate data, do not 
match earlier forms of data by reversing the manual processes that have 
been carried out, control totals or cher.Jt digits that do not check nor 
meet validation and verification tests in the computer. 

A typical example is the case of a timekeeping clerk who filled out 
data forms of hours worked by 300 employees in a department of a 
railroad company. He noticed that all data on the forms were entered 
into the timekeeping and payroll system on the computer included both 
the name and the employee number of each worker. However, the computer 
used o~ly employee numbers for processing and even for looking up 
employee names and addresses to print on payroll checks. He also 
noticed that outside the computer all manual process,ing and control was 
based only on employee names, because nobody identified people by their 
numbers. He took advantage ,of thls dichotomy of controls by filling out 
forms for overtime hours worked and using names of employees who 
frequently worked overtime but entering his own employee number. This 
was never discovered, and his inCOille was increased by several thousand 
dollars every year until by chance an auditor examining W-2 federal 
in,come forms noticed the unusually high annual income of the c1erk~ An 
examination of, the timekeeping computer files and recent t.imekeeping 
data forms. and a discussion with the clerk's supervisor revealed ~he 
source of the increased income. The clerk was confronted with the 
evidence and admitted F.i:!lfraudulent activities. The clerk's activities 
were not sophisticatl,ed" but surely represent a data diddling computer
related crime. Well-d:esigned timekeeping and payroll systems use the 
first few letters~o£ employees' ~ames appended to their identification 
numbers to reduce the likelihood of this type of crime. 
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Potential data diddling perpetrators are empl9yed in different 
kinds of occupations'. Table 2 summarizes these potential perpetrations, 
the methods of detecting data diddlin€~ and the sources of evidence. "J 

Ta.ble 2 
DETECTION OF DATA DIDDLING 

Potential.perpetrators 
, . ~~:., -

'I 

Tra,nsaction particip/:lmts 

Data preparers 

i 

Source data suppli~S 

Nonparticipants ,",,11th 
a.ccess 

2. Trojan Horse 

Methods of Detection 

Data comparison' 

Document validation 

" J 

11anual controls 
instrumentation analysis 

Computer validati.on and 
verification exception 

Reports analysis 

Computer output 

Integrity tests 

, 
Evidence 

Data dO<;,ument.s 
Sburce 
Transactions 
Comput~r-readable 

Computer data media 
. Tapes 

Cards 
Disks 
Storage modllles 

Manual logs, 
journals, and 
exception report s 

Inc.orrect .,,~~mputer 
output 

The Trojan horse method is the covert placement of computer 
instructions in a program so that the computer will perform unauthorized 
functions but usually still will allow the program to perform ,its 
intended purposes. This is the most common method in computer program
based frauds and sabotage. Instructions may be placed in production 
computer programs so that they will be executed in the protected or 
restricted domain of the program and have access to all of, j/ the data 
f'iles;' thai a're .assign'ed for exclusive use of the program. Programs are 
u'sually constructed loosely enough to allow space to be found or created 
for inserting the instructions. 

There are no practical methods of preventing and detecting Trojan 
horse methods if the perpetrator is sufficie~tly clever. A typical 
business application program can consist of over 100,000 computer 
instructi()ns and data. The Trojan horse can also'be concealed among up 
to 5 or 6 millions of instructions in the operating system and commonly 
used utility programs where it waits for execution of,the target 
application program, inserts extra instructions in it. for a few 
milliseconds of execution time, and removes them with no remaining 
evidence. Bven if it is discovered, there is no indication of who may 
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have done it except to narrow the search to those programmers who have 
the necessary skills, knowledge, an~ access among employees, former 
employees, contract programmersj'tonsultants, or employees of the 
computer or software suppliers. However, the perpetrator may be 
continuing to benefit from his acts by converting them to economic gain 
directly or through accomplices. If the conversion to assets can be 
dete~ined and traced, there is a chance of apprehension using this 
method. 

A suspected Trojan horse might be discovered by comparing a copy of 
the operational program under suspicion with a master or other copy 
kn'own to be free of unauthorized changes. Backup c,.ppies of production 
programs are routinely kept in safe storage, but smart perpetrators will 
make duplicate changes in them. Also pr'ograms are frequently changed 
without changing the backup copies, thereby making comparison difficult. 
Utility programs are usually available to perform comparisons of large 
programs, but their integrity and the computer system on which they are 
executed must be assured. This should be donE only by qualified and 
tTusted experts. 

, A Trojan horse might also be detected by testing the suspect 
program with data and under conditions that might cause the exposure of 
the purpose of the Trojan horse. However, the probability of success is 
low unless exact conditions for discovery are known. This may prove the 
existance of the Trojan horse., but usually will not determine its 
location. A 'l'rojan horse may also reside in the source language version 
or only in the object form and may be inserted in the object form each 
time it is assembled or compiled--e.g., as the result of another Trojan 
horse in the assembler or compiler. 

The methods for de:tecti'clg Trojan horse frauds are summa:rized in 
Table 3. The table also lists the occupations of potential perpetrators 
and the sources of evidence fo Trojan horse crime. 

Table 3 

DErECTION OF TROJ4N HORSE CRIMES 

Potential Perpetrators 

Programmers having 
detailed knowledge of 
a suspected part of a 
program,and its purpose 
and access to it 

Employees 
Contract programmers 
Vendor's programmers 
Users of the computer 

MethQ~s of Detection 

Program code comparison 

Testing 'of suspect program 

Tracing of possible gain 
from the act 
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Evidence 

Unexpected results 
of program execu
tion 

Foreign code found 
in a suspect program 



3. Salami ~Techniques 

An automated form of ,crime involving th~ theft of small amounts of 
assets from a large number of sources is identified as a salami 
technique (taking small slices without not~ceably reducing the whole). 
For example, in a banking system the demal:ll"l deposit accounting system 
for checking accounts c.ould be changed (u~lng the Trojan horse method) 
to randomly r~duce a few hundred accounts by 10 cents or 15 cents by 
transferring the money to a favored account where it can be legitimately 
withdrawn through normal methods. No controls are violated because the 
money is ~ot: removed from the system of accounts. Instead, a small 
fraction of it is merely rearranged. The success of the fraud is based 
on the idea that each checking account customer looses so little that it 
is of little consequence. Many variations are poasi.ble. The assets may 
be an inventory of products or services as well'cis money .'--

One salami method in a financial system is known as the "round 
d9wn" fraud. The round down fraud requires a, computer system 
application where large numbers of financial accounts are processed. 
The processing must involve the multiplication 'of dollar amounts by 
numbers--such as in interest rate calculations. This arithmetic results 
in products that contain fractions of the smallest denomination of 
currency, such as the cent in the United States. For example, a savings 
account in a bank may have a balance of $15.86. Applying the 2.6% 
interest rate results in adding $0.41236 ($15.86 x .026) to the balance 
for a new bal~nce of $16.27236. However, because the balance is to be 
retained only to the nearest cent, it is rounded down to $16.27, leaving 
$0.002,36. What is to be done with this remainder? The int~rest 
calculation for the next account in the program sequence might be the 
following: $425.34 x 0.026 • $11.05884. This would result in a new 
balance of $436.39884 that must be rounded up to $436.40, leaving a 
deficit or negative remainder of $0.00116, usually placed in parenthesis 
to show its negative value ($0.00116). 

The net effect of rounc;ing in both these accounts, rounding down to 
the calculated cent in the first and adding 1 cent in the second, leaves 
both accounts accurate to the nearest cent and; a remainder of $0.0012 
($0.00236 $0.00116). This remainder is then carried to the next 
account calculation, and so on. As the calculations continue, if the 
running. or ac~umulating remainder goes above 1 cent, positive or 
negative, the last account ,is adjusted to return the remainder to an 
amount less than 1 cent. This results in a few accounts re~eiving 1 
cent 'more or less than the correct rounded values, but the totals for 
all accounts remain in balance. 

This is where the creative computer programmer can engage in some 
trickery to accumulate for himself a fancy bit of change and still show 
a balanced set of accounts that defies discovery by the auditor. He 
merely changes the rules slightly in the program by accumulating the 
rounded down remainders in his own account rather than distributing them 
to the other accounts as they build up. 
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Using a larger number of accounts shows how this is done. First, 
if .. rounded down correctly, it would be as shown in Table 4. [15] The 
interest rate applied to the total of all accounts, $3,294.26, results 
in a new total balance of $3,379.91 ($3,294.26 x 1.026) and a remainder 
of $0.00076 when the new total balance is rounded. This is calculated 
by the program as verification that the arithmetic performed account by 
account is correct. However, note that several accounts (those marked 
with an asterisk) have 1 cent more or less tha~ they should have. 

Now suppose the programmer writes the program to accumulate the 
round amounts into his own account, the last account in the list. The 
calculations will be as shown in Table 5. The totals are the same as 
before and the verification shows no tinkering. However, now the new 
balances of some accounts are 1 cent less, but none are 1 cent more as 
in the previouti example. Those extra Qents have been accumulated and 
all added to the programmer's account (the la.st account in the list) 
rather than to the accQunts where the adjusted remainder exceeded 1 
cent. 

Table 4 
EXAMPLE OF ROUNDED DOWN ACCOUNTS 

Rounded Accumulating 
Old Balance New Balance New Balance Remainder Remainder 

$ 15.86 $ 16.27236 $ 16.27 $ 0.00236 $ 0.00236 
425.34 436.39884 436.40 (0.00116 ) 0.00120 
221.75 227.51550 227.52 (0.00450) (0.00330) 
18.68 19.16568 19.17 (0.00432) (0.00762) 

o 564.44 579.11544 ~"9.u... (0.00456) (0.01218) 
579.11 (0.00218) 

61.31 62.90406 62.90 0.00406 0.00188 
101.32 103.95432 103.95 0.00432 0.00620 

!) ·~·'n.ll 79.11486 ~ 0.00486 0.01106 
79.12 0.00106 

457.12 469.00512 469.01 (0.00488) (0.00382) 
111.35 114.24510 114.25 (0.00490) (0.00872) 

o 446.36 457.96536 ~ (0.00464) (0.01336) 
457.96 (0.00336) 

88.68 90.98568 90.99 (0.00432) (0.00768) 
0 14.44 14.81544 ~ (0.00456) (0.01224) 

14.81 (0.00224) 
83.27 85.43502 85.44 (0.00498) (0.00722) 

127.49 130.80474 130.80 0.00474 (0.00248) 
331.32 339.93432 339.93 0.00432 0.00184 
37.11 38.07486 38.07 0.00486 0.00670 

o 111.31 114.20406 '~ 0.00406 0.01076 
114.21 0.Q0076 

-------- --------
$32.94.26 Total $3379.91 
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Table 5 

EXANPLE OF ROUNDED DOWN ACCOUNTS CO~VERTED TO PROGRAMMER"'S ACCOUNT 

Rounded Accumu- Pro-
Old New New lating grammer"'s 

Balance Balance Balance Remainder Remainder Remainder --
$ 15.86 $ 16.27236 $ 16.27 $ 0.00236 $ 0.00000 $0.00236 

425.34 436.39884 ,436.40 (0.00116) (0.00116 ) 0.00236 
221.75 227.51550 227.52 (0.00450) (0.00566) 0.00236 

18.68 19.16568 19.17 (0.00998) (0.00998) 0.00236 
o 564.44 579.11544 ~ (0.00456) (0.01454) 0.00236 

579.ll (0.00454) 
61.31 62.90406 62.90 0.00406 (0.00454) 0.00642 

101.32 103.95432 103.95 0.00432 (0.00454) 0.01074 
'77 .ll 79.ll486 79.11 0.00486 (0.00454) 0.01560 

457.12 469.00512 469.01 (0.00488) (0.00942) 0.01560 
o lll.35 ll4.24510 ~ (0.00490) (0.01432) 0.01560 

114.24 (0.00432) 
4~~6. 36 457.96536 457.97 (0.00464) (0.00896) 0.01560 

0 88.68 90.98568 90.99 (0.00432) (0.01328) 0.01560 
90.98 (0.00328) 

14.44 14.81544 14.82 (0.00456) (0.00784) 0.01560 
0 83.27 85.43502 -as 4.a (0.00498) (0.01282) 0.01560 

85.43 (0.00282) 
127.49 130.80474 130.80 0.00474 (0.00282) 0.02034 
::i31.32 339.93432 339.93 0.00432 (0.00282) 0.02466 

37.11 38.07486 38.07 0.00486 (0.00282) 0.02952 
o 111.31 114.20406 ~ 0.00406 (0.00282) 0.03358 

114.23 0.00076 0.00000 
-------- --------
$3.294.26 Total $3379.91 

Clearly, if there were 180,000 accounts instead of the 18 accounts 
in this example, the programmer could have made" a tidy profit of $300 
($0.03 x 10,000). This could result in a significant fraud over sevel'al 
ye~lrs. 

There are only two ways that the auditor might discover this fraud. 
He could check the instructions in the program, or he could recalculate 
the interest for the programmer"'s account after the program had been 
executed by the comput~r. A clever programmer could easily disguise the 
instructions causing the fraudulent calculations in the program in a 
number of ways. Howeve.r, this would probably be unnecessary because an 
auditor or anybody else would probably not wade step by step through a 
program so long as use of'. the prQgram showed no irregularities. 
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This program method would show no irregularities unless the 
programmer's account were audited. It is unlikely that hIs account--one 
account among 180,OOO--would be audited. Besides, the programmer could 
hav~ opened the account using a fictitious name or the name of an 
accomplice. He could also occasionally change to other accounts to 
reduce further the possibility of d~tection. 

Experienced accountants aI\o auditors indicate that the round down 
fraud technique has been known for many years, even before the use of 
computers. They say that a good auditor will look for this type of 
fraud by checking for deviations from the standard accounting method for 
rounding calculations. 

Salami acts are usually not ful,\y discoverable within obtainable 
expenditures for investigation. Vic.tims have usually lost so little 
individually that they are unwilling to expend much effort to solve the 
case. Specialized detection routines ca'n be built into the suspect 
program, or snapshot storage dump listings could be obtained at crucial 
times in Euspect program production runs. If the salami acts are taking 
identifiable amounts, these can be traced, but a smart perpetrator will 
randomly vary the amounts or accounts debited and credited. 

The actions and life styles of the few people and their associates 
who have the skills, knowledge, and access to perform salami acts can.be 
closely watch~d for aberrations or deviations from no·rmal. This c.ould 
be successful because real-time actions are usually required to convert 
the results to obtainable gain. The perpetrator or his accomplice will 
usually withdraw the money from the accounts in which it accumulates in 

,legitimate ways. Records will show an imbalance between the deposit and 
. wit,hdrawal transactions, but all accounts would have to be balanced 
relative to ~ll transactions over a significant period of time. This is 
a monumental and expensive task. 

Many financial institutions require employees to use thdr 
financial services and/make it attractive for them to do so. Employees' 
accounts are more completely and carefully audited than others. This 
usually forces the salami perpetrators to open accounts under assumed 
names or arrange for accI,)mplices to do i.1::. Investigation of suspected 
salami frauds might be more successful through concentrating on the 
actions of possible suspects rather than relying on t,echnical methods of 
discovery. 

Table 6 lists the methods of detecting the use ~f salami 
techniques. The table also lists pot:ential perpetrators and, source of 
evidence of the use of the tflchnique. 
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· Table 6 
DETECT!ON OF SALAMI TECHNIQUES 

Potential Perpetrators 
--,..~ 

Filianclal system 
programmers 

Employees 

, Methods of Detection 

Detail data analysis 

Program compa,rison 

Evidence 
(] 

Many small financial 
losses 
Unsupported account 
buildup-a ~~, " 

!<'ormer employees 
Contract p~ogrammers 
Vendors' programmers 

Transaction aud~ts 

Observation of financial 
activities of possible 
suspects 

~Trojan horse code ~ 

~hanged or unusual" "'. \v;~ 
personal financiall.::'6 
practicl!s of, 
possibl& suspects 

4. Superzapping 

Superzapping derives its name from superzap, a macrolutility program 
used in most 'IBM comp'~lter centers as a systems tool. Any computer 
center t.hat has a secure computer operating mude needs a "break glass in 
case of emergency" complJter program that will bypass all controls to 
Illodify or disclose any of the contents of the computer. Computers 
sometimes stop, malflJncti()n or enter a state that cannot be overcome by 
normal recovery or rest~\rt procedures. Compulers'al~so perform 
unexpectedly and rteed attention that normal access trlethods do not allow. 
In such cases, a universal ,\lccess program is nfaadEd. This is similar in 
one way to a master key to be used if all other keys are lost or locked 
in the enclosure they were Uleant to open. 

Utility programs such as superzap are powerf~ and dangerous tools 
in. the wrong hands. They alt'e normally used only by systems progra\llmers 
and computer operators who maintain c.omputer operating systems. They 
should be kept secure from unauthorized use. Howev~r, they are often, 
placed ifiptogram libraries where they can be used by a'ny pi\ogrammer or 
operator who knows of their presence and h~W to u~~ them,. 'ilil' , 

A classic eXAmple of s~perzappiI~ re~~lting in a $128:000 loss 
occurred in a 'bank in New,/Jers:ey. I1S] The ma~r of 'computer operations' 
was using a superzap program to make changes t~account" balances to 
correct ~rrors as directed by management. The regular ~~ correction 
process was not working correctly because the demand-deposit\,~~~nting 
system had become obs~lete and error-ridden as a reslJlt of inattention 
in a computer changeover. Th~.operations manager discovered how easy it 
was to make cha~'rs without th:- usua~lcontrols or journal recor~!iI, and 
he made, changes trio }-~ferr1,ng monf!Y to-=hree friends'" accounts. They:' 
engaged in th'l 'Y':1,)ud long enough for a customer to find a shortage: 

, qu~:~k act ion in ('res ponse to the cus tomer'" 8 complaint c res~ ted. in (. 
'.' indictmentan1 conviction of the perpetrators. The use of the 'superzap 

program wititout leaving any evidence oil changes t@ the data 'files made" 
discover:-, of the fraud thr~lgh technical means'hf.gh~y.:,:U~li~)r. 
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lJnauthorized use of superzap v'i-ograms can result 1n changes to data 
files that are normally updated only by pr~duction programs. There 
usually ate few if anyc!';!ontrols that \'1ould detect changes in the data 
files from previous runs. Application programmers do not anticipate 
this type of fraud; their universe of concern is limited to the 
application program and its interaction with data files. Therefore, the 
detection of fraud will result only when the recipients of regular 
computer output reports from the production program notify management 
that a.discrepancy seems to have occurred. Computer managers will often 
conclude that the evidence indicfAte,s da~a entry errors, because it would 
not be a characteristic. computet or program enror. Cons.iderable time 
can {be wasted from s.e~rching in the wrong areas. When it is concluded 
that .. u\1authorized file changes have occurred independent of the 
applicatio'(1 program associated with the file, a search of all computer 
usage journals might reveal the use of a superzap program, but this is 
unlikely if the perpetrator anticipates this. Occasionally, there ;,tlay 
be a record of a request to have the file placed on-line in the computer 
system if it 1s not normally in that mode. Otherwise, the changes would 
have to.Qf.;curwhen the production program using the file is being run or 
just before or after it is run~ This is the most likely time of the 
act. 

Detection of the superzap acts may be possible by comparing the 
current file with father and grandfather copies of the file where no 
updates exist to account fo~ suspicious changes. Table 7 summarizes the 
potential perpetrators, methocld of detection, and sources of evidence in 
superzapping crime. 

Table 7 

DETECTION OF SUPERZAPPING CRIME 

Potential Perpetrators 

Progra.1J1mers with access, 
to superzapprograms and 
compute~ access to 

'\ use them) 

COillputer operations 
staff with applications 
knowledge' 

Method of Detection 

Comparison of files 
with~~;Lstorical copies 

Discrepancies noted by 
recipients of output 
reports 

Examination of computer 
usage journals 
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Evidence, 

Output report 
discrepancies 

Undocumeni;ed 
transactions 

Computer usage 
or file request 
journals 
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5. ,!rap Doors 

In the developruent ot large application and computer operating 
systems, it is the practice of programmers to insert debugging aids that 
provide breaks in the code for, lnsertion of additional code and 
intermedi~'ite output capabili ties • The deSign of computer operating 
systems attempts to prevent both access to them and inserti'on of code or 
modification of code. Consequently, system programmers will sometimes 
insert code that allows comprQmiae of these requirements during the 
debugging phases of program development and' later when the system is 
being maintained and improved. These facilities are referred to~s trap 
doors. Normally, trap doors are eliminated in the final editing but 
sometimes they are overlooked or purposely left in to facilitate ease of 
making future access and modification. In addition, some unscrupulous 
programmers may purposely introduce trap doors for later compromising of 
computer programs. Designers of large complex programs may also 
introduce trapdoors inadvertently through weaknes~es in de!3ign logic. ','" 

Trap doors may also be introduced in the electronic circuity of 
computers. For example, not all of the combinations of codes may be 
assigned to instructions found in the computer and documented in the 
programming manuals. When these unspecified commahds are used, the 
circuitry may cause the execution of unanti"ipated combinations of 
functions that allow compromise of the computer system. 

During the use and maintenance of computer programs and computer 
circuitry, ingenious programmers:invariably discover some of these 
weaknes3es and take advantage of them for useful and innocuous purposes. 
However, the trap doors may also be used for unauthorized, malicious 
purposes as ~ell. Functions that can be performed by computer programs 
hud computei, that are not in the specifications are often referred to 
as negative specifications. It is difficult enough for designers and 
implementers to make programs and computers function according to 
specifications and to prove that they perform according to 
specifications. It is currently not possible to prove that a computer 
system does not perform functions that it is not specified to perform. 

Research is continuing on a high-priority basis to develop methods 
of proving the correctness of comp,uter programs and computers according 
to complete and consistent specifications. However, it is anticipated 
ihat it will be many years before, commercially available computers and 
computer programs can be proved correct. Therefore, trap doors continue 
to exist, and, there is never any guarantee that they have all been found 
and corrected. 

In one computer-related crime, a systems program~er discovered a 
trap door in a FORTRAN programming language compiler. The trap door 
allowed the programmer writing in the FORTRAN (FORmula TRANslation) 
language to transfer control from his FORTRAN program into a, region of ," 
storage used for data. This caused the computer to execute computer 
instructions formed by the data and provided a means of execut~ng 
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progr~ code secretly by inputting data in the" form of computer 
instructions each time the FORTAN program was run. This occurfed in a 
cOllWlercia1 time-shs,ring computer service. The systems programmer ,in 
collusi,on .with a user of the time-sharin.gservice~~s .,a.·b1e to use large 
amounts of' computer time free of charge and obtai,n data and programs of 
other time-sharing users. In another case, several automative engineers 
in Detroit discovered a trap door in a commercial t'ime-sharing service 
in Florida that allowed them to search uninhibitedly for privi1~ged 
pas'swords. They discovered the password of the president of the time
sharing company and were able to obtain copies of trade-secret computer 
programs that they proce.f.!ded to use free of charge. In both of these 
cases the perpetrators' were discovered accidentally. It was never 
determined how many other uset'S were taking advantage of the trap doors. 

There is no direct technical method for the discovery of trap 
doors. However, when the nature of a suspected trap door i~ 

sufficiently determined,. tests of varying degrees of complexity can be 
performed to discover hidden functions used for malicious purposes. 
This requires ,the expertise of systems programmers and knowledgeable 
application programmers. Large amounts of computer services and time 
could be wasted by people without sufficient expertise attempting to 
discover trap door usage. Investigators should always seek out the most 
highly qualified experts for the particular computer system or computer 
application under suspicion. 

It is wise for the inves.tigator always to assume that the computer 
system and computer programs are never sufficiently secure from 
intentional, technical compromise. However, these intentional acts 
usually require the expertise of only the very few technologists who 
have the skills, knowledge, and access to perpetrate them. Table 8 
lists the potential perpetrators,methods of detection, and sources of 
evidence of the use of the trap door technique. 

Ta'b1e 8 

DETECTION OF TRAP DOOR CRIMES 

Potential Perpetrators 

Systems programmers 

Expert application 
programmers" 

Methods of Detection 

Exhaustive testing 

Comparison of speci
,fication to performance 

Specific testing based 
on evidence 
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Evidence 

Computer output 
reports that indicate 
that a computer 
system performs out
side of its 
specifica tions 
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6. Logic Boulos 

, A logi.c bomb is a computer program execu:ted at appropriate or 
periodic times in al c!.>mputer system that determines conditions or states 
of the computer that facilitate the perpetration of an unauthorized, 

'~ malicious act. For example, in one case, secret computer instructions 
,were inserted (a Trojan horse) in the computer operating system where 

they were executed periodically. [15] The instructions would test the 
year, date and time of day clock in the computer so tha~ on a specified 
day of the year 2 years later at 3:00 P.M. the time bomb, a type of 
logic bomb, wc/uld go off and trigger the printout of a confession of a 
crime on all of the 300 computer terminals on-line at that time and then 
would cause the system to crash. This was timed so that the perpetr~tor 
would be geographically a long distance from the computer and its users. 
In another case, a payroll system programme~ put a logic bomb in the 
personnel system so that if his name was ever removed from the personnel 
file, indicating termination of employment, secret code would have 
caused the entire personnel file to be erased. 

. A logic bomb can be programmed to trigger an act based on any 
specified condition or data that may occur or be introduced. Logic 
bombs are usually placed in the computer system using the Trojan horse 
technique. Methods to discover logic bombs in a computer system would 
be the same as for Trojan horses. Table 9 summarizes the potential 
perpetrators, methods of detection, and kinds of evidence of logic 
bombs·. 

Potentia~ Perpetrators 
--------,--~--------

Programmers having de
tailed knowledge of a 
suspected part of a pro-
gram and its purpose 
and access tO,it 

Employees 
Contract programmers 
Vendor's programmers 
Users of the computer 

7. Asynchronous Attacks 
-'!~ '.' 

Table 9 

DETECTION OF LOG IC BOJ.viBS 

Methods of Detection 

Program code comparisons 

Testing of suspect 
program 

'~ 

Tracing of possible 
gain from the act 

Evidence 

Unexpected results 
of program 
execution 

Foreign code 
found in a suspect 
program 

Asynchronous attack techniques take advantage of the~)asynchronous 
functioning of a computer operating system. Most computer operating 
systems function asynchronously based on the services that must be per
formed for the various computer programs in execution in the computer 
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system. For example, several jobs may simultaneously call for output 
reports to be produced. The operating system stores these requests and, 
as resources become available, performs them in the order in which 
resources are available to fit the request or according to an overriding 
priority indication. Therefore, rather than executing requests in the 
order they are received, the system performs them asynchronously based 
on resources available. 

There are highly sophisticated methods of confusing the· operating 
system to allow it to violate the isolation of one job from another. 
For example, in a large application program that rlJns for a lc)ng period 
of time, it is customary for it to have checkpoint restaJ~ts. These 
allow the computer operator to set a switch manually to stop the program 
at a specified intermediate stopping point from which it may be 
restarted ata later time in an orderly manner without losing data. 
This requires the operating system to save the copy of the computer 
program and data in their current state at the checkpoint. The 
operating system must also save a number of system parameters that 

" describe the mode and security level of the program at the time of the 
stop. It might be possible for a programmer or computer operator to 
gain access to the checkpoint restart copy of the program, ·data, and 
system parameters. He could change the system parameters such ~hat on 
restart the program wbuld function at a higher priority security level 
or privileged level in the computer and thereby give the program 
unauthorized access to dat~, other programs, or the operating system. 
Note that checkpoint restaJ;'t actions are usually well documented in the 
computer console log. 

Even more complex methods of attack could be used besides the one 
described in this simple example. However, ~he technology is too 
complex to present here. The investigator should be aware of the 
possibilities of asynchronous attacks and seek adequate technical 
assistance if there are suspicious circumstances resulting from the 
activities of highly sophisticated and trained technologists. Evidence 
of such attacks would be discernible only from unexplainable deviations 
from application and system specifications in computer output or 
characteristics of system performance. Table 10 lists the potential 
perpetrators and methods of detecting asynchronous attacks. 

Table 10 

DETECTION OF ASYNCHRONOUS ATTACKS 

Pote'~ Perpetrator~ 

Sophisticated advanced 
system programmers 

Sophisticated & advanced 
comput$r operators 

( 

Method of Detection 

.System testing of· sus
pect~d attack methods 

Repeat execution of a 
job under normal and 
safe circumstances 

Evidence 

Output that deviates 
from normally . 
expected output or 
logs containing 
characteristics of 
computer operation 



8. Scavenging 

Scavengil~ is a method of obtaining information that may be left in 
or around a computer, system after the execution 'of a job. Simple 
physical scavenging could be the searching of trash barrels for copies 
of discarded computer listings or carbon paper from multiple-part forms. 
t'iore technical and sophisticated methods of scavenging can be done by 
searchin~ for residual data left in a computer after job execution. 

For example, a computer operating system may not properly erase 
buffer storage areas used for the temporary storage of input or output 
data. Some operating systems do not erase magnetic disk or magnetic 
tape storage media because of the excessive computer time required to do 
this. Therefore, new data are written over the old data. It may be 
possible for the next job to be executed to read the old data before 
they are replaced by new data. This might happen in the following way. 
If ~torage was reserved and used by a previous job and then assigned to 
the ne~t job, the next job would gain access to the same storage, write 
only a small amount of data into that storage, but then read the entire 
storage area back out for its own purposes, thus capturing--scavenging
-data that were stored by the previous job. 

In one case, a time-sharing service in Texas had a number of oil 
companies as customers. The computer operator noticed that: every time 
one particular customer used computer services his job alway,s requested 
that a scratch tape (temporary storage tape) be mounted on a tape drive. 
When the opera.tor mounted the tape, he noticed that the read-tape light 
always came on before the write-tape light came on, indicating that the 
user was reading data from a temporary storage tape before he had 
written anything on it. After numerous incidents of this, the computer 
operato'£' became curious and reported ,it to management. Simple 
i:nvestigation revealed that the customer was engaged in industrial 
espionage, obtaining seismic da,ta stored by various oil companies on the 
temporary tapes and selling this highly proprietary, valuable data to 
other oil companies. 

The detection of scavenging usually occurs as a r(Aul~, of 
discovering suspected crimes involving proprietary information that: may 
have come from a computer system and compute~ media. The information 
may be traced back to its source that involves computer usage. It is 
probably more likely that the act was a manual scavenging of information 
in human-readable form or the theft of magnetic tapes or disks rather 
than electronic scavenging. 

In one case, valuable dat~ were found on continuous forms from a 
computer output printer. [lS)Each page of the output had a preprinted 
sequence number and the name of the paper company. An FBI agent was 
able to t race the paper back to the' paper company. On the basis of the 
type of forms and sequence numbers~ he traced it from there to the 
computer center where the paper had been used. Th~ sequence numbers 
were traceable to a specific printer and!t1me at which the forms were 



p'rinted. Disc'overy of the job that produced the reports 
and the programmer who submitted t,he job from the computer 
and usage accounting data was straightforward. Table 
potential perpetrators. The table also summarizes the 
detecting and the kinds of evidence typical with scavenging 

at that time 
console log 
11 lists the 
methods of 

techniques. 

Table 11 

DETECTION OF SCAVENGING CRIMES 

Potential Perpet~~~!~ 

Users of the computer 
system 

Persons having access to 
computer facilities and 
adjacent areas 

9 • £!!!.. Leakage 

Method of Detection 

Tracing of discovered 
proprietary information 
back to its source 

Testing of an operating 
system to discover 
residual data after 
execution of a job 

Evidence 

Computer output 
media 

Type font 
characteristics 

Similar information 
produced in sus
pected ways in 
the same form 

A wide range of computer-related crime involves the removal of data 
or copies of data from a computer system or computer facility. [16] This 
possibility can offer t~e most dangerpus exposure to the perpetrator. 
His technical act may be well hidden in the computer; however, to 
convert it to economic gain, he must get the data from the computer 
system. Output is subject to examination by computer operators and 
other data processing personnel. 

Several techniques can be used to leak data from a computer system. 
The perpetrator may be able to hide the sensitive data in otherwise 
innocuous looking output reports. This could be done by adding to 
blocks of data. In' more sophisticated ways the data could be 
interspersed with otherwise innocuous data. An even more sophisticated 
method might be to encode data to look like something different than 
they are. For'example, a computer listing may be formatted so that the 
secret data are in the form of different lengths of printer lines, 
number of words or numbers per line, locations of punctuation, and use 
of code words that can be interspersed and converted into meaningful 
data. Another method is by controlling and observing the movement of 
equipment parts, such as the reading and writing of a magnetic tape 
causing the .tape reels to move clockwise and counterclockwise in a 
pattern representing binary digits 0 and 1. Observation of the movement 
of the tape reels results in obtaining the data. Similar kinds of 
output might be accomplished by causing a printer to print and ski.p 
lines in a pattern where the noise of the printer, recorded with a 
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cassette tape recorder, might be played back at slow speed to again 
produce a p~ttern translatable into binary information. 

These are rather exotic methods of data leakage that might be 
necessary only in high-security, high-risk environments. Otherwise, 
much simpler manual methods might be used. It has been reported that 
hidden in the central processors of many computers used in the Vietnam 
War were miniature radio transmitters capable of broadcasting the 
contents of the com,puters to a remote receiver. These were discovered 
when the computers we,re returned to the United States from Vietnam. 

Investigation 01; data leakage would probably best be conducted by 
interrogatng data Ilrocessing personnel who might have observed the 
movement of sensitive data. It might also be possible to examine 
computer operating system usage journals to determine if and when data 
files may have been accessed. Data leakage might be conducted through 
the use of Trojan horse, logic bomb, and scavenging methods. Possible 
use of these methods should be investigated when data leakage is 
suspected. Evidence will most likely be in the same' form as evidence of 
scavenging activities described above. Table 12 summarizes the 
detection of crimes resulting from data leakage. 

Table 12 

DE':rECTION OF CRIMES E'ROM DATA LEAKAGE 

Potential Perpetrators ----- --~--! 

Computer programmerls 

Employees 
Former employees 
Contract workers 
Vendor's employees 

Methods of Detection 

Discovery of stolen 
information 

Tracing computer storage 
media back to the 
computer facility 

10. Piggybacking ~ Impersonation 

Evidence 

Computer storage 
media 

computer output 
forms 

Type font 

Trojan horse or 
scavenging 
evidence 

Piggybacking and impersonation can be done physically or 
electronically. Physical piggybacking is a method for gaining access to 
controlled access areas when control is accomplished by electronically 
or mechanically locked doors. Typically an individual usually with his 
hands full of computer-related objects such as tape reels stands by the 
locked door. When an authorized individual arrives and opens the door, 
the piggybacker goes in 'after or along with him. Turnstyles, mantraps, 
or a stationed guard are the usual methods of preventing this type of 
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unauthorized access. The turnstyle allows passage of only one 
individual with a metal key, an electronic or magnetic card key, or 
combination lock activation. A mantrap is a double-doored closet 
through which only one person can move with one key action. Success of 
this method of piggybacking is dependent upon the quality of the access 
control mechanism and the alertness of authorized persons in resisting 
cooperation with the perpetrator. 

Electronic piggybacking can take plact.e hi art on-line computer 
system where individuals are using terminals, and identification is 
verified automatically by the computer system. When a terminal has been 
activated, the computer authorizes access, usually on the basis of a 
'key, secret password, or other passing of required information 
(protocol). Compromise of the computer can take place when a hidden 
computer terminal is connected to the same line through the t~lephone 
sWitching equipment and used when the legitimate user is not using his 
terminal. The computer will not be able to differentiate or recognize 
the two terminals, but senses only one terminal and one authorized user. 
Piggybacking can also be accomplished when the user signs off 
improperly, leaving the terminal in an active state or leaving the 
computer in a state where it assumes the user is still active. 

Impersonation is the process of one person assuming the identity of 
another. Physical access to computers or computer terminals and 
electronic access through terminals to a computer require positive 
identification of an authorized user. The verification of 
identification is based on some combination of something the user knows, 
such as a secret passwo~d; sometbj,ng the user is--i.e., a physiQlogical 
characteristic, such as finger print, hane;! geometry, or voice; and 
something the user possesses, such as a magnetic stripe card or metal 
key. Anybody with the correct combination of identification 
characteristics can impersonate another individual. 

An example of a clever impersonation occurred when a young man 
posed as a magazin4: writer and called upon a telephone company, 
indicating that he was writing an article on the computer system in use 
by the telephone company. [15] He was invited in and given a full and' 
detailed briefing on all of the computer facilities and application 
systems. As a result of this information, he was able to steal over $1 
million worth of telephone equipment from the company. In another case, 
an individual stole magnetic stripe credit cards that required secret 
personal identificat::!.on numbers (PINS) associated with each card for 
use. he would call the owners of the cards by telephone indicting that 
he was a bank official, had discovered the theft of the card, and needed 
to know the secret PIN number to protect the victim and issue a new 
card. Victims invariably gave out their secret PINs and the 
impersonator then used the PINs to withdraw the maximum amount allowed 
through automatic teller machines that required the cards and numbers 
for identification. 
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Electronic door access control systems frequently are run by a 
minicomputer that produces a log showing accesses and time of accesses 
for each individual gaining access. Human guards frequently do 
equivalent journaling through the keeping of logs. Uetection of 
unauthorized access can be accomplished by studying journals and loge 
and by interviewing people who may have witnessed the unauthoried 
access. Table 13 summarizes the methods of detecting computer crime 
committed by impersonation methods. 

Table 13 

DETECTION OF IMPERSONATION ACTS 

Potential Perpetrators 

Employees, former 
employees, vendors' 
employees 

Contracted persons 

Outsiders 

11. Wire Tapping 

Methods of Detection 

Access observations 

Interviewing witnesses 

Examination of journals 
and logs 

Specialized computer 
programs that analyze 
characteristics of on
line computer user 
accesses 

Evidence 

Logs, journals, 
equipruent usage 
meters 

Other physical 
evidence 

There is no verified experience of data communi~ations wire 
tapping. The potential for wire tapping grows rapidly, however, as more 
computers are connected to communication facilities and increasing 
amounts of electronically stored assets are transport.ad from computer to 
computer over communication circuits. Wire tapping has not become 
popular as far as is known because of the many easier ways to o~tain or 
modify data. 

Wire t;apping requires equipment worth at least $200 (available at a 
Radio Shack store) and.a method of recording and printing the 
information. Recording and printing can usually be done more directly 
anc! easily through t.he computer system or by impersonation through 
terminals. The perpetn,tor usually will not know when the particular 
data he is interested in will be sent. Therefore, he must collect 
relatively large amounts of data and search for the specific it.ems of 
interest. Identification and isolation of the communications circuit 
can also pose a problem f01: the perpetrator. Interception of microwave 
and satellite communications represents even greater difficulty because 
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of the complexity and cost of the equipment to perform the operation. 
In addition; the perpetrator m4st determine whether there are active 
detection facilities built into the communication system. 

The best method of protecting data is encryption or secret coding. 
of the data using an encryption key. New, powerful products are now on 
the market to provide encryption. [17] It 1s anticipated that most 
valuable data will be routinely encrypted within the next several years. 
This probably will greatly reduce the threat of wire tapping. 

Wire tapping should be assumed to be the least likely method used) 
in the theft or modification of data. Detection methods, and possible 
evidence will be the same as in the investigation of voice communica.tion 
wire t~pping. Table 14 summarizes the potential perpetrators, detp-etion 
and evidence in wire-tapping acts. 

Table 14 

DETECTION OF WIRE TAPptNG 

Potential !erpetrators 

Communications technicians 
and engineers 

Communications employees 

12. Simulation ~ Nodeling 

Methods of Detection 

Voice wiretapping 
methods 

Evidence 

Voice wire 
tapping evidence 

A computer can be used as a tool or instrument of a crime for 
planning or control. Complex white-collar crime of tan requires the use 
of a computer because of its sophisticated capabilities. An existing 
process can be simulated on a computer or a plann2d method for carrying 
out a crime could be modeled to determine its possible success. 

In one case involving a million dollar manual embe~?;IEiDient, an 
accountant owned his own service bureau and simulated his company's 
accounting and general ledger system on his comput~r. [15J He was able 
to input correct data and modified data to determine the effects of the 
embezzlement on the general ledger. He also had the capability to run 
the simulation in the reverse direction by inputting to the computer the 
general ledger data he wished to have. He then ran the system in 
reverse to determine the false entries in accounts payable and accounts 
receivable that would result in the requi,7:ed general ledger output. 
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In one phase of an insurance fraud in Los Angeles in 1973, a 
computer was used to model the company and determine the'effects of the 
sale of large numbers of insurance policies. [15] The modeling resulted 
in the creation of 64,000 fake insurance policies in computer-readable 
form that were then introduced into the real system and subsequently 
resold as valid policies to reinsuring companies. 

The use of a computer for simulation and modeling normally requires 
extensive amounts of computer time and computer program development. 
Investigation should include a search for significant amounts of 
computer services used by the suspects in complex fraud. Thi.s can be 
done by determining recent business activities of suspects and 
investigating the customer lists of locally available commercial time
sharing and service bureau cClmpanies. If use of the victim's computer 
i6 suspected, usage logs may show unexplained amounts of computer time 
used by the suspects. 

Usually a programmer with expertise in simulation and mode1ing 
would be required to develop the application needed. In some cases, it 
was found that the computer programmers hS.d no knowledge that their work 
was being used for fraudulent purposes. Evidence in the form of 
computer programs, input data, and output reports would require the 
att~ntion of a computer programmer expert or systems analyst to 
determine the nature of the modeling or simulation. Table 15 lists the 
potential perpetrators, methods of detection, and kinds of evidence in 
simulation and modeling techniques. 

Table 15 

DETECTION OF SIMULATION AND MODELING TECHNIQUES 

Potential Perpetr~ 

Computer application 
programmers 

Simulation and modeling 
experts 

Managers in positions to 
engage in large, com
plex embezzlement 

Methods of Detection 

Investigation of pos
sible computer usage 
by suspects 
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Evidence 

Computer programs 
Computer program 
documentation 

Computer inl'ut 

Computer produced 
repor-ts 

Computer usage logs 
and journals 
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SECTION n EXPERTS, WITNESSES, .AND SUSPECTS 

Computer-related crimes deal with people to a far greater degree" 
than they deal with technology. Only people, and' not computers, 
perpetrate, witness, or are the ultimate victims of these crimes. 
Therefore, investigatDts and prosecutors need to know more about the. 
people and their functions in electronic data processing (EDP) than 
about the computer technology. Technical assistance can be obtained 
from experts. 

This section is in two parts. The firat port discusses who can 
provide technical assistance and the roles of each expert in using 
computers. 1n particular, the usefulness of computer security 
specialists and BOP auditors is emph~sized. This will assist in 
orienting an investigator to the types of people he will encounter. 
Detailed descriptions of 18 Occupgtions, including the skills, 
knowledge, computer access, and potential crime threats are provided in 
Appendix D. 

The second part of this section discusses computer crime suspects. 
The vulnerabilities of computer systems to crime by people in specific 
occupations are emphasized. Characteristics of known computer criminals 
~nd aids for interviewing suspects are included. 

A. TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE 

It is particularly important that computer experts be used in 
computer-related crime investigation and prosecution. This applies to 
any technical fi~ld, not just computing. The best sources for obtaining 
experts are the victim"'s technical staff, the computer manufa,i!ttlrer of 
the equipment involved, other organizations that use i.dentical computer 
equipment and similar software, local universities, computer technology 
conSUlting services, and service .bureaus having similar equipment. 
Because of the close relationships among technologists, it is important 
to avoid the selection of an expert who may be an associate in some way 
with the suspects or may even be a suspect himself. The exp,~rt must be 
warned to keep his assistance a secret, especially among those p~ople he 
knows and associates with on a professional basis. 

When talking with computer people, a DDA should be prelpared to 
interrupt for an explanation of every strange word used. It is 
important to understand each item before going on to the 'next. A 
glossary of terms as provided in this .manual is most useful in this 
regard; however, it should be remembered that no con~ensus-, ex1s:t:s on the 
meanings of a number of technical terms in the computer field. De,:"'-pite 
the precise nature of the technology computer experts are ol:ten·

J 

not 
concerned with the preciseness of the technical terms they are using. 
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InvestigatQrs and prosecutors will usually encounter a wide range 
of distinct types of people and organizations in investigating 
computer-related crim~s; Information about these types will enable the 
investigator to bet.t,er evaluate their contributions during 
investigation, case develoi')ment, and' prosecution. Therefore, the 
subsections... below provide dlstinctions among computer technologists who 
sped alize In electronic~, programming, and opera,tions and also among 
data providers, uJ1ers, systems analysts, and!-~ogr..amlners w~io specialize 
in scientific/ engineering information and' businestl appC.i:cations. 
Organizati.ons range among those that use computers to conduct their 
business or services; those that manufacture computers, computer 
pr9gr~s~ and supplies; and those that provide computer services as a 
business. In addition, descriptiQn~ or computer security specialists 
and aud-itors who can be of great assistance are provided. 

" 1...; l~lectrQ!dcs and Programming Experts and Witnesses 
.,_ - I 

.computer technologists are frequently skiF ~d in electronic 
"circuitry in computers, but they know little about developing a 
signitic!1!11t computer. program. Others are expert programmers but know 
little about the electronic aspects of the computers they use. This 
frequently is the case among computer maintenance engineers with 
elect~onic capabilities and application programmeJ:s with the latter 
capabilities. 

AIl invest:igator should be aware of these differences in selection 
of experts and witnesses t.O supply information. Prosecutors experienced 
in questioning technologists ~trongly advise from the outset of an 
inter'Jiew to insist on understanding all concepts and teminology as the 
interview progresses. The first questions should always determi.ne the 
area of competence: 

" 
(1) What college d~gree do you have and what are the most recent 

courses you have taken? 

(2) What. is your current job title and job responsibility? 

(3) Whs.·t:is the largest computer program 'You have written and 
when? 

(4) What electronic com-s:'lnents have you tested and when? 

(5) Do you have suff i!:~~ient experience and knowledge to answer the 
('questions to be asked concerning _. _____ _ 

rf\. ------..... _-~--__ ."::~ .. ------------------? 
"':<' 

~\ It is <~lso necessary to de;t:ermine the knowledge and experience of 
~~n . individual~ concertling the particular equipment or programming 
lan~uage of concern. A'technologis'.t, electronic or programming,' will 
fl!'~quently: be famUiar with one manufacturer's equipment or programming 
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conventions but tot~lly unable to answer questions about products of 
another company. "Employment- advertisements for programmers frequently 
specify the type and manufacturer of equipment or programming language 
to be used. In fact, a programmer may be an expert in COBOL programming 
but totally 4I1knowledgeable in FORTRAN or BASH::' (Beginners All-purpose 
Symbolic ·Instru~tionCode) •. , Furthermore, .if detail~d technical 
questions are to be asked, a programmer expe~ienced with one version of 
COBOL (COmmon Business-Oriented Language) may not btl, qualified in 
another' COBOL despite' the claim that both adhere to "American National 
Standard Institute (ANSI) s-tandard COBOL~ [18] 

Ite is advisable to assume that a computer- t;echnologist will be 
sufficiently knowledgeable about the details.of a pat'ticular computer 
systemotprogramming language only if he has recent, significant, and 
direct experience with it. Some computer facilities have one-of-a-kind 
computer operating systems, computer system configuration, or 
programming language for which only a few, specialized technologists lnay 
be qualified to answer questions. In some cases, application programs 
are st"ill being used that were developed years ago on old;;!r generations 
of computers and that nobody is acquainted with in sufficient detail to 
answer detailed questions. Only the vendor's staff may sufficiently 
understand application programs and computers that run ~hem that are 
purchased or leased for ~se. 

2. Systems Analysts 
. , 

One type of specialist, the systems analyst who may either not be 
in computer service departments or only . indirectly associated with 
computers, is important in computer-related crime investigation and 
prosecution. Systems analysts engage in system requirements, 
specifi~.;ations, and design activities and fall short of being computer 
users on one hand and programmers on the other. They tend to be 
specialized in ce~tain applications and have backgrounds in ei~her 
engineering disciplines or busines'"i .functions but usually not both. 
They may have programming experience but are considered to be generally 
more senior than programmers. Some organizations have technologists 
called programmer analysts who. tend to b'e more senior . programmers 
usually specializing in applications and performing systems analysis as 
well as

l 
program design and deve~opment. Systems analysts may be 

.valuable sources of inform~tion for investigators primarily because 
analysts usually are independent from yet thoroughly understand the 
function and activities of both- the users and programmers. 

3 •. Computer Scientists 

hore highly trained computer technologists are likely to be· 
proficient in both electronics and programming. They usually have 
advancecfdegrees itl computer science. These .people also tend to be 
scientific-. mathematical-, or engineering-oriented rather than 
business-a?plication oriented. Prosecutors should be aware that hi.gh 
degrees of spechlization tend- to limit computer scientists' knowledge 
of production business systems. o ~ 
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4. Computer Operators 

Computer operations staffs normally consist of high school 
gr;~duates with some trade school training. They frequently aspire to 
'become programmers, and some may be part-time college students. Except 
for those learning to become programmers, their knowledge and skills are 
limited to operating equipment and following directions issued by the 
computer operating system and opefations manuals. Computer operators 
usually have a good idea of the external characteI'.istics of production 
jobs regarding run time, frequency of errors, and use of computer media 
such as tapes, disks, and paper forms. They will also be familiar with 
computer system performance reports, journals, exception reports, 
accounting data, and console logs. 

5. Data Providers 

Data providers can be divided 1i~to two general classifications: 
those in business systems and those in engineering and scientific 
programs. Business systems data providers are usually high school' 
graduates--clerical people with relatively small amounts of training. 
Engineerillgand scientific data providers tend to have more traini:1g in 
engineering and scientific subjects. They often are college students or 
people with b~chelor's degrees. These people usually know considerably 
more about the computer applications for which they are supplying data. 

Large numbers of clerical people work to produce data processed in 
computer systems. Tellers in banks record their transactions through 
banking teller terminals that are connected directly to computers. Th~y 

also fill out numerous forms that are keyed on to computer media by 
other clerks for computor processing. Others in banking run check 
sorters that automatically read magnetic ink character recognition.MICR 
characters from the checks, and clerks key-in the check amounts. for 
input to computers. 8;ccounting clerks receive .invoices and bills of 
lading that are checked, processed, and keyed into computers. 
Engine.·Hing aids collect data on construction and development projects 
covering many types of engineering. These data are keyed into computers 
for project development control aud mathel.'1atical computations.· Many 
workers ~:lI'e required to fill out their time cards or stamp their I cards 
at time clocks. The hours-worked data are keyed into a computer system 
for timekeeping and payroll applications. The sources of data' are 
endless. 

These people usually are unacquainted with computer technology and 
never get near a compu.ter. Yet the results of their work starts the 
whole process of computer'pI'oduction runs. Usually processes unknown to 
these people result in computer output reports that are often returned 
to many of the data providers to direct them 1n their work, thus closing 
the processing loop. There 1's little guidance po~s.:1ble for the 
investigator or prosecutor dealing with these people because they are so 
diverse and their jobs so different, depending upon the applications. 

'\ \: 
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In some cases, Jhese people view computer technology as a threat to 
their jobs as .their functions become increasingly automated. Others see 
coruputeJ:' technology as a greet aid in freeing them from tedious work. 

Data providers are sometimes in a posltion to learn from experience 
the vulnerabilities of the computer systems they feed. They could 
engage in numerous kinds of fraud referred to as data. diddling. (See 
Section I) where" they feed false data into the computer for their own 
advantage. These people are probably in'the best position to convert 
their fraudulent acts directly into economic gain because they directly 
,handle assets. They also frequently are unaware of, the de,tails of the 
computer production programs and of all the controls that may be built 
into these programs. A well-defined business data processing system 
would have e~tensive controls to detect deviations from normal 
activities that might be indicative of data entry fra\ld. Unfortunately, 
most,business systems fall short of haying effective detection controls. 
It is anticipa,ted that as business sys~ems are further developed and 
matured the data diddling or source entry fraud will be significantly 
reduced. 

,. 

6. ,9,0mputer User.! 

computer users are managers and professional staff who are 
responsible for accomplishing tasks for which computers are used. These 
people may not understand computer technology, but they work with 
,systems analysts and programmers W~I) translate the users" needs into 
computer production systems. " 

Two distinct types of users" and the analysts and programmers who 
support them, are either business- or engineering-/scientific-oriented. 
Business user's are usually people with middle to higher level business 
respo,nsibilities. Included in this category of users are payroll, 
accounts receivable, and accounts payable managers; accountants.; 
eCQnomists; and auditors. Business users tend to require large ongoing 
computer production systems that require periodic production runs, 

. updating of large files of data and storage of data for future 
production •. Such systems p\re usually I/O bound; i.e." t.he time required 
for computer processing ,,~is mostly, the time for inputting data and 
producing reports. .::~.) 

The engineering/scientific users, systems analysts, and programmers 
tend to be people with engineering and scientific degrees who have 
significant knowledge of the particular subjects in which they are 
developing syst~ms. These(;users include chemical, construction, 
mechanical and electrical engineers and biologists, physic"ists, 
chemists, . and medical doctors in the practice of. their pr~fessions. 
Engineering/scientic users tend to require computer programs that are 
run to solve specific problems but th~t are no longer needed unless 
similar problems arise for solution again. Thes.e computer programs tend 
to be computation bound, i.e., the production time is dependent on 'the 
cOillputationsperformed by the computer and not the time for input and 
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output. Exceptions to this, situation are sometimes fQund. Some 
engineering/scientific problems require massiv~ amounts of input data, 
huge input-output bound computer production runs, and large amounts of 
output reports. However~ these large production systems often tend to 
have shorter life than that of business systems because the solutions to 
problems are found or they are replaced with new and improved computer 
production systems. -

With the increasing availability of inexpensive but powerful small 
computers, business and .professional people are directly using them for 

__ small applications in both business and tech~fcal areas. 

7. Information Systems Users and ~velopers 

As the cost of storing large amounts of data in easily accessible 
computer media decreases, increac;ing numbers of information storage and 
retrieval systems are being deve16ped. Examples are: library index 
systems; law retrieval systems such as Lexis and Westlaw; and parts 
inventory in large wareho\~~,ing applications.' The users are the 
receivers of the informati'bn storage and retrieval services. Systems 
analysts and computer programmers who develop these services specialize 
in data base management systems (DBMS). 

A new occupation has developed called data base manager. 
individual is responsible fdr the overall administration of large 
or data bases of information. His job ~s to ensure the effective 
expansion, and integrity of large data bases. 

This 
files 
use, 

Increasing interest in management information systems (MIS) has 
resulted in new specialties among users, system analysts, and 
programmers. A MIS is a storage and retrieval data base application 
that provides key information to aid managers in their work. A MIS 
usually consists of files of different kinds of information and a set of 
applications that processes and analyzes information usually of an 
operational nature; it reduces the infdrmation to detail and summary 

?,! 

reports t~\at are made available to the organization's management 
hierarchy. 

Crimes associated with DB~S and MIS applications tend (to be 
sabotage, espionage, and highly sophisticated frauds involving 
information more than money. Technology associated with large DBMS and 
MIS appl~cations is highly complex. Investigators and prosecutors are 
well adyiaed to seek expert advice if it is necessary to deal with this 
technology.: 

8. Compbter-Related Organizations 

It is often important for the investigator and prosecutor to know 
and' understand Ithe politics and current state o~ an organization 
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relative to its use of computers. This is particularly true in business 
fraud" where an organization or a p,l8jor part of it may be engaged in 

(; fraudulent activities. 

It is important that investigators and prosecutors undet:t,t:and and 
anticipate the different kinds of organizations with which/they may 
interact in both investigating and prosecuting a computer-related crime. 
Organizations are identified in the following three major categor'ies: 

o Those that use computers to conduct their business or servic,l!!s. 

o Those that lnanufacture computers, peripheral equipment, computer 
programs, and computer-related supplies. 

o Those that provide computer services as a business. 

Bach of these categories is discussed below. 

a. Computer ~ Organizations 

Top management among organizations that use computers consider 
. computers as a necessary service function within their organizations. 

Top management frequently does not understand the technology, and data 
processing managers have significant power within organizations. These 
organizations either have and operate their own computers, have their 
own computers, and contract to a facilities management company to operate 
'for them, or do not have computers but use outside computer service 
companies to do their processing. Many organizations also engage in 
various combinations of these methods of using computers. 

It can be important for an investigator to understand where the use 
of computers fits managerially into the organizations. Some large 
organizati')ns that use computers for applications beyond the running of 
the business, such as for engineering, research, etc., will frequently 
have two kinds of computer centers: one for business data processing and 
one for engineering and scientific data p~ocessing. These are rarely 
combined in a single computer system because of the differences between 
the requirElments for personnel needed to operate and program them. 
Where they B:re cotlbined in one computer center, a degree of conflict 
often occurs, between "th,ase two different groups of people. 

The proliferation of low-cost minicomputers and time-sharing 
services, n~~1 1\ moved computing ~Cti~.vity into the specific departments that 
need,,1~QAi\~t1l;tf.jr .services. A l~~'ge p~siness or government organization may 

,~( !' J " , 1 " 1\, i/ 1 100 hav1~{(W\lte or, ,more a'rg~', 1,~lEmt.r,a, computer centers, "ten or even 
mi~~~'3'M\:hT~U'ters ,,;Lh ,i.tl\di vidual departments, and several hundred people 
US\~~'~~~ll)i'ii~utsid~ commerci~.t' '" t.i'ine-sharing services through computer 
terml:uilJs, ,land,. "telephone circuits. Debate in the computer field 
continues'dver the advantages and disadvantages of large centralized 
computer facilities serving an entiI:e organization versus various 
configurations of distributed computing. One of the world's}argest 
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banks has recently gone through a massive distribut,ion of small 
computers out to the individual departments that need computer services. 
It has replaced the large central computer facilities with hundreds of 
minicomputers. 

On .the ot her hand, 
centralizing what was 
Computer technology now 
on an econom~c basis. 
to be :based on the type 
computing needs of each 

other large businesses are in the process of 
once a widely distributed array of computers. 

supports both of these types of configurations 
Therefore, the decisions. in making a choice tend 
of organization and the specific kinds of 

suborganization. 

b. Manufacturing Organizations 

Organizations that manufacture computers, peripheral equipment, 
computer programs and supplies may be sources of information for the 
'prosecutor or investigator. Conversely, he may be investigating an 
alleged crime within one of these organizations. Because these 
organizations tend 1:0 be large, complex businesse,s, they are frequently 
users of their oWIi, products; hence, they are the same in this respect as 
the organizations discussed above. In obtain:lng information from 
manufacturing organizations, it is important to' find individuals with 
sufficient expertise to provide adequate information. It may be 
effective to start the search tor the qualified individuals by 
contacting the public relations office or internal audit department in 
that these two departments tend to have a breadth of knowledge ~bout the 
organization. Many businesses will be eager to provide s.ignificant 
amounts of information free of charge as a publ'ic duty or ou,t of self
interest to minimize the negative image of their products Ulat result 
from a company's involvement in a computer-related crime. 

c. Computer Service Organizations 

Organizations that provide computer services as their business tend 
to be highly technically oriented. The two basic kinds of services 
offered are: service bureau batch services and time-sharing services. 
Most large serv~~ce companies now offer both of these types of services. 
However, hundredEI of small service bureaus still pick up inpu~ from 
their customers" perform the computer processing, ~nd return the output 
to them. 

These companies tend to be highly competitive. Consequently, 
several cases of industrial espionage and sabotage have occurred among 
them. Employees of computer services organizations t~nd to be in high 
positions of trust because, they have wide access to the often sensitive 
data of their customers. Therefore, computer service ~.\:tganizations tend 
to have more advanced security than other orgatdzations and often 
:e,lIlphasize security in their advertising. The investigator will usually 

. fil1d that these organizations are highly reluctant to supply information 
about, the nature of their customer's data processing. Like banks, they 
try to protect their security and safety image. 

I,,; 
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These organizations sometimes specialize in certain types of data 
processing. Some may sell their services to provide business data 
processing, some may concentrate on t:!ngineering/scientific data 
processing, and others may offer speciali~ed information services. 
T.hese organizations also provide various amounts of systems analysis and 
computer programming services. An organization may provide complete 
services in the design, development, and production of applica,tion 
systems. Others may provide only the computer services, leaving it up 
to their customers tode7elop their own computer programs. ' 

Computer service organizations are now offering more common 
computer applications. If a user can fit his application's needs into a 
preprogrammed package, he can significantly reduce the costs of computer 
program development. The competitive nature of these organizations is 
currently resulting in each organization trying to provide a wider range 

, of mote sophisticat~d application programs than those of its 
competitors. The application programs are normally available only for 
use with their computer systems and are not sold or licensed directly to 
the users. These programs tend to be protected as trade secrets rather 
than copyrighted. 

9. Personal Computer Users 

A new range of products and markets has recently developed around 
the microcomputer. l-liC'(ocomputers are small, breadbox-size computers 
that are as 'po~erful as computers that occupied entire rooms a few y~ars 
ago. The market for these microcomputers is. large, and numerous retail 
stores have been specializing in them. Tens of thousands of personal 
computers are expected to be in the hands of individuals in their homes, 
offices, and schools in the next several years. They will also be 
interfaced to resident telephones with as yet unknown consequences. 

This puts a new powerful tool into the hands of criminals. A 
telephone company in Pennsylvania was recently attacked by Cap'n Crunch 
(John Draper) using a personal computer in an automat~d phone:"'fre'l,king, 
blue-box type of criminal activity. In another case, a small co{jputer 
was used to automate one of the largest, most complex, check kiting 
schemes in which the computer was used to keep track of all accounts, 
account balances, and check passing. 

Microcomputers are also becoming popular in small business and I 

professional offices where' they can perform the sam~ functions that 
computers perform in larger organizations. An offshoot of this 
microcomputer technology is word processing for which.!1'.i'1:crocomputers 
form the basis for the typing, editing, and producUcllt',of 'text including 
lette'rs, manuals, reports', and books. 

Applications programs for personal computers are frequently sold 
through computer retail' stores. A small magnetic disk containing the 
program and a manual describing its use often will be,packaged together. 
These programs are normally licensed and many, although not all, are 
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protected by copyright. Program piracy now exists and may be on the 
increase. Program owners, who are often small businessmen without the 
fifiancial capacity to undertake the expense of a civil suit for 
copyright infringement or unfair competition, have already taken 
complaints to federal and state prosecutors for action pu~suant to 
criminal law. 

If a microeomputer is involved in art aUege.d crime, the 
investigator or prosecutor could seek technical advice from any of the 
many retail stores that sell this equipment. It is important, however, 
to seek advice from an individual who is familiar With the Particular 
type e,f microcomputer because of the high de~ree of specialization in 
this field. 

10. Computer Security Specialists 

Computer-related crime acts include the violation, neutralization, 
or avoidance of safeguards and controls that would otherwise prevent or 
detect the illegal act in a timely way. Therefore, it is important to 
be aware of the role of the computer security specialist who ass.ists in 
the protection of organizations using computers. 

Computer security is in a state of early development. A number of 
universities, research institutes, computer manufacturers, and 
government agencies are making efforts to apply analytical methods to 
computer security ond develop the needed safeguards and controls. 
Improve~ents are being made to keep pace with the increasing amounts of 
assets that are being stored and processed in computers and transferred 
over telephone circuits. (See Section III.B.2. for a discUBsion of 
security in a data center.) 

Prosecutors and investigators should be aware that the people 
responsible for the advancement of computer security are primat'ily 
cOllivuter technologists who lack indu~trialsecurity or criminal justice 
backgrounds. They generally tend to treat computer security as a 
technical subject that is amenable m~tinly to technical solutions. They 
often fail to understand that computer security is primarily a problem 
with the behavior and activities of people and that there is I a real 
enemy intent on harming the assets and possibly people: in an 
organization. At the same time, specialists in industrial security and 
peop~e with criminal justice backgrounds have not gained sufficient 
technical capabilities to <effectively apply their knowledge and 
backgrounds to computer security problems. 

Computer security is the generic term used here to identify all 
kinds of safeguarding and controls to ensure the safe use of 'computer 
technology. Data security is another generic term often used to cover 
this whole subject. However, data security is meant to be security 
directly associated with the protection of data and does not include the 
protection of computer personn,el, facilities, equipment .. and computer 
programs. [19] It is important for investigators and prosecutors to 
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understand computer security ~~d the role of the security specialist 
because computer-related crime Hivariably involves the com.promise of. 
security. 

a. Responsibility !~~ Security 

The responsibilities for security in a ~arge data processing 
department are usually split among employees, managers, computer 
secur;l.ty specialists, computer auditors, and staff functions in the 
business, such as the industrial security or protection departmen~, the 

• 1 insurance department, personnel department, and other such functions. 
Security is the direct responsibilty of. each manager in his particular 
area of management activity. The auditors act in a staff capacity 
assisting line management by determining the effectiveness of the 
security in a line manager's area. The computer security specialist or 
computer security coordinator also has the responsibility of assisting 
line managers. The security specialist usually has specific security 
responsibilities for administration of passwords for access to the 
COhlputer and physical access controls in the use of badges and keys. He 
is also responsible for producing the overall plans for security and the 
procedures for implementing them. Each employee has a security 
responsibility to his employer to assure that his work is conducted in 
an appropriate, secure manner. 

b. Security Organization 

Computer security in most organizations is planned, developed, and 
implemented within the computer services area of an organization rather 
than in the traditional area of the industrial security or protection 
department concerned with physical security throughout the entire 
Qrganization. The reason for this segmentation is that industrial 
2ecurity specialists have not yet gained sufficient capabilities in 
computer technology to deal with the complexity and differences in 
computer security. Focusing computer security in the computer services 
department often results in suboptimization of security because the 
function does not have sufficient authorization to impose security among 
the users of the computer serv~ces in other parts of the organization. 
Internal audit departments are frequently given the assignment of 
evaluating the degree of security and identifying the v~\,lnerabilities 
across the organization wherever computer services are oftered and used 
(See Section II.Avll.c.). 

The computer security specialist is a new. occupation formed within 
the last 3 or 4 yearl3" It is not yet a well-formed occupation. 
Requirements and experience have not been generally ag~eed upon, and 

'" there is no course of study that prepares an individual for this 
oc~upation. Computer security specialists generally come from technical 
jobs, such as computer programming, systems analysis, or computer 
operations management within the cc~inputer field. Only the very largest 
computer organizations have established one or more full-time computer 
security specialists or coordinators. More often, an individual" in 
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lower management or a technologist from a standards, pro~edureEl, and 
training function is appointed to coordinate computer security on a 
part-time basis as only one of his responsibilities. Other 
organizations from time-to-time establish temporary task forces or 
committees to perform security evaluations and make recommendatio'lls to 
management. 

ll~ Auditors 

Auditors are particularly helpful in economic crime investigation 
and prosecuti,on. The specialization of some auditors in computer 
technology make this expertise also of value in computer-related crime 
work. 

The EDP auditor can be an excellent source of information and 
assistance in an investigation. Because the function is based on (or 
way actually be a part of) internal audit, important professional 
standards and principles dictate how work is performed. This gives 
litrength and credence to EDP audit as a reliable source. Specific 
:lnformation 9n controls, weakness in security, recommendations for 
strengthening controls, and general information on elements of the EDP 
,environment should be readily available. Also, the EDP auditor often 
has computer tools specifically designed to assist in reviewing, 
test.ing, and evaluating computerized records and computer systems. 
(Appendix E describelil a number of the most relevant EDP audit tools.) 
Initially learning to use an audit tool can be very time consuming, and 
any possible assistence from EDP audi!;ors should be taken. Some EDP 
auditors may be chartered and experienced in the investigation of 
computer-related fraud'or abuse. This is more a function of the policy 
of the company and the specific auditor than a general attribute of the 
position. 

The following items are the major strong points of EDP audit in 
terms of typical assis~ance in a computer-r"'\a,ted investigation: 

o Level of confidence. Because of the nature of the audit 
profession, auditors are highly respected as analysts and 
evaluators; there are well-established standards, principles,~ 
and codes of ethics that dictate how auditors will cond~ct their 
work; to a degree, an auditor has responsibility: to his 
profeSSion as well as his ,company. 

o Technical expertise. With proper training and experience, EDP 
auditors will provide a high level of EDP technical ~nowledge, 
both for the data processing profession in general and the 
specific computer environm~flt within the company. 

o Tools and techniques. Because EDP auditors must regularly use 
EDP audit tools and techniques, they are often available for 
testing and investigation; the EDP auditor should have some of 
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these ready for immediate use (especiall~' a generalized audit 
co~puter program package that can be used for retrieving and 
analyzing computerized records). 

o Independence. Because an audito!' has no direct responsibility 
for nor authority over any of the activities that he reviews, he 
has a broad mandate, and he reports to a high level (e.g., the 
board of directors), his independence is well established; this 
factor .is critical in any investigation. 

The following items are the major weak pOints of EDP audit in terms 
of 'typical assistance in a computer-related investigation: 

o Relationship in organization. Because audits are evaluations of 
the organization, they are often the cause of disagreement 
between EDP audit and the audited group; this can result in an 
adversary relationship that may compromise cooperation. 

o Inexperience of profession. Because of the relative newness of 
EDP and the EDP audit profession in contrast to the general 
field of audit, there is a lack of "generally accepted" EDP 
audit principles, standards, guidelines, and tools and 
techniques; there is a wide variance as to what individual 
corporations are doing in the field. 

o Training. The lack of standard training or formal education 
programs results in wide variance in the level of EDP aurlH:or 
expertise; somt! have excellent EDP and audit backgrounds, o:,;hers 
are much stronger in one are'a than the other, and some have 
entered the profession with a very low level of EDP audit 
knowlecige. 

a. Audit Organization 

host large organizations, both in the.private and public sector, 
have internal audit departments. These departments provide an, 
independent appraisal of operations as a service to senior management 
(independen~ from a department or functional, viewpoint, but still p~rt 
of the sa~e corporation). ~hey function as a managerial control by 
measuring and evaluating the effectiveness of other internal controls. 
Although there is no formal requirement to have an internal auditl 
function, the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) strongly 
recommends that organizations falling under the SEC Act of 1934 have 
such a function. 

i. 

\\ 
Many of these organizations that have significant, data processing (/ 

equipment and computeri~,~d systems also have an EDP audit function. 
This function may be a separate department, part of 1nter,:ull audit, or 
part of :':::me other department. The' EDP audi t func;t1on also serves as an 
independent tool for senior management to evaluate internal controls 1n 
and for the EDP environment. 
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The need for EDP auditing has come from a 
computer stores and processes data rather 
accounting theory or auditing principles. 
methods, and auditor expertise are required. 

change in 
than from 
New t?ols, 

the way the 
a change in 

techniques, 

Another auditing group is the independent external auditors. They 
are totally independent from the corporation being audited and are paid 
to condu~t the audits (at least yearly). 

b. External Auditors 

Independent public accounting firms audit corporatio~s and certify 
the accuracy of corporate financial .information (for example, the 
sl:atement in a company's annual report). These audits are performed 
under the provisions of the federal securities laws. When acting as the 
independent auditor of a publicly owned corporation, the external 
auditor has publi,c responsibilities and must satisfy requirements o.f the 
federal government regarding performance of those responsibilities. The 
objective of the ordinary examination of financial statements by t"he 
independent auditor is th(! expression of' an opinion on the fairness with 
which they pre~~nt financial position, results of operations, and 
changes in financial position in conformity with generclly accepted 
accounting principles. 

CPAs (certified public accountants), certified by state examining 
boards as having met stringent qualifying requirements to practi('.e 
accounting, may serve as independent auditors for publicly owned 
corporations. Noncertified accountantsmsy engage in some of the audit· 
work, but a CPA is required to direct the effort and to sign the 
opinion. 

The Amet'ict.in Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA) is 
the national association that guides and directs the auditing 
profession. Various committees of the AICPA are chartered tQ issue 
pronouncements and rules on auditing matters; for exam~le, "Statement on 
Auditing Standards Number 3 f The Effects of EDP on the Auditors' Study 
and Evaluation of Internal COl1:,trol". L'20] , There is a code o~ 
pr(essional ethics that supports the standards and provides a ba~is for 
their enforcement. 

The major purpose of external auditing is to attest to the accuracy 
of financial statements of " company and not to audit internal controls 
per se (e.g., controls involved with data processing). However, a 
numoer of firms have developed audit tools to assist in EDP auditing. 
The major tool is called a Generalized ~udit Computer Program Package 
and is used to retrieve and analyze dat:1l st9red in computer files. 

(~ 'From an EDP perspective, ext.ernal auditors typ:l,cally do not get 
into a detailed review of the full computer environment-,-the financial 
attest does not require ~hat type of effort. Nonetheless, they usually 
have staff with EDP expert he and use them as needed, typically for 
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either helping extract computerized, financial recorC:ls or for. management 
consulting on special projects (other than the a'ttest function). 

External auditors normally p~oduce two re~orts, the opinion l~tter. 
and a management letter. The opinion letter is a short statement of th€ 
scope and date of the audit, an opinion~of the accuracy and "f~irness" 
of the financiai statement, any exceptions, and whether the fina~cial 
statements are presented in accordance \dth generally acce'p-ted 
accounting principles that have been c.onsistently observed over the 
preceeding per~,ods. The management letter inc.1udes findings reg~,rding 

weak OX' missing ('.ontt:ols and recommendat,r~ons for corre.ctive i.'.~tion. In 
addition to producing these formal reports, ,external auditors havp. 
well-defined standards of field work that include the comp~lation of 
sufficient evidential matter (in work papers) to support the rendered 
opinion. 

The consideration for fraud responsibility is preciseiy defined in .. ' the AICPA"s "Codification of Auditing Standards and Procedures. [21] 
The reference is not limited to anyone area such as EDP but is an 
o~era11 pOsition~ 

••• opinion on financial statements is not primarily or 
especially designed, and cannot be relied upon, to dis
close defalcations and other similar irregularities, al
though their discovery may result •••• The responsibility 
of the inQependent auditor for failure to detect fraud 
~which responsibility differs as to clients and others) 
arises only when such failure c1e~r1y results from failure 
to comply with generally accept.ed. auditing standards •••• 
The subsequent discovery that t~'!lud existed during the 
period covered by the independent auditor"s examination 
does not of itself indicate negli,gence on his part. He is 
not an insurer or guarantor; if his ·examination was Inade 
with due professional skill and care in a~cordance with 
generU1y accepted auditing s~andards, he has fulfilled all 
of the obligations implicit in hia undertaking. 

c. Internal Auditors 

Internal audit is the primary function for reviewing and evaluating 
contro,\s within an organization. The man.date of the function Qorma"ly 
includes the review of the entire scope of an, organizat1on, 'hot, just 
financial and accounting. Internal audit often is the only group 
concerned with the total organization, cutting across department 
boundaries. This is especially important in relationship to EDP because 
computerized application systems involve several departments almost by 
definition. 

The ob3ective of 
manage~ent in the 

internal 
effective 
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!nt.~nal auditors 
recommer.,da tiona, 
reviewed. 

furnish management wi~h analyses, ;)S'\1raisals, 
and pertinent comm~nts concerning th~:' a<:tivities 

The Be.ope of the iriternal audit .mandate varies from organizatio,n to 
organiz'8tfon but is'., usually" quite broad~' The Institute of internal 
Auditor's (lIA) "StaIlda~tjs for the Professional Practice of Internal 
Auditing" defines the scope of work as: "The scope of the inter.nal audit 
ShOJ;lld encompass the examination and evaluation of the adequacy and 

('.>eft',~ct~venss of the organization's system of internal control and the 
quaI,lty of performance in carry~ng out assigne!i responsibilities." [22] 

'Certified Internal Auditors (eIAs) hav{:',been \:ertified by the lIA. 
Certlfi~ation i.ncludes subScribing to a 'code of ethics , holding a 
bac.calaureate degree or equivalent work experience ,and passing an 
examination hased 01':. a "Common Body of Knowledge for Internal Audftors." 
[23] The pIA rating was established to promote and increase the 
'professional standing of internal alJditors but is not a requit'ement for 
being an. internal auditoI·. 

Internal audi to.'rs normally produce auqi t rep('!"tE\ for management 
that <contain theil' findings regarding weak or mi~·.3ing controls and 
r.ecom!llendad.ons for ,correc,tive act~on. As with external auditors., there 
at'e, well-'defined ",tanda!'ds 0.£ performance thl:Lt include the compilation 
of information to support all audit work. Thes,e work papers can be very 
helpful in subsequent i:l.Vest~;ga,tions of related matters. J 

The issues of detecting and itlvestig~Lting fraud !and other 
irregularities have va,ried over the years and from one orgardzation to 
a,nother. Some or.gani~ations do not· chat:ter their internal audit 
function with responsibiHty for de.tecting fraud, justifying this on a 
cost beIlefit basis. Other oi::ganizations see the internal audit function 
as bot.hdetecting ftaud and a01;ing as a deterrent to fraud. The 
con£idetation for fraud detection is dj.rectly addressed in the IIA's 
"Standards for the Professional Practice of Interna;!. Auditing." [22] The 
reference is not lim.ited to anyone area such as EDP, but is a general 
stan~.~d dealing with dUe pr.ofessional care • 

\1 

••• iil €!xercis:i.ng due' professional care, internal auditors 
should be alet't to the possibility of intentional wrong
doing, eI'rors and omis,"' .... ons, ineffsciency, waste, in
effectiveness and confi:{,cts of interest. They should also 
be alert to those conditione and' actlvities where irregu-

. .1arities are most likely to occur •. In addition~ they 
should identify inadequate controls and recommend iih>,;ove
menta to pro,.~e'compliance with acceptable procedures and 
practices.,).,,)' "" 

Due c";';.re implies reason,able care and competence t not in
(Iallibility or~xtraordinat'y performance. DUE!!. care requires 
the auditoi' to cf)nduct e:xat'1ina,Uons and veriHcations to a 
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reasonable extent, but does not require detailed audits of 
all transactions. Accordingly, the internal auditor cannot 
give absolute assurance that no.ncompliance or irregularities 
do exist. Nevertheless, the possibility of material irregu
lar~ties or noncompliance should be considered whenever the 
internal alJditor undertakes an internal auditing assignment. 

When an internal auditor suspects wrongdoing, the appropriate 
authorities within the organization should be informed. " 
The internal auditor should recommend whatever investiga
tion,is considered necessary in the circumstances. There
after, the auditor should follow up to 'see that the inter
nal auditing, department's responsibilities have been met. 

() 

The Bank Administration Institute (BAI) , also concerned with 
standards of internal auditing, has a ,st'ii'tement on the internal auditors 
respo~~ibility for detecting fraud.~-'l'he statement appears in the BAI's, 
"Statement of Principle and Standards for Internal Auditing in the 
Banking Industry." [24] 

Audit proficiency i~cludes the abUity to evaluate fraud 
exposures. Sufficient information is available ,in the 
literature on auditiri~ concerning how frauds may be commit
~ed in banking. The auditor should be familiar with that 
literature. 

The systems of control and not the internal audit f~nction 
provide the primary as'surance against fraud. Internal audit~'rs, 
however, must evaluate the capability of the systems to 
achieve tha1:; "<d. When in doubt the auditor should cons,;;;der 
applying adc:r:';'L'lonal procedu~res to determine if fraud has 
actually occurred. 

In fixing the internal auditor's responsibility for de
tecting fraud, it should be recognized that the internal 
auditor cannot be responsible for detecting irregular trans-, 
actions for which there is no record, e.g., an unrecorded 
receipt of cash from a source for which there is no evidence 
of accountability; an isolated transaction that does not 
recur, e.g., a sfngle frauduI'ent Z~oan; or irregularities tha.t 
are well concealed by collusion. 'However, in the usual 
course of the audit cycle, the internal auditor should detect 
irregularities that significantly affect the fit1;~ncial stllte-
ments, :repeatedly follow a suspicious pattern of occurrence, 
ior those that can be detected by a reasonable audtt sa~pling. 
'Internal auditors must also accept responsibilityfo~ those I> 
irregularities that result from their failutle to report known:> 
weaknesses in the systems of control. :) "'i ,0 
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In judging the preventive capar.ity of the control systems 
and the internal auditor's responsibility, the principle of 
relative risk should not be ignored, namely, costs must b~ 
balanced against intended benefit. 

u-. EDP Auditors 

EDP audi tors may be ,a part of internal audit or ss tablished as a 
separate group. The general ~harter for EDP audit is similar to that of 
interQ,al audit. Many EDP ~,uditors were originally internal a·uditors. 

The scope of EDP audit is oriented to and centered in the dat~ 

processing environment, but must extend to nonautomated areas that 
a,ffect the computerized area. The major elements of data' processing 
that are audi ted are: compute,r service centers--the hardware and 
facili ties; computer application syst~ms--the production progrl::lms; and 
application systems development--the process of designing, implemenJting, 
and ch~nging the product;ton programs. . 

The EDP audit profession and EDP audit departments are relatively 
new as compared with those ~f external auditing and general internal 
auditing,. There is not an established set of principles, standards, and 
gu.idelines sp~cifically oriented to EDP audit. As of 1979 11 the 
cert.ification ~togram :ts just" "being established. This certif:t;!ation 
program for EDP. alJciitor.~, Certified Data Processing Auditors (COP A), is 
admi~istered by the EDP Auditors Foundation. [25) The program includes 
an examination and subscription to a code of ethics. 

Internal audit staff size varies considerably depending on factors 
such " as the'size of the organization', type of industry (e.g. financial 
or regulated industries will have relatively more), degree Df 
automa'Hon, and attitude of top management (apparently 'more important a 
factor for EDP audit than for internal audit staffs:l.ie). In a resea.rch 
report by The Confererice Board [26), 75% of the companies sUJnreyed and 
100% of the companies in the hanking industry had EDP auditors. 

",.1 The background of EDP ,auditors is uften a. mixture of al:dd.ting 
(internal and/or external) and data processing. Typi~8;11~, beci.use of 
the complexity of "the EDP profession, it takes more time aQ,~ ef!<>rt to 
train an auditor in data processing than to train a data proce~rsor in 
auditing. Howevei', there are importa~t auditing concepti, a.nd 
perspe'atives that are products of experience, and are oft.~n nof-~, . .~. 

adequately developed in training EDP auditors. 
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Topics or education courses that EDP auditors should have taken 
include: ,.' 

o Basic topics: introduction to DP, computer hardware overview, 
computer programming overview, computer documentation overview, 
introduction to DP application controls, and introduction to 
general DP controls. 

o Advanced topics: on-line systems controls, data communication 
controls, .continuous opetation controls, storage media/device 
controls, audit trace considerations, and special audit 
software. ~ ... 

A number of different tools and techniques 
to audit the computer environm~''lt and may be 
and prosecution. The tools and t~chniques can 
func~ion that the~ perform. . 

are used by EDP auditors 
of help in investigation 
be classified by the 

. 

o Auditing systems development and change cont.:!;ol: code comparison 
and system acceptance and control group. 

o Computer application control testing: test data method, base
caSe system evaluation, integrated test facility, aed parallel 
si!'r~ula tlo-o, • 

'0 . Selecting and monitoring transactions for compliance, testing, 
and data verification: transaction selection, embedded audit 
data collection, and extended record~. 

o Data verification: generalized audit computer program. 

o Analysis cf computer programs: snap~hot, tracing, mapping, and 
control flowcharting. 

o Auditing computer service centers: job accounting data analysis. 

The most widely used tool is the general~zed audit computer program 
package. The other tools and techniquest2hat have been used the most 
are: test data method, transaction selection, and control flowcharting. 
Brief descriptions of these 15 EDP audit tools and techniques and a list 
of computer-r'e!ated occupations of posdble /3uspects (from Appendix D) 
that could be affected by the use of the tools are given in Appendix E. 
[26] • 

B. SUSPECTS 
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'~,~,,:} ranked below in order of potential loss they could cause in an 
idealized, hypothetical compu,ter center. The results would not 
necessarily be the same in anY·computer center bi7cause of differing 
practices and safeguards. In a compu,ter enviroment, fou.r basic sources 
of potential perpetrators can be established. These are: 

o Pcaople with phySical access Co assets and the capabilities to 
perform physical acts; 

o People with access and operational capabilities; 

o People with access and programming capabilities; 

o People with access and electronic engineering capabilities. 

This suggests an approach to identifying these people 
knowledge, snd access 1.n terms of occupations. 
considered may include not only employees, but also 
others who have sufficient skills, knowledge, and 
potential threats to comput~t~qsources. 

by their skills, 
The people to be 

managers and any 
access to represent 

Table 16 presents the results of a vulnerability analysis 
associated with five possible acts against eight forms of assets and 
general types of safeguards for each occupation.· The ranges.of expus.d 
assets have been subjectively assigned to each occupation and 
occupations have been ranked in five levels according to degree of 
exposur,e. 

The matrix entries in Table 16 are ba .. sed on the following exposure 
scale of blank (no ef,fect) and number~ tto 5 indicating the percentage 
of the asset that an individual could affect: 

Percentage of 
Scale Effect on Asset 

Blank No effect 

1 To 20 
2 To 40 
3 To 60 
4 ·To 80 
5 To 100 

An entry of 5 on the line of a particular occupation in the column 
'~Internal Data/Disclosure" indicates that an individual is in a position 
to disclose almost all data in.ternal to the system. An e~try of 2 
indicates the ability to aff~~t~\1p to 40% of the data in the Sa~e way. 
A 'blank entry denotes no effect. 
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M--ModUicaUon. 
DE--~~,truct1on 

DI --Disclosure 
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Table 16 
OCCUPATIONAL VULNERABILITY.ANALYSIS 

T--Takiilg 
DN--Denial of use 

Occupations 
(16) Tape librarian 

(11, User tape librarian 

Interne.l 
Data 
M DE 01 ---

( 8) Uaer trans. r. data entry operator 2 2 2 

(10) Computer operator 

(12) Peripberal'equipment operator 

(13) Job set-up Clerk 

(14) Data entry" update clerk 

(29) Facilities engineer 

(~O) Operations .anager 

(32, Data baae administrator 

tlSI System programmer 
I,", 

(201 Apphcat10ns programmer 

(22) User programmer 

(33) Progra~ing manager 

(21) Communication Engineer/Operator 

(24) Terminal Engineer 

(25) Computer system engineer 

(35) Security officer 

(36) EDP audi~or 

155 

333 

155 

333 

5 5 

111 

1 1 1 

1 1 1. 

5 5 

555 

555 

Vulnerable Asaets by Acts 
Internal Internal 
4p,plication System External 
Programa Pro~ra.1I ;;;.D;;.at~a=--_ 

~DE~ !~.~ !~~ 
4 4 

1 1 

5 5 

4 4 

5 5 

5 5 

2 2 2 

222 

4 4 4 

555 

555 

5 5 

5 5 

5 5 

555 

222 

555 

555 

2 2 

222 

133 

3 3 

3 3 

333 

333 

555 

t;xposure seale 
blink 

I 

External EKternal 
Application Syatem 
Prfflrralla 

! ~!!!. 
3 3 

t, 1 

1 1 

4 4 

4 4 

4 4 

.. 4 

222 

222 

444 

4 4 4 

555 

Pro, ...... 
II.DE 01 ---3 3 

1 1 

1 5 

1 5 

51 5 

5 5 .5 

555 

:d 
3 .. 
5 

Caputel' 
Equipment 
" Supplies 
! !!!..!. 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

5 5 

2 2 

1 1 

1 I 

155 

5 5 

1 1 

1 t 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

222 

1 t t 

555 

555 

555 

no effect 
up to 201 
up to 401 
up to 601 
up to. 801 
up to lOOf, 

Sy.tell 
Service 

! !!!! 

5 

Ii 

5 

5 

5 

Ii 

Ii 

Ii 

5 

5 



Assets in the form of data, applic8,tion programs, and system 
programs are designat~d as internal to a computer system when the 
central processor has cOiltinuous access to them from any attached 
storage device. Assets are considered external to a computer system 
when they are in human-readable or computer-readable form and where 
computer personnel have manual, direct access to them. Computer 
equipment, supplies, and services complete the range of types of assets. 

Three types of acts, and in one case, two, are stated for each form 
of asset. Modification (h) is the intentibnal addition, deletion. or 
replacement of the asset. Destruction (DE) i$ rendering the' asset 
totally useless. Destroying part of -a data recoro, but leaving an 
identifiable and usable part intact, is considered modification, not 
jestructiol'). Disclosure (DI) is unauthorized revealing of data or 
programs by observation, taking, or using. Taking (T) is the 
unauthorized removal of computer supplies, equipment, or use of computer 
resources. Denial of use (DN) applies to services and resources. ll''I. 
all acts~ it is assumed that a perpetrator does profit or could profit 
from his act and that a victim does experience or could experience a 
loss from the act. 

The matrix entries in Table 16, reflect an environment in which 
usual safeguards and controls have been installed in idealized, totally 
effective ways. Different matrix entries might be assigned for a 
specific computer facility based on its actual environment and 
safeguards in place. For example, whenever it is possible to limit the 
access and functioning of an individual, the study assumes that this is 
done. One reason that the application programmer and the user 
programmer are assigned a limited exposure level rather than a great 
exposure level is that it is assumed that these individuals communicate 
with the system through a programmer terminal or intermediary. They 
never have access to cUl"cent production, and ,independent computer 
program verification occurs bef,ore their products are put into 
production. Similarly, it is 'assumed that the computer syste~ engineer 
is never permitted to work on a computer system When any production data 
or applicatio.n programs are present. 

Occasional ambiguity exists in the classification of a particular 
act. For example, a system programmer might modify a system program 
internal to the system and successfully deny authorized system service. 
In thi,s situation, the convention a90pted is to classify thE violation 
in the category that had to occur first. Th~refore, this example would 
be classified as an internal modification of a systems program rather 
than a denial of system service. 

Note that occupations are'described in generic and idealized form 
in terms of job function, skills, knowledge, and access. In practice, 
the skills, knowledge, and access of personnel do not match exactly 
these descriptions of ,their occupations. It is assumed ~ere that each 
occupation is limited to only th~ description provided. For example, a 
computer operator who has programming skill, knowledge, and access in 
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addition to his opeJ:'ator capabilities must be classified a$a prog~ammer 
as well as a computer operator in the scheme of this report. If he 
functions in both capacitie/il, then the two occupations presented here 
wust be combined in depictIng the individual as a source of exposure to 
loss ~" and all vulnerabilities and safeguards in both descriptions appl~/ 
to the ind1.vldual. ,1 

! 

Collusion of two or more individuals is no!", considered. It ,is 
always assumed that each individi:;!.~l performs a ~'ingle act alone with a 
single asset. In actual experience, a loss often results from sequences 
of parallel independent and dependent acts involving several assets in 
several forms. A listing of occupations by risk level appears in Table 
17. Descriptions of 19 occupations are presented in Appendix D. Each 
description includes function, knowledge, access, vulnerabilities, risk 
level, general safeguards, and conclusions. 

1. 

Table 17 

R~SK LEVEL OF OCCUPATIONS BASED ON RANGE OF ASSETS EXPOSURE 
(Occupati'ns in Alphabetical Order Within Risk Level) 

Greatest risk 
EDP auditor 
Security officer 

Great risk 
Computer operator 
Data entry and'update clerk 
Operations manager 
Systems programmer 

Noder-ate risk 
COhlputer syst~m engineer 
Programmin~ wanager 

Lilld ted risk 
Application program~er 
COmhlunication engineer/operator 
Data base adm~nistrator 
Facilities engineer 
Peripheral equipment operatbr 
Tape librarian ' 
User programmer 
User transaction and data entry operator 

Low risk ,;; 
Terminal engineer 
Osertape librarian 

Suspects' Characteristics 
:.' 

and Circumstances Based ~ Experience' 

Suspects w~ybe identified on the basis of characteristics of known 
computer-rela.t;~;d' 'crime perpetrators who have been interviewed' in 
coml'uter abu~e, studies. [26] According to the results of interviews with 
this small group of 25 perpetrators, organ1~aU~ns will be more 
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v'ulnerable to people with the following characteristics an'd where these 
circumstances are present. Experienced investigators may find little 
difference between these characteristics and those of the modern-day, 
amateur, white-collar criminal. Moreover, these characteristics cannot 
be considered conclusive or cotr.aJlete because they are identified from 
such a small number of perpetrator interviews. Nevertheless, the 
documentation of them here should aid or recall for the investigator 
iwportaut clues to computer-related crime suspects. 

a. Age , , 

Anticipate that perpett'ators tend to be young. The median age :LS 
25 years and the range is 18-46 years. Younger people in data 
proce$sing occupations tend to have received their education in colleges 
and universities where attacking campus computer systems is not only 
condoned but often encouraged as an educational activity. Younger 
people as compared with older employees, have often not yet been 
assimilated into the profession and may not have taken on the 
professional responsibilities and identity with the organization of 
their employer. 

b. Skills and Knowledge 

Ant~~ipate that suspects will be among the most skilled and higher 
performing technologists. One of the greatest vulnerabilities in an 
organization comes from workers who are over qualified for the work that 
they are doing. An abundance of bright, highly motivated technologists 
en.ter the computer field and find themselves placed in routine jobs 
requiring low levels of skill--e.g., programmers engaged in the detailed 
work that leaves little room for innovation and recognition. These 
people become easily frustrated and look for other possibly illegal ways 
of using their skills, knowledge, and energy. It is important to note 

.that .5 of the 17 perpetrators were high-experience professionals and 7 
were managers. 

c. Positions of Trust 

In most cases, perpetrators performed their acts while engaged in 
their occupations in their work environments. One exception to this is 
an individual who, while president of an elect.ronics supply house, posed 
as a telephone company employee to order the delivery of telephone 
equipment through the telephone company computer system. However, even 
in this case, the individual had to pose as an employee t~ obtain the 
necessary information to engage in his fraud. When investigating a . 
potential loss. anticipate that the vulnerability wj,ll be identified and 
the persofi(s) most qualified will take advantage of it. The most likely 
suspects in any computer-related crime involving computer technology 
will be thone, usually few, people who have the necessary skills, 
knowledge, and access. If a crime involves computer programs, 
anticipate Isuspects among the computer programmers who have access to 
and knowledge of the computer programs or through those programs to the 
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assets found to be missing. If the vulnerabiU,ty discovered is iir the 
data entry function, the,p anticipate that suspects may~ be among the data 
entry clerks. Next consider all other technical functions where 
vulnerabi!1ities ,may arise. Computer programmers are not likely to go 
into the foreign environment of the data entry section to engage in 
unauthoriz~9 technical acts. Neither will data entry clerks attempt to 
modify or introduce computer programs into a computer to engage in 
~riminal acts. They will most often limit their activities to their own 
work areas that they know the b~st, and usually they know that 
particular area better than anyone else in the wo'rld. Table l~ lists 
the occupaticns of perpetrators of computer-related crime and th~ types 
of vic_tims. 

Table 18 

RELATIONSHIP OF PERPETRATOR OCCUPATIONS TO TYPE OF VICTIM 

Perpetrators" 
Occupa t iO'~lS 

Teller 

Accountant 

Company owner 

Victims 

Large bank 

Computer service 

Small manufacturing 
company 

Time-sharing user Time-sharing 
computer system 

Business programmer Small bank 

Systems programmer State, government 
agency 

Computer operations Financial institutions 
and systems manager 

P~esident of a firm Electronics supply 
company 

Business manager 

Sales manager 

Larg2 manufacturer 

Large retail service 
organization 
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d. Assistance 

Perpetrators have been" found to need assis~I''lnce in one':"half of all 
known computer-related c.r1mes, whereas ordiiiary white-collar crime, 
embezzlement for example, involved a low degreel\of collusion according 
to e. study of 271 bank frauds and embezdementsl. [27] '1;'herefore\ in the 
ir(vestigation of an alleged com.puter-related crime, it is best to' aS~~.1me 
that more than one perpetrator may have been involved'. The reason for 
high collusion is probably because it te.kes more .skills, It',lowledge alld 
acclj!ss than one individual possesses to complete a computer-related 
crime. Collusion usually involves a tec.hnologiSt who can perform the 
technical part of the act and who mt~st collaborAte or conspire with 
another individual at the periphery or outside of the computer system 
who.can convert the technical act into gain. It may be a programmer who 
runs a small computer in a bank for a fictitious day of banking and 
transfers $100 from each of 41 accounts into an account that his wife 
has opened under an assumed name. She then proceeds to withdraw the 
money in small amounts at a time to avoid discovery. In another case, a 
compute,r programmer in a large organization wrote a'cotr.putet program and 
executed production runs to calculate footb~ll pool betting odds for an 
organized crime ring operating a large number of football bet.ting 
parlors. The computer programmer was being paid $50 a week 4nd did not 
know the ultimate purpose of the reports he was produc'ing for his 
brother-in-law, an intermediary between him and the football betting 
conspiracy. Vulnerabilities will frequently require persons wi~h 

different skills, knowledge, and access to take advantage of them. 

e. Differential Association 

The differential association syndrome is the white-collar 
criminal's use of small deviations from the accepted ptactice~ of his 
assodates. [6] This vulnerability stems trom groups of people working 
tOI!?;e:ther and mutually encouraging and stimulating one another to engage 
in un.authorized acts that escalate into seriQus crimes. The competitive 
nature of technologists in the computer field, and their often elitist 
attitude.s, c·an result in a one-upmansh1,p competition in performing 
pranks. Th~ 1973 Ward vs. California case involved the theft of a 
computer program from a storagEt.of a competing service bureau computer 
over telta,phone lines from a batch terminal in t\\e perpetrator's servj.ce 
bureau. [1'5] A programmer from the victitn firm admitted on the witness 
stano in the associated civil trial that it was common pra~tice for 
prognU'jUlerS in both of the competing service bureaus to gain access to 
the o;her comp~ny's computer ,sysum for the purpose of RlaY:l.nggame~ or 
investigating level of use or obtaini~ the identity CiJ·f cust~.mers and 
the type of work they were doing. It was determined that the computer 
in the perpetrator's firm had been accessed in unauthorized fashion by 
programmers from the victim f.1rm"'s staff 16 tim.es between the time of 
the perpetrator-s arrest and his trial. This type of vuln~rability 
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makes it important for the investigator to interview t\le associates of 
possibl£, suspects t;,(,) determine the degree of differential association 
that could lead to information about some of the more inqocent acts or 
pranks engaged in that 'might have led to the more s!s'~ious alleged crime. 

f." !'!~ ~ Syndrome 

"kost of the computer-related crime perpetrators int~rviewed 
exhi'Jited the Robi'n, Hood Syndrome. [28] They differentiate strongly 
betw'b~rt harming r~\ople, which is hig,hlX immoral within their standards, 
and harroli,ngorgsnizations, which the1 can easllyrationalize. In 
'!ldditi~n, they rationalize that 'they 'are only harming a '~·:,mputer or ' the 
contents of the computar; therefore, doing no harm or causing no loss to 
people or 6rganizations~ This characteristic is probably common among 
all types of amateur whi te-co:Uar criminal~> and may not be unique to 
computer-related crime criminals. v, However, it can be important for the 
investigator because it may be, mor~~)pronounced because of the role the 
computer can play in strengthening the rationdization pro~:~ss. 
Interviews with' computer-:related crime perpetrators revealed ,that: ~h~y 
would become quite disturbed if the inte~viewer even implied" lettilorte 
directly accused the individual, that he was a crook ill, the sense-of 
caus1,ng individually identifiable people to suffer losses.'-"A New Y'ork 
City bank' embezzler, who engaged in a fraud in his position as head 
teller, through his computeJ: teller terminal, indlt::ai;ed that he never' 
tPok'more than $20,000 from anyone savings account'because he knew it 
was insured to $20,000. Thus, the loss was suffered by the insurance 
companies and not by his individual custQwers. [15] 

g. Game Playing 
~ 

This vulnerability is based on the concept that some computer 
technologists believe that using an idle computer does no ,harm and that 
they have a right to use it for personal purpOSeE for challenging 
intellectual exercise. All but one of the computer-relate'd crime 
perpetrat6rs interviewed indicated that the attraction and challenge of 
thinking of their computer-related crime as a game played a significant 
part in motivating them to continue in their, fraudulent activitie~. 
Computer' techno~ogists tend to be the type of people who like mental 
challenges and complex ga~~ playing.' Investigators ~hould anticipate 
this vulnerabl~ity. that' suspects believe that th~1:, are only playing 
games and they have the right to play games in compuL,rs, because they 
have the uhiq ue capabi 11 diS to do so (the elitist syndrome). 

2. ,Antagonistic Personnel Relationships 

The antagonistic and dependent relationships among people in 
different data pror.esdng functions is important for the ip.vestigator 
and prosecutor to know.!1nd' ur.derstand. AmOtlg 669 reported cases of 
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computer abuse [.3] t collusion was found to be of high' incidence; it" 
occurred in one-half of the cases. How~ver. collusion was found to be 

:) of low incidence be~ween programmers and computer operators probabiy 
because they ar~ in naturally antagonistic 'functions. Programmers often 
complain about computer operator's performance in running their 
programs. Computer operators complain about the practices of 
programmers that make their programs difficult to run and prone to 
errors. 

Table 19 showS .. the potential antagonistic relationships among 
workers in diffct'erit ':d'ataprocessing functions. The information in this 
dia~ramcan ptepare"ah investigator or prosecutor to deal with people 

'working in different data processing functions,. ' .. It can be useful to 
understand the Vroblems that one worker can have in interfacing with 
l'lnother worker. This diagram alsl) implicitly shows in what ways workers 
ill different data processing functions are depend'ent on workers in other 
funct,ions. 

3. Interview~~ Suspects 

It is important that investigators fully understand the damage ,that 
a suspect computer employee could do in a computing facility. If an 
employee believes or learns that he is a suspect, he could' potentially 
caus~ great. losses to the victim after the'crime has been perpetrated to 
get .even with the victim for reporting him. Logi(; bombs (see Section 
t) that might be left inside a computer system represent another 
danger; even though the suspect could be limited in physical access 1;0 a 
computer, he still could haVe! planted logic bombs that could continue to 
cause damage at some future time. It is possible that computer 
equipment vendors could be a source of information about unusual, 
purchases of equipment that might be needed by the computer cr~minal to 
perpetrate a crime; for example, the purchase of cODlPuter terminal/? and 
related equipment by private parties. 

It would aid an investigator in conducting interviews to know the 
various ki~ds of jealousies, conflicts, pressures, and confidentialities 
that various data processing people may exhibit. In addition, knowing 
the~ few relatively universal characteristics and the constraints on the 
performance of job sfo:uations of computer employees and managers at all 
levels pr~senteQ in previous ,parts of this section may be useful. 

It is advisable to run a criminal backgrnund check not only on the 
suspects, but also on the victims. This may be a standard practice in 
normal investigation, but is particularly important in computer-related 
cases. Suspects are of·ten willing to talk to investigators because they 
may see no crime in their activities. Sometimes, they may think' their' 
act is unethical or immoral, but not necessarily criminal. 
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Operators 

Programmers 

Media 
Librarians 

Data Entry 
Clerk 

Source 
Data 
Preparers 

Users 

Vendors' 
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1'able 19 

POTENTIAL ANTAGONISTIC RELATIONSHIPS AMONG DIFFERENT WORKERS IN DATA PROCESSING FUNCTI9NS 

Media Data Entry Source Data 
VelldolCS" ·-.r 
Mablt. 

f ___ '_O_p~e_r_a_t_o_r._s ____________ P_T._.o~g~r_am __ m_e_r_s __________ L_ib_r_a~r~i_a_n_s __________ ~C~l~e~rk~s~ _____ , ___ p_r_e~p~~~~~ __________ ~~U~8~e~r~s-- Engi~eers . _" ___ ~""" __ "" 0.,-.. 

From 
To~ 

Complaililts 

Poor program 
design. Mis
leaeling or 
absent instruc
tions. 

Slow or 
incorrect media 
selection. 

Data errors 
causing t'!~runs 

Data errors 
causing reruns 

It:convenient run 
schedule demands 
Poor job instruc
tions 

,Inconvenient 
equip. mainten
ance sched.Equip. 
failures 

Job failures. 
failure to 
report errors. 

Loss of media 
incorrect 
labelling. 

Data errors 
unanticipated 
in program design 
Program entry, 
errors 

Data errors 
and out of 
-range data not 
anticipated 
in program 
design 

Unclear or absent 
problem specifica
tions. Inconven
ient program change 
deman4!i 

Equip. failures 

I)nrecorded 
removals and 
submissions 

Misleading or 
abilent 
instructions. 

Loss of media 
aSSigned to 
them 

Misleading or 
absent instruc
tions 

Poor input 
formats.Poor 
instructions. 

Poor legibil
ity on data 
forms 

Inconvenient 
work schedule 
demands 

Inconvenient 
equip. maint. 
sched. equip. 
failures 

Poor input 
formats. Poor 
instructions. 

Poor instruc-
tions. Inconven
ient work 
schedule demands 

JlJb failures 
failure to 
report errors. 

Lack of !l~:()"lem 
understanding 
Poor documlmi!a
tion. 

Loss of media 

Data entry errors 
causing erroneous 
output 

Data errors 
causing reruns 
and incorrect 
output 

Misuse of 
equipment 
Failure to'". '.' , 
report erJIi5i~-c 

\~:. :,' -'1 ( 

Program&. 
Improp~tuse 
of equipment 

Poor handling, 
of media . 

Misuse of 
Equipment 
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interviewing a suspect, an investigator may 
before confronttng or tors will not acc~pt a crime 

find it useful to consider that some pr~s:c~e will see the prosecution 
case until th~ victim gives ~~~~ran~~ ~e:tifY. Often, halfway through a 
through to the end and be w ng t restitution and drop the 
long case a victim may decide tho accePcutor"s time. In additio.n, 

i This wastes t.e prose prosecut on. b ttled because of the wide range 
jurisdictional problems often m~stfr:e:~ms in on-line computer systems. 
of geographic constrain~: ~~ one jurisdiction but are used from 
Many computer systems res e . 
terminals in many other jurisdictions. 
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SECTION III DISCOVERING THE CR'ME 

f '[he purpose of this section is to lead the irivestigator through the 
unique physical environments of computers, opedltional procedures, and 
vulnerabilities in the use of compters to gain the necessary insights 
and familiarity to be effective in discovering a computer-relatsd crime jj 

,The detailed technical concepts of computers are describeu in Section VI 
and often are not. necessary for· effective investigation of many 
computer-related crimes. However, if technical concepts are at iS$ue, 
it is advisable to obtain expert assistance. The methods of 
investigation after dia~overy and dealing with evidence are discussed in 
Section IV. 

The discovery topic, which omits investigative and scene search 
methods known to exp~rienced investigators, is addressed in two ways. 
The first three subsections present the operational, physical, and 
computer usage environments that the investigator will encounter. The 
last subsection describes the weak points that are susceptible to 
criminal acts in computer centers. This provides the investigator with 
ideas on where and what he might look for in crime discovery. 

A. COHPUTER OPERATIONS 

An operations center can function in many different 
configurations. T}'pical1y, however, its two major 
production support and equipment operations. 

1. PrOduction Support 

organiza tional 
divisions are: 

The production support group often is concerned with seyeral 
activities. Each is capsulized below~ 

" ,1;1. 

a. ~ Eaptute 

Data capture consists of two steps. The first step is the physical 
gathering of data from sources such as order.;s, time clock cards, sales 
slips, recordings, or electronic sensors., After they have been 
gathered, the data must be converted into m(!chlne-readable form. Thus, 
the second step is data conversion. 

The conversion of source data may occu'r at ari operations center, or 
at originating (user) departments, and may take se,iJeral forms. The data 
may be: punched into cards or paper tapes; keyed::;onto magnetic tape, 
disks, diskettes. etc.; typed or printed ClDto sheeW~s or cards to be read 
by an optical character recognition (OCR) or MICR ~eader; or keyed 
directly to a computer. 

To detect error~ that may. have occurred in the' keying of data, a 
second operator may,key the same data using the same medium used by the 
·first operator (i.e., paper tape, magnetic tape, magnetic disk, or 
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punched cards) so 
two operators keyed 
necessary, corrected 

aa to determine differences, if any, "in the way the 
the data. /The d~fferences are resolved and, if 
data are>prepared. 

Manual checking methods are generally used to edit or verify the 
signifiq~nt d~ta on input that are typed on to sheets to be read by an 

OCR. 

b. ~duling and Coordination 

As its hame implies this function, establishes and maintains 
': production schedules, monitors the production job stream, and makes 

adjustments aEI necessary. It also provides a point of contact for 
users, helps' them el1ter jobs, and expedites work through theoper(ltions 

center. 

c. ~ Setue ~ Control 

The job setup and control function is often part of the scheduling 
and coordination function. It handles individual jobs as they enter, 
flow through, and leave the operations center. Controls are established 
and maintained. jobs are logged in. inputs ar.e reviewed and edited as 
required (by the systems designer and user). jobo are made up by 
assembling job control car,ds, materials, and files; and outputs are 
reviewed and prepared for distribution. 

d. Library ~~ervices 

These services maintain the 
operations libraries. and provide 
inventory) to the opera,tions center. 

tape and 
support 

disk library and other 
services (such as supplies 

These functions are sp1l1etimes found in equipment operations r.ather 
than production support; particularly when jobs originate and are output 
at a remote teleprocessing terminal. In such a case, the library 
responds to instructions relayed to it by the operating system rather 
than the job set-up and contro~ unit. 

" 

2. Equipment Operations 

The equipment operations/computer processing group is 
with several activities. Each is capsulized below. 

a. B!!! Preparation 

concerned 

Data preparation uB~lally means putting the machine-readable records 
ill thee; proper sequence called for by the program and also to pe'rform 
edfHng' and validation functions to ensure that the input meets certain 
criteria, such as balancing to users batch total or checking that 
certain fields contain ,only numeric or only alphabetic characters; or 
that values in certai~ fields are within prescribed limits; or that the 
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60des in certain fields ar.e conelistent with the codes in other relate~ 
fields. Putting data records in sequence or merging them with other 
records can be per,formed by many different types of equipment. For 
example, a punched card sorter/collator system is efficient, but it is 
slow compar:ed~o a computer. A file of 2,000 cards can be read on to 
magnetic tape or disk in about 1 minute. A computer program then can 
a.ort the records in their proper sequence in a few seconds. A program 
can also contain instructions for editing the data during the sorting 
operation, thus minimizing the errors that could occur through the 
physical handling of cards. 

b. Computer Processing 

After data have been edited, the next steps are computer processing 
and output of data. Processing and output generation are susceptible to 
two types of errors: program and equipment. The use of flowcharts and 
careful programming can prevent most program errors. After a program 
has been written, debugging and testing detect the 1I)0re subtle errors so 
the program will perform as intended. A computer itself can be 
programmed to identify some programming errors. For example, an 
instruction to divide by 0 is an invalid command that most computers 
will detect. If such ~;il error is detected, a computer will generally 
stop proce~sing that particular program and go on to the next program. 
The operator then either corrects the error or notifies the user to 
supply a remedy. 

Computer circuitry malfunctions are rare because modern" electronic 
circuits and components are extremely reliable. Computers are now so 
nearly error-free thet an undetected failure resulting in erroneous 
output almost never occurs. Some more recently designed computers have 
built-in error detection and correction circuitry to overcome internal 
faults that would have shutdown an earlier computer; they even keep a 
record or log of errors so that maintenance personn~l can replace faulty· 
parts. Regularly scheduled maintenance of the computer also k~eps 
failures to a minimum ...... that is, to ensure efficient functioning wtthout' 
expensive, time-consuming errors and reruns. 

Operator mistakes can occur during any phase of data processing. 
Precautions taken to ensure error-free input, effective and efficient 
programs, and reliebh equipment can be nullified if the compufer 
operator makes a wrong decision. mishandles materials or data, or is 
c6reless in operating the system. Valuable time can be lost, and an 
entire job may have to be rerun. But t.he cost of a rerun maybe the 
least costly alternative in some applications. for example, in ~illing 
customers, it is usually far more important that the bills be accurate 
than sent out at a certain time. Accordingly, comprehensive and 
complete syste~ operating instructions must be provided so that both the 
computer and terminal operators can (g:J,low the operations schedule and' 
ensure proper turnaround time and ptci\:essing consistency for each job. 
These instructions, often referred to as a run book, mu"st be precise and 
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explicit and should describe: operations set-up procedures, job schedule 
checklist, action commands, error correction and rec()very routines, 
input/output (I/O) dispositions,and system backup proc~dures. These 
system operating instructions will vary according to the sue and type 
of the installation. However, the following is :t'epresentative of a 
standard run book's contents: 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

Operations Set-up Procedures: This procedure includes logging on 
to toe system with the run date, time, arid terminal control 
i).umbers. 

Job Schedule Checklist: Listed here are the run frequency, 
processing des(Uine, run time, retention ped,ods for I/O fiV~s, 
and scheduling priority of the jobs. 

Action Commands: Computer-generated 
are given that call for operator 
perform a specific action. 

instructions and c.ommands 
responses to make the system 

Error Correction and Recovery: The operator will follow thes~ 
procedures to enter options.l override messages designed to 
bypass, halts or properly suspend processing due to abnormal job 
termination. System restart proc~dures are also included. 

Input/Output Dispositions: This section addresses the 
disposition of input and output data from the remote and central 
sites. 

System Backup Procedures: Remote and central site backup 
procedures provide an alternative processing method in the event 
of computer, program, or operator malfunction. These procedures 
include, but are not limited to, re-assignment of peripheral aud 
terminal devices'. 

In a remote job entry (RJE) environment, these procedures ehould be 
augmented by local (remote) procedures for dat~ collection, inquiry, 
batch transmission, and data reception scheduling. These procedures 
should specify the availability of data, scheduling priorities, 
frequency of transmission, and transmission times, as well as remote 
backup procedures. 

In summary, it is the responsibility of the systems de~tgner and 
the user to determine jointly the parameters within which a computer 
operator may be allowed to continue processing after some condition 
occurs that halts processing. The specific actions that an operator is 
to take are gene'rally incorporated in.a run book (or a step-by-step 
procedure for the operator). Deficiencies in the run book, which must 
take into account all of theprobablecond1tions that may occur during 
the processing of an application, are often the weakest link in the 
chain. This '1s So because of the initial urgency connected with getting 
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the system operational, or because changes that are made to the 
application program are not. reflected in the run book. In either case, 
the result may be to halt the system and delal" processing, or worse, to 
allow processing to produce faulty output. Fo·r all of thesere~'aons, 
comprehensive tests are undertaken at the initiation of a new 
application, or ch~nge to an application, to determine whether controls 

{J and operator instructions are adequate. 

c. Storing ~ Accessing £!.!!. 

Computer data files can be classified in various ways. They can be 
classified according to the method of accessing the data contained in 
the file or by the purpose the file serves. For batch applications, 
files can either be sequential-access or direct-access; whereas, on
line, real-time applications are almost always direct-access (see 
Section VI for the meanings of these terms). Additionally, a file may 
function as a master, transaction, or output file. 

. Sequenti8,l'-access devices store and release data in aequence, one 
record after ano~her; whereas, direct-access devices store and release 
data from any PRi.('t of the medium as directed by a computer program. 
Direct-access devices also can be used for sequential-access processing. 

Card readers, punched-tape readers, optical land magnetic-character 
readers, and magnetic tape drives are sequel)tial-access devices. They 
handle only sequentIal data. 

A magnetic tape has data recorded or magnetized on one side, ahd 
the tape drive has a stationary read/write head that either reads data 
from or records it onto the tape as the tape passes over the head. In a 
typical computer operation center p a master tape file may be mounted on 
one tape drive, a transaction tapE! fil~ on'another tape drive, and an 
output tape file on a third tape drive. The central processing unit 
would determine, from the program stored in computer memory for that 
application, what dat.s to write onto the output file from the data( 
contained on the master and transaction input files. 

In a direct-access enviroriment, magnetic disks and drum drives are 
the direct-access devices. They can provide access directly tq 
individual records in any order. 

A disk pack consists of several metal plates or disks mounted on a 
vertical shaft that spins the disk pack. A. computer writes or reads 
data on the disks in much the same way as it would on magnetic tape 
except that old data are lost as new da~a are written over them (the 

11 same as a dictat10~:recorder works). As data are put onto a disk, a 
table of contenU. is buUt to provide information about the. fUe, 
including the physical location of the record on the disk. With this 
arrangement, a computer carl find recdr.ds that have become obsolete or 
need changing without searching through the entire file (as must be done 
in a sequential-access tape processing" s)'steui). 
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Generally speaking, direct-access d9vices are more expensive than 
~equential-access devices b,cause of the complexity in providing greater 
speed, versatility, and capacity. The d:f.fference in cost, however, may 
be justified by the nature of the applications to be processed. 
Regardless of the choice of storage type, most computer opera.tion 
centers back up their files with copies on tape; and where disk files 
are used the disk file is usually copied on to tape to be safely stored 
a.s a b;ckup. Then the tape can be used to restore the disk file if 

'n,ecessary. 

Hagnetic files not only store more data per unit of physical size 
~"an paper files, but also are more susceptible to damage. Tapes can be 
c~imped or stretched, and disk packs can experience read/write head 
crashes onto the magnetic surface. 

Safety storage measures that are 
inappropriate for a mat~etic medium. 
glue th.t· binds ferrite particles 
temperatur.f('s .as low as 125 degrees 
vault that Ptot,~cts paper may provide 
and disks.' 

d. File Retention and Backup 

appropriate for paper are often 
Paper burns at 451 degrees F; thf;! 
to tapes and disks melts at 

F. Consequently, a fire-retardant 
only limited protection for tapes 

In view of the vulnerability of data stored on a magnetiC medium, 
adequate file retention and backup are crucial. More files are damaged 
by human error than by disaster or sabotage. It is safe to assume that 
unintended "erasures" are a prime cause of data loss on tape files. 
When correct actions are not taken, valid data t~~€S are erased because 
some data centers stU 1 use unlabeled tapes. 

Labeling tapes, however,. does i ... ~, prevent accidents. Most 
operating systems have an option that permits a retention date or period 
to be place~ in the int.ernal label. This option often is not used, and 
thus the operating system cannot detect tapes that should not be erased" 
With some operati.ng systems, even when a retention period is specified 
in the label, the operator can ignore the console warning message and 
write over a tape that should have been saved. 

Upaating the wrong edition of the file can also destroy data. For 
example, the operator can mount the wrong editic~ of the file and ignore 
any Jarning m~ssages from ~he operating system. The user may then fail 
to notic~ the problem when reviewing the reports. 

C Updating problems c-an also occur when there is more than one 
transaction tape during an update period. One tape may be used more 
than once or not at all. Unless the user has externally generated 
control totals, such operaliO,nal errors can be difficult to detect. 
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art-line systems p~esent anothe.r problem because the~e may be, no 
record of the input. If a disk fIle is accident~lly 4estroyed, 
rec.onstruction may be· impossible unless a t'ape or another disk copy ot 
the itlj>ut is made during the d~ta captur1.ng operaHon. 

Prog~am as well as equipment malfunctions can also destroy or alter 
files to the point where the data are unusable. Files can a.lso be 
destroyed by human errors. Tape reels arid disk packs are delicate. If 
someone grasps an unprotected tape reel by the outer edge rather than at 
the hub, the tape can be crimped such t.hat :Lt is unreadable •. S~milarly, 
dropping a disk pack can render the data it contains unusable •. , 

These and other operationgproblems can destroy 
the pOint where it is necessary to reconstruct them. 
turn, requires file backup. 

or degrade files t.o 
R~construction, in 

Wheriaas operational problems usually desLroy.a single file or a,' 
limited number of files, disasters can destroy an andre library. Fire 
is probably the mOdt common natural disaster facing a oata center. In a 
sense, a ~omputer center creates its own fire hazards--high voltages arid 
highly combustible paper dust. 

e. Storage Location ~ Backup 

All data centers have files stored in the computer room and/or an 
adjacent tape library. These on-site files may be inside a fire
retardant tape vault or safe, but more frequently they are on open 
shelves in a &.'oom that may be prot.ected by automat1_csprinkler syst:elIl.s. 
When a safe or vault is used, the operations manager may not use off
si.te storage--balieving that the vault provides adequate protection. As 
previously discussed, this may not Qe tr;.~e;· off",:,eite stor-age can often 
enhance file security. Because off-site storage is intert,ded to ,.provide 
protection against disaster, off-site facilities a~e usually far enough 
from the on-site facility so that one disaster will not destroy both 
locations. 

f. Testinf ~ Usability ~ Backup Materials 

Although the standards may stipulate updating procedures for backup 
programs, the procedures may not be properly foliowed. Moreover. 
although the standards may indicate .. which master and transact.1on files 
are to be stored off-site. the schedule may not be kept. The standaras, 
t.herefor:,e, normally include a procedure for testing the backup. For 
example, backup programs and files are usually used annually; pro'blems 
and faUures are noted, and the standards are modified as necessary. 

:~. Typical Reports Generated .. ~ !. Computer System 
(j . j' ',' 

" COll1put~r operation management requires reports on many oper~1~j;on81 
functions. These are usually produced automati~ally ,by the,.c~mpuEer 
system. The following list indicates some of the types o'~j;"/reports that 
are produced and their frequency in a typ1c/t.l operation. ° 
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Computer Operator Console Log (Frequency: Continuous) 

Chronological listing of computer system events and operator 
actions. Identification of tape reeis and disk packs mounted, 
systems programs used; assignment of job numbers to particular 
users, commencement and termination of specific jobs, and use of 
syste~ resources, such as a line printer. Directs impromptu 
operator actions; most comprehensive listing of computer eystem 
events. 

~~chi~~ ~ Access Log (Frequency: Continuous) 

Ch.ronological des~ription of aU persons gaining access to the 
machine room. If visitors are ,admitted, their escort is also 
identified. Identification card/badge 't~aders are often used to 
record this information. 

Processing Schedule (Frequency: Daily) 

Explic.it processing schedule (run book) 'showing the time at which 
specific jobs should be run. Lists files to be used for the 
identified jobs; files are specified by tape number and delte 
created. Applications and systems programs to b~ executed are 
delineated by prosram identifiers and accounts to be charged. 
:Files mayor may not be stored on magnetic tape reels. 

!laily Detail List (Frequ~ncy; Daily) 

tn-depth report of users accessing the system, the log-on and log
off tirue~ of these users, their priority codes, and accounting data 
relating to computer system resources consumed. Accounting data 
includes CPU time, I/O activity, and, connect time~ Errors and 
warnings concernb~1 accounting data, such !;loS an invalid job order 
number, appear here. 

Computer Utilization Summary (Frequency: Daily, Weekly,. Monthly, 
Year to Date, as Requested) 

E,xtracts data, from Da;Uy 'OeCa.H List to perform statistical 
analyses. Provides a breakdown of ways in which computer was used: 
hours on-line, amount of time the processor was idle, I/O activity, 
etc. May be ,pres~nted by user, job order; application program, 
project, or division. Helpful in the detection of unauthorized use 
of system resources. 

Computer Utilize,tionl/Accounting Control Report (Frequency: Weekly) 

Relates statistical data set forth in Computar Utilization Summat'l 
to accounting charges made during this period. Shows total dollar 
accounting units for CPU time, I/O act, hi ty; and the like. 

'c. ,''1:'1 .. __ ----------------

\., 

Valid ~ Order ~ (Frequency: Weekly) 

Describes job orders' that are currently recognized and to which 
jobs may be charged. Jobs may originate within the organization or 
through a telecommunications net)work; accounts to which either may 
be charged are listed here. 

~cou~ting ~ Error ~isting (Freq~ency: Weekly, Monthly) 

Sets forth time, user,:~!\;! other circumst.antial details of 
in job order codes, user IDs, and the like. An aid 
detection of browsing and searches for accounts to 
unauthorized activities may be charged. 

errors 
in the 
which 

Fomputer Utilization Summary by Priority Code (Frequency: Monthly, 
Year to Date) ---

Description of ranks aSSigned to tasks that determine the 
precedence j .. n· whtch jobs receive system resources. Broken down by 
projects, divld.:>r.Js. locations, or users. Shows disproportionate' 
uses of system resources. 

Ili!rminal Usage Report (Frequency: Monthly, Year to Date)' 

Details usage, aa measured by connect time, for specific terminals. 
May contain the time~ at which a terminal was in use. 

Computer Storage Summary (Frequency: Semiannually, as Reque~ted) 
" 

Provides a measure of (',n-line storage used by specific job orders. 
May also contain information on off-line tape reels and disk 'packs" 
associated with a job order. 

,~. Computer Froducts ~ Supplies 

Many companies supply computing equipment and related supplies and 
services. These companies distribute their products·· and services 
throughout the nation, usually through a network of sales and service 
offices and/or agents. The local offices of these companies can be 
contacted by consulting the white pages of a telephone directory,' and 
they will be able to answer most inquiries. 

Typically, ,the larger computer manufacturers offer a wide range of 
product~ and services covertng nearly everything a computer user might 
need. Many smaller companies selectively compete in just one or a few 
of these product areas. N~arly all computer installations use multiple 
vendors, sometimes many. 

Equipment manufacturers 
showing \\ the manufacturer" s 
information, such as time or 

affix to each machine a permanent tag 
name,.) the unit serial number, and other 

place of producU(;'n •. The information from 
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this tag is sufficient to identtfy the supplier in most casel, thereby 
enabling the user to contact the t'qulpment manufacturer to answer" any , ',r 
inquiry regarding the functionlng'?f the equ:1t;ment. 

Other items, such as software, supplies, and services cannot be so 
readily tracked to their source. Inquiries must usually be addressed to 
the data processing professionals in the organization who are often 
familiar wlth.their department's use of all such supplier-provided items 
and can provide the supplier"i:J name and address. 

~. PHYSICAL FACILITIES FOR COMPUTERS 

what one may see 1.n a large data center regarding the efficient use 
and protection of its assets will vary considera~ly from center to 
center. These variances are a function of top management"'s perception 
of the importance of the data center to its business, and according to 
that judgment, what it is willing to invest to properly use and secure 
these assets as opposed to what it is willing to risk. Clear1yl~ as 
businesses differ" so do the needs for data processing. A business 
oriented to handling a huge number of transactions will probably have a 
large data center to process its work. However, the degree to which 
operating control measures are imposed therein ,often depends not on how 
much is to, be processed, but on how sensitive the transa,ct:1ons are to 
the business. For example, a bank will obviously have a greater need 
for control than a mail order house whErl'e'the value of each sale is very 
low. Similarly, the extent to which~)De mayor may not adopt different 
types of control, security methodS, mechanisms, and procedures will vary 
by the size of the business f :tts economic strength, and how it may be 
regulated by government or other auditing agencies. 

Because of the great number of differences among d~ta centers, it 
is not possible to cover all of them in this discussion. Therefore, 
what follows is a description of a large, ideaUzed data center with 
need for comprehensive operating control and security. From this, 
scaled-down versions can be applied for data centers whose needs are 
less critical. This description is provided to guide a layperson in a 
C0D19uter center. Computer centers do not all necessarily have all of 
the features described here. 

1. Protection Facilities 
/) .: 

Fire proUecUon and detection, annunciation panels, mantraps, guard 
stat10ns, access control devices, telephone, and internal communication 
procedures and devices are common elements 1n an effect:l,ve operation. 

Fire Protection and Detection Fire protection and detection 
cover--.everal considerations. These includ.e the number, kind and 
location of fire alarms, fire extinguishlns equipment. fire department 
notification me thuds , the use of nonnamable and nontoxic1D8terials. 
and the cables and wiring that are used in the data center. 
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Annunciation Panels -- Annunciation panels 
abnormal conditions. These include flucttiati 
water' detection, fuel levels in power generato~:s 
pumps, unauthorized entry and intrusion alarms, and 

are used to 
in dectrical 
status of 

the l~ke. 

signal 
power, 

cool~J1t 

t 
Mantraps -- ~ntraps are usually double doors 

en rances with doors activated b, i at computer room 
station. They often include k y secur ty guards inside the guard 
closed-circuit TV surveillance e~card door locks, burglary alarms, 
generally functions' to. help ~heag:et a~d metal detectors. A mantrap 
attempting to enter or leave ecur ty guards detain a person 
satisfied that the person is autho~~:e~o~~ut:r r;hom until the guards are 
threat to the center. e ere and presents no 

Guard Stations -- A guard station is a specially 
designed enclosure that is usually' connected to constructed and 
mantrap. Often, these stations are manned 24 hours ' or part of, the 

;~e~o:~~o~:~ :~~ii~ed a!~r:~:it~;e!~:r:ecu~~~~c~fthe p:~ t:a~l;n~e~ai~ro~:~ 
police, private securit ' manua a arms to the 
the data center bUlletpr~of s::~ice :nd fire departmenti!, ,i~ltercoms with 
and automatic 'Photographing Of s , oors, and windows, TV surveillance 

:~;!;:nc;ca~~:~~ni~~~~:nsto a::erge~:;so~:an::i:~ingwa~~~e~:~i~~:~ ra:!~ 
shutoff switches to'reduc; harm s~met!:es a wide array of automatic 
detect! . foe equipment in the eVent of 

on 0 sO.me abnormal function occurr.ing within the center. 

Access Controls Access 0 t I f 
automatic door closin c n ro s 0 ten are card-key locks, 
logging i g, fingerprint identification and other meane of 

n, cameras trained on entrances hallwa 1 di . , 
elevator doors outside buildi i ' ys, oa ng docks, 
public access a;eas above below ng dentr e~, and potentially Vulnerable 
also might include mirro;s to eii:~na~roun the data center •. · 'l'hese 

:~: ~::~i:~Cii!~~~~!n:y~~!!~ to be turn:d b~!n~n Si~!Se!~n~h~;e f:~:r:re~: 

syste;~te~:~! commun!cations -- Internal communications include intercom 
operation of ~heg~a~ stations. and all areas concerned with the daily 
with override ca a a center. Generally, the systems provide the guards 
and busy line in~~bi11ty of all stations, conference calling capability, 
Ii cators. As mentioned above, direct communications 
~a~~~e-:!i~ie:O!!~epu:~t f!~e department are often provided, as well as 

caress systems to all data center areas. 

Telephone Service _., The telephone system i bl nstalled must be 
rehasona 'i secure against Wilful or accidental damage Consequently, 
t ,e wiring of the system is often under the raised • fi floor, encased in 
G re rrotective matedals, and equipped with smoke and heat detectors. let i:nera y, severa+ lines I,}~re used in the event that becomes 
:t,!'.(~'t,perable.' one 

,-.:, :.~/ 
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2. Technical Computer Safeguards 

, A list of computer safeguards would be endless. There are several 
l>$Joks that liot many of them. [19, 29] An investigator or prosecutor 
wll.1, encounter them in any case of suspected crime, and he should ask 
the~: victim to have all safeguards that were or could have been involved 
~escribed and documented. Technical: safeguards in computer systems 
~nclude data file protection, storage partitioning, protected or 
privileged mode for operating system progli;ams, encryption, exception 
reporting, and access control. 

An example of a comprehensive computer-related safeguard shows the 
complexities needed. It is password access control in on-line, 
mUltiaccess computer systems where access to the computer through 
terminals must be controlled by verifying the identity of the terminal 
user on the basis of a secret password he knows. An effective passwo.rd 
capability normally has the following characteristics: 

o Passwords are of sufficient length to reduce the possibility of 
guessing. 

o Passwords are based on a random selection of characters and 
assigned to the password holder rather than letting him chose 
his own password which would be too easily guessed. However, it 
is also claimed that it is better to allow users to choose their 
own passwords so that nobody else will know it. ' 

o 

" 
" 

The password being typed into the terminal is not visible to 
other people in the area nor. is it. visible on any printed paper 
coming from the terminal. Many computer terminals provide for 
this capability. 

o Password holders are periodically indoctrinated about the, 
secrecy of their passwords. 

o Safe password administration is required. This includes 
imposing need-to-know restrictions on password lists, frequent 
password changes, separation of duties in the administration of 
passwords,accountability for the safety of the passw~rds" and 
background investigation of those people in the high positions 
of trus t who adminis ter • " 

0:' The password lists stored in the computer and used for 
< authorization purposes are encrypted usi,ng secret coding 
'techniques. As soon as a password enters the computer from a 
terminal, it is immediately encrypted in the same fashion and 
compared again~t the master password in encrypted form only. 
This reduces the exposure of actual passwords in the computer. 

1:,,(;::' 
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o Tim~ delays are imposed on terminal users so that attempting to 
use unauthorized passwords repeatedly requires discouraging 
amounts of time. Also', an individual is not allowed to input an 
incorrect password more than three timas. 

o The usage of all passwords is journa11ed in the computer system. 
The data files produced are then analyzed by the computer and 
exception reports produced that indicate deviations from normal 
password use that might indicate attacks on the system. 

o Procedures are established for imposing alternative methods of 
security when the password system and the computer equipment 
supporting it fail to function properly. 

o Sanct",ion~ are clearly known by password holders, and violators 
are punished. 

If a password system does not include at least all 
characteristics, it is probably not an adequate safeguard. 

3. Operation and Production Areas 

of these 

The principal component of the operation and production areas to be 
considered in data center design are the computer room, operation 
center', libraries and vaults, ~nd the vendor service engineer area. 
These are described below. 

Computer Room -- Because the computer room is the heart of the data 
center, it is designed for effective, reliable, and low-risk operation. 
This :{,mplies that it is located away from any mechanical and electrical 
rooms and within the building at a location that would avoid flooding or 
water main breaks and yet enhance access for fire fighting. The shell 
of the secure computer room usually has a fixed ceiling and door of 
steel and concrete construction and steel and concrete walls that are 
fire-resistant for a 2-hour minimum. Usually, the computer room has no 
windows or skylights; in the event that it has,' they are, permanently 
sealed and fit with appropriate alarms. 

The most common type of floor is the raised or free access type. 
Raised floors serve several practical purposes. Cables placed under the 
raised floor do not obstruct aisles., Air-conditioning conduits to 
computer components may be ducted un~er the raised floor, or the entire 
space may serve as a plenum with conditioned air under pressure directed 
to vents to components. Each panel of the floor, usually 24 inches 
square, is removable for access to the space below. The distance 
between the subfloor and the raised floor usually ranges between 1'S and 
24 inches. The floor'panels are guaranteed against static buildup and 
easil'ly cleaned. 
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The layout of the computer room ia de.isned for production flow for 
work movement, pe'mit sufficient aisle cl,earance for hand truck or 
equipment, and provide sufficient space for equipment maintenance. 
Traction pads are installed on all ramps to prevent slippage. Printers 
and card devices are located for the most convenient. access to supplies; 
however such peripheral equipment is usually located away from the tape 
drives ~nd electronic devices because of the paper dllSt these devices 
senerate. Fire extinsuishers are both stratesically located for easy 
access and frequently 1nspected. Sisns indicate the type of fire 
extinsuishers that can be used and how to use them. Similarily, other 
signs are p1aced 1n critical areas to ins,truct everyone on the use of 
other safety devices such as power cutoff switches and evacuation 
routes. 

Operation Centers -- The operation center is a room generally used 
for production control, scheduling, and user coordination~ Although it 
often is located inside a computer room, the operation center should· be 
situated elsewhere because traffic and security problems should be 
minimized in this area. It may also be adjacent to the guard station so 
as to provide the surveillance, protection, and communications that are 
available from these stations. 

Librarie$ and Vaults -- Libraries and vaults generally are located 
just off the computer room, and only one entrance is provided dire~tly 
into the computer room. The same steel and concrete construction 
prevails here as in the computer room, and similiar alarm devices and 
surveillance methods are used. The humidity and temperature controls, 
however, are separ~te ot' i:;,dependent from the computer room aud have a 
backup capability in case of failure of the main system. The floor 
supports in this room genernlly requit)'! greater strength because of the 
use of ssfeii and other heavy containers)f Safes are usually rated to 
ensure their proper use; that is, as ~J~dlcated earlie~, some safes will 
adequately protect paper documents but lrre not sufficient t.o protect 
magnetic tape media. Safes somet~~es also have automatic safe door 
closing in the event of'fire orothp,;.;emergency. 

Vendor Service Engineer Are.~ -- The vendor service engineer area is 
located away from the computer room and general traffic flow. thereto, 
but it usually is within easy access of the computer room. The computer 
and peripheral equipment vendors engineers who maintain the computer 
system are 10'Cated here along with the spare parts and test devices for 
the system. Leakproof, lockable, fire-proof cabinets are used to .store 
a minimal supply of cleaning solvents necessary to maintain equi,pment. 

4. Mechanical ~ Electrical Support Facilities 

Several mechanical and electrical support facilities are found in 
the data center. These are briefly discussed below. 
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Electrical Power -- Becau.e a data center i. totally' dependent on 
!lectrieal power, it receives special attention. Separate areas for 
.nechanical and electrical E!quipment rooms to store equipment necessary 
for daily processins operations and for emergency backup are provided 
away from the computer room. Some of' the types of equipment that are 
stared in these rooms include: uninterrllptable power supply (UPS) such 
as batteries, diesel senerators and control' circuitry; fuel tank for 

I diesel generator; motor senerator for CPUs;'water chillers; spare fuses 
and fuse panels; and other spare parts and t06ls. The rooms are 

1 equipped w~th floor drainage with backwater valves, smoke and heat 
detection, water sprinkler systems or Halon (R) gas fire suppression 
systems, CO and water fire extinguishers properly placed, humidity and 
temperature indicators and controls, bypass switches for emergenc1,es and 
maintenance, devices to record variations in input power, transformers 
specifically for the data center, watertight outlets beneath the floor, 
and all of the surveillance and communications previously mentioned. 
Most important, the data center electrical system is separate from other 
building facilities and. means are provided to back up this system when 
required. These rooms have an1nconspicuous . location requiring 
infrequent access by facilities ensineers., 

Lightinl -- Artificial lighting is provided throughout the data 
center because of few if any windows. Aside from the requirements of 
candle power ~ which wi.ll vary by area, there is provision for emergency 
(battery-powered lights) throughout the data center, in the mechanical 
and electrical equipment rooms, and in critical surveillance areas. 
These are connected to the annunciation panels and able to be controlled 
from inside the guard station. 

Air Conditioning -~ Although the need for air conditioning in data 
centeu is an obvi,ous requirement t it frequently is not adequate to 
produce a reasonably trouble-free environment. Too often the air 
conditioning that supplies the building is also used to supply the data 
center; however, the need~ for an office environment, or any other kind 
of environment, usually are quite different from thos~ required by a 
data center, and therefore air conditiOning for a data center is usually 
separate and provides for a backup capability. The air conditionins 
satisfies not only the requirements of the equipment" but also the 
numbers of personnel who might be. used to operate the equipment. 
Additionally, special air intake devices are used to protect asainst 
noxious fumes or corrosive materials entering the environment. Air 
filters conform/_~o UL Class 1 and are easily accessible for inspection 
and replaceUleI{ I. Several portable temperature and humidity recorders 
are located th~)ughout the data center. Critical spare parts are stored 
on site. 
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~otor Generators -- Some central processing units (CPUs) r6quire 
motor generatf)rs to provide a level and quality of power different from 
standard commercial power. Spare units are on hand to back up pl'imary 
units, and these are equipped to automatically cut over in the eve~lt of 
a primary failure. They are located to provide easy access for on-site 
repair, maintenance, and man.~al tes ting and sU,fficient capacity to be 
able to take a unit off-line without serv1ce int'erruption. The" alSo 
are connected to annunciation panels and other signal devices to warn of 
potential damage. 

Water ~~ -- Like motor generators, some CPUs require water 
chilling equipment to provide a constant appropriate temperature. The 
same backup protection that applies to motor gener'atorsapplies 'to water 
chillers. 

Uninterruptable Power Supply -- A UPS system provides electrical 
power to the data center if there is a commercial powerfallure; it also 
allows a return to commercial power or other separate power sources. 
~ecause it provides power for ~omputer equipment, li6hting, 
telecommunications, motor generators, annunciation panels, seeurity 
controls, security equipment, and other means of automatic entry and 
exit such as doors and elevators, the UPS 'system requires weekly.tes't1ng 
of the entire system. The UPS system also provides protection against 
unexpected surges in power that might otherwise damage the system (data 
processing equipment). 

5. Other Areas Related to the Da~'c - ----., "nter 

Several other areas are ~elated to the data center. If a reception 
room for visitors and usei."S exists:, it is located outside the data 
center. Pickup stations for delivery or pickup of materials are 
adjacent to other data center areas. Elevator shafts are not common to 
any walls of the computer room or other data center rooms or critical 
areas. If an elevator is necessary, its use is restricted to data 
center personnel or authorbec!. personnel, (,And is connected to a 
monitoring system in the guard station when/the elevator stops at the 
data center level. Operators" lounges are frequently provided 
~articularly in installations that have 12-hour shifts. Preferably i~ 
is not accessible except through the dJ".ta center in that its purpose is 
to provide a rest area inside a data ."!,:.nter so that operators can remain 
on tl'le, prem1s~s. 

II 
JanitoriSil. !:ocms have central access to the data center so that 

adequate cleaning lA.nd maintenance may be performed in an efficient 
manner. Because various cleaning supplies are stored and these rooms 
are generally equipped with deep sinks, it· is important thatcc"these rooms 
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are protected agains~ fire and water damage and the extension of that 
damage to the data center. Accordingly, these rooms are constructed in 
much the same way as the 'computer ~oom (except for the raised floors) 
and have the same kinds of protection devices to monitor against 
potent~al damage. 

Locker rooms and ~est rooms have common access to each other, but 
are not located adjacent to the computer room or any c,ritical mechanical 
and electrical equipment rooms or facilities. Nevertheless, beca\lse c 
these rooms obviously Qlust be reasonably close to the data center o 1tis 
important that they have a public address system and protective devices 
against fire and water damage. For the same reasons, these rQoms have 
no windows or 9ther means of access that would present vulnerability to 
the data center. 

Storage and supply rooms are used to provide materials for 
efficient operation. It is particularly important to note, however~ 
that these rooms are not located next to the computer room or me(1;hanical 
and electrical equipment rooms because the materials they contain often 
are combustible. For this reason, these rooms have intercom stations, 
fire extinguishers, water systems that are illdependen,t of all other data 
center areas, floor drains with backwater valves, water alarm 
connections to annunciation panels, and intrusion alarm systems to 
signal entry that is monitored by the guard station. These rooms 
therefore have fire-proof cabinets to contain solvents, cleaning agents, 
or other materials that are potentially combustible. 

C. COMPUTER USAGE 

1. Computer Usage ~ Science ~ Engineering 

The first computers were designed and built for the solution of 
extensive mathematical problems. ENIAC (ElectrQnic Numerical Integrator 
and Calculator), developed during World War II for the computation of 
weapons ballistic schedules, was the first all-electronic calculator. 
[30] From these early beginnings, computers have become a basic 
computation tool of the scientist, the design engineer, the. astronomer, 
the architect, and the weather forecaster. 

Scientists are trained and experienced in the methods for defining 
and solving the quantitative problems encountered in their professional 
fields. In many cases, these solutions have been previously developed 
into computer prugrams which are madt! available to, the user for a fee. 
The scieI~tist need enter only the variables associat'sd with his ca~e in 
the form required by the computer program, and the solution is computed 
and returned to him. In other cases, the scientist de"elops his own 
computer program for the solutiun of a newly encountered problem or a 
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previously solved problem in a new or preferred way. This computer 
program, often considered a proprietary secret by the scientist's 
employer, is used for the solution of one problem or a series of similar 
problems. 

Scientists, mathematicians, engineers, and others being trained in 
the quantitative disciplines today are taught to use the computer as a 
problem-solving tool. They are usually taught several computer 
programming languages and when and how to use those skills. Their 
background is usually college education and advanced degrees in the 
physical, life, and social sciences and engineering. 

The scientist often uses a programmable calculator or a small 
specially designed, computer for some of his problem-solving work. In 
other cases, he shares the use of a larger computer with other users. 
When a larger computer is shared, it is necessary to isolate each user's 
computer ~rQgrams and data from all other users. The scientific user is 
given a unique password that he uses to store his private data files in 
the cor.!puter.: and subsequently gain access to the data and/or programs. 
This is done by a special computer operating control program that 
controls,,~he access of users' information stored in the computer. The 
user can access only his own private store of information. 

The scientist/engineer computer user is usually working independent 
of programming' assistance toward the solution of his problem and deals 
directly with special, programmed systems stored in the computer for his 
use. Typically, he does not need to communicate with any person in 
computer services to 00 his work. Exceptions occur when the process 
fails or when new kinds of problems develop. 

2. Computer Usage in Organizations 

The organizations of our society~-the businesses, governments, and 
other bodies--do much of the work and employ most of the work force. 
lienee, they account for the largest number of \!.~ers of computers today. 

Unlike the engineer/scientist. a production or operational member 
of an organization is dependent on others for information and procedures 
that are essential to the conduct of his work. Others in turn are 
dependent on him. Seats cannot be reserved on a flight until someone, 
probably far removed from the reservation clerk, has scheduled the 
flight and entered it into the computer. Reservations cannot be 
confirmed unless all reservations previously made are known to be 
ente~~d. 

. The organization is typically concerned with efficiently processing 
',the large amounts of information it often deals with. The bank the 
, . ' ,retail merchant, the telephone co~pany, the police department, the 
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airline. and the census bureau. all depend 'on effective information 
processing. The computer has become th. dominant means for meeting the 
diversl:! information processing needs for these and many other kinds of" 
organizations. This need to process large amounts of· information 
through a computer effectively and efficiently has fathered the 
development and growth of the information proce1-Ung specialist. . 

Col12ges and universities have .responded to this need with a 
specialized curriculum. known as Computer Science. to train and develop 
candidates for the information processing field. Persons trained for 
other positions in government and industry are offered computer-related 
courses such as introduction to computers and basic programming skills 
to acquaint them with the use of computers; these courses, however, do 
not offer the advanced information processing techniques contained in 
the Computer Science curriculum!; 

The important role of computers has led to the development of 
departments specializing in computer systems within the various 
organizations of our society. This computer systems department is given 
the reaponsibility for developing .effective and efficient computer 
systems to meet the information processing needs of the organization. 
Typically. the top management of. the organization 'determines where:) 
computers can be used advantageously. funds the new activity. and hires 
a staff of specialists to conduct the work of developing and operati&g 
the computer systems. Hence. the organbation is in a position of 
dependence on specialized skills and knowledge on the computer syst~s 
department. The computer systems department supplies information 
processing services to other departments that use that service to 
perform their work. 

The organizational user of computer services interacts with the 
computer systems department in several ways. Usulllly he deals with 
staff in the section of the computer systems department that operates 
the computer and performs the infol'mation processing. He deals less 
frequently with people in the section that develops or changes the 
computer systems, including system8 designers and systemi progr8Qmers. 

Virtually all large organizations use c~mputer services to process 
their payroll information; to compute the gross and net pay and issue,,
checks or make deposits; to compute and record the related information. 
such as payments due to governmental entities. credit unions t and so on; 
and to supply the information necenary fOl' or"anizAUon compliance wJth 
the various laws and agreements governing .alaries and wasel. The 
payroll exa~ple illustrates the re.pective roles of the computer .ystems 
department and the computer service. user. 

The payroll department typically collect. the time carde or other 
proof of waaes duef check. to uke .ure they are properly daned. and 
develops a batch control euch a. number of time card. and!~n arithmetic 
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·total of 0 the total hours shown on the c'\rds. The batch of time cards 
then goes ~to the computer operations where the data entry operators 
record the information from the time cardA into a computer processible 
fQrm, such as punched cards, magnetic tape or disk. These cards or 
equivalent records are then processed by the computer to develop a proof 
list showing the con,tent of each record ,and containing arithmetic 
control totals that correspond to those developed in payroll. The two 
sets' of control numbers are ,compared either bl1 a control function in 
computer operations or in the payroll depart',ment. Computer operatioM( 
~s not authorized to proceed with' the payroll process until all 
dif~erences are resolved to the satisfaction of the payroll department 
ma~a8er. 

• C," 

This type of check and balance is used throughout a wlJ!ll-designed 
payroll sy~tem to ensure that the payrd~l department has full control 
over the operations done for them by the computer services department. 
This design approach gives the payroll department the necessary 
autho~ity to see that its responsibUities are carried out fully and 

'. accurately. 

A second kind of interaction develops when it is necessAry to 
Change the payroll processing system or to produce a new one~ The 
change ma, be as minor as a new withholding schedule for social security 
or ae majo.r as a new labor contract requiring the develoPDlent of enth'e 
new pay computing and reporting procedures. In either case, the payroll 
department works through the computer systems development department to 
create the new systems or to change the existing system. 

Other reasons for reprogramming the payroll program m,9Y be 
complexity caused by frequent modification or to take advantage of more 
cost-effective equipment and methods. For example, progllams have 80 
many chanses made to tpem that their com~lexity increases, effif.:'iency 
~J'ops, and documentation becomes obsolete. Ther'!! are too many instances 
when documentation becomes so poor and the program so complex t)~at the 
programmers who can suc~essfully change or correct them dwindle to one, 
or even none are left. This represents poor management practices, but 
frequently happens. Many large computer programs are so complex that no 
indi vidual comprehends the whole, and all errors or bugs are never ,found 
an,d corrected. Therefore, a computer program needs continual care and 
maintenance, and its output can never be totally trusted under ell input 
variations. 

In this relationship, the payroll department also retains full 
responsibility fer the completeness and accuracy of the nS\Jllting 
process. Payroll mu!Ot be satisfied th~t the system it reeeives from 

u 
systems services meets the need. Because payroll personnel cannot: read 
and understand the computer programs that make up the computer system, 
they lliust)re1.y on an audit of the results obtained from a r.tal or 
theoretical trial or test of the system. These results are obtainEld in 
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Ii process known as a "test run." In the test run, the computer performs 
the various processes in the new or revised system against a sample of 
information that will produce a known answer if the system is correctly 
p~ogrammed. 

Examination of real examples of payroll and computer sj'rvices 
departments working together on systems willqu~~kly reveal that the 
results developed from the interactions are not perfect. kather, they 
reflect the organization environment as well as the abUities and 
knowledge, or lack thereof, of the persons involved in the design and 
operation of the systems. Control steps are often overlooked ,or 
bypassed in the haste to make deiadlines, or simply 1e.ft out of the 
system design to sav~ money • 

,) 

To meet othet' deadlines, new or revised systems are often put into 
operation before testing is completed, sometimes with ~lsBstrous 
results. Seldom, if ever, do the users, designers, and progl''iullmers of 
systems foresee and provide for all possible eventualities. Seldom also 
do systems tests seek to verify the results from al~ pa~ts of the system 
acting both alone and together. 

Computer systems suffe.r the shortcomings c01llll10n to all systems 
:lesigned, built, and ope~,1i ted by man. The computet:, 1ilr.e other 
nachines, will faithfully p'I'erform as instructed when kept in good 
t10rking order.' However, the computer receives its processing 
lnstructions and raw material in the form of unprocessed data from 
?eople and is therefore only one of the parts of a payroll or any other C 

ilystem. 

3. Computer ~.plic&tion Systems ~signand B.!:!!.lopmerzt 

Computer applica,tion systems are en mrrangeu..ent of ,_.~uman and 
computer me~,hods, procedures, and processes art'anged to work 'cogether a~\ 
a unif1edwhole to produce a prescribed result. New eystems begin with 
a "system design" that specifies the parts of the system and defines how 
they will fit together. These designs are typically done bya syste~s 
snalyst as described.in Section II. Dedgn begins with .. an i~vestigation 
to define the needs to be met and to determine the resources" available. 
The systems analyst works with the computer service user departments to 
define their information processing needs. He 1hen determines th~ human 
and other resources, includin$ the computer resources, required to meet 
those needs. These human, COj~putel\, and ,r.'Itbe,r. resources are 
incorporated in a system designed to meet the users neads·,v 

:The resulting system design is documented in. !l manner designed to 
ensure "effective and efficient execution of the system develo~ml!!nt phase 
and to assist with the SUbsequent installation, . operation, and 
maintenance of the system. Syste~s de~elopment 1s typically done by ~~e 
systems analyst and one or more application programmers (~pe A~p~ndiK 
D). The programmer codes the several computer programs that will tiecome 
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part of the final system, tests these programsaga1nst a set of sample 
information cto make certain they perform as required, and co!:'rects them 
as necessary in a process known as "debug8ing.~" The final stage of 
program testing indudes inst~Jling all the programs on tbe computer and 
running them in a full production mode to make certain th~y perform as 
planned. This step is known as the "systems test." 

, Few systems design and deve~opment projects follow these steps from 
beg~nning to end without some reversion to a previous stage. Systems 
design is ofte~found faulty during programming, and programs often fail 
to mesh) .properly when the systems test is done. In these a",d similar 
situations,~ part of the system is taken 1?ack to the design stage for a 
part~al re6~sign and/or reprogra;)!)'ll!i,ng phase. This process is continued., 
until satisfa~tory results ar, ?btai~~d. ' 

/ 
The applications programmer works closely with the systems analyst, 

assiSting him during ,the development of ,the system. He codes and tests 
progr.8ms i" ~ccordance with the systems design, prepares test data end 
tests them, partiCipates in th.a systems test, recomme,nds systems design 
changes to improve the system, and prepa.tes the compliated program ,Jor 
installation in the computer operation. He ~lso documents the programs 
in accordance with his employer's standards. 

The pr.:,~gr:,ammer's task begins with a definition of the form and 
source of 't'Ke data to be . processed and the form and content of the 
results requiredugually supplied by a systems analyst 
(Programmer/analysts\serye in both capacities). The programmer analyzes 
this information to d;~ter'.!line, the specific steps the computer will have 
to perform to proi.'1"~.ce, the required results.. The results of this 
analysis are oft,en recOrded onto a flowchart using drawn boxes joined by 
flow Hnesthat shows the overall design of the program and is used as a 
road !tiap during the coding of, the, program. Frequently the flowchart, 
again like a road map,1 aoes. not predi~t the detours encountered on the 
journey, and at journey's end does not provide a record 0)f the ,route 
actually followed. 

WJt~n the flowFhart is developed and recorded, the req~ired computer 
steps are' written onto paper in a form that is acceptable to the rules 
and,,, conventions of a progt'amming" language. It is pouible to code 
c1irectly· into the macqine language used by the computer, but easier-to
use d!nd:quicker languages have been developed that rely on a program to 
translate the pr,ogrammer's code into machine language. Section VI.B.3 
on Progr~na Languag'e-., describes the different types of languages and 
utes of 8acfii! :': . 

',1 \, 

When the. pro,r~ ~odina is completed, the programmer-coded 
'. Itatementa are 'converted into machine-readable media luch ai punched 
card. magnetic t~pe;, or magnet~c disk. The . converted and mach1ne~ 
readable program 11 caUed a "Iourc:e program. II 

II 

\ 

Newly coded programs are seldOm if ever perfec\~. ~herefore, 
programs are test~d and debugged before they are used \!m a production 
basis as stated above. The test is conducted by ,funning ipany variations 
of data through the program, including some erroneous dat~t. The results 
produced by the test run are checked and analyzed to determine whether 
they conform to the defined requirements of the program. If they do 

. not, the programmer modifies the source program code and repeats the 
testing procedure 'fintil satisfactory results are achieved. 

Tbe :final 
documentation 
necessary .. to 
modification 
includes: ' 

stage of ~rogram development is documentation. Pr~gram 
includes . a collection of the information useful 8,nd 
the future uS'e, understanding, and where nrjcessary, 

qf the program. Complete program documentation usually 
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Nauative -- a document describing the purpose 
anet the general solution used. 

of the 

Loglc display -- a description of the significant logical 
in\th,e progr!1m, often a flowchart. 

Pr08'ram listing '-- a printed copy of 'the source program. 
cople,s are normally produced by computer. 

steps 

These 

Inpu\t/Output formats _ .... a description of 
repoFts 'showing the relative,. location 
recol:d. 

the data files and 
, of each field in each 

\. 

Test data -- 11 copy of the test data used to debug .the program. 

Opera~or instructions -- the instructions necessary to run the 
progreun on a computer, The forma.t and content of these 
i:nstr~,ct1ons are specified by the organization and. vary widely 
from c:pmpany to company. 

The sectil)nof the computer services, department that is respons'lble 
for dedgning ':, and developil,l8 new computer appl1cati~n ~rstems .. and for 
revising existi~llg systems to meet new needs is usuallr. call~d~ystems 
and programmingi,:'. or "application systems development. Most.ployees •. ~f 
such department\~ are engaged in either deSigning systems:,' or wrUt.,,:~.g 
computer progra~~s or both. 

comput,e\ts~:stems design 'and development organizations vary with the 
size and, co,,"pl,xity of their responsibilities. The small' and limited 
computer ins tal.,latton ' I may ,depend entirely on vendor-supplied . and 
purchased Systerl~sand::'will of,ten have just one or two systems employees 
who devote their \\time tu testing and '1~t3lli~ these srstems:~ . 'Qle 
large and compr;~hensive computer installation may employ hundreds of 
systems. d~sign· .. \~nd develGpm~nt personnel. Typical', ~tg8niz~tion 
structures by siz~~,) are summar1~ed below. (1 
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Small Systems Departments These depart.ents typically consist of 
several persons, each reporting to the computer center manager. These 

: persons each perform all the .. tasks necessary to design and develop 
I systems; the computer center manager would often do a part of the 

systems design and development wQrk. 

l-ledi'iim. Departments -- Medium-sized departments typically contain at 
least one manager or supervisor reporting to the computer center 
manager. This person is res~'nsible for the programming r40rk and 
perhaps the systems analysis and design~lso. Specialization between 
systems design and programming also begins at this stage. Systems 

; programming also appears as a specialty, reporting .. either to the 
programming manager or the computer operations manager. 

Large Departments -- The specialization firtlt encountered in the 
m~dium-sized department is extended further in the lnrge department 
usually to include manager and staff devoted to systems analysis and 
d~sign, a separate manager and staff specializing in applications 
programming, and a third department specializing in systems programming. 
Additional specialists, including technical writers, training and 
education personnel, librarians, and standards personnel, ~lso appear in 
very large sections. The several department managers mgy report to the 
computer center manager or to an intermediate manager of systems and 
programming. 

Large systems projects usually require the participation of several 
specialties. Staff from the several departments are often ~ssigned to 
work together on project teams to conduct this work, usually under a 
project leader who is typically the most experienced member of the team, 
often a senior systems analyst. The project team carries the project 
through to installation and successful operation of the system. The 
team is then disbanded, with its members returning to their respective 
specialty organiz@ctions and a program maintenance team takes over. 

'I 

1). COMPUTER SYISTEM VULNERABILITIES 
" I' 

)/ 
For eff~9t1ve investigation and prosecution of computer-related 

crime, manyl~,)vulnerabil1ties seem Qbvious, but it is easy to overlook 
some of them--e~en the important ones. Therefore, two analyses are 
presented, ba\~ed on the principal ~lnerabUity f~und Or sur~sed .in 
each of 362 recorded cases of computer abuse. [27] The first s;nalysis 
was based on a breakdown of commo11 functional weaknesses, such as 
inadequate I/O controls; the second was based on a breakdown of the most 

.::< common functional and physical locations of vulnerabUities~ The 
resuJ.ts,of the analyses of these two categories of computer system 
vulnerabilities a7e diScussed below. . . 

i ~ 
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1. Functional Vulnerabilities 

Eight primary functional vulnerabilities to computer 'abuse emerged 
from analysis. They are listed in Table 20 and summarized below in 
order of frequency of occurrence. Each vulnerability is general enough 
to maintain an acceptable level of confidence in aSSignment of cases to 
types of vulnerabi'l1ties. This approach was adopted because the amount 
of information about some cases is limited. Examples fr~m the file that 
demonstrate the range of acts faCilitated by each vulnerability appear 
in Appendix D. 

Table 20 
VULNERABILITIES TO COMPUTER ABUSE BY FUNCTION 

(Incidence in Reported Cases) 

Vulnerable Functions 

Manual handling of input/ 
output data 

Physical acceSij to EDP 
facilities 

Operations procedures 

Business practices 

computer programs usage 

Operating systems access 
al1.d integrity 

Time-~haring service usage 

Magnetic tape storage 

Number 
of Cases 

147 

46 

43 

41 

33 

24 

19 

9 

362 

Percentage 
of Cases 

41 

13 

12 

11 

9 

6 

5 

3 

100 

Poor Cont:tols over Manual Handling of 1/0 Dat.a -- This 
vulnerability from ~ controls over ma~ual handring~I/0 data was 
associated with 147 cases. The greatest v~lnerabil1tty occ~rs wherever 
assets are most exposed. During the, past 17 years-the period of 
reported cases--assets have been most tangible and,,, subject to human acts 
before entry into computers and aft~r output from computers. Data 
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assets are more accessible outside computers thcn when they are within 
them, and programs must be executed to achieve unauthorized access. 
Controls that are often absent or weak include separat'ion of data 
handling and ,conversion tasks, dual control of tasks~ document counts, 
batch total checking, aUdit trails, protective storage, access 
res trictions, and labeling. 

Weak or Nonexistent Physical Access Controls This access 
vulnerability to computing facilities accounted for 46 cases~ Where 
physical access is the primary wlnerab111ty, nonemployees have gained 
access to comp~ter facilities, and employees have gsined access at 
unauthor1zed~times and in areas in which they were unauthorized. 
Perpetrators motivations ~ave included political, competitive, and 
financial gain. Financial gain occurred mostly through unauthorized 
selling of computer services; holding computer centers for extortion 
purposes, burglary, and larceny. In a number of cases, employee 
disgruntlement has, been the motiva,ting factor. In some of these c.ases, 
disgruntlement stemmed from frustration with various aspects of 
automated society~ Controls that were found to be weak or nonexistent 
include door access, intrUSion alarms, low-visibility of assets, 
identification a\\,d establ~l.fIhment of secure perimeters, badge systems, 
guard and automated monitoring functions (closed-circuit television), 
inspection of ttansported equipment and supplies, and staff sensitivity 
to intrusion. A number of the intrusions occurred during nonworking 
hours when safeguards and staff who might notice intrusions were not 
present. 

Four cases in which abuse was facilitated by physical access 
vulnerability involved attacks on computers with firearms. One case 
involved a dispute over national politics, and two are presumed to have 
involved citizens. frustrated in dealing with government bureaucracy and 
computer-based ser~ices. The fourth case was perpetrated by a computer 
operator frustrated with his job. 

Comp~ ~ Term,inal Operational !!9cedures -- This wlnerabili ty 
accounted for 43 cases. Losses from weaknesses in operational 
procedures have resulted from sabotage, espionage, sale of services and 
data extracted from computer systems, unauthorized use of facilities. for 
personal advantage, and'direct financial gain associated with negotiable 
instruments in operational EDP areas. The controls whose weakness or 
absence facilitates these kinds of acts ,include separation of 
operational staff tasks, dual control over sensitive functions, staff 
accountability, accounting of resources and services, threat monitoring, 
.~lose supervisiou of operating staff, sensitivity briefings of staff, 
documentation of operaUonal procedures, backup capabilities and 
resources, and recovery and contingency "plans'. The most c-ommon abuse 
problem has been the uQauthorized use or sale of services and data. The 
ne;xt. mos t common !>r()~lem:, 1s sabotage perpetrated by disgruntled EDP 
operations staff. 
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Weaknesses 1n BuSiness Ethics -- Abuse facilitated by this 
vulnerability accounted for 41 cases. A weakness or breakdown in 
bus;l.ness ethics can result ,in computer abuse perpetrated in the name of 
a business or government organization. The principal act is related 

. more to a company"'s practices or management decisions rather than to 
identifiable unauthorized acts of individuals using computers. These 
practices and decisions result in deception, intimidation, unauth~rized 
use of services or products, financial fraud, espionage, and sabotage in 
competitive situations. Controls include review of business practices 
by company board of directors or other top level management, certified 
public account~nt audits, and effective practices of regulatory and law 
enforcement agencies. 

Weaknesses in the Control of Computer Programs --' This 
vulnerability from weak control of co~puter programs facilitated 33 
cases. Programs ara assets subject to abuse. They can also, be used as 
tools in the perpetration of abuse and are subject to unauthorized 
changes to perpetrate abusive acts. The abuses from unauthorized 
changes are the most common. Controls found lacking include labeUng 
programs to identify 'ownership, formal development 'methods (including 
testing and quality assurance), separation of programming 
responsibilities in large program developments, dual control over 
sensitive parts of p:rograms, accountability of programmers for the 
programs they produce, the safe storage of programs and documentati,on, 
audit comparisons of operational programs with master copies, formal 
update and maintenance procedu,res, and establishment of ethical concepts 
of program o'wnership. 

Operating System Access and Integrity Weaknesses This 
vulnerability in access and integrity of operating systems facilitated 
24 cases. All of these record compromises of computer operating systems 
involve the use of , time-sharing services. Compromises are accomplished 
through discoveries of weaknesses in design or taking advantage of bugs 
or shortcuts introduced by prograUlmers in the implementation of 
operati~'1g systems. The acts involve intentional searches for weaknesses 
in oper.ating systems, or the unauthorized exploitation of weaknesses 
discovered accidentally. Students co.':'.i:litting vand~lism, malicious 
mischief:1 or attempting to obtain computer time without coarge have 
perpetrated most of the acts in university-run, time-sharing services. 
Controls to eliminate weakne.sses in operating systems include methods 
for proving the integrity and security of the design of operating 
syste~s, imposing sufficient implementation methods and discipline, 
proving the integrity of implemented systems relative .to complete and 
consistent specifications, and adopting rigorous maintenance procedures. 
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Poor Controls ~ Access Through Impersonation ~ !!!!-SharinJ 
Services- -- This vulnerability from impersonation to time-sharing 
services facilitated 19 cases. Unauthorized access through 
impersonation to time-sharIng services can most easily be gained by 
obtaining secret passwords that are keys for the most common method of 
protecting users of time-sharing s.erv1ces. Perpetrators learn passwords 
that are exposed accidentally through carelessness or adminis.trative 
failures, or obtain them by conning people into revealing their 
passwords or by guessing obvious combinations of'characters and digits. 
1.: is suspected that this type of abuse is so commOll that few victims .. 
both'er to report cases in recordable form. Control failures include" 
poor administration of passwords, failure to change passwords 
periodically, failure of users to protect their passwords, poor choices 
of passwords, absence of threat monitoring or password-use analysis in 
time-sharing systems, and failure to suppress or obliterate the printing 
of passwords. 

Weaknesses ~ Magnetic Tape Control This vulnerability in 
magnetic tape control accounts for 9 cases. Theft of magnetic tapes, 
their destruction, snd data erasure from them are acts attributed to 
weaknesses in control of magnetic tapes. Many other cases, identified 
as operational. procedure problems, involved the manipulation of data on 
tapes and copying. (No cases are known in which magnetic disk packs 
have been subject to abusive acts.) Controls found lacking include 
limited access to tape lib~aries, safe storage of magnetic tapes, the 
labeling of tape reels, location and reel number accounting, control of 
deg~usser equipment, and backup capabilities. 

2. Functional Locations of Vulnerabilities 

The functional locations of vulnerabilities to computer abuse were 
analyzed for the 362 case;:.;l. Data and report preparation areas and 
computer operation facili~ies--the physical locations with the highest 
concent ra tion of manual funct ions--were the mos t \l'u,ln!!rable loca tions. 

Nine primary furtctional locations of vulnerabilities emerged from 
the analysis. Table 21 lists the location of vulnerabilities, and they 
are summarized below. 

'. ',' 
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Table 21 

VU~NERABILITIES TO COMPUTER ABUSE BY FUNCTIONAL LOCATION 

Total 

Vulnerable Functional 
Locations 

Data'and report 
pteparation 

Terminal ateas 

Computer 'operations 

Terminal areas 

Non-EDP 

Computer systems 

Terminal systems 

programming 

Magnetic tape storage 

Total 

Number 
of Cases 

120 

14 

9S 

10 

44 

7 

33 

27 

12 

362 

Percentage 
of Cases 

33 

4 

26 

3 

13 

2 

9 

7 

3 

Number 
of Cases 

134 

105 

44 

40 

27 

12 

362 

Percentage 
of Cases 

37 

29 

33 

11 

7 

3 

100 

d R ort Preparation Facilities The data and I 

Computer Da~a anfac~iities were the locations of 120 cases. Areas 
report preparat on /di k/card data conversion, computer Job setup, 
included key-to-tape d s distribution, data collection, and data 
output control an d t t areas associated with on-line remote 
transportation. Input an ou pu 
terminals are excluded here. 

uter 0 erations were the locations of 95 
Computer Operations -- Comp P d with operating computers in 

cases. All functional locatio~s c~:;er~:ntral computer systems are 
the immediate area or rooms ~~~ached areas containing" peripheral 
included in this category. d computer hardware maintenance 
equipment cable connected to clomdP~ter~ ~~ine remote terminals (connected 
areas or offices are also inc u e. n 
by telephone circuits to computers) are excluded here. 

. __ Fort -four cases occurred in non-EDP 
Areas without~ Functions b ines~ decisions in which the primary 

locations. Many cases involved us such as management, marketing, 
abusive act occurred in non-EDP areas , 
sales, and business offices. 
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On-Line Terminal Systems -- The on-line terminal systems were the 
location;--Qf 33 cases. The vulnerable functional areas are within on
line COlnputer program operating systems where acts occur by execution of 
programmed instructions such as are generated by terminal commands. 

Programming Offices -- Programming offices were the locations of 27 
cases. This includes office areas where programmers produce and store 

: program listings and documentation. 

~ preparation ~ Output Report Handling Areas ~ ~-~ 
Terminals -.. Fourteen cases occurred in data preparation and output 
report handling locations. This category includes the same functions 
identified in the first discussion of data preparation facilities, but 
is associated here with on-line terminals rather than computers. 

Magnetic Tape Storace FacUities, -- The storage facilities for 
magnetic tapes were t e locations of 12 cases. Areas included in the 
category are tape libraries and any storage place for tapes containing 
usable data. This does not include temporary or short-term storage of 
tapes in tape-drive mounting areas. The latter are included in 
categories discussed above on computer operations and computer data 
preparation facilities. 

On-Line Terminal Operations Areas The on-line terminal 
operat1oOS--areas were the locations of 10 cases. This category is the 
equivalent of the computer operations discussed above, but is in on-line 
terminal areas. 

Central Processors -- The central processors were the locations of 
7 cases. These functional arelis are w,ithin computer systems where acts 
occur in the computer operating system (not induced from terminals). 

3. Accidental/Intentional~!!! 

Errors and omissions oc(!ur generally in labor-intensive functions 
in 'which people are involved in detail work. The vulnerabilities occur 
where detailed, meticulous, B\nd intense activity requires concentration. 
The vulnerabilities are u~ually manifested in data errors, computer 
program errors (called bugs) '! and ciamage to equipment or supplies. This 
requires frequent rerunning' of a job, error correction, and replacement 
and repair oi equipment or supplies. 

It is frequently dUficult, however, to distinguish between 
ac\':idental loss and iintentional loss. In fact, some reported 
intentional loss comes froD\: perpetrators discovering and ma'king use of 
errors that result in the!"rfavor. When a loss occurs, data processing 
employees and managers tencl f·,irst to blame the computer hardware because 
this would absolve them froUiblame, and the problem becomes one for the 
computer "velldor maintenance personnel to solve. The problem is rarely a 
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hardware error. but proof of this is u8uaJly required before the 8ourc.~ 
of the' loss is searched for elsewhete. The next most common erea of 
suspicion is in th~ user department or at the souree of data generation 
because. again. the data processing people can blame another 
organization. Next. blame tends to be placed on the computer 
programming staff. Finally. when all other targets of blame have been 
exonerated, data processing employees will suspect their own work. It 
is not uncommon to see informal meetings between computer operators:1 

programmers, maintenance engineers. and users arguing over who should 
start looking for the cause of a loss in his area. The possfbility th~t 
it was intentionally caused is even more remote from their thought,s 
because they assume they function in a benign environment. 

People in many computer centers do not understand the significant 
difference between accidental loss from errors and omissions and 
intentionally causes losses. Organizations using computers have been 
fightir~g accidental loss for 35 years since the beginning of automated 
data processing. They have anticipated the unthinking things that 
people do. Solutions are well known and usually well applied relat.1ve, 
to the degree of motivation and cost-effectiveness of controls. On the 
other hand, they anticipate that the same controls used in the same ways 
will also have an effect on people engaged in intentional act~ that 
result in losses. They frequently fail to understand that they are 
dealing with an intelligent enemy who is using 'his, gre~t;~:$~ skills, 
knowledge, and acceos capabilities to solve his pro~le~ oY reach his 
goals. This presents a different kind of vulnerability that is much 
more challenging and that requires adequate safeguards and controls not 
yet fully developed or realized. let alone adequa~ely a,ppl1ed. 

4. Natural Forces Vulnerabilities 
I' 

Computer systems clearly are vulnerable to si wide-range of natural 
as well as man-made forces. Table 22 lists most of the forc~s that can 
cause damage and destruction. Computer systems and facilities are 
fragile, and intruders can find great leverage using slmp!e methods to 
engage in malicious mischief, ar,on, vandalism, sabotage. and extortion 
with threats of damage. Natural events from extreme weather and earth 
movements can also be used by an intruder to achieve his destructive 
purposes. 

In the 1960s. ma8netic fields were identified as a major source of 
potential attacks. Tests performed at the National Jureau of Standards (0 
indica ted t'hat the erasure of ma8netically recorded data on tapes and 
disks does not pose a significant problem becaule the field Itrs~8th of 
a ma8net deteriorates rapidly with distance. A, numb-.r ofallegedcr1~.1 
in -which, individuals uled magneta to erale mallive amounta!?;~ 
1488netic.ally recorded data were found to be mythl 'and never occurred. ( 
There is a lmall danger that a .. aneUc tape or diltt lI1aht be',!,)laced 
near enou8h to a lource of a "anetic field t~ caule er •• ure. Such 
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Table 22 

NATURAL FO~~ES CAUSING VULNERABILITIES 

Extreme tempera~,ure 

Hot weather 

Gas 

War gases 
Steam 
Explosion 

Liquids 

Water 
lee 
Hail 

Projectiles 

Bullets 
Thrown objects 

Earth movements 

Collapse 
Liquefaction 
Cracking 

Cold weather 

Commercial vapors 
Wind 
Smoke 

kain 
Snow 
Chemical solvents 

Shrapnel 
,Me teori tes 

Slides 
Shaking 
Separation 

Electromagnetic discharges 

Electric surge . 
Nicrowaves 
Atomic radiation 

Electric blackout 
Magnetism 
Cosmic waves 

Fire 

Humid air 
Tornado 
Dust 

Flood 
Sleet 
Fuels 

Powered missiles 
Vehicles 

Flows 
Waves 
Shearing 

Static electricity 
Laser 

'~;---f1~7;lds could be generated by large electric motors or generators. A 
mignetic tape placed in an exact spot on the floor of a subway car in 
New York City over the location of the electric motor could cause some 
erasure. 

One of the few verified cases of use of a magnet to destroy data 
occurred in a Ne~ York City office in 1962.[lS]A disgruntled employee 
used a hand-held magnet against the coiled edge of a magnetic tape 
t'hrC\ugh the flange window of the reel. He was successful in erasing one 
bit position closest to the edge used to check errors. The data 
contents of the tape were still readable. A large hand-held magnet 
would normally have to be placed within a fraction of an inch of the 
recording surface to have a significant impact. 
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Most cO,mputer centers possess, a degaussing (de,magnetizing) device 
for the purpose of erasing magnetic tapes. It is about the size of a 
portable electric heating plate for cooking. Degaussercs should normally 
be kept under lock and key or at least located in a different room,or 

,.area from that where magneti~ tapes may be stored. 

Computers can also be affected by radio frequency energy that m:f"ght 
emanate from a radar antenna. This is usually solved by putting a 
conductive, grounded sel.'eening material in the walls around a computer 
(Faraday cage). It ha,s been reported that radio frequency emanations 
normally produced by a computer system can be monitored by sensitive 
radio receivers and used for espionage purposes. This is found not to 
be the case except where one piece of computer equipment is sufficiently 
isolated from, all other computer equipment, such as a terminal 1t>cated 
20 ft or 30 ft away from other equipment. However, the cost of the 
monitoring radio receiver makes this kind 0'£ crime most unlikel,y except 
possibly in military systems. 

IJ 
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SECTION IV MAKING THE CASE 

lhis section is designed to aid in the practical application of 
technical knowledge of computers to the case development and prosecution 
of computer-related crime. aSection V addresse~ the applicability of the 
l")w to such crime. ~~calJ.se!m;:astigators and prosecutors are assumed to 
alr.eady be trained in investtgative' and prosecution techniques, this 
set.:tion focuses only on those aspects requiring application of computer 
technology, the computer environment, job responsiblities (including 
management), computer operation, and securltyprovisions described in 
previous sections. 

Prosecutors and investigators should avoid becoming overw,helmed by 
the complexity of computer technology by applying their knowledge and 
experience from other criminal cases, obtain only necessary techn:l.('a:l 
information from experts, and translate the technical asp~cts into terms 
more familiar to the criminal justice community. The technical aspects 
should be subordinated to thl

:, typical c.rime facts as much as possible. 
Howeve~, there is the danger in court that confusion over t.chnical 
mattere may lead to reasonable doubt and a lost case. In fact, the 
defendent may be well aware of this point and emph~size the technical 
complexity. This requires that the prosecutor be fully prepared to deal 
with technical wattere and to avoid or simplify them ~hen possible in 
his own case presentation. 

When a prosecutor attempts to introduce computer-related evidence 
in a trial, the greatest care must be taken to prove its authenticity 
and relevance. A technically knowledgeable defense attorney often ~,n 

,-.....;:: 
effectively prevent the court's acceptance of such evidence. This can 
be done by confusing the court in technical complexity and obscurity or 
by challenging the integrity of the material or its production. The 
integrity and freedom from error in operation and use of a computer can 
easily be challenged successfully unless great care and detailed, 
competent monitoring is performed by pp.ople at every step of the 

f~rocess. The prosecutor may have to match his experts against those of 
\ . " 

the defense; therefore, the more knowledgeable and competent experts who 
have been more directly involved in the evidt!nce-producing proc'esses and 

I' who are the 'more effective witnesses on the stand will prevail. 

A team approach to a complex computer-related case is desirable. 
An investigator, a UDA~ a computer expert, and an EDP auditor would make 

ij\:~n ideal tearu,. The capabUi ties and roles of experts and auditors are 
presented in Section II of this manual. 
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lnves tigatibn should be well ,advanced when possible' before 'an 
arrest is made, exhibits obtained, e~perts consult~d ~eatch~artants 
an(l affidavits completed , witnesses interrogated>, ~.- ~nd'~ubpoenas 
prepared. As stated in Section II, there is a gr~a~ 4anger t~at the 
investigation will alert the possible perpetrator~ and thereby allow 
tl1~ c::ime to obliterate eyidence, which can oftel,l,be done .11th ease in a 
computer environment. Thi(~ must be taken into8:ccount in determining 
th~,degree, type, and secre~y level of an investigation. 

A. LEGi'!. DEFINITIONS I~ COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY 

Foreknowledge of computer technology in the law can be useful to 
prQ$ecutors in considering the various aspects of a computer-related 
crime case. The application of th:f.s information in the development of a 
case is discussed below. 

One of the traps a prosecutor may face :i.t the challenge to his 
claim that a computer was involved in an alleged crime that would make a 
computer crime law· applicable. Basic advice is to minimize the 
computer's role and prosecute on. th~'basis of the criminal law most 
familiar to the prosecutor and the court •. For example: theft of a 
co~wuter program might be prosecuted as a simple cOPyfight law 
violation. It may not be reasonable to make the case for a program 
theft that involves definitions of what constitutes a" computer program 
and what constitutes taking it from a computer storage device in object 
form or. .1n uncompiled form in source code. 

Therefore, the preparation of a case involving computer technology 
should include a careful consideration of the identification of the 
technical aspects of the case. This should include computers and 
computer programs!".1.f they are involved to ensure that the technical 
aspects of the case fall within the definitionsc'"Cof~ the law to be 
applied. It may be usef.~l to refer to testimony, studies" and 
supportiQg or opposing statements made at the time the law was enacted 
to make the meanings a,I'I';I intent of the definitions clear. 

1.' Definitions ~ Compute,rs 

Consider the range of det.~nitions of computers ~oundin current or " 
proposed state laws aE! follows:· 

o Florida: ~puter means an internally progl·ammed automatic 
device that performs data processing. Computer system means a 
set of r~late9 or connected or unconnected comtAter equipment, 

==~ devices, or computer Boftware. Computer network means a set of 

(\ 

x-elated remotely connected devices and communication facilities 
'''" including more than one comput(,4r system with capability to 

transmit data among them through c;ommunication facilities. 

o Arizona: Computer means an electronic device that performs 
logical, arithmetic, or memory 'functions by the manipulations of 
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electronic!i, or magne.tic impulses and includes all input, output, 
processing 1\ storage, software, 'or' communication facilitieS which 
are connec~:ed or related to such a device in,Jhe system network. 
Computer s~\stem 'means a set of related, connected or unconnected 
computereq'ulpment, devices and soft\;Si·re. Computer network 
means the i, interconnection of communication lines (inclll,ding 
microwave 0:J:' other means of electronic communication) with a 
computer th~ou~h remote terminals or a complex consisting of two 

II \ , 
or more inttirconnected 'computers. 

q 0 

Califot'nia'(proposed): Computer system means a machine or 
collection 'i,of machines used for governmental, educational, or 
commercial P\~rposes 'but excluding pocket calculators that are 
not program!\Ilable or 'access external files, one or more of which 
contain com\?uter programs or 'data that p~rforms functions 
includi'?g, l~ut not limited to, logic, arithmetic, data storage 
~hd .ret~ieva~:, communication, and control. "Computer network 
means all intelrconnection of two 01' more computer systems. 

I, • 

Illinois (pro.posed): 'Computer means an internally programmed 
general-purpo,se digital device capable of autoro.atically 
accepting dati~, processing data, and supplying the results of 
the operatil)oo Computer system means a set of related, 
c;onnected devj.~ces including the computer and other devices, 
including but: not limited to data input and output, storage 
devices, data i\comm',!!,ications links and computer programs, and 
data that ma,ke the system capable of performing the special
purpose data p'rocessing tasks for which it is specified. 

, . ,~ 

\ , 

o Utah (propos~d):- Computer means any el~~t~onic device or 
communication ~aci1ity with data processing ability. , 

Ii 

It· is ~learthat withi\n any of these definitions a computer or computer 
system could be a g:~ant IB~i 370/168 computer system";"'Fcupying several 
large rooms to any dev;tce containing a m~croprocessor "chip such as i 
digital watch, micro,:rave oven, electronic game, or every automobile to 
be manufactured starti~lg in 1981. 

,In one definitiot~, a computer must be internally programmed. 
Historically, the tE~rm "internally progral!1me~" has been used to 
differentiate a computEir from a calculator where all of the instructions 
are manually entered o~le at a time and would be considered an externally 
programmed device. H01.\tever, the algorithm (set of rules) for performing 
multiplication and division are automatic, internally programmed 
functions that would mC!ike a calculator internally progr~mmed as well. 
Another definition of ' it his term might be that the computer program must 
be generated internall~i to the device rather than the typical process of 
writing computer proBirams on coding forms, keying them' into computer 
media, e~·tering thom i~lto the device, and' starting the device to follow 
the i~;t;~4V':,ctions in t~fe program. Under this interpretation: no devices a 

could be defined aa a ~iomputer except those that automatically generate 
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their own computer ptogrmns--a h:tghly unlike!y possibility in t~day"s 
technology. Some computers have been programmed to be self-learning and 
construct their own programs, to sol,ve problems. However, the programs 
that perform the self-learnin8 .. ,ha\~e been "written elfternallY and placed 
in the computer. 

"l~."", 

It is possible that charges in an alleged crime may refer to 
computer when computer system or computet network is meant. or it could 
refer to computer system when only an isolated computer is i~vol ... ed. 
Therefore. charging will ,have to be "done ca~:~ful.ly to match the 
definitions of computer and computer systGlnS,. 

Other problems appear when computer is defined as an electronic 
device that performs logical, ar'ithmetic, or" memory functions by the 
Dlanipulctions of electronic or magnetic impulses. It ma~ b~ argued that 
a word processor system doee not perform lugical. arithmetic, or memory 
functions but performs funct;Ions on words and symbols and stores such 
words and ,', symbols in a storage device not covered by the term "memory 
functions." The definition also states that it includes all 
communication facilities that are connected or related to such a device 
in a system or network. If a computer is on-line to the dial-up 
telephone system, this means that all the telephone systems in the world 
and all the computers in the world connected, to the telephone systems 
become part of the computer. It might be argued that these definitions 
are so broad as to makp. the law so unspecific that it becomes 
meaningless. 

Some of the definitions include softwcir-e or computer programs among 
the parts of a computer system or computer. In most cases, computer 
programs (using the less ambiguouEi term) are not considered a part of 
the computer, but are entered at the time when data processing is to be 
performed. Some more advanced computers have pelmanently installed 
computer programs, and others have computer programs semipermanently 
installed (sometimes referred to as firmware). Differentiation of the 
weaning of software and' programs may be made between the computer 
operating system programs that norm,ally must be ,present in a large-scale 
computer to make it function ¢~ a practical basis and application 
programs that perform problem solving.; Howe .... er, this distinct1,on is not 
made 'in the definitions. 

The definition ,of a computer in the Californi~ bill states that a 
machine or colleLlion of machines is a computer sys~em only if it is 

, used for governmental'~ educational, or commercial purposes. Thh would 
exclude or include computer systems depend~ng upon their particular use. 
A'computer owned ~y 4n individual and used', for hobby or amusement 
\)purpose~ "would not be covered by the pr,oposeli law, whereas ,the same 
computer, if used by a small business~ would be covered by it. 

" o 
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2. .E!~tions.2!. Computer Program~. 

Computer progrums have 'been defined 'in the various state bills a.nd 
laws as follows:' 

,0 Florida: Computer program means an ordered set of data 
representing coded instli'uctions or sltatements that when eXE?cu't~d 
by a computer cause the computer to process data. Computer 
software means a set, of" computer programs, procedui7es and 
associated documentation c~l)c'erned with the operation of a 
co~puter system. 

o 

o 

Arizona: Computer progra;m means a series of instructions or 
statements in a form acceptable to a computer which permits the 
functioning of a computer system in a manner designed to provide 
appropriate products f'ro:~ such computer systems. 

California: Computer Erogram means an ,ordered 
instructions or statiements or related data 
automatically executed hl actual or modified form in a 
system, causes it to perform specified functions. 

set of 
that when 

computer 

!llinois: Computer progr~',m means a series of coded instructions 
or statements in a fori acceptable to a computer which causes 
the computer to process d~ta in order to achieve a certain 
result~ " 

Computer software is a jargo~\' ·t;erm used in the computer field that 
ha~ a variety of def'initions. S'oftware sometimes refers toa computer 
operating system; at other times r'lefers to any computer progr,amj and at 

\ -
other times, as in the definit;lons above, includes the documentation 
that could theoretically include hilge volumes of documents including the 

\1, :;-

computer user manuals, electronic,; circuitry schematics, all input that 
has ever been used with the program\l, and all output that has ever been 
produceri by the use of the pI\pgram.,ii 

''''~, 
I' 

A computer program is often tho~ght of as only computer instructions. 
Computer programs often contain c\~nsider2ble amounts of data that are 
used as constsllts, tables or parameq~rs, and are part of the program. 
According to some of the definiU\peswhen a ,program is executed by a 
computer, it causes the computer to, p~iocess the data. Computer programs 
could be wri"cten and used that do not I,\process data but only perform some 
logical function, such as setting ele~l~w1"icswitches. There are also 
some compute-~ programs that look 1i~e ordinary English language ,text • 
Other computeli programs could be wri~ten J.n the form of graphical 
diagrallls or tables of data.,~ 
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B • CO~iPU.TER EVIDENCE CONSIDERATIONS 

As in the preparation of any case for prosecutio,n, the use of 
evidence is a significant element. 

The mos,t likely of the principal defense strategies that w11l arise 
in a computer-related crime case'will be an attack on the admissibility 
of the prosecutor"'s computer ot computer""generated physical evidence. 
He should be alerted that perhaps in no other type of crime ill! an att,eck "j 

on admissibility of evidence more likely to succeed. The purpose here 
is to alert prosecutors, to those pO;,entlal evidence issues based on 
general law principles that are most Hkely to be used in computer",: 
related crime cases and to encour~ge that preventive measures be taken 
during all investigative and prose~utive stages. 

1. Search ~ Seizure 

The nature of computer-related crime investigation frequently will 
require a search of a computer center or a remote computer terminal 
location, either as the situs of the crime or of the fruits ot the 
cr,ime. Equally likely w111 be the necessity to seize computer or 
computer-generated physical evidence as essential evidence for 
successful prosecution. 

Thus, an entire pandora"'s box of legal issues becomes available to 
t,he defense, and the alert prosecutor must remain ever mindful of this 
potential. The nemesis here is the exclusionary rule that could well 
obliterate the prosecutor's case. Most search and seizure issues, such 
as consent, informers, entry, and sear~hes incident to detention and 
arrest generally will arise and apply much as they would in 
noncQJIlpu't er-rela ted cases. 

In computer-related crime cases, search warrants should generally 
h~ obtained and used. Special consideration should be given, however, 
to situations providing application of exigent circumstance exceptions 
to preserve evidence because of the high degree of ease with which both 
imstruments and fruits of the crime can rapidly destroy or alter 
computer evidence. Application of the plai~ view doctrine should be 
cautiously relied on. There is a strong likelihood that a defense w11l 
attempt to show the lack of sophistication of most prosecutors and 
investigators in computer technology. 

Furthermore, avoid reliance on the use of an expert informant at 
theIr ,.-.:l~~ch scene to point out what items should be seized. California 
pr,os~cutors are directed to People vs. Superior Court (Williams) 77 
c.A.3d 69 at page 78 for a discussion of this isl1!ue. Another problem 
with informers is that generally they will be inaiders and are legally 
"'untested'" or "'unreliable'" as informers. Thus, be prepared to show 
sufficient corroboration of tneir information before preparation of the 
warrant or the search. 
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A difficult problem,'in drafting, computer-related se,arch warrants 
will be the tightrope walk between "'reasonable particularity'" in 
descri'iiing the items to be seized. Avoid, ,as much as pOSsible, th~ 
necessity of seizing items not described in the warrant. A data 
processing expert will be necessary in drafting the warrant to ensure 
that all system hardware and program components are included. 

The timeliness of the execution of the warrant may be cr.itical. 
The avoidance of legal staleness of the information" or other time 
constraints imposed by law is one objective balanced against the need of 
the prosecutor to obtain evidence of an operational fr8.ud·~-i.·~· •• a fraud 
that occurEl only during an actual computer operation~ The problem 
becomes more difficult when the operational . fraud arises out of 
irregular computer usage. 

Many more search and seizure "'traps' may await the computer-related 
crime prosec;utor. Therefore, be open to using imagination and ingenuity 
as well as the training and experience obtained in all computer-related 
search and seizuTe situations. 

2. Obtaining Evidence 

When a search calls for obtaining documents, they can be visually 
identified .and computer technology expertise is not usually needed. 
Documents such as system manuals, computer run books, interpreted punch 
cards (with printed contents ac,ross the top), program documentation. 
logs, data and program input forms, and computer printed forms are· 
usually labeled as to their contents. Whether they are complete, 
original, copies and match search needs can be determined by c~rdul and 
complete questioning. Lack of cooperation of hostile custodians of 
documents may be overcome by separate questioning of individuals. 

Requesting program documentation may require knowledge of computer 
program concepts to know the types and extent of documentation 
required--e.g., source listing, object listing, flowcharts, tes,t data, 
storage dumps, etc. It must also be realized that program documentation 
is frequently obsolete relative to currently used versions of the 
programs. The latter must be obtained in new computer printouts. 
Program documentation is. usually found in a centralized library. 
However, in some programming organizations the most recent documentation 
is in the possession of individual programmers and must be obtained from 
them or their f)ffices. If· there is any question about what may be 
obtained or ident,ified t an expert should accompany the search officer. 

taking possession of other computer<media materials may be more 
technically complex. \\ ~6gnet1c tapes and disks are normally externally 
labeled as to their contents, but a log or program· documentation may be 
necessary to obtain full titles or descriptions given only the reel 
number or coded label. The program documentation must be for the 
p~()gram that produces or uses the tape. A large tape file may reside on 
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more than one reel of tape (called volumes). It may be ,necessary to 
have a trusted technologist check the cont~nts of ~ tape or disk by 
using a compatible computer and computer program. 

Searching for information inside a. computer can be highly c.omplex 
and requires experts (see Section B.3. for details). Preparing a search 
warrant for this also is complex and . requires e)f.pert advice. Any 
mater~Jals that must be seized may also be required for continued 
operation of the computer center. If the intent is not to inhibit 
continued operation, a copy of the material may have to be made. If the 
copying is to be done at the searched facilities, a trusted person 
should be assigned to the task. It may be easy to destroy information 
before it can be removed; however, if it is destroyed in a computer 
center, there frequently will be backup copies stored in a remote backup 
facility. , 

The California Evidence Code now states that computer-generated 
evidence is the same as traditional evidence. However, the relia~ility 
and integrity of the computer-generated evidence must be proved. 
Computer-generated evidence can be the result of the work of several 
different technologists, including the systems analyst who designed and 
specified the computer program that produced the evidence, the 
programmerr -~QO) wrote and tested the programs, the computer operators 
who operate<.i' the computer to run the programs that produced the report, 
the data preparations staff who prepared the data in computer-readable 
form (tape or disk), the tape li bradan with the responsibility for 
supplyirigthe correct tapes or disks cont,dning the source data, the 
electronic maintenance engineer who maintains correct function of the 
hardware, the job setup clerk and job output clerk who are responsible· 
for' manual handling of the input and output before and after the job is 
run, and the system maintenance programmer resPQnsible for the integrity 
of the computer operating system used in the execution of the computer 
program. 

It is 'better to use a generally known, accepted, and w:tQ£\ly used 
computer program package as evidence rather than to have a special
purpose program developed or have some other special-purpose program 
that maybe in the victim's possession. Generalized EDP audit pac~ages 
are available from several program vendors and CPA firms (see Appendix 
F). These programs should be used whenever possible. Logs and journals 
that provide records of the execution of the program should be obtained 
and initialed by the individuals responsible for the actions that result 
in these records. 

The sec~rity efforts in safeguarding can be an illiportant aspect in 
the investigat:!.on and prosecution of a suspected COl'lputer-related crime. 
If a computer organization has a security specialist (see Section II), 
he can be of great assistance in providing information concerning 

\ deviations from normal activities that might be, associated with a 
\ suspected crime.' His- records could provide significant amounts of 

evidence that migh~ be used in a criminal trial, primarily because they 
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may be an exception to heresay evidence rules in that the records will 
frequently be produced'in the normal course of business. 'the computer 
security specialistean quickly and easily brief an, investigator or 
prosecutor on the safeguards that may be associated with or violated in 
a comput'er-relatt!d crime. <) 

A computer security office may have some of the 
information files of use to the investigator. 

following 

o Audit reports filed by 'date and subject that could reveal 
vul~~rabilities and problems. 

o Computer operations exception reports of checkpoint restarts, 
missing tapes and output, data communications traffic errors, 
password and access failures. 

o Loss expt!rience reports of acci~.ntal and int~ntional acts. 

o Assets lists including all computer equipment and programs, data 
files, supplies, and facilities. 

o Floor plans of all facilities. 

o l1aintenance records of ~a£eguards and controls. 

o Personnel summary files and listings. 

There may be a problem, however in convincing a victim to give up 
important evidence in the form of magnetic tape reels of master files 
and various materials needed to continue the business. This problem 
might easily be solveu by having the victim make and use copies of the 
waterial.The prosecutor must be sure that ht! obtains the original 
ma teri·al aud not the copy because he would otherwise' have to establish 
tht! integrity of the copying. 

The EDP auditor within the victim organization or from the external 
(';PA organization that audits the victim organization can be of great 
help in assuring the integrity of the methods used in obtaining 
evidence. AS stated in Section 11, their function 1s to ensure the 
integrity of all data processing' for victim organization~. The 
professional societies that these various audi tors belong ,to often have 
certification programs and codes of ethics that may be used to assist in 
validating the integrity of the technologists who may be used. 

Much can be gained from the negative experiences and complications 
of obtaining and introducing computer-related evidence in ·trials. This 
can be an aid for adVising the potential victims of computer-related 
crime of the kinds of controls and safeguard~ .that they should install 
to result in acceptable evidence in caseS of these kinds." Examples of 
safeguards are the labeling of computer programs and data,journaling of 
computer sy&telli activity, auoit trails built into,systems that result in 
reporl~ that can be categorized as ordinary business reports, and 
rett!ntion of pote~tial evidt!nce for a reasonable period of time. 
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3. Co@puter Reports as Evidence 
,', 

Data contained in the storage devices of' a computer or in 
comput~r-readabJ.e media such as magnetic tape, punch cards, punch tape, 
relilovable disks, ,or electronic plug~in storage devices are frequently 
needed as evidence in human-readable form. Accomplishing the printing 
or display of data does not normally result in erasing or destroying the 
data in the computer or computer-readable "media unless that is the 
intended purpose. However, if desired in this process, the storage 
device or media can be erased,'the contained data replaced with other 
data, or physically destroyed, or made unusable. Normally, only copies 
of the desired data are obtained. The report production process is 
described in Figure 1., Occupations of people who participate in real
time and nonreal~time modes in the production of a report are also 
indicated. (Detailed job descriptions ar. provided in Appendix D.) ~his 
is important for the prosecutor ,who 'may need the testimony of such 
people to validate the integrity and correctness of the report-producing 
proct~SS • 

ti. Producti\)~ Steps in ~ On-line System. hode 

In an on-line system, it is possible to obtain the report in two 
ways. The report may be produced at a terminal, or it may be requested 
from a terminal but printed at the computer site and delivered to the 
requester. (See Appendix F for time-sharing usage examples.) The steps 
in eithet case are as follows: 

, . 
(l ) Log o:~ to an activated terminal with authorization and 

identity codes. 

(2) Enter tHe system mode providing user interaction with the data 
file of interest. ' 

(3) Request a copy of the data file or part of it by specifying 
its name, using formatting instructions and commands. This will cause 
the proper Uie to be accessed if it is on-line. If it is not 
available, a message wiil appear on the computer console printer or CRT 
inforfuing the computer operator of a request for an off-line file. The 
computer operator will ta,ke action to make the file available in on-line 
~ode. This may require assistance of a media librarian and a peripheral 
equipm~nt operator. In the case of a magnetic tape file, the tape must 
be retrieved from the tape library ac!::Dacent to or near the computer 
peripheral equipment and mounted on a tape drive. The tape drive must 
be assigned with an address (usually a single digit). The address is 
either specified by the computer or must be typed into the console 
typewriter for the system to locate the source of the file. 

(4) The file or selected part of it will be displayed on a CRT, 
printed on a printer at the terminal or printed at the computer site t 

and delivered to the user according to the commands entered at the 
terminal. 
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b. . i Off line System Mode (Batch Proc,essing) Production Steps,~ ~ __ , _-____ _ ____ 

In a system where the data retrieval is to be performed 
mode, the steps outlined below are ~ormally performed. 

in batch 

be key-punched~ on cards or 
(1) The user fills out a fOl."tit to the user identification and 

directly pr'epares punch cards n:!:~ formatting instructions, a?d 
authorization information, file and file media (if in the user s 
retrieval commands. The forms, cards, the service desk or 
possession) are submit.ted as a job at computer 
proper receptacle. 

clerk puts the job request cards in a stack with 
(2) Th~ job setup h file media or file media request forms 

other jobs and delivers them wit r file media such as tapes 
,to the computer operator. :~ o~~:!:~i::c::s:uihOrized by the file media 
or disk packs from the me ~ t storage operator to mount the 
request forms and mounts or d rec s a r tor then enters commands at the 
media on a peripheral dev~ce. u!:: ~:: ~stack" of jobs, including the 
console of the computer that ca ti ly but sharing the various 

. j b to be processed consecu ve . ddt 
subJect 0, 1 ( t consecutively) a8 nee e 0 system resources asynchronous y no 
complete the work. 

t t ini08 the requested information comes from the (3) The repor con a . i pLnduced and 
output printer directly connected tOf~~eo~~~i~~:rp~~nt:ng. The on
stored on a tape or disk st~ragedd~VicesPOOling mode ~here the output is 

,line printing may be per orme n a later time in parallel' with 
saved on tape or disk and pr~~~edj:~s.a The ~utPut of the job usually is 
computer processing of ot roximately the same time. 
combined with output of otherijob: runo~~sa~~ continuous forms separated 
The printer produces the pr nte r~~entification, showing termination 
by one or more pages conta!~~n~h;o:tarting of the next. The information 
of output of one job d b the computer at input is usually 
consisting of a job numb:r ~s:~g~: 3Y or . 4 inches high that are fomed 
printed in large blo~ e ~haracters in patterns. This is done for 
graphically from printi~ many ti n and stacking of the reports. 
ease of identification, sep:raro~e;s where the report for one job is 
~~~~~iO:~!a:~~~r~oo~~~rr!~o~~ifO~ another job and del.ivered to the wrong 
user. 

(4) The output report is placed with the job input matedals, and 
turned to the user in one of several ways. It may be placed 

all are re n cubby hole for the user to pick up. It 
on anbop:nl~~:!!dO~oi~h:nU~:~'s office or an intermedt~te pickup site by 
may e e S metimes the material will be placed in a locked cabinet a messeng~r. 0 ~. i 
for which>the user has the key or lock comb ... nat on. 
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c. Backup I, . 

Most computer centers. have an automatic backup and recovery 
capability for all jobs, ~r it is provided at the request of the user 
(see Section III.A.2.d). If a report or computer-stored data used by a 
job are inadvertently destroyed, modifi~d, or lost, they can be 
restored. This is done by saving the tape or disk 0 0n wh~~h the data 
were placed for a specified period of time, or on-line co'inputer storage 
is periodically copied on to an archive backup tape or dhk or on 
request of 'the user. The tape or disk is stored for a specified period 
of. time in a' media 11 brary and may be cycled through a' remote \'>ackup 
facility, such as a bank'vault or warehouse. Commercial service.s are 
sometimes used for this backup. The copying is done after each job or 
possibly each night or on weekends. When the option of backup is given 
to users, it is frequently not used because of cost or lack of ot,:.her 
motivation. Another backup method is to microfilm and archive reports 
following similar procedures as with tape and disk. 

d. Report-Producins Computer Prosrams 

Generalized audit programs are frequently used to produce special 
reports (see Appendix E). Also report generator ~tility programs are 
normally available from within the operatIng system (?ee Section VI on 
Operating Systems). The data selected by naming the files, records and 
fields may be sorted into various sequences, reordered, and labeled in 
the required report formats. Data may be coded, formatted, and printed 
in any form desired; howeve'c, if available programs do not meet a 
specific need, a special program must be develope-d. Programmers often 
dislike this type of work and will resist requests for special,ized 
output reports or say that it cannot be done. Reports can be obtained 
from any computer-readable data, in any format desired, in any desired 
order within the printer line length, line spaCing, and charl~cter fonts" 
available according to the printer used. It is only a questi~ of size 
of effort, programmer skllls, and cost., " \i ,! 

e. Secure Report P.roduction \~ 
.'-

~, 

.~ ----Although the f()llowing instructions may seem ftr-mor~ elaborate 
than is practical, anything short of these methods in obt~ning. and 
using comput~r reports as evidence would be attacked by anYc>PPOI'3ing 
attorney. Th~ only alternative is to obtain testimony of trustworthy 
experts to support the less ela'ti-urate methods I!that may be used. 

Errors and omis(~)ns or ma'licious intentional acts are, possible at 
each sta~e in the t'~.p(h~Jt-producing process or by nonreal-time. prog,ram or 
d:llta modification.' Prevention or detection of sufficiently 
sophisticated intentional acts is often not possible o~ a practica~ 
basis. There1~re, varying degrees of precautions mus,t be. ~ken, and 
prosecutors, must invoke t.J~~.trust of data proc,e~~ing pA,sonne~t 
depending ott potential thr:eat's arid deg~ee of confidence needed~ in' the 

'. ~. Ii ,'>. ' integrity and correctness of the report contents. '\;.') 
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A. mod~')rate level of confidence. .can be obtained by taking the 
storage m~dium( tape or disk) to C\ different computer cente·r to have its 
contents print/ad. Independence should be further ensured by verifying 
that per~onn~l in the centei would have no special interest in the work 
they would be required to do. Otherwi.se, the primary concern is to 
determine that a valid data source has been obtained4 

The most elaborate security and integrity can be ensured by 
following the steps listed below that match the steps presented in 
Section IV.B.2.b. above for the off-line system mode. This mode is 
recomt;!ended because the on-line system mode is generally less 
susceptibl~ to high levels of security afforded by direct observation. 
(There are €xceptions where the opposite is true, depending on potential 
threats in certain situations.) 

The following steps also require a trusted computer user and/or one 
or more observers technically competent in all technical subjects that 
are identified. A handwritten log should be prepared describing each 
action taken~ naming personnel involved, recording times and places, 
identifying materials, names, serial numbers of all equ:f.pment, computer 
programs used, and all results. 

(1) Prepa'ring the job for submission to the computer system 
requireID obtaining the correct data source medium (tape, disk, cards, or 
s~orage device), a test data source in the same type of medium with a 
hum~n-readable copy of the data, a trusted computer program, a trusted 
computer operating system, and a trusted computer system. Potential 
threats include substitution of the data or test sources, Trojan horse 
modification of the program or operating system, or electronic or 
mechancialmod:f.fication of the computer system (see Section LF. on 
Computer-Related Crime 'Methods). A trusted manager of computer 
operatiolls should be required to directly perform all actions or 
personally direct his staff. The data storage medium, if of a removable 
~ype (tape, disk, cards), should be positively identified as follows: 

o 1\a.pe: Serial number usuCJlly in large block characters aff.ixed 
b';, the computer cen.ter in which it was first used; tape reel 
label affixed to the side or flange of' the n"~.l identifying the 
current cuntents of the tape and usually a date on which the 
tape was l,ast certified or tested; and an internal labe). with 
equivalent. content identification and reel number recorded as 
the tape .header or first record on the tap£... The latter 
requires' a c,omputer program executed on a computer to detel'mine 
th~ content of the .label or header. 
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o ,Disk: External labels are similar to thof,efor tapes. Intez:nal 
labels are normally recorded at the beginning of each file of 
da ta on the df.sk or each band o,r sector. .' 

o Punch cards: Handwritten descriptiobs of the contents are 
usually on thle top of the deck, on the first card, or on the box 
containing the cards. The first card or first few cards may 
have the contents iclentification punched in them and can be 
visually read from th-n printing across the tops of the cards or 
by decoding the punches in them. Usually one or mor.;~ cards at 
the back of the deck will identify' the end of the data. 
Normally, the last few columns of each data card will contain a 

. sequencenw~ber and possibly content identification in 
abbreviated !Eorm. 

o On~line storage: There is no way to visually identify the data 
directly. It cau on.:y be identified by execution of a computer 
program that caused the identification to be printed or 

, displayed. 

A trusted individual who kncws as much as possible about the source 
of the data should verify the identity of the data and initial the 
storage medium on the e~ternal label. He should also observe the 
~afekeeping of the medium and its usage before, during, and after its 
use. He should be aware that tape can be spliced, magnetically 
modified, and wound onto a different reel. A disk could be placed in a 
different: cover or magnetically modified. Punch cards can be replaced, 
new holes punched, or e:iisting holes covered over. There is no 
practical way to determine the integrity of data in on-li~e storage. 
The only aSl,Urance is based on the trustworthiness of all persons with 
the s\<ills, knowledge, and access to modify the on-line C;lata. This also 
is the case with removable media, once placed on a computer system 
stora.ge device •. 

When the computer program is in a removable medium to be used in 
the same·vays as the data identificationdescdbed above, a trusted 
individual should identify it. The copy of the program should be 
obtained from an independent source where it would be .free from 
ta~pering by any p~rties to the crime under investigation. The copy of 
the operating system and related utHity programs should be obtained in 
the same way. A program and operating system already in on-line 
computer storage should not be used. 
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The job set-up 
technical expert. 
input purposes should 
and using them. 

process should be observed by the appropriate 
All documents and new data storage media for job 

be logged and initialed by the person supplying 

The integrity of the report-generated program, operating system, 
and computer system cannot be ensured on a practical basis because they 
are too large and complex. The capability to prove the correctness of 
the performance of a program or a computer is a subject for research, 
and practical capabili ties are not expected for several years. (31, 32] 
Therefore, total trust must be placed in the technologists and vendors 
who designed, implement.ed, and maintain the products. The more widely 
used a product is and the more reputable the vendor, the greater the 
likelihood of its integrity; nevertheless, it takes only one individual 
with ·sufficient skills, knowledge, and access to secretly modify it. 

Actions can be taken to partially compensate for this greatest 
vulnerability of protecting integrity 1n the production of a report. If 
the original and computer design engineers programmers, maintenance 
programmers, and engineers are available, they can be consulted and 
their trustworthiness evaluated. This may be more practical for the 
report produc·tion program than for the o~erating system and computer 
system because these two systems can be so large that hundreds or even 
thousands of programmers and engineers are involved. It may also be 
possible to document the care taken in the design and implementation of 
the products used. Experts and state-of-the-art literature can be used 
to evaluate and establish reasonable care. Other users of the same 
products can also aid in determining the trustworthiness of products to 
be used. Finally, testing of the products can be done as described in 
~lie uext step described below. 

(2) In the computer usage steps, the first task is to reduce the 
computer system equipment that is on-line and the computer programs in 
the computer to the practical minimum necessary to produce the report. 
This may be costly in a large computer system because it requires paying 
for the entire system rather than shadng it with other users. Choosing 
a night or weekend period could help reduce cost or reduce the number of 
users sharing the system. Next, as much residual data and programs as 
possible should be erased from the system. This is usually too costly 
for large, secondal'y storage devices. The operating system should be 
refreshed in storage from the backup storage medium. The report 
prnducing job can then be run using the test data for which the human
readable version is available. The resulting output report can then be 
checked to assist in ensuring the integrity of the process. The job can 
then be run with the subject data to produce the desired report. The 
job could be run a second time to increase confidence by comparing the 
results. 

(3) Independent, trustworty observers with the skills and 
knowledge to determine correct operations should observe all production 
steps. Each person' involved in producing the report should be 
identified and should initial the documentation of the materials used 
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and tecord s produced. Copies of' all handwri:t t~n logs, journals and 
computer-produced . documents including the computer console printe~ 1 
3hould be collectecle og, 

(4) The information in the computer-pr~?duced report should be 
evaluated for reasonableness. All materialls should be car~fully 
preserved. This includes keeping data storage media in proper 
environments (within heat and humidity constrilints). This is required 
for punch cards as well as magnetic media. 

4. Caring!£! Evidence 

Some types of computer-related evidence require special care. 
Storage environments must be controlled, and phys~,cal damage from manual 
handling must be· avoided. Criminal justice ag.E;!ncies normally have 
evidence storage and archiving facilities, but these environments may 
not be suited to computer-related evidence 51\\d correct handling 
experience may be lacking. Types of evidence an~ special needs are 
described below: 

o ~~gnetic tape and magnetic disk 

Storage: 40 degrees F-90 degrees F, 20%-80% RH (80 degrees F Wet 
Bulb Max.). Unrecorded tape or disk may 'be storec;i up to 120 
degrees F (90 degrees F Wet Bulb Max.). Storage life for data 
retention and recovery is 3 years. 

Handling: Store, handle, and transport item~l in hard cover 
containers. Avoid dropping or squeezing. Always grasp by the hub; 
touch, bend, or crease no parts of the recording surfaces (the 
first. 5 ft. or leader of tape can be handled and creased). Avoid 
placing near strong magnetic fields that might b~\ created by a 
motor or permanent magnet. Affix tags or marks.on containers or 
reel surfaces 'that do not come in contact with tape or disk drive 
equipment. Store tape reels vertically in tape storage racks 
and disk packs on flat wide shelves. 

0' Punch cards and punch paper tape 

Storage: Same as magnetic tape. Storage life indeU,nite. 

Handling: . Avoid folding, spinning, or knicking edges!. Never use 
paper clips or rubber bands. Store in metal or cardl~oard boxes ,'1n 
which they come from manufacturer. Store under mild,Px-essure (in 
full boxes) tv avoid warping. Jog card decks to all:ign them on a 
job table. e~n top of card equipment). Wind tape on~ape winders 
only (some tape is accordian folded). Individual. car\~s and pieces 
of tape can be handled manually, with care not to damal~e edges or 
tear. Tagging or ~rking methods are not critical.~i Avoid tape 
that removes paper surfaces or covers punched holes. 
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o Computer lis.tings 

Storage: No restrictions except to avoJtd strong 1ight to reduce 
fading. Store on flat surfaces between covers (bind~rs). 

Handling: Continuous forms should be bursted into separate pages 
for ease in reading but not bursted if the continuous form nature 
of the listing is important to the case. ,Assure positive page 
sequence or numbering before bursting to· assure correct page 
sequences. Some printers use special ~aper that may require 

. special handling for preservation. There are no tagging or marking 
restrictions. 

o Electronic and mechanical components 

Storage and handling: 
special instructions. 

Consult the manufacturer or owner for 

The owners of computer-related evidence may have special problems 
when the evidence is removed from their possession or custodianship as 
stated previously. The material may be necessary to continue their 
legitimate business or other activities. In such cases, the material 
should be copied in an appropriate, independent, and se~ure fashion and 
the copy returned to th~ rightful owner or user. 

5. Privacy' and Secrecy of Evid~ 

Evidence seized in the fonn of computer media may have data stored 
that are immaterial to .the inve~tigat.ion but that may be confidential to 
the rightful o~mer. This could involve the issues of personal privacy, 
trade secrets, or government: secrets. The problem may be solvable by 
retrieving and copying on another computer medium only the data at issue 
in the case. However, this frequently is not possible. In such a case, 
it may be possible to give assurance that the extraneous data will not 
be revealed and 'iNill be stored in a secure manner that is at least as 
safe as where it was originally found. 

Search and seizure right to privacy issues that arise generally can 
be handled by using the same principles in much the same way as in 
noncomputer abuse cases. ~s di~cussed earlier, the prosecutor should 
remain alert to these issues; again" taking preventive measures during 
search and seizure effo.rts is the best cure. 

Nonsearch and seizure dght to privacy issues will arise where 
personal, privileged, or .classified information or transactions are 
involved and reflected on thE! proffered evidence. Obtaining consent 
from the individual(s) whc) are the subjects of the informat~on is 
sometimes available. 

Even where consent is not obtained, sufficient safeguards that are 
available in most jurisdictio~s minimize this problem. A hearing 
outside the presence of the jury or even an 'in camera' hearing may 
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allow the court to overrule the objection or perhaps excise the specific 
objectionable portions. With the exercise of such safeguards, the 
compelling state interest in law enforcement will generally prevail. 

c. PROSECUTION 

The discussion in this section provides prosecutors with 
information useful particularly during court proceeedings in computer
related criminal action cases. The discussion introdu:ces technical and 
legal considerations, as wall as practical informatiori on trial, tactics • 

1. Foundational Problems 

Generally, before proffered physical evidence can be admitted into 
eVidence, certain foundational 'preliminary facts' must be proved by the 
party seeking admission~ These preliminary facts are to be contrasted 
with the facts sought to be proved by the evidence. Quite obviously a 
principal defense tactic will be to attach admissibility based upon 
foundational issues, an attack to which the prosecutor is particularly 
wlnerable. 

a. Authentication 

Authentication of a wr.itten statement generally means the 
introduction of evidence sufficient to sustain a finding or establishing 
by other means that the written statement is in fact the writing the 
proponent of the evidence claims it is. Thus, the prosecutor will need 
testimony from someone who can verify that the purported maker of. the 
item--namely, the particular computer system that .generated the 
proffered item--is the actual maker. Note that the proponent of a 
wl.'iting satisfies his burden of establishing the preliminary fact. c·f 
authentication by introducing evid~nce that is sufficient for a trier of 
fact to reasonably find that the proffered item is what the proponent 
claims. Hence, it is critical at this stage not to claim more than 
simply the output process--i.e., that the proffered item was generatie~ 
by such-and-such COMputer at such-and-such place and time, and nothing 
more. 

The prosecutor significantly compounds the authentication problem 
if an attempt is made at this point to claim that the proffered item 
reflects a particular configuration or programmed process internally 
within the computer, or that it reflects particular information fed 
earlier into the computer. To do so would allow the defense to raise 
objections based on the authentication of such specific internal 
configuration or earlier input. These defense objections would be val~d 
because the extended 'claim' infers that the proffered item is merel~ a 
copy or secondary evidence of something else. Thus, the 'original' 
writing--namely, again either the internal configuration or the earlier 
input--would have to first be authenticated in addition to 
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authentication of the secondary evidence. These matters would be 
addre~sed under the Best Evidence and Hearsay--Business Record Exception 
rules~ and there is certainly no need to double the trouble. 

b. Besl Evidence Rule 

C~)mputers operate by use of electronic signals and magnetic spots 
not viSable to the human eye. Because the law requires that triers of 
fac ts He human bein~s} wi th human eyes, secondary evidence in the form 
of com\~uter-gen~~Dted phy sical printed mat ter, purporting to be a copy 
of the electrcrtlc signals will often be essential to successful 
prosec:u Uon. 

Thus, >;he formidable problem of the Best Evidence Rule arises for 
tile pt'olsecUtor. Accuracy will need to be foundationally shown, whether 
in ,he l'ederal Rules of Evidence and Rule 255 of the California 
~vldence Code will deem proffered computer-generated evidence to be an 
'original," upon a showing of accuracy, or in a 'copy' jurisdiction 
where traditional foundational findings are required. 

In a1ctuality, the problelI\ is double-barreled.. Not only must the 
court be satisfied that the showing of accuracy has been sufficient to 
permit thE~ item to be submitted to the trier of fact, but also the trier 
of fact must independently be persuaded beyond a reasonable doubt on the 
~eight of the evidence that the item is accurate. 

The defense will have available plenty of EDP experts who would 
gladly testify as to the unreliability of comp'..:ters and the possibility 
of either hardwar(:! or program e'rror at virtually every stage in the 
computer process, including the output generation components through 
which the proffered evidence was derived. Expert opinion is so 
plentiful that, based only on general technological probabilities much 
less the specific system at issue, the prosecutor's secondary evidence 
)~ails the legal standard of accuracy required. 

An important caveat to the unsuspecting investigator or prosecutor 
i's not to assume that the documentation of a computer program is an 
~,ccurate reflection of the actual program in operation at the time of an 
a:lleged crime. In most system development projects, the documentation 
Hi tyically a last-minute, 10~-priorHy effort, often incomplete, and 
ftequently not updated to reflect program changes and modifications made 
si.nce the program has become operational. Be forewarned that unless the 
ddcwentatiou has been recently verified any specific portion of a 
p~.'pgram should be used cau tiously and never offered as eviidence in 
co\~rt unless specifically verified immediately beforehand. 

I 

A solution to these problems is to select potential witnesses who 
not only are experts in the general state of the art, but also have 
eX.>t~rt familiarity ~il:h the computer operations or ,programming where the 
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offense occurred. These witnesses should be sought out as early as 
possible so as to use their knowledge as a resource in determining 
preventive action when obtaining physical evidence as well as to discuss 
their testimony. Thus, for example, when seeking a program listing 
accurately reflecting the actual code, use the 'familiar' witness to 
secure the program listing from the most accurate source, which.might be 
a machine language 'object code' listing from an on-line program library 
rather than one stored in some of,f-line back-up program library stored 
on tape. This will help to avoid later rulings of inadmissibility of 
the evidence. 

2. Proprietary Rights of Computer Programs 

The prosecutor must know the differences among the various forms a 
computer program takes. It will usually be in source code form, the 
language in which the programmer wrote it. Assembly code form is the 
symbolic language that the computer system uses as an intermediate form 
to translate it into actual machine code that is executed by the 
computer. It is best to avoid these technical de~criptions whenever 
possible in presenting the evidence. Source code programs often will be 
executed directly in a computer where the lower, more detailed forms of 
the programs are immaterial to the execution of the program so long as 
the internal language translators have an acceptable level of integrity. 
Therefore, only the souce code version of the program and its input and 
output need be considered. The integrity of the intermediate forms and 
processing could be established through expert witnesses. 

Not all computer programs are physically labeled as to their 
ownership. Commer~ial ,program packages may have adequate labels in 
terms of copyright and trade secret law. Sometimes these packages will 
have s'ecret-coded labels inserted or buried within the program itself -
much like a map maker will put a fictitious name on a map to show 

. ownership. No two nontrivial programs will ever be identical when 
written by different people even though their function may be identical. 
Computer' programs even in higher level languages will generally be 
unintelligible to the layman; however, many computer' programs are 
extenSively annotated line by line in easy-to-read English that the 
layman may understand. 

~~ny of these computer programs and computer data are of 
significant value to their owners. Furthermore, much of the information 
may be highly sensitive to a business, particularly if it is revealed in 
open court. Therefore, it is important to understand how comput.er 
programs are protected whetl introduced as evidence (or used in obtaining 
evidence). The most common and most effective protection is un~er trade 
secret laws. Most computer programs that are licensed for use by 
service bureaus, time-sharing companies, computer vendors', and program 
vendors are protected as trade secrets and often only their use and not 
copies are licensed to the customers using these programs. 
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Demonstration that proprietary information is a trade secret was 
straightforward in typical environments of the past, and precedents for 
these traditional areas are well established. However, increasing 
numbers of assets in the form of data and computer programs that may 
constitute trade secrets are stored in computers and computer media, and 
few precedents exist. 

A trade secret must be adequately protected. As stated earlier, 
computer programs are most commonly prot~cted as trade secrets and 
licensed for use by others in the case of commercial computer programs. 
The patents on some computer programs have been mainly for processes 
embodied in electronic circuitry. The U.S. Supreme Court has ruled on 
three occasions that specific programs were not patentable. Although 
programs are copyrightable, protection is of minimal value because it 
protects only the expression of the idea but not the idea itself. Trade 
secr.ets may include data that represent secret processes, product 
specifications, geologic information, business records, or customer 
lists. 

The first step in determining that adequate protection has been 
applied to qllali.fy data or computer programs as trade secrets is to 
identify all copies, representations, forms, locations, and custodians 
of such assets. Nost data and programs stored in a computer or computer 
media will also exist in other forms and locations. In computer-using 
organizations, disagreement sometimes arises between the computer users 
the computer service~ supplier and the data processing organization ove; 
the custody and responsibility for the security of the trade secret. 
This is usually resolved by finding that each is responsible for the 
forms of the material in their respective domains. However, the data 
processing organization may claim that it is unaware of the secret 
nature of the material among the high volumes of data and programs in 
its domain. This is especially the case in on-line computer systems 
where the users control their own data and program6 through terminals. 
In batch-operated systems, it is sometimes not clear at what point 
custodianship of a job s~bmitted for computer processing or job output 
passes from one area to the other. 

Proof of adequate security for a trade secret consists of the 
combination of all safeguards ana controls of all forms of the secret 
and the basis on which it may be offered for use by others. In one case 
(~ vs California, 1972) of theft of a computer program from the 
storage of a computer over a telephone line, the following safeguards 
and controls were accepted as adequate (but may not be adequate under 
current practices): 

o Secret accounting number needed for terminal access. 

o Secret site code number needed for terminal access. 

o Unlisted telephone number for access to the computer. 
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o Secret file name in which the computer program was stored. 

o Offerings of use of the program by others were restricted to use 
and not giving copies of the program. (The program was a 
utili ty program available orily for use in the time-sharing 
computer.) 

o Several inadvertent disclosures of the program were noted but 
did not constitute loss of trade secret status. 

o Data processing employees were aware of the propr.ietary nature 
of the program. 

This was contested by the defense council who obtained the expert 
opinion of a witness who stated that it was his practice (although not 
an industry standard) th&t any program or data he was able to obtain in 
any way possible from a commercially available time-sharing service 
through a t~rminal was by definition in the public domain if no 
proprietary notice was given. This was called th'e Peninsula ethic, 
because the individual resides on the San Francisco Peninsula. It is 
not a generally accepted concept, but it shows the lack of crlUcut'rence 
on generally accepted practices. Eac,h expert will have his own ideas 
about various technical subjects that will differ from others. It is 

.recommended that important concepts to a case stated by an expert be 
supported in the technical literature or concurrence obtained from at 
least one other reliable expert. 

3. Evidentiary Problems with C~Euter Records 

As a written statement, computer-generated printed evidence offered 
to prove the truth of the matter asserted must satisfy the Business 
Record Exception requirements befere being admissable as a hearsay 
exception. Without a reiteration of them, the general purpose of these 
requirements is to establish reliability and trustworthiness of such 
writ.ten statements. Here again the prosecutor faces the burden of 
showing computer reliability, an area fraught with complex technological 
issues. hore than ever, the best prosecutorial strategy will be to lead 
the presumably nontechnical court to focus upon the legal issues rather 
than getting lost in a technical quagmire. It is important that the 
prosecutor be prepared to assist the court with prior case law dealing 
with the issue. 

A problem occurs if a computer printout was not generated in the 
regular course of business, but was printed soley for use in 
prosecution. If the printout was generated during regular business but 
at a later time thus reflecting data that were entered or transactions 
t.hat occurred some time significantly prior to the actual printing, an 
objection may be raised on the grounds 'made at or near the time of the 
act' or 'time of preparation.' 
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The problem is compounded in instances where upon securing the 
computer facility as the crime site, weeks may be needed with the 
experts to determine what printouts should be obtained. Short of 
maintaining guard and forbidding use of the computer ,facility, an option 
not ordinarily available, the investigator and prosecutor should be 
prepared to implement extensive, reliable, and provable labeling and 
identification procedures. Likewise, complete records tracking storage 
and custody of all evidence items should be· maintained. Careful 
handling of off-line storage devices including computer tapes and disk 
packs· that may ultimately be used to generate printout evid~nce is also 
critical because of their high vulnerability to spoilage or alteration. 

A further word of caution is in order. Beware of too much reliance 
on the testimony of a custodian or other qualified witness to cure 
singlehandedly all foundational problems that the proffered printout is 
the one generated at the time of the offense or search, especially where 
the printout constitutes portions of a computer storage printout or 
other lengthy or complicated computer display. Again, careful and 
immediate identification of all pot.ential evidence items is necessary. 

After all reasonable precautionary steps have been taken to ensure 
reliability and trustworthiness, the best response to defense Business 
Kecord Exception objections will be to focus upon the law--particularly 
on the underlying purposes for the law. After the general reU,ability 
of the computer system is ShO~l, the court must then be persuaded that 
within the limitations precipitated by the nature of computer 
processing, the underlying purposes of the hearsay rule are satisfied. 

The issues arising within the last 5 years regarding computer 
records and the law of evidence fall into three basic categories: (1) 
the admissibility of computer printouts as evidence; (2) computer 
prtntouts as the basis of expert testimo'ny; and (3) discovery matters 
wi~h regard to computer systems. The first category, admissibility, 
ref~eives the most attention from the courts and commentators. [See, for 
example: Note, "Appropriate Foundation Requi't'ements for Admitting 
Cor\puter Printouts into Evidence," 1977 WASH. U.L.Q. 59 (1977); Note, "A 
Reconsideration of the Admissibility of Computer-Generated EVidence," 
126 U. of Pa. L. Rev. 425 (1977).] Each of these categories is discussed 
below. 

a. Admissibility ~ Computer Printouts !! ~~ 

The admissibility of computer printouts as evidence depends on 
whether the data from which the report is generated were captured and 
entered into the system in the normal course of business. If so, the 
data record and reports produced subsequently in th,e regular course of 
business or even for trial purposes may be admissible. The following 
types of reports can be produced from data in computer storage media: 

U8 

Me 

Data Program Production 

Espec.ially prepared Special One time 
Especially prepared Utility One time 
Especially prepared Production One time 
Production Utility One time 
Production Utility P~riodic 

Production Special One time 
Production Production Periodic 

Definitions of the. kinds of data and programs given in the 
tabulation above are listed below: 

o Especially prepared data: Data are translated from a non
computer storage medium to computer storage medium. 

o Production data: Data arc already in the form used for regular 
and normal production. 

o 

o 

Utility program: A computer program getlerally available 
computer system and used for different applications •. 
includes generalized audit programs. 

in a 
This 

Special program: A computer program especially programmed for 
one specific purpose. It may also call and use utility programs 
and operating system functions to perform its job. 

o Production progt'am: A computer program used in a regularly run 
production job conduct on normal business activities. 

Nost of the rece,nt. decisions regarding the admissibility of 
computer printouts address the foundational requirements needed to 
defeat a hearsay objection and show that the computer printouts fit into 
the business records exception to the hearsay rule. All of the. recent 
decisions surveyed, except one, allowed the admission into evidence of a 
computer printout. Department of Mental Health v. Beill, 44 Ill.· App,~ 
3d 402, 2 Ill. Dec. 655, 357 N.E:2d 875 (1976) In a suit to recover 
charges for treatment, the court held that the Depa~,tment had not l.'lCH 

the foundational requirements to introduce ~he computer-g~nerated 
records. 

Criminal Cases Courts appear to treat the issue of the 
admissibility of computer records, both in criminal and civil cases, in 
a similar manner. In State v. Watson, 192 Neb. 44, 218 N.W.2d 904 
(1974), a criminal conviction for ~riting a check with insufficient 
funds, the defendant objected to the admission of the bank's computer 
printout that showed the rejected transactions~) The court, in 
addressing the question of sufficient foundation, noted that the Uniform 
Business Records as Evidence Act required the custodian to testify 
regarding the identity of the business re~ord. that the record was made 
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in the regular course of buSiness, and that it was made 
contemporaneously. Then the court must determine whether the sources of 
information and th~ method and time of preparation justified admission 
in light of the broad interpretation that should be given to the Uniform 
Act. 

In United States v. Weatherspoon, 581 F.2d 595 (7th Gir. 1978), a 
conviction for racketeering, mail fraud, and' false statements, the 
defendant enrolled in her beauty school manry,' times the number of VA. 
students allowed.. The defendant objected to admission of the 
government's computer printouts claiming improper foundation. The 
court, in reject'Lng the defendant's claim, held that the printouts were 
computerized compilations of informati,on from enrollment certification 
fo~s that had been submitted by the defendant and siruply keypunched 
onto computer tape. Iv!oreover, the t.estimony of government employees 
demons trated the, computer system input processes; the accuracy of the 
printout to 2%; that the computer was tested for internal program errors 
on a monthly basis; and that the VA made, maintained, and relied on the 
printouts in the ordinary course of business. Finally counsel for 
defendant had been allowed to inquire into the ac~uracy of the 
printouts. 

Another criminal case, United States v. Scholle, 553 F.2d 1109 
(8th Cir. 1977) cert. den. 434 U.S. 940, was a narcotics conviction. At 
trial, the government introduced a computer printout representing a 
compilation of information regarding cocaine exhibits that were compiled 
frolll the regional laboratory of a district office of the Drug 
Enforcement Administration. The government also presented the testimony 
of the doctor who developed the computerized compilation ·system. The 
compilation revealed that a particular addi tive to cocaine, which was 
very uncommon, appeared in only 2 cases prior to appearing in the 
cocaine seized and purchased from the defendants. The government was 
attempting to show, by means of the inference that could be drawn from 
the compilation evidence, that the defendants were involved in a 
conspiracy. 

In upholding the trial court's exercisp- of discretion tn . admitting 
the compilation, the 8th Circuit noted that the government had provided 
a proper I.oundation by demonstrating that the compilations were made 
routinely. and contemporaneously. In addition, the government provided 
the origi,nal source of the computer program and the procedurt~s for input 
control t.hat ensured accuracy and reliability. 

Income tax offense cases often provide situations in whi.ch ('~mputer 
records are used as evidence of the tax evasion. In United States v. 
Fendley, 522 F.2d 181 (5th Cir. 1975), the court rejected the 
defendilnt'8 objection to the introduction of computer print10uts on the 
8r~:£~ds of accuracy. The court noted that similar printouts had been 
used in criminal proceedings and that computer printou~s are not 
intrinsically unreliable. Finally, the court noted that the defendant 

;) 
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had an opportunity to inqui re into the processes by which the data was 
input and retrieved from the system, if he had wished to attack the 
reliability of the prin'touts. 

In United States v. Farris, 517 F.2d 226 (7th Cir. 1975) cert. 
den. 96 S. Ct. 189, the defendant, convicted of failure to file income 
tax returns, claimed that the trial (,' urt erred in admitting into 
evidence the output of a computerized data systeui. The pros~cution was 
not required to show the accuracy of the records, maintained at the 
National Computer Center. The defendant also claimed a best evidence 
rule objection, although the director of the Center certified the 
authenticity of the printout. 

The 7th Circuit upheld the admissions of the records under 28 
U.S.C. H 1733(b>, whicn allows admission of authorized copies of 
documents of Unit..!u States departments or agencies as if they were 
originals in order to prove by memorandum an act, transaction, or 
occurrence. At r.rial, the printout was offered to show that no record 
of filing a tax retut'n was found after diligent, oearch, and the lack of 
that record w!)uld bf'. ()Vidence showing that the defendant hEld not filed a 

tax :return. 

Civil Cae~s A multitude of different ~inds of cases have 
computer-related evidence issues in the civil arena. In Sears, Roebuck 
& Co •. v. Merla, 142 N.J. Super. 205, 361 A.2d 69 (1976), a collection 
case, the court upheld the admission of a computer printout alone to 
prove the debt. The printout showed only the dates of purchase, cos t

t 

departments credit card number, payments made, and balance due, bu.t 
could not g1 ve a description of the goods sold. Se.ars had destroyed tne 
original invoices of the defendant's purchases so that the only evidence 
available regal:'rI,ing the defendant'S account was the printout. The court 
held that so long as the proper foundation was laid, 6 computer printou~ 
is admissible on the same basis as any o;;net' busineF.l~ record. 

In another New Jersey case, which was a ~ortgage foreclosure 
action, the court delineated the requirements necessary in laying the 
foundation foT. business records. Monarch Federal Savings & ~ ~. 
v. Genser, 15b N.J. Super. 107, 383 A.2d47"5(t977). The court held 
that personal knowledge testimony regarding the information received 
into the computer is not required, nor is it necessary to have the 
pre'parer testify. However, the testimony is required of a custodian. or 
o~~ler qualified witness who can testify that the computer records w.are 
made in the ordinary course of business: that they were made 
contemporaneously, what the sources ~f the information were, and the 
method and circ\,lmstances of preparation. 

Ivlany s\tates have enacted the Uniform Business Records es Eviden.ce 
Act. In Cl)q~t::ruin,g it, most state courts have rea<:hed tn~ conclusion 
that computer printoutg can be business records. One 'example i8 
Missouri Vallet Walnut~. v. Snider e 569 S.W.2d 324 (Mo. Ct. of A~p. 
1978), a br,ceach of contract case in whiCh the court held that the-
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computer readouts were ~dmiBB1ble under the business records exception 
to the hearsay rule. TeF.!timony showed that the plaintiff's office 
manager received information daily from buyers and log inspectors and 
fed that information int~ the computer. The computer delivered a 
printout the following day that was cnecked for accura~y against the 
originsl reco~ds. 

An interesting twist in this field is the .0 ~.e of comp~tet printouts 
as summaries p~epared specifically for litigation. In United states v. 
Smyth, 556 F.2d 1179 (5th Cir. 1977), a conviction for conspiracy to 
defraud anddefl'auding the United States, the defendant objected to the 
admission of t.wo sets of FBI computer printouts. The defendant 
complained thatl;:he printQuts were simply summaries of records made for 
purposes of the '~rosecution and that. the headings and explanatory keys 
w~~e prejudicial. 'i'he court allowed the printouts to be introduced t but 
in&tru~ted the jury that they were not evidence but only summarieso The 
court had all of the underlying documents from which the summaries were 
made in evidence BO that, in conjunction with the jur; admonition, there 
was no prejudicial. effect from the summaries. 

b. Computer Recordsl !!. ~ Basis .!2!. Expert Testimony 

Two 1976 decidons bear on the questl,ons raised when computer 
records are used as the basis for expert testimony. In Pearl Brewing 
Co. ',7. Joseph_ !£!!!~..!! Brewing .92.., 415 F. SIJPP. 1122 (S.D. Tex. 1976), 
a complex antitrust suit that also concerns the discussion below 
regarding Ci:iscovery !!l8tters and computer printouts, the defendant 
requested discovery of the computer information that was the basis of 
th~ expert witness' testl,mony. The issue before the court was 'whether 
the product of computer experts and economic experts working to~ether 
speciCilly to formulate a highly sophisticated and computerized 
econometric model for the litigation was discoverable as 'to the detailed 
structure of the computer model and alternative methods that the 
plaintiff had considered but rejected. 

The computer model was progLammed to test a high volume of data, 
which simulated market conditions. A damage assessment program also was 
prepared. Notwithstanding that the plaintiffs had been very cooperative 
in pretrial discovery, had made available to the defendants priatouts of 
both systems" and had offered to make the trial expert available, the 
'dr!fandant clR.:f..med it was inad"'iuate and requested the acUlal detailed 
structure of the model. '1,'be defendant also wanted to take the 
depositions of those expe~ts who actually developed and tested the 
syotems, ,the computer expert - the trial expert's expertise was in 
econollli(';s. 

The COIJrt held' that the detuiled structure was discoverable but 
th~t the alternative :rp,ethods were not. It noted that this was not a 
~suaf case of business ~ecords; rather, the defendant sought e~pert 
'infdrmation· prepared speci~:llyfor trial in a case with exceptional 
circumsta:'lces. 
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The second case in .this same area is perms Research and Development 
v. Singer ~., 542 F.2d 111 (2d Cir. 1976) cert. den. 429 U.S. 987, 97 
s. Ct. 507; The case was a breach of contract suit in which the 
plaintiffs claimed breach of the duty to make best efforts. The 
defendant objected to the use of results of computer simuletion as a 
basis for the plaintiff's expert testimony. The court admitted th,at the 
better practice would.'have been for plaintiffs' counsel to deliver to 
defense counsel details of the underlying data and theorems used in the 
simulations before trial so as to avoid discussion of their technical 
n~ture during trial. The trial judge was not charged, however, with 
abuse of discretion for allowing. the e~pert's '. testimpny regarding the 
results of the computer simulation. The defenda.nt did not show that it 
had an inadequate basis on which to cross-examine the expert witness. 

c. Discovery Hatters with Regard to Computer Systems ,-- -
As was ment1.oned above, Pearl Brewing ~. v. Joseph Schlitz 

Brewing Co., 415 F. SUppa 1122 (S.D. Tex. 197&), is one ex~mple of the 
issues raised with regard to discovery and computer systems. 

In United Stetee v. Liebert, 519 F.2d 542 (3d Cir. 1975) cert. 
den. 423 U.S. 985, 96 .5. Ct. 392, 46 LEd. 2d 301 (1975), another 
discov~ry case, the issue before the court was whether pretrial 
discovery may be used to secure extrinsic evidence so as to impeach the 
reliability of a computer printout, a fundamental element of the 
prosecution's case. The defendant in this case was charged with failure 
to file income tax returns. The IRS computers had no record of 
defendant's filing. The defendant requested that his computer expert 
have accef .. S to the IRS Service Center to· analyze and test, particularly 
for reliaoility, the IRS data process system.. Such request was granted. 
Then the defendant requested, for discovery purposes, records' of' the 
·)'totices sent to persons stating that they.ha.d filed no returns or none 
had been received by the IRS. 

The court granted the defendant's request as to a portion of the 
list of nonfilers. The government refused to comply with the court 
order so the court dismissed the defendant. On appeal the dismissal was 
reversed. The appellate court initially noted that pretrial discovery 
in criminal cases usually is within the court's discretion. It also 
noted that the admission. of printouts in criminal trials was allowed as 
long as sufficient foundation was laid showing trustworthiness and 
allowing the opposing par,ty the opportunity to inquire into the accuracy<:,\ 
of the computer and th~ input process. However, the court hel.d that Y::' 
supplying the list that the defendant requested would be unreasonable 
because of infringement of the rigilt of privacy of those persons on the 
list. The court noted that the availability Qf the lists coul'd lead to 
the defendant. in looklngfor inaccuracies to contacti.ng the persons on 
the list. The alternative suggestion of the IRS to make available to 
the defendant all the docuJllents regarding the procedures, operation, a)'l~ 
electronic data processing system and the statistJ-cal anal'ysis regarding 
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the. capability of the IRS to discover nonfilers and allow 'their expert 
witness to be deposed was held sufficient to provide the defendant with 
an opportunity to question the accuracy of the system. 

In United States v. Davey, 543 F.2d 996 (2d Cir. 1976), also a tax 
~---. ' evasion prosec~ution, the issue before the court was whether the IRS may, 

by summons, c()mpel a taxpayer to produce, computer tape ~hat contains 
part of its financial recordkeeping system. Tqe trial court held that 
duplicates of the tape at the expense of the I~S would suffice for 

'purp9SeS of the summons. The 2d Circuit overruled the trial,court 
stating that the defendant must supply the original tapes at its own 
expense. This holding was in accord with the revenue ruling that 
requires companies with computer~based recordkeeping systems to save 
their tapes. 

F'i nally, Oppenheimer Fund, Inc. v. Saunders ,---- U.S. 98 
S.Ct. 2380, 57 L. Ed. 2d 253, 6-c7L.S.R. 848 (1978), was a class action 
in which the plaintiffs sought to require the defendant to help in 
compiling lists so that the plaintiffs could comply with the class 
action notice requirements. Through depositions of defendant's 
employees, the plaintiffs determined the class size and discovered that 
to compile the requested list, someone would have to manually sort 
through a large volume of paper records, key punch 150,000 to 300,000 
computer cards, and create eight new programs at a cost of $16,000. 

While the court noted that if the defendant is able to perform the 
task with less difficulty and expense than the plalntiff,then it is 
permissible for the district court to order the defendant to perform. 
However, the defendant should not bear the expense. The court rejected 
the lower court's holding that because the records were kept on computer 
tapes it was justifiable to impose a greater burden on the defendant. 
Although the court realized that ~o~e defendants may be tempted to use 
their computer systems to irretrievably bury information and immunize 
themselves and their business activity from later scrutiny, it rejected 
that such was the situation in the present case. 

4. Practical Recommendations 

a. Expert Witness Testimony 

Computer technologists usually have little or no experience as 
~xpert witnesses. They must be carefully' trained and coached in 
advance. Do not let a computer expert go out of control: force,him to 
answer in as few words as posd1ble. To achieve this, the questions must 
be well formulated so ,as to elicit brief answers. Use the help of 
experts in formulating the questions as well as the answers. 

Co~puter-generated evidence is only as good as the person who 
testifies to it. A problem arises when investig&tors think they can 
bring in any witness from the 1I\icq1l1 company to testify that "these are 
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business records" • Wi tnesses are needed who know what theY:i are talking 
" about and can show that the method of generating the evidenclE! is valid. 

b. Technical Presentations 

Remember that the most likely image that the judge and jury have of 
computer technology is what they last read on the front page of the 
newspaper. This material tends to be highly sensat1onali~,ed and highly 
distorted. As with any case, it is wise to leave the jury and the judge 
with three or four strong points. Make the whole case as basic,'simple, 
and free from computer technology and terminology as possible. 

In court, explain only the circumstances and technology necessary 
to present the case. Avoid bringing computer technology into a case' 
whenever it is possible and does not detract from the strength of the 
prosecutor's position. It would usu~lly be better to rely on paper 
records. when they exist rather than to introduce computer-generated 
records. 

Do not present the "bits and bytes" of computer logic when decimal 
numbers, letters of the alphabet and phenomena external to the computer 
will suffice. In other words, juries do not have to understand 
telephony to convict an obscene telephone caller. When a case involves 
computer programs, use the source language forms and ignore compilers" 
assemblers and object language forms when not essential to the case. 
Whenever possible, using analogies ~:,o fliDilliar objects is useful in 
presenting technical concepts; SOme examples are provided below: 

Computer-Related 

Magnetic tape and tape 
drives 

Magnetic disk 

Computer printer and 
output listing 

Computer terminal with 
printer 

Computer terminal with 
display 

Computer programs 

Addressable storage 

Terminal access passwot'ds 

{I 

p' 

An~logy 

Cassette and reel-to-rf!el, audio 
recordings, and hi-fi lequipment 

Phonograph record 
" 

Printing adding machU\e" 
typewriter 

Typewriter 

Food recipes, player piano rolls 

Post office boxes 

Combination locks 
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Computer-Related 

Data communication 

Real-time and 
nonreal-time 

Batch and on-line 

One microsecond (one 
millionth, 0.000001) 
compared to one minute 

Analogy 

Telegrams or Telex 

Selecting food in a cafeteria and 
ordering from a waiter 

Using a home dishwasher and using 
a continuous flow dishwasher in a 
restaurant 

One minute compared to 114 years 

As stated earlier, it is important to avoid computer field jelrgon 
such as software (computer pr9grams), firmware (computer programs in 
read-only storage devices), bits (binary digits), IBH cards (punch 
cards), and bugs (computer program errors). It is important to use the 
most ,technically correct, dictionary-defined words and maintain strict 
differentiation between living persons and computers. Computers are not 
dumb or smart ,and do not make errors or commit crimes; only people have 
theseattrlbutes. The point about errors needs further consideration. 
Computers do not make errors. Errors that result from computer actions 
stem from human actions such as input errcL'S (garbage in, garbage out), 
electronic design errors, lack of proper maintenance, or program errors. 

Do not personify or anthropomorphize computers in presentations in 
court. When others do this, use it to demonstrate a lack of technical 
understanding on their part. Computers should be treated strictly, as 
inanimate objects, machines, subject to the use and manipulation by 
people. When the judge and jury need an explanation to understand 
technical issues, use simple diagrams and visual aids extensively. 

Visual aids can be ,used effectively in computer-related crime cases 
and are often readily available or can be easily prepared. Many of the 
diagrams and tables in this manual may be useful. Important points to 
remember are to keep concepts and information as simple as possible and 
limited to only essential po1,nts. The following vi.sual aids are 
suggested. 

('I 

'Visual Aid' 

Programmable po~ket 
calculators 
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·Use 

Computer program conceptf>" ... " 
-,,'" 

Visual !!! Use 

Pocket calculators Illustration of input, out¥:'i'~, 
storage, and number. represelitation. 

computer terminal installed 
in the courtroom with access 
to a time-sha'ring service 
[optional closed circuit 
television (CCTV) for more 
effective viewin,g of terminal] 

Charts 

Photo blowups 

Tapes, disks, punch cards 

Computer vendor-provided 
motion picture films 

Demonstration of all computer 
time-sharing concepts and 
computer applications 

Pata flow, computer concepts, 
programming concepts 

EVidence detail, computer 
equipment detail 

Examples of computer me~ia 

Presentation of most computer 
concepts 

When large volumes of writing are to be presented in court, the 
"best evidence rule" may be inapplicable. Therefore, California 
prosecutors should refer to code number 1509 of the California Evidence 
Code regarding "compilation evidence." One recommendation for cases with 
a large volume of evidence is to assemble a single exhibit book 
containing all do~uments, send copies to the defense and to the judge, 
and introduce it as a single exhibit in court. This saves time in 
court~ Prepare a record of exhibits, the counts each is connected with, 
and the names of the witnesses who are to testify as to each item. 

c. Immunity 

Some kind of immur',ity is necessary in complicated computer cases. 
Co-conspirators are needed as witnesses because the proof problems are 
difficult without them. If they are granted immunity, however, the 
jurors tend to be lenient with the defendant; for that reason, some 
prosecutors try to avoid formal immunity. A prosecutor could tell the 
individual that he is likely to be prosecuted, yet indicate that his 
testimony would be a mitigating factor. Another point is t~at juries 
usually do not sympathize with the victim that is a large busine~s or 
government agency that could "afford the loss." 
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Allilaysdetermine the judge's degree of knowledge of computer 
technoll()gy. Judges vary widely in their knowledge of computer 
technol'llgy and in their attitudes concerning the knowledge they think 
they have 9f computer technology. On the basis that a little knowledge 
can bea da'ngerous thhlg, a judge who has had a brief course on 
computEl:r t.echnology may be more difficult to deal with than a judge who 
has hadt nobr:tefings on computer technology. Brief courses on computer 
technology make the technology too simple in too many respects. The 
effort required to develop computer programs, the likelihood of adequate 
lntegr:Lty of computer programs, and the complexity of the programs can 
often be made deceivingly simple. 
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SECTION V ~OMPUTER-RELATED CRIME LAW 

The purpose of this section is to aid prdsecutors by identifying 
and . summarizing state and federal statutes a.nd proposed legislation 
applicable to computer-related crime. . Prosecutors have stated' that 
statutes have been found to prosecute all cases of computer-related 
crime coming to their attention. RO'\oJever, the laws were not wr.itten in 
anticipation of high technology crime, and in some cases prosecution has 
been dif ficult and obtuse. 

The need for laws directly applicable to computer-related crime has 
recently been recognized and. is currently under development., Therefore, 
new laws are being adopted at a rapid rate making it difficult for any 
discussion to be completely timely. This se~tion is expected to be 
partially obsolete by the time it is published, but the urgent need for 
a sumn~ry of applicable law juetified the writing. Updates of this 
section will be needed soon after publication. 

A. STATE PENAL LAWS 

1. Coulputer-Related Crime ~ of Selected States 

As of this date, crime legislation specific to computers has been 
enacted in 6 states; Florida, Colorado, Rhode Island, Michigan, New 
Mexico, and Arizona. The text of these bills is in Appendix B. A 
summary and short analysis of 3 of these laws follows. 

a. Florida Computer Crime Act 
et seq. (West Supp. 1979)] 

[Fla. Stat. Ann. #815.01 

Summary The Act proscribes several offenses. These are offenses 
against intellectual property including data and programs, off~~ses 
against computer equipment and supplies, and offenses against coml:)ter 
users. Intellectual property includes programs and data existing within 
or without a· computer (system or network). The offenses against 
intellectual property are Ylillfully and without authority: (1) modifying 
data, programs, or supporting documentation; (2) destroying data, 
programs, or supporting d'ocumentation; (3) disclosing or taking data, 
programs, or supporting documentation that· are trade secrets or 
confidential. Such acts are felonies of the t",ird degree unless the 
offense is committed for the purpose of devisi)1gor executing a scheme 
or artifice to defraud or obtain any property; in which case, the crime 
is a felony in the second degree. 

Offenses to computer equipment and supplies (the terms are not 
further defined by the law) include willfully, knowingly and without 
authorization modifying such equipment or supplies. That crime is 8 
misdemeanor of the first degree unless the offense is for the purpose of 
devising.~ scheme or artifice to defraud or to obtain any proper.ty; in 
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which case, the offense is a felony of the third degree. The offense of 
willfully, knowingly, and without authorization destroying, taking, 
injuring or damaging a computer (system, network) o~r equipment or 
supplies used or intended to be used in a computer (system, network) is 
a misdemeanor of the first degi:'ee if the damage is $200 or less and a 
felony of the third degree if the damage is between $200 and $1,000. If 
the damage is $1,000 or more or if there is an interruption or 
iW.pairme'nt of governmental operation or public communication, 
transportation, or ~upply of water, gas, or other. public service, the 
felony is of the second degree. 

Offenses to computer users include willfully, knowingly, and 
without authorization accessing or causing to be accessed a computer 
(system, network) or willfully, knowingly, and without authorization 
causing the denial of computer system services to an authorized user of 
the services which are owned by, under contract to or operated for on 
behalf of in whole or in part, or in connection with another.' The 
offense is a felony of the third degree unless it is committed for the 
purpose of devising or executing a scheme or artifice to defraud or 
obtain property. In that event the offense is a felony of the second 
degree. 

~'inally, the law states that it is not intenrr:~d to preclude, the 
applicability of other Florida criminal law. 

Analysis -- The law covers acts or theft of and damage to computer 
equipment:-;Upplies, programs, and data. It covers willful unauthorized 
access to computers (systems, networks) and denial of seI'vices to users. 
The offenses to intellectual property (programs and data) apply whether 
or not the property is stored inside a computer: that is, the law 
applies to programs and data contained in listings, tapes, disks, cards, 
and other off-line and on-line media of expression. The law does not 
require the media of storage to be a "thing", and consequently, 
electronic impulses should be includall.\le. Such inclusion will ease the 
finding of a taking when a program is taken, modified, or destroyed over 
telephone lines, as in the Ward [Ward 1972] and S~t~litz [Seidlitz 1978] 
cases. 

Hecause unauthorized is not defined by the law and because access 
is defined so poorly, the prohibition against theft of computer 
services, such as compu~er time is not clearcut. Florida appears to 
have no specific theft or services statute, and the pr,)perty theft 
statute [Fla. Stat. Ann. /I 811.021(1)(a) (Supp. 1975)] "anything of 
value," would have to be interpreted to include se;vices. Because 
applicability of both the new law and the prior property theft law is 
unclear, obtaining a conviction f.or theft of services such as computer 
time may remain difficult in Florida. 

A particul.ar'advantage of the Florida law is that computer programs 
or data stored other than in a computer qualify as intellectual property 
within the meaning of the statute. This will aid in the prosecution of 
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thefts, disclosures, alterations, and destructions that do occur to 
computer products but were not covered by prj.or law. 

b. Colorado Computer Crime ~ [C.R.S. 1118-5.5-101 
(1973, 1978 Repl. Vol.)] 

Summary -- The Act proscribes the knowing use of a computer for 
fraudulent purposes, the assault or malicious destruction of a computer, 
and the unauthorized use or alteration of a computer or its "software" 
or data. Penalties relate to the value of the item stolen: under $200 
of loss or damage is a misdemeanor punishable by a fine and jail 
sentence up to 12 months; loss or damage over $200 is a felony 
punishable by a fine and jail sentence up ~o 40 years. 

Offenses that are fraud-related are those in which knowing use (use 
is defined to mean to instruct, communicate with, s.tore data in, 
retrieve data from, or otherwise make use of a computer, computer 
system, or computer network) is made of a computer (system, network) for 
the purpose of devising or executing a scheme to defraud; obtaining 
money, property, or services by false pretenses; or committing theft. 

The other form of computer crime is the knowing and unauthorized 
use, alteration, damage, or destruction of a computer (system, network). 

The graduated classification of offense and associated penalties 
relate to the dollar value of the loss. Currently, these ~re: under $50 
is a Class 3 misdemeanor, $50 to $199 is a Class 2 misdemeanor; $200-
$9,999 is a Class 4 felony, and $10,000 and above is a Class 3 felony. 
(The Class 3 felony also includes offenses, such as child abuse, that 
result in serious bodily injury). 

Analysis This legislation is modeled on the Florida law. 
However, it is narrower .in coverage in that data and programs must be 
"contained in such computer ••• " to be the subject of the Colorado law 
damage, alteration, or destruction provisions. Further, it appears that 
theft or fraud involving property (which includes information and 
electronically produced data and "software") must be accomplished by use 
of a computer to fall within the prescriptions of the law. 

Further, there is no sanction for denial of computer services 
unless such denial is part of a scheme to defraud. 

The law is in response to the inadequacie~ of existing law in that 
it did not contemplate computer abuse and could not be stretched to 
accommodate the new forms of wrongful activity. In particular, in a 
case decided by the Colorado Supreme Court sitting ~~ on ~~rch 19, 
1979, the court held that the unauthorized reading and later 
transcription of a medical record without a taking of the physical 
record did not constitute a theft bl,~cause the medical information Was 
not ,a "thing of value" within the meaning of the theft statute. (People 
v. ~ Insurance ~., No. 27984.) 
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The law's definitions--the weakpoint in most existing and pending 
computer crime legislation--are somewhat more precise than other 
attempts in this area but there are still problems with defining 
"software" and "hardware" in the dynamic technological melieu. 

c. Arizona Computer ~ [Ariz. Rev. State Ann. #13-2301 
and #13.2316 (Swest 1978)] 

Summary -- The Arizona statute in its general criminal fraud 
provisions defines in # 13-2301 for the purposes of # 13-2316 various 
terms with regard to computers--e.g., "access, computer, computer 
network, comput~r program, computer software, computer system, financial 
instrument, property, and services." Section 2316 provides for the 
offense of computer fraud. This section provides that a person ~ommits 
computer fraud by accessing, altering, damaging, or destroying without 
authorization any computer, computer system, computer network with the 
intent to devise or execute any scheme or artifice to defraud, deceive, 
or control property or services by means of false or fraudulent 
pretenses, representations, or promises. 

Computdr fraud in the first degree, punishable by up to 5 years in 
prison, is committed ';then a person accesses, alters, damages, or 
destroys a computer (system~ network) without. ~,uthor.ization ;lnd with 
intent to devise or execute a $cheme to defraud or to control property 
or services by false or fraudulent pretenses. 

Computer fraud in the second degree, punishable by up to 1-1/2 
years in prison, is committed by an "unauthorized, intentional access, 
alteration t damage, or destruction of a computer "system, network) or 
any software, program, or data contained therein." 

Analysis This law, which was passed at about the same ti~e as 
the l<'lorida law but independent thereof, is ;, ,)mewhat similar in that it 
covers hardware, programs, and services. Note that "software, programs, 
and datal' must be contained in the computer before such "data and 
programs" are covered by the law. Otherwise, other Arizona law applied 
to intellectual or intangible property will have to be applied. 

The legislature has coined a definition of "software" that 
encompasses a related group of programs, procedures, and documentation 
associated with the operation of a computer system. It is of utmost 
importance when applying any computer crime law to read carefully the 
definitions therein because they will differ from each other and 
unfortunately from comDion usage in the computer field as well. 
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2. ~roposed Computer-Related Crime Bills 

As of this date, thirteen computer-related crime billa have been 
introduced in 12 different states. These bills are as follows: 

State Bill Number 

California S.66 

Hawaii S • .504 

Illinois H.1207 

Maryland H.497 

Maryland S.908 

Nichigan H.B.4112 

Ninnesota 8.1<'.1033 

HisBouri 8.230 

New Mexico S.B 

North Carolina S.397 

Tennessee H.1l4 

Tennessee S.172 

Utah H.183 

Definition of Bill ---------- -- ----
Prohibits direct or indirect 
use of a computer, computer 
system, or network for criminal 
purposes. 

Prohibits use of computers for 
criminal purposes. 

Makes it illegal to alter computer 
programs without consent of owner. 

Prohibits fraud by use of a 
ccmputer and establishes penalties. 

Prohibits fraud by use of a computer. 

Prohibits computer fraud. 

~rohibits data and data processing 
equipment 'related fraud and 
destruction, 

Relates to computer systems, net
works, equipment and supplies 
with penalty provisions. 

Makes misuse of computers a crime. 

l"Iakes computer-related crime a 
felony. 

Makes unauthorize~ use of computer 
equipment a criminal offense. 

Same as H.114. 

Prohibits computer fraud. 

Copies of these bills are in Appendix C. Note that the Ribicoff Federal 
Bill, S.'l~O in Appendix A, would apply to many computer systems located 
throughout the several states. 



s. OTHER StATE AUTHORITY BEARING ON CO~!.PUTER-RELATF,D eRnIE 

1. ~matic Banking Devices 

Kentucky has a recent statute, Ky. Rev. Stat. 11 434. 685 (Supp. 
1978), that proscribes the misuse of electrical informaticn with rega.rd 
to automatic banking devices and EFTs. Note that a new federal law, 
Title XX of the Financial Institutions Regulatory and Interest Rate 
Control Act of 1978 (FIRA), also proscribes EFT crimes. 

2. Credit Card Crime --------
hany computer-related crimes consist of or include unauthorized 

access of a computer system to obtain, alter, damage, or destroy 
programs, data, or services, such as computer usage. Apart from theft 
of computer programs (which is discussed separately below), it m~y be 
possible to charge a,perpetrator with credit card crime, forgery, theft 
of property, services, or a thing of value under charges of false 
pretenses and burglary. Nost jurisdictions now have credit card abuse 

laws t .!.£., 

ALA. CODE Tit. 13 # 4-32 4-41 (1977) 

ALASKA STAT. # 11.46 2285 (fraudulent use of credit card), # 
11.46.290 (obtaining a credit card by fraudulent means) 

ARK. STAT. ANN. # 41-2308 (1977) 

GA. CODE AWN. # 26-1705 to # 26-1705.10 

HAW. REV. S~AT. # 851-10 

ILL. ANN. STA'1. ch. 121 1/2, II 60 ch. 121 1/2~ II 601 et seq. 
(Supp. 1~78) 

IND. CODE ANN. # 35-43-51 to 35-43-55 (1979) 

IOWA COOl!: ANN. II 715.1 to 715.6 (West SUppa 1978) 

KAN. CRIM. CODE & COD .. ' OF CRIM. PROC. (I 16.841-16.844 (1974) 

KY. ltEV. STAT. It 434.550-43l\.J30 (Supp. 1978) 

LA. REV. STAT. ANN. II 14.67 (l97lr) 

ME. Rev. Stat. Tit. 17-A II 905 (Supp. 1978) 

MD. CRIM. LAW. CODE ANN. # 145 (Supp. 1976) 
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MINN. STAT, ANN. II 609.52 (West SUppa 1979) 

MONT. dEV. CODE ANN. 94-6-307 (Supp. 1974) 

NEV. REV. STAT. # 205.610-205.810 (1977) 

N.M. STAT. ANN. (/ 30.16.24-30.16.3~ (1978) 

N.C. GEN. STAT. # 14-113.8-.17 (S~pp. 1977) 

OHIO REV. CODE ANN. # 2913.21 (Supp. 1978) 

S.C. CODE 11 16-13-210 & 280 (1976) 

1{,.t. GEN. LAWS II 11-49-12 to 13 (Su~p. 1978) 

S.U. CONPILED LAWS ANN. II 22-30 A-a.l (Supp. 1977) 

UTMi COPE ANN. II 76-6-506.3 (1978) 

WIS. STAT. ANN. II 943.41 (West SUppa 1979) 

WASh. REV. CODE ANN. II 9A.S6 (1977) 

Whether these may be used to prClsecute will depend on the fact 
pattern and the statutory language. For example~ in some jurisdictions, 
uttering a fictitious account nump¢;, is enough t,o trigger the law. See, 
.!.~., Del. Code Ann. Title 11, II 904 (1975) ("credit card" irtcludes 
writings, numbers, or other evidences ()f undertaking to pay for 
property). In other jurisdictions, the a(.!tor must actuallv"utter a 
fictitious card," thus, an ace.ount number system where no credit cards 
are ,';\ctually issued probably woula not trigger the statute. See, 
Va. Code Ann. It 18.1-125.2(:l) (Sup. 1974) ("credit card" i;~~; 
instrument or device). . 

3. Theft by Deceit 

With respect to theft by deceit in a recent Missouri Case, State'v. 
Hamma, 569 S.W.2d 289 (Mo. Ct. App. 1978) decided before the passage ()f 
the Io'inanc1al Institutions Regulatory Act O'IRA) I the defendant was 
accused of stealing by, dece,it. On appeal he contended that the 
information did not state conduct constituting the cr1.me charged. The 
defendant was accused of intentionally stealing $800 by deceit by 
obtaining someone else"s' automatic toller bank card and secret 
identification number and taking. money out of the machine at $50 each 
witlldrawalA Defendant, 'contended that he 'made no' lepresentat,,;,ton let 
alone a fraudulent representation and argued that the offense required a . 
verbal miSrepresentation to the party defrauded. The court rejected 
that argument stating that a mi$representation could consist of any act 
word, symbol, or token calcu~ated and intended to deceive. The cour~ 
held that tbe deceit may be made either expre8~ly or by implication. 
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:Hor~ovet', the court held that 
automatic teller is analogous to 
c:!.tE:Q an earlif\t: b.C. case, Hymes 
1970), as precedent. 

; 

the fraudulent manipu~\tion of an 
the use of stolen credit cards, and it 
v. ~.~., 260 A.2d 679 (D.C. App. 

In a recent Virgini~ case, Lun.d v. Commonwealth, 217 Va. 688,. 232 
S.E.ld 745 (1977), the defendi'iit was charged with theft of keys, 
COni~l!uter'cards, computer printouts from a university and using, without 
cauthority~ coruput.er operation t,ime and services with intent to defraud. 
'rhe clefendant was a graduate student in statistics and a Ph.D. 
c,andi;Jat~ ~hose diseertation requit'ed the use of <the computer. He used 
over $26 ,000 '~~\rth of computer time. The de~endant contended that' the 
·tonvict~.on of grand larceny was faulty because there was no evidence 
that the artictes stolen--e.g., keys, cards, and printouts--were worth 
over $100 nnd .tha~ computer time and services were not subjects of 
larceny. 'l'he court agreed, holding that the phrase "gpods and chattels" 
coul.d not be inte.rpreted to include computer time and services in view 
of th.e r,ule ~hat criminal statutes Ullhlt be strictly construed. 
horeover, the court held that the unauthorized use of the computer was 
~oi;: the rmbject of b:7'C¢ny because nowhere if~ .the ctim1t;al code section 
wa!,i\ th~ word "use" used. The court cited a 19~7 case th~t held that the 
u~u of the, machinery in spinning hcilities d:I.d no't constitute la=:'ceny. 

t'inally, the Commonwealth contended that .{~lthou8h the printouts" had 
no market value, the:; sho\l.l.ti be valued by the cost of labor and 
materi~1S to produce the'm. The CQurt rejected that argument and also 
stated that if there was no market value, the only value that could be 

,used was actual value ana in this c~se the only actual value was to the 
defendant. The court. compared Hancock v. State, 402 S.W.2d 906 (Tex. 
Crim. App. 19'66) (theft of a computer tape containing a valuable 
program») where the criudnal .statut~ was sufficient upon which to base a 
c::,onyicti9n and the program stolen. ha:l a monetary value. 

4. lo'orgc:.~ 

'rP obtain access to another-'s computer system, the actor will need 
to dis:::over and u,~e the own~r" s confidential entry code to the' system 
arid his account number. The use of,' this ~alse entry code for the 
~~rpose of deh:auding or injuring any party may be forgery. Although 
jurisdictions tbat have reta:>.ed the c\Jmmon law requirements of a 
~iignature and documpmt .. wc,uld' not be applicable, a number of 
jurisdictions"'-e.g., California, Ne1...r Yor.k, the District of Columbia~ 
c,Delaware,~exa8 and Pennsylvania--havee~panded the COIlilnon law scope of 
~.he crime SI? that any . making, altering, executing, COl>. pleting, or 
auth~pticat':tng of 'i~~~,J"E\~al, signa'ture, writing, or symbol of right, 
pr1v~lcge~ or identi~:f"~at:t9nj that ma)r defraud or injure another is 
forgUry. . 
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The Califc.')~nia"penal Code, Ii 470 (West 1970), pI'.ovides, inter al1a~ 
that anyone w.no .••• counterfeits or forges the seal or handwriting of 
another ..... is guilty of forgery. The central question is whether the 
entry code is either a seal or a signature. It ispossibie to analogize 
the entry co~a to the signature on a check (itself a form of 
computerized draft which uses OCR) or the authenticating seal of a 
notary or official. Moreover, in the only re~orted case to construe 
this clause, People v. Burkett, 271 Cal. App. 2d 130, 7l".Cal. Rptr. 692 
(1969), the court held that "seal or handwriting" was a. "catch-all" 

'broad enough to include a photocopy of a'reproduction of a seal and'a 
facsimile signature. The defendant had used photocopies of dollar bills 
in dollar bill ch~ngers, '271 Cal. App. 2d at 134, 74 Cal. Rptr. at 694. 

The New York forgery statute, N.Y. Penal Law II 170.00 et seq. 
(McKinney 1967), is a statutory, not common law, offense and covers any 
false making of private writings thatml~ht operate to the prejudice of 
another. 

l'he remaining three states, De.laware, Texas and Pennsylvania, have 
similiir forgery statutes, apparently patterned after the Model Penal 
Code. Each incl~de~ as prclt;cted writings any symbols of "value, right, 
privilege or identificati~~. Pat Stat. Ann. Title 18, # 4101(b) (1973); 
Del. Code Ann. Title 11, # 863 (1975); Tex. Stat. Ann., Penal Code # 
32.21(a)(2)(c) (1974). The offense is a felony in Texas and Delal.Jare 
and a misdemeanor of the first degree in Pennsylvania. 

(;-' 

Thus, in at least six jurisdictions, it is qUllte probable that the 
use of a f~lse entry code, a symbol of right, privilege, and 
identification th~,t prints out on any machine and is used to defraud or 
injure is forge~. As noted in conjunction with credit card abuse, the 

. prn~ecutor will need to prove a ~raud or injury, actual or intended, to 
tr~ fer the statute.. ~ven though it seems logical that any pecuniary 
los~ dhould be sufficient, the prosecutor may want to charge at least 
one of the various theft charges applicable in that proof of value then 
would not be at issue. 

5. Obliteration 2.!. Bugging of Programs 
1\ 

. ObHteratioilor bugging of progi."ams is a form of computer abuse 
that can be broadly characterized ~s criminal or malicious mischief. 
Whereas most jurisdictions have. criminal mischief statutes of one type 
or another that proscribe" physical damage to. another" s persoIla1 
property, some also have "interference with use", statutes that' make it a 
crime to tamper or interfere'with another"s property 8,0 that he suffers 

. loss;~ 

a. PhYSical Damage 
o 

So(·:t.~ng as the prosecutot successfully chp.ra~terizesc the damtllge, he 
sihould . <~:)1e. no diff:lculty wpere the outward appearance of the dp'isk 0:0.' 
t~k~ is 'Unchanged. The problem of successful '.' c~a~acteri'zation in 
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California should be minimized by People v. Dolheer, 214 Cal. App. 2d 
619, 29"Cal. Rptr. 573 (1963). California's malicious mischief statute, 
Cal. Penal Code II 394 (W~st 1970), provides that any malicious injury or 
destruction of personal property of another is a misdemeanor. 

Five other jurisdictions--Hassachusetts, Hass. Gen. Laws Ch. 266, II 
127 (1C)68); Delaware,Del. Code Anp. Title 11, II 811(a)(1) (1975); the 
District of Columbia~ D.C. Code II 22-403 (1967); Florida, Fla,. Stat. 
Ann. II 806.13 (Supp. 1976), and Virginia, Va. Code Ann. II 18.1-172, 
(Supp. 1974)---have malicious or criminal mischief statutes virtually 
identical to that of California. Penalties generally vary according to 
the amount of damage (except in Virginia), and large amounts of damage 
may give rise to felony charges in Delaware, and Florida and felony-level 
punishment in Massachusetts and t,he Distdct of Columbta. 

UnHke the' jurisdictions discussed above (which deal with tangible 
or personal property), New York's criminal mischief statutes use the 
general word "property," N. Y. Penal Law II 145.00 et seq. (McKinney 
1967). But property subject to theft, N.Y. Penal Law II 155.00(1) 
defines property subject t'o theft as "money, personal property ••• thing 
in action, evidence of debt or contract, or any article, subst~nce or 
thing of value." Property for purposes of the criminal mischief and 
tampering statutes means tangi ole propert.~. \; See, R: Denzer and P: 
l'1cQuillan, Practice Commentary II 145.0Q" N.Y. "Penal Law (McKinney 1967) 
citingPolychrG",',e Corp. v. Lithotech Corp. 4 App. Div. 9681./168 

, N. Y.S .2d346 (1957) (pre'decessor "t'()""c~ent Criminal mischief statute 
not intended to apply ~o violations of incorporeal rights). Thus, 
altho\igh the statute differs slightly from the California statute, the 
characterization problem is the same. 

Tt.e New ,J,ersey malicious mischief t;itatutes, N.J. Stat. Ann. 1111 2A; 
122-1 and 17036 (1969), use differing descriptions of the thing 
protected, whereas the, former refers to personal property! th~ latter 
refers to property_ In State v. Shultz, 41 N.J.L.J. 176, 177 (1918), a 
lower court emphasized that "in order that the offense of malicious 
mischief may be perpetrated, it is necessary that there be injury to 
property; b.ut ••• it is not necessary that the property be. entirely 
destyoyed." The operation of the New .:!en,~y maliciQ,us mischief st,~tute 
is unique among all the. jurisdictions surveyed. When any malicious 
mischief occurs, t,he prosecutor charges a misdemeanor. N'.J~j);Stat.' Ann. 

"= II 2Aj 122-1 (1969). But if the 'prosecutor fails to prove that the value 
of the property d,';lmaged was more than $200, t.he defendant cannot be" 
convi,cted of a misdemeanor,) but can only be adjudged a disorderly"'== 
person, puni~hable by up to six moni:os in jail and/or a . fine up to $500. 
State v. Tonnisen, 92 N.J. Super. 452, 224 A.2d 21 (1966). 

Pennsylvania"'s criminal mis.chief stat.ute is generally inapplicable 
because Pa. Stat. ,Ann. Title 18 II 3304(a) (1) .and (2) are limited to 

Vdest.ruction 1;y danger'bus means or so as to cause danger to person or 
,,'" property. However, Subsection (a)(3) appears to incorporate theft by 

(? false pretenses and extortion into criminal Illischief0, perhaps: as a 
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smaller included offense of theft. 
where any ,,:,:loss was caused and the actor 
mischief. Criminal mischief may be a 

- f,e1ony depending on the amount of loss. 
3304(6). 

As such, it would b~ applicable 
used deception to accomplish the 
summary offense, misdemeanor, or 
Pa. Stat. Ann. 'Title 18, II 

Two Texas statutes may be relevant in the case of damage to 
programs. The Texas criminal mischief statute, Tex. Stat. Ann., Penal 
Code # 28.03 (1947), Subsection (a)(l), ptovides that damage or 
destructiori of tangible property of another fs an offense. That is not 
unusual. Howf~ver, Texas law also proscribes any alteration or 
destruction o,f a writin~7 with intent to defraud. While the law 
resewbles the forgery statute in its. scope, it extends to any alteration 
irr.espectiveof what the writing purports to be. Sae, Tex. Stat. Ann., 
Penal Code It 32.47 (1974). Thus, so long as the dama'.ge is to printed 
programs, this prp.vision would be ~pplicable. 

The Illinois Griminal mischief statute, Ill. Ann. Stat. Ch. 38. 
21-1 (Smith-Hurd 1970), specifically proscribes da:mage to articles 
representing trade secrets. The statute ~rovides that 'knowing damage to 
property of another is B,ll offense. Property is defined as "anything of 
value," including articles representing secret scientific information, 
and this definition applies to all offenses against prope~ty~ The 
offense is {lunishable by up to 5 years in prison and a fine up to $500 
if the value of tb.-e program damaged exceeds $150. 

b. Interference with Use 

Aside from the Pennsylvania statute, which might be used in, a 
tampering situation but dOeS not specifically refer to interference with 
use as a crime, Pa. Stat. Ann. Title 18, II 3304(a)(3) (1973), statutes 
in fbur other ju~isdictions make criminal tampering a punishable 

-, 

offense. 

Under the general rubric of criminal trespass, ,the California Penal 
Code, /I 602(j) , prov·ides that entry of lands with intent to,:linterfere 
with any lawful business is a misdemeanor. Ne~ York has a broad array 
of antitampering statutes. N.Y. Penal Law II i~'3.20 (criminal tampering 
in the first degree, a Class D felony) would be applicable to any, 
tampering with a publicly-own,ed ,computer operation. That statute 
co~tains a broaq provision, (I 145.15(1) (criminal tampering in the 
second degree, a Class B misdemeanor) that applies to any tampering w1.th 
any property which causes subs tantial inconvenience. It is also a Clas's 
B misdemeanor to create a risk of substantial damage to pr.operty whether 
or not such damage occurs. Substantial dama'se. is defined as damag~" in 
exce.ss of $250. u 

" Texas has an analogue to the New York antitampering statute. Tex. 
Stat. Ann., Penal Code 6 28 .• 0\':\,(~)(2) (1974). A violation is a .Cla88 C 
'Illisdemeanor if the tampeJ:'ingUca~8ed substantial inconve·riience, of no 
ascertainable mo~etary amount, a~d a misdemeanor((or felony i~, the amount 
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of loss is calculable. The Virginia statute, Va. Code Ann. II 18.1-183 
(Supp. 1974), is similar to the California criminal trespass statute 
discussed above but, unlike the California law, specifically extends its 
scope to. any inter.ierence "with the rights of the owner, use,r, or the 
occupant thereof ••• " As in California, the offense is a mie:demeati.~i". 

6., Misappropriation of Pro8rams 

Cow?uter abuse in this category of misappropriation of programs may 
take several forms: (a) unauthorized or fraudulent access to programs by 
an unprivileged user of a facility or by a privileged user of the 
facility who has no authorized access to the programs; (b) unauthorized 
or fraudulent disc.1osure of proprietary programs by an employe,e, former 
employee, or contract program developer. The leading reported case of 
this category is Hancock v. State, 1 CLSU 562, 402 S.W.2d 906 (Tex. 
Crim. App. 1966). In Hancoci~, the defendant-employee offered a listing 
of 59 programs for saleto a person he thought was an agent of onE! of 
his employer" s clients. 

The scope of state criminb~, laws protecting programs is often 
determined by whether the programs are included with property otherwise 
subject to prot;ection. An initial question is whether '.mpatented and 
uncopyrightcd programs may be protected by criminal trade secret laws. 
in states that have no trade secret 'laws, or where dual charges of 
lar,ceny and theft of trade secrets may be maintained, [see e.g., Warci'v. 
Superior Court, ~ CLSR 206 <!1emorandum opinion 51629, -i972)-)-,-the 
pros~cutor must determine whether programs are property subject t.o 
larc~ny. In states that have no criminal trade secret laws, the 
prosecutor must often look to general "offenses against property" 
statutes to punish the type of computer abuses noted above. Such 
general statutes are almost the exclusive remedy in all states for 
obliteration or bugging. 

Three preliwinary points should be examined. (1) Computer 
programs, a fo'rm of' intangible intellectufi: property ~ should be 
protected by state criminal laws. For excellent discussions of the 
inadequacy of civil remedi.es, see Comment, Industrial Espionage: Piracy 
of !)ecret ~cientific and Technical Information, 14 U.C.L.A. t. Rev. ,911, 
927 '( 1967) and Comment, Protection of, Trade Secrets in" Florida, 24 11. 
Fla. L. Rev. 721 (1972). First, without protection, a program developer 
has little incentive for creating and investing. Second, it is only 
just that a laborer enjoy the fruit of his labors. Third, the criminal 
law must prevent misappropriation, misuse, and distortion of proprietary,. 

"programs. See Galbi, Copyright and Unfair Competition, 3 CLS II 4-3, 
Art,. 1, and Bender, Trade Secre~>~otection of Software, 38 Gee,. Wash. 
L. Rev. 51629.(1972). 
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(2) With the exception of trade secrets laws, almost all state 
of'fenses against property statutes antedate the advent of computers. 
Definitions and case interpretations may make prosecution for abuse of 
an intangible difficult. For instance, abuse of programs by copying or 
unauthorize(! com~unication may be seen as a mere disclosure of an idea. 
Malicious mischief may be .deemed only a re-arrangement of magnetic 
discontinuities with no requisite damage or destruction to the tangible 
property carrying the programs. 

(3) Whether a particular ~buse may be successfully prosecuted 
under, larceny or malicious inbchief ,statutes may turn on the skill of 
the prosecuting attorney in framing the charge where a person has '\ 
misappropriated programs contained on a magnetic tape or on a printout. 
Hancock, 1 CLSR 56:L, 402 S.W.2,d 906 (Tex. Crim. App. 1966), shows that 
so long as the value of the intangible intellectual property is added to 
the value of the tape or paper (a reasonable addition in that it is 
doubtful that the tape or paper would have been stolen but for the 
program value) an indictment or information charging grand larceny 
should be upheld against a motion to dismiss. A closer question might 
concern the actor who was ignorant of the pr9grain's existence but set 
out to steal bulk paper or computer tapes per se.The general rule 
appears to be that the prosecution is not required to prove knowledge of 
valtieby the thief [see e.g.,~eople v. Earle', 222 Cal. App. 2d 476,35 
Cal. Rptr. 265 {1Y63»), and tl;at the market value is fair market valu~ 
to disinterestf.id buyers arid sellers. See also People v. Dolbeer, 214 
Cal. App. 2ei 619, 623, 29 Cal. Rptr. 573, 575 (1963) (the value of 
telephone company custom'_c lists is determined by' 
"effort ••• ef ficiency ••• and ••• secrecy ••• ," not th~,,;:wper alone). 

Where an actor oblit~rates or bugs programs by alteritig the 
magnetic tape or printout, the prosecutor must urge that the '''property'' 
which was "injured" under the common ~orm of malicious 'mischief statutes 
was the tangible tape 0;: paper. What gives the paper or tape ,v,alue is 
the program, see Hancock v. Decker, 1 CLSR 858, 379 F.2d 552 (5th Cir,. 
1967); when one obHterates the program he obviously injures the tape <by 
rendering it unfit for its purpose. Just as in larceny prosecutions, 
the prosecutor must be ca'reful to characterizet;he conduct so as to 
brill:g it within the statutory proscription, for ~xample, (1) the thing 
injured was a tangible tape and (2) the injury was 'the obliteration of 
ine program. This method of characterization was suggested by John 
Kaplan, former prosecuting attorney, currently Professor of Law, 
Stanford School of Law. " ' 

Only in two instances "'ill the ,abuse of programs probably be 
unprotected, unde,r commo~larceny statutes. Fir~t, where" the actc»: 
copies a program on his own paper ox tape ~q.d 'asports, the 'Kcopies but 
leaves the originals, he hBr\s not comnii tted commoQ, laWi larceny as 
interpreted;,in most jurisdictions. But see Ward v. Superio~; Court,c 3 
CLSR 206 (Memorandum opinion 51629, 197r,-sustaining aitgrand theft 
charge under a similar fact pattern). The result fn Ward is logical,. 
since o,,,,e who asports a copy of ii program steals b'ohi value and control'" 
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of the property. Bl,lt the fact that so many states have found a need 
specifically to pr\")scribe c,opying a trade secret, Cal. Penal Code Ii 
499c(b)(3)-(4) (West 1970), demonstrates how resistant most courts }lave 
been to accepting value or control theories as equivalent to the more 
traditional "permanent deprivation" thoery of larcenous intent. 

Second, where one takes knowledge or electronic signals, he has 
probably not committee larceny within common law statutes. In Ward v. 
Superl.or Court, [Ward 1972 J, Judge Sparrow stated that electronic 

'impulses " ••• a~e not tangible and hence do not constitute an 'art~cle' 
capable of being stolen within California's trade secrets law." 3 CLSR 
206, 208 (NemorandulD opinion 51629, 1972). This opinion may well 
represent the popular perception of electronic impulses as outside- the 
scope of property protected by statute. As to theft of knowledge, 
theses that ideas may not be stolen seems to preclude prosecution of one 
who develops a program and uses the knowledge gained thereby for a 
competitor or for himself. But see Tex. Stat. Ann~, Penal Code 1/ 
31.05(b)(3) (1974) (any communication or transmission of a trade secret' 
without consent is a felon,y of. the third degr.ee). 

When an actor misappropriates computer programs stored in a 
computer, he may run afoul of several other types of laws. First, the 
state may denominate misappropriation of trade secrets as a separate and 
distinct offense. Second, notwithstanding trade secrets laws, the actor 
may be guilty of larceny; as a corollary, and recipient of the program, 
other than the actor, would be receiving stolen goods. Third, the 
offende~ may have committed one or more of the crimes set forth above. 

7. Trade Secrets 

The Restatement test of a t2'ade secret is that the proc\ess, item, 
etc., be used in the trade or business, be kept secret, and give the 
owner a competitive advantage over tl:wse who do not know it. 'Trade 
secret misappropriation statutes are, enormously useful in cases of 
progr8ID, theft but should be analyzed .. <farefully to make sure the 
technical requisites have been met. (For example, in Ward [1972J, the 
judge held that, the transference of electronic.' im"pulses did not 
~onstitute a taking.) 

~arceny statutes are relevant in three different contexts related 
to 'trade secrets. First, in states that have misappropriation of trade 
s~crets as a separate and distinct offense, a dual charge of larceny and 
theft (or abuse) of trade secrets may arise from the same act. Cf. 
Ward v. ~uperior Court, 3 CLSR 206 (Memorandum, opinion 51629, 1972). 
'l'his does not' mean, however, that double punishment may be meted out 
when an actor engages in a Citlngle, indi.visible transaction that may 
encompass several crimes. Only the single, heaviest punishment of all 
the crimes Dlay be imposed. The critical question is what constitutes a 
single 1,ndivisible t'ransaction. Second ,'where theft of tradssecrets is 
subsumed into the general larceny stat'ute, the burden of the prosecutor 
to prove trade secrets as property subJect to larceny is eliminated. 
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Third, even where trade secrets have not bfJen statutorily included as 
property subject to larceny, the prosecutor may be able t 
the secr~t is a "thing of value." ...., 0 prove that 

s . Th~9~:w) York larc~ny statute, N.Y. Penal Law II 155.30 (McKinney 
upp. , ~s an exe~11ent e:x:ample of how a jurisdiction may include 

trade secrets, secret scientific material" in it 1 
b tb t··· li d's arceny statute. 

o ,s~a ng an copying are separate offenses, each a Class E felony. 
If the trade secret has a. readily ascertainable valu~ (market or 
replacement value, see II 155-.?0) in excess nf $1 500 th . de ir t i • . ." e prosecutor may 

s e 0 wave prosecution ullder II 155.30 and instead charge d 
degree srand larceny, II 155.35, a Class Dfelony punishable by re~~o.7 
years in prison and a discretionary fine similar to that for CIa E 
felonies .ss 

Unlike New York law, the California theft statute, Cal. Penal Code 
# 48a (West 1970), nowhere specifically includes trade secrets as 
property subject to theft. Whereas the trade secret provision C] 
Penal Code 1/ 499c (West 1970)~ is probably the exclusive sanction ~~; 
copying a trade secret without ~sportation, Cf. Bender, Trade Secret 
Protection of Software, the Ward [1972] case indicates that a dual 
charge of the~t and theft of trade---secrets is maintainable' where an 
article representing a trade secret, or a copy th f i ereo ,J s as~orted. 

Although New York is the ouly State which has incorporat.~d trade 
secrets into both its own and a general larceny statute, at least, ithree 
states (Pennsylvania, Massachusetts and Illinois) have i tr'd . . ncorporated 

a e secret protection into theft or larceny statutes without 
denominating abuse of trade secrets as a selparate offense from theft or 
larceny generally. Ordinarily, trade secret pr(\tection can be 
incorporated into theft or larceny statutes in three ways: (1) 
consolidation of theft of trade secrets into a theft or larceny statute 
as in Pennsylvania; (2) definition of trade sec'ret theft as larceny ~; 
in Massachusetts; or (3) inclusion of trade secrets in lists or pro;erty 
protected by larceny statutes, as in Illinois. 

8. Pxivacy Invasions 

Alruost every state has one or more statutes proscribing invas,ions 
of privacy by persons in the public sector. 'Bills, pending in some 
states, may affect the private sr~tor as well. Some of these statutes 
carry criminal penalties that "may be invoked when an unauthorized and 
willful disclosure of personal information is made from a comp',.l.t~r ,data 
base~, 
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, C • FED'ERAL PENAL LAWS 

1. COlJ1puter-Related .Crime 'Laws;i 

As of this date, no feder/,tl computer-related crime law has been 
,,( 

enacted. The proposed Feder~l Computer Systems Protection Act of 1979, 
S. 240 (Appendix C), introduc)~d by Senator lUbicoff, is discusned below. 
However, 40 sections of Tit~le 18 of the United States Code, provisions 
of the Electronic 'Funds Transfer Act, Title XX of FIRA, and provisions 
of the Privacy Act of 1974 have direct utility to federal prosecutions 
of computer abuse. 

2. Proposed Computer-Related Crfme ~ 

Summary -- The Federal Computer Systems Protection Act of 1979, S. 
240, was originally introduced by Senator Ribicoff as S. 1766. Hearings 
were held in June 1978, and the bill was rI'.odified and reintroduced as 
8.240 in the current Congress in its present form. Further revisions 
may be incorporated to reflect recommendations by the Department of 
Ju~tice and by The Senate Judiciary Subcommittee. 

~. 240 proscribes acts to computers that are in whole or in part 
operated in interstate C01l1merce or owned by or under contract to or in 
conjun~tion with any Unancial institution, any agency, branch, or 
department of the U.S. government, or any ~ntity operating in or 
affecting interstate commerce done for the purpose of either devising or 
executing a scheilie to defraud or obtain property, money, or services by 
false pretenses or intentionally and without authorization directly or 
indirectly accessing, altering, damaging, destroying, or attempting to 
destroy such computers (systems, networks). 

The penalty for the fraucCaspects of the bill is 2-1/2 times the 
amount of the fraud, or up to 15 years in prison, or both. The penalty 
for unauthorized acts is a fine of up to $50,000, or 15 years in prison, 
or both. 

3. Other Authority Bearing ~ Computer-Related Crime 

a. Financial Institutions Regulator3 ~ Interest ~Control 
~. ~ 1978 (FIRA) 

Title XX of BRA is the Electronic Fund Tran~fer Act ("the Act"). 
Its primary objective is to define and provide for individual consumer 
rights as they are affected by EFT. In so doing, the Act provides 
federal regulation of EFT by establishing the rights, liabilities, and 
responsibilities of participants, including financial institutions, 
consumers, and other'users of EFTS. 

Section 916 of the Act is the criminal liability sec.t:ion, which 
most directly concerns or at least may have a bearing on computer crime 
in the federal arena. It provide,s for a fine of not more than $5,000, 
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imprisonment for not more than 1 year, or both for anyone ~no knowingly 
and willfully gives false information or fails to provide information 
required by the Act or regu,lations promlllge.ted thereunder, or otherwise 
fails ,to comply with the Act or its regulations. 

The second section of ~h~ criminal liability provision imposes 11 
fine of not more than $10,000, imprisonment for not more than 10 years, 
or both for the following 6 acts wht;n interstate O~' foreign commerce is 
involved, when the money, goods, services, or thing6 of value involved 
have .a value of $1,000 or more when aggregated over a 1 year period and 
when a counterfeit, fictitious, altered, forged, lost, stolen, or 
fraudulently obtained debit instrument is involved. The term "debit 
instrument" means a card, code, or other device by which a person may 
initiate an E.FT. The 6 acts include: 

o Knowingly using or attempting or conspiring to use a debit 
instrument, as described above, to obtain anything of value, as 
described above 

o With unlawful or fraudulent intent, transporting or attempting 
or conspiring to transport a debit ins.trument knowing that it is 
counterfeit, stolen, etc. 

o With unlawful or fraudulent intent, using an instrumentality of 
interstate or foreign commerce to sell or transport a debit 
iIlGtrument knowing it is counterfeit, stolen, etc. 

o Knowingly receiving, concealing, using, or transporting anything 
of value (except tickets for interstate or foreign 
transportation) which has moved .ill, interstate or foreign 
commerce and has been obtained with l!:!. ;counterfeit, stolen, etc., 
debit instrument 

o Knowingly receiving, concealing, using, selling, or transporting 
one or more tickets for interstate or foreign transportation 
whose value aggregated within a 1 year period is $500 or more 
and was obtained or purchased by means of a debit instrument 
that was counterfeit, stolen, etc. 

o In,a transaction affecting interstate or foreign commerce, \ 
furnishing anything of value through the use of a counterfeit, 
stolen, etc. debit instrument knowing that it is counterfeit, I' 
stolen, etc. ~ 

b. The Federal Privacy ~..2! 1974 

The Privacy Act of 1974 is codified in 5 U.S.C. # 552a. The 
criminal penal~ies for violation of its provisions are contained in 
subsection (1)(1)-{3).' These criminal penalties may be invoked '!4hen "a 
violation of the Act, resulting from Ian unauthorized and willful 
disclos\.l~e of personal information, is made from a com~uter data base. 
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The basic provisions of the Act ar.-e to protect the privacy ·'of 
individuals. Therefore, an agency, as defined in 5 U.S.C. UH 551(1) and 
552(e), is prohibited, with a variety of exceptions, from disclos.ing any 
record contained in a syste~ of records to anyone or another agency 
unless the individual has made a written request or has given: pr.ior 
written consent. 

If any officer or employee of an agency, knowing that disclosure of 
specific material is prohibited either by the Act or regulat.ions 
promulgated thereunder, willfully discloses the material to a person or 
agency not entitled to it, the officer or employee has committed a 
misdemeanor and will be fined not more than $5,000. 

The same penalty is applicable to an officer or employee who 
Willfully maintains a sys.tem of records, which could include a c.omputer 
data base~ without complying with the notice requirements of Subsection 
(e)(4). Subsection (e)(4) requires each agency that maintains a system 
of records to publish in the Federal Register not less than once a year 
a notice of the existence and character of the record system. The 
notice must include the system's name and location, the categories of 
individuals, records and their sources included, the routine use of the 
records, the system's storage, retrieval, access control and disposal 
policies and practices, the responsible agency official, procedures used 
to notify individuals, at their request, that records are contained 
regarding that individual and procedures for an individual to gain 
access to the records and to contest the c.ontents of the records. 

Finally, the same criminal penalties are applicable to anyone Who 
knowingly and willfully requests or obtains under false pretenses a 
record regarding an individual. 

c. Federal Copyright Ac~ 

Theft of computer programs can be prosecuted· under federal 
copyright laws. The copyright office has accepted registration of 
computer programs as "books" since 1964. The House Committee Report on 
the Copyright Act of 1976, p. 54, states that the term "literary 
works ••• inc1udes computer data bases, and computer programs to the 
extent that they incorporate authorship in the programmer's expression 
of original ideas, as distinguished from the ideas themselves." Thus 
authors of computer programs can protect documentation p,nd lines of 
computer code from copying, but copyr;tght protection does not extend to 
programmer's algoritlws. 

In addition to providing for civil actions and damages for 
copyright infringement the Copyright Act of 1976 also provides for 
criminal 'penalties for infringement and for fraudulent removal of 
copyright notice. Criminal liability for infringement is proven by 
showing the elements of civil infringement, ownership in another party 
and copying, and, in addition, by demonstrating willfulness and 
financial ga~n. (17 USC 11506(2» Section 506(a) provides for a maximum I 
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penalty of l-year imprisonment and a $10,000 fine. 
provides for a mandatory f.orfeiture and destruction 
copies. 

Se~tion 506(b) ~iso 
0-£\\ all infringing 

Section 506(d) makes it a criminal act to remove or 
notice of c~pyright with a fraudulent intent. This conduct 
even though it creates no civil liability. Anyone convicted 
act is subject to a $2,500 fine. 

alter any 
is c'dminal 
of suC'.h an 

State laws purporting to describe criminal or lawful conduct 
invoLving copyright infringement under federal laws are invalid under 
the doctrine o,.f federal preemption. 

4. bderal Criminal ~ .:;P.:ro.::o;.;::v-=io:::s-=i.:o.:,:n~s 

At least. 40 sections of Title 18 of the United States Code bear 
Qirectly or indirectly on computer abuse. For ease of analysis, these 
are grouped into seven broad categories: theft and related offenses; 
abuse of federal channels of communication; nationa~ security offenses; 
trespass and burglary; deceptive practices; property damage; and 
miscellaneous. 

a. Theft ~ Related Offenses 

18 ] • .§ • .s:,. II ill.. (Embezzlement or Theft of Public Money, Property, 
or 'Records) The basic statute that protects federal property from 
theft is 18 u.~.C. # 641. The statute covers both the thief and the 
receiver of stolen property. Although most of the terms of the statute 
are straightforward, several bear directly on computer abuse because af 
their expansive meanings. 

(a) One who "knowingly converts" public prop!3rty violates II 641. 
It ia no defense to a charge of unlawful conversion that one intended to 
return the property, cf. Moriss~tte v. United States, 342 U.S. 246 
(1952). "[C]onversion ••• may be consummated without any intent to 
keep ..... 342 at 271-272, or make restitution, unless th08,e acts negate 
the requisite mens rea. While no court has ever considered whether one 
may "embezzle," "steal," or "purloin" programs by u~privi1eged copying 
or otherwise, it is highly likely that any unprivileged abuse may be 
styled a "conversion." 

Conversion, howe'ver, may be consummated wihout any intent to keep 
and without any wrongful taking, where the initial po~session by 
the converter was entirely lawful. Conversion may include misuse 
or. abuse of property. It may reach use in an unauthorized 
manner ••• lt is not difficult to think·of intentional and knowing 
abuses and unauthorized uses of government property that might be 
knowing conversions but which co~ld not be reached as embezzlement, 
stealing or purloining. Knowing convers1;Jn adds significantly to 
the range of protection 0.£ gllvernment property ••• 3~2 U.S. at 271-
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272. See also United States v •. Tijerina, 407 F.~d~349 (l-thCir. 
1969), cert. den. 396 u.s. 843 (1969), (dep~1vation 6f control of 
trucks for a period of time an unlawful cont:17ersion Within II 641). 

(b) The notion of "conversion" is as broad, as the d.efinition of the 
t'e~ which is' public property. Moreover,· the -statute itself is broad 
enough to inclutte theft of labor or servicp-s, Burnett v. United States, 
222 F.2d 426 (6th Cir. 1955), (wrongful cobversion of services and labor 
to two army servicelJl.en by army officer), and uses the catch-all phrases 
"any ••• thing of value ••• " 

(c) The meaning of the phrase "of the United States or of any 
. I 

department or agency thereof" is broader than absolute ownership. An 
agency of the TJnited States is, among other things, "any corporation in 
which the United States has a proprietary interest ••• ;" 18 U.S.C. II 6. 
"Proprietary interest" is broad enough to include any ownership of 
stock. Cf. United States v. Anderson, 45 F. Supp. 94.3, 946 (S.D. Cal. 
1941) (aiscussing predecessor to II 641). It may be enough if the United 
States has the power to control the use of the res, Bernhardt v. United 
States, 169 F.2d 983 (6th Cir. 1948) (property under Army control at 
Army depot protected by II 641), even if the res is in private hands. 
United States v. Echevarria, 262 It'. Sup.,. 373 (D.P.R. 1967) (advances 
of Uriited States funds paid to university are protect~d by II 641)~ 
Although there are no cases directly on point, it sesms clear that a 
Joint interest, divided or undivided, or an equitable interest, such as 
a right to use, may be convert'ed. Thus, should the government purchas~ 
the right to use certain programs, and those programs be 
misappropriated, prosecution should be available under II 641. In 
addition, there is one case that suggested that property in government 
custody or possession, even if the government has no legal or equitable 
title thereto, may be the subject of theft. See United States v. 
Gardner, 42 F. 829 (N.D. N.Y. 1890) (custom bopty awaiting foreclosure 
,~8 res subject to theft). 

(d) It is clear that if programs are bei'ng developed for the 
government p their theft or comlGrsion violates II 64i. l'1a:reover, United 
States v. Anderson, shows that raw materials may- well be included und~r 
this clause; 4S F. Supp. at 945-949. 

In its broadest interpretation, any misappropriation of programs 
that are subject to some measure of government control, cust~dy, or 
ownershi~p is a violation of II 641. 

Two recent decisions have dealt with 18 U.S.C. II 641. United 
States v. Digilio, .538 F.2d 972 (3d Cir. 1976), ,was a conviction for 
conspiracy to defraud the United States and to COtlVert to the 
detendant's own use the records of the United States, particularly 
photocopies·of official fileD of the FBI. Defendants cont~nded that (I 
641 was inapplicable because the government was not deprived of the use 
of theinforlhation contained in tht:: records. They contended that the 
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unauthorized copies of government records were not themselves records .•. 
a{ld that the unauthorized transmission of the information is' not 
pr~scribed by (I 641. 

The governmellt had based its arguRLent of II 641 applicability on 
'---

United States v. lottone, 365F.2d 389 (2d Cir. 1966) cert. den. 385 

[I CL 

1J~'S. 974, 87 S. ct. 514, 17 L. Ed. 2d 437 (1966), which held that 
; 

/microfilming of scientific processes with t\rie thief's own equipment and 
)' asportation of those copies were proscribed as theft of "goods." The 

!: court inligreeing With the government's position, noted that, in 

o 

"B,!gU,io, tlitdre was no memorizati6'D.-of the information 'nor copying by the 
use -of the thief's own·~quipment. One of the cr1minals I;lctually used 
gbverniuent time "equipment, and supplies to make the copies. Finally, 
the court stressed that a duplicate copy is a record for purposes of the 
statute and duplicate copies belonging t() the government were stolen. 

" 

In United States v. Lambe~t, 446 F. Supp. 890 (D. Conn. 1978), a , 
641 (larteny) ·case, the defendaftt8 were charged with Ele.lling information 
derived fr.~m a computer within the Drug Eiiforcement Administration, 
Washfngton', D.C. the' informati().n induded the identity of informants 
and the status of government inveatigations into illegal drug tra~\ ~c. 
Only the information, not the documents containing the informationjwere 
·transferred. 'l'he defendants contended that il 641 was applicable only to 
tangible items, .!..,i., documents embodying the information ~ n?t the 
information itself. However) the court held that the open-ended 'thing 
of wl.lue" potase of the statute evidences an intp.nt to cover a wide 
variety of conduct. 

The court saw no reason to restrict the interpretatil:<n of II 64,1 to 
-its common law origins. It held that II 641 should cover larceny as well 
as any new situations that may arise under changing Dodern conditions 
6:nd not enviSioned under the common law. The court agreed with the 
government that the property involved was highly sensitive and 
confidential infornmtion maintaIned in comput~r records'and had a value 
only so long as it remained in the government's exclusive possession. 
It thus held that the p'nrase "thing of value" in conjunction with ·the 
explicit reference to records in II 641 covers the content of such 
I'eoord • 

. .!! '!!t!.£. II 65S (Theft of Goods or Chattels }~oving as, Which Are 
Part of,. or Whhl Constitute Interstate Comm~ Ice) -- Program\1i may be 
se~t.by interstate c~)mon carrier. When they are~ II 659 protects them 
from theft, ir.respEf~tive of ownership. Unlike II 641, II 659 does not 
seem t.~ proscribe unEluthoized copying per se of programs. Although the 
statute uses "conversion," it "is relevant only to the intent of the 
actor, ~nd not his act, which must be embezzlement, stealing, etc. The 
mostintetesting question posed by II 659 concerns theft £rom interstate 
commerce. \I 

!i 
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An excellent discussion of the ele~p,nts and breadth of what 
constitute interstate commerce in II 6591s found in United States v. 
Astolas. 487 F.2d 275 (2d Cir. 1973). In rejecting appellant
'defendants' claim' that the trucks they hijacked were not yet, 'or had 
ceased to be, part of interstate commerce, Judge Medina quoted with 
approv,al the trial court's instruction: 

The, interstate character of a shipment commences at the time the 
property is segregated for interstate commerce and comes into 
possession of those who are assisting its course in interstate 
transportation and continues until the property arrives tat its 
destination and is there delivered either by actual unloading or by 
being placed to be unloaded. 487 F.2d at 278. ~ 

The requirement of the existence of interstate commerce relates to 
the time of the theft, United States'v. Tyers, 487 F.2d 828,830 (2d 
Cir. 1973), so that one who flteals a program may not pass it off l~ter 
to an accomplic~1 leaving the accomplice immune. Nor is it essential 
that the program ownership be by comm.on carr:iet: to be protected; it is 
clear that II 659 covers carri.age, by the ownel·. Winer v. United States, 
228 F.2d 944, 947 (6th Cir. 1956), cert. den. 351 U.S. 906 (1956). It 
is equally clear that interstate commerce does end sometime, cf. 
O'Kelley v. Unit~d States, 116 F.2d 966 (8th Cir. 1941) (theft from 
Doxcar after delivery and partial unloading) , but so lung as initial 
steps have been undertaken, cf • United States v. Sher~; 171 F .2d 619 
(2d Cir. 1948) (labeling and delivery of bales of duck eanV8S ~o wharf), 
the prograill is en r.oute, d. United States v. :Haddox, 394 F.2d 297 (4th 
Cir. 1968) (brief pauses in interstate journey are included within II 
659), or yetta be unloaded, II 659 is applicable. 

18 U.S.C. # 2314 (Interst~te Tr&nsportation of Stolen Property) 
Unlike 1659, (I 2314 apparently requires tha!.: the stolen property cross 
state lines. It does not seem sufficient mer~ly for the stolen property 
to be introduced into. interstate com.merce. Although there are no 
reporte(t 'cases directly on point, that is, where the stolen proprty was 
delivered to an interstate carrier' but did not actually cross state 
lines, statutory analysiS in U'nited States v •. Roselli 432 F .2d 879, 891 
(9th Cir., 1970), supports this - conclusion. In Roselh., the' court 
contrasted the antiracketeering statute, 18 U.S.C. II 1952, with II 2314, 
noting that use of interstate facilities or participating interstate 
travel was sufficient .toprovide jurisdiction for the former, while 
failing to assert that use of interstate facilities was sufficient to 
trigger the latter. 'Moreover, reported, cases, involving II· 2314, have 
411 involved the crosGing of ,state lines. See, e.g., United States v. 
S.heridan, 329 U.S. 379 (1946) (causlng fraudulent chetk to, cross state 
lines); United States v. Hassel, 341F.2d'427 (4th Cir. 1965) (causing 
victim of confidence ge.me to cross' state Hne); United Stat.es v. 
Jacobs, 4BS F.2d 270(2d Cir. 1973) (causing stolen Treasury bi.Us to 
cross state lines). 
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The major issue raised by II 2314 is whether a cOP'Y of a program 
stolen, converted, or taken by fraud and transported across state lines 
can trigger 1/ 2314. The only reported case of a copy used in a" related 
prosecution is .United States v. Lester, 282 F.2d 750 (3d Cir~~1960); 
cert., den. 364 U.S. 937 (1961). In Lester, a co-conspirator\ made 
numerous copies of valuable geophysical maps , transported the co!>iu 
across state lines, and appellant was arrested and convicted t.or 
conspiring to transport stolen maps in interstate commerce., Rejecti'n1r 
appellant"'8 claim that copies were not stolen pr,?perty, the court ht;!!1~·d·,. ~ 
that .• the property stQlen was the valuable idea, not the paper 
embodiment. 282 F.2d at 755. 

Although the court in Lester found no l1eed to elaborate upon i.ts 
holding, it could have cited United States v. Handler, 142 F.2d 351 (2d 
Cir. 1944), cert. den. 323 U.S. 741.' (1944), the most thorough analysis 
to date of stolen property.. After analyzing other case law, the meaning 
of "stealing," and the legislative history of the National Stolen 
Property Act, now II 2314, the court in Handler concluded: 

(1) the stolen proprty need not be taken larcenously, that is, 
there are no requirements of asportation, tangibility, etc.; and 
(2) 'the statute is applicable to any taken whereby a person 
dishonestly obtains goods or securities belonging to another with 
the intent to deprive the owner of the rights and benefits of 
ownership.'" 142 F2.d at 353. Since a copy of a program will 
indeed deprive the rightful owner of the benefits of ownership, a 
copying should create the stolen property necessary to trigger II 
2314. . 

Note, however, that in United States v. Seidlitz, No. 76-2027 (4th 
Cir •. 1978), the trial judge cilsmissed a count based on II 2314 bec4,use 
what crossed state lines was ~lectron:i.c signals, which he concluded Wf!':r:~e. 
not property. Seidli tz w.a s convicted. of wire fraud. 

In re Vericker, 446 F.2d ~44 (2d Cir. 1971,), was a contempt 
conviction against a defendant who would not testify before the grand 
jury even aft.er having been granted transactional iillmunitiy·" The problem 
was that the defendant was granted transactional immuni{~1.¥ .8S to liII 2314 
and 2315 only. The immunity, however, was not applicabl;rto the crimes 
suggested by questioning of the prosecutor. sections,".~'3\14 .and 2315 deal 
with the theft and receipt ~f stolen goods, wat\'P~t merchandiEl,e, 
securities or money, not FBI documents, which the p~o~(ecutor had been 
interested in. Although the court admitted that in SOmE;\ circumstances 
mere papers may constitute goods, wares, and merchandise\~ citing United 
States v. Bott;one, 365 F.2d 389 (2d Cir. 1966) cert. den~\\ 385 U.S. 974, 
87"'s. CL. 514, 17 L. Ed. 2d 437(1966), such papers must Ile well within 
the n6t:mal meaning of goods, wares., or merchandise, that ~s, property 
that is ordinarily the subject of commerce. Thus, geophys~cal maps or 
secret manufacturing processes are ordinarily the subject of \sale and/or 
license. However, papers showing that individuals are or may have been 
engaged in criminal activity or what procedures are used by the FBI in 
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tracting them down are ordinarily not bought or sold in commerce, and, 
thJrefore, the government did not show that its questions regarding the 
'theft of FBI documents were related to 0 2314 and 2315, and, therefore, 
could supersede the defendant's invocation of the 5th Amendment 
privilege. 

In United States v. Gr~enwald, 479 F.2d 320 (6th Cir. 1973) cert. 
den. 414 u.s. 854, 94 S. Ct. 154, 38 L. Ed. 2d 104, the Court addressed 
the issue whethe,r secret chemical formulae or formulations fall within 
the statutory 'language of II 2314 "goods, wares, or merchandise." In 
Greenwald, ·the number of documents containing the formulations was 
restricted for purposes of competitive advantage, but one set was given 
to the defendant ·a chemical engineer itl the sales department, who , . 
appropriated them. The testimony at the trial showed that there was an 
established market for the chemical formulae and fo~ulation, that is, 
manuf&'cturers shared formulae b:Y sale or l:f,cense and treated, such as 
assets similar to machinery or equipment. The court cited United States 
v. Bottone, 365 ~.2d 389 (2d Cir. 1966) cert. den. 385 U.S e 974, 87 S. 
Ct. 514, 11 L. Ed. 2d 437 (1966) and~!! Vericker, 446 F.2d 244 (2d. 
Cir. 1971), to hold that, given an established, viable, although li~ited 
market in chemi.cal formulation, the lawful appropriation of orig~nal 
documents contl.l1ning such formulations fell within the meaning of tI 2314 
because the formulations were "goods, wares or merchandise." 

United States v. Drebiq, 557F.2d 1316 (9th Cir. 1977), was a case 
in which the defendants contended that motion picture photo plays were 
lntangible ~nd could not be considered "goods, wares, .or merchandise" 
under 18 U.S.C. tI 2314. The defendants' arguments consisted of claiming 
tha.t copyrights were intangible property rights, separate and distinct 
from property rights in the tangible item from which copies are made, 
and that a copy cannot be acquired by theft, conversion, or fraud 
because the. copyright owner ,has no proprietary interest in the duplicate 
of his work. The court rejected these contentions as illogical and 
contrary to law and held that the copies are goods or merchandise, for 
the purpose of /1 2314. . Moreover, the court held that the illicit 
copying of a copyrighted work ls no less an offense than if the original 
were taken. 

F'inally, in United States v. Jones, 414 F. Supp. 964 (D. Maryland 
1976), the defendant was charged with transport,ation in interstate 
commerce of stolen, converted, or fraudulently obtained securities under 
18 U.S.C. II 2314. The defendant cls:1med that the securities were 
forgeries and not "securities," noting that II 2314 was not applicable to 
falsely made, forged, altered, or counterfeited representations of 
obligations of foreign governments or banks or corporations qf foreign 
governlllents. 

The .checks complete with signatures, were printed by computer, as 
the result of tampering by the employee with th~ data records stored in 
the computer. The procedure that the employee used was first to enter 
an improper vendor code listing, then to enter data regarding the 
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spec!.fic checks to be issued to that false vendor, then to for~3rd to 
key punch the documents and accounts payabl~ ,slips, and finally" to 
command from the computer ·the processing of a check run .where the 
computer would automatically print the c!hecks to the false vendor. The 
issue before 'the court was wheth,er these checksconsitututed forger;tes 
and thus the denfendant's conduct inapplicable for punishment under ;18· 
U.S.C. it 2314. The court noted that whsre falsity in the instrum.ent is 
in the content rather than the manner of making the .. ins trume1:"l; , it is 
not a forgery~ In this case the chec.ks l/iere not lies "ill wt:~~)H:\g," but 
rather the unauthorized issuance thereof. l'he c.ourt held t,J~at the mere 
fact that a computer was used was not reLevant lje:coa,use itt,1a!~simply, an 
inanimate and obedient instrumentaUtyuaed bytheempJ.pyee similar to a 
check-writing machine or ballpoint pen and thus was not a fbrgery. 

.!! £.!..c. II 2!!. (Theft Within Special Marit:1t1le and Territorial 
Jurisdiction) When programs ate stolen :l1\'.,' ~ federal enclave as 
defined in 18 U.S.C. # 7, a violation of tI 661 O~Curs. As in 01 641 and 
2314, the question again arises whether u'l18uthorized copying is a 
violation of the statute. Although it was assu~ed, for analytical 
purposes, earlier that copying is not within the scope of /I 661, a broad 
reading of the statute may well include it. In United States v. Henry. 
447 F.2d 283 (3d Cir. 1971), appellant was convicted for stealing a boat 
within the maritime jurisdiction. On appeal, it was argued that. the 
statute was merely a codification of common law larceny, and since the 
government failed to offer proof that appellant intended to permanently 
aeprive the owner of his property, the conviction should be overturned. 
In rejecting appellant's claim, the court held that the statute was 
broader than common law larcerty. Drawing on the 2nd Circuit's 
definition of "to steal" in Handler, the court concluded that when one 
"willfully obtains or retains posseSSion of property' belonging to 
another without the permission or beyond any permission given wit!l the 
intent to deprive the owner of the benefit of ownership," 447 F.2d at ~ 
286, an offense 't'las made out ur,der II 661. As noted earlier, the', 
"deprivation of benefit" theory should enable a prosecutor to support an 
indictment for unauthorized copying. 

b. Miscellaneous Theft ~ ~~-Related Offenses 

(a) Although there is no general federal statute prohibiting theft 
by false pretenses, except 18 U.S.C. 0 1025 (false pretenses within the 
special maritime and territorial jurisdiction) and (I 287 (making false 
claim to United States), courts have construed II 641 to include false 
pretenses. See Burnett v. United States; Morgan v. Unit~ States, 380 
F.2d 686 (9th Cir. 1967) (tax £I'sud a,~ theft of government money by 
false pretenses). , Thus, there seems .~no bar to charging one who 
fraudulently obtains computer usage from the United Ststes, while 
ste.al.ing programs, with a violation of /I 641. 

(b) Hany theft statutes, such as II 641, 659, and 2.314, have 
receiving stolen property provisions as well. In addition, II 662 
"prohibits receiving stolen properiy within i;~the special maritime and 
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territorial jurisdiction. Section 2315 proscribes the receipt of goods 
stolen from interstate commerce. Thus, one who induces the theft of 
programs not only may be charged as a principal, 18 U.S.C. # 2, or as a 
conspirator, 16 U.S.C. (I 371, but also may run afoul of~ the foregoing 
sections. 

(c) Numerous federal statutes designed to cover specific types of 
theft, but they may be applicable to certain instances of program abuse~ 
For instance , if one has the misfortune to steal a program used in th",,' 
payment of government money, he violates # 285 that deals with taking or 
using papers relating to claims. If a government employee wrongfully 
converts, cf. Morissette v. United States, the property of anothe,r 
which is entrusted to him, he commits an offense under 18 U.s. C. # 654. 
This section would be particularly effective when the employee provided 
a copy to an unauthot:ized third party. Theft of programs from federally 
insured banks and financial instituticns is covered by 18 U.S.C. ## 
655-657, although there is some doubt as to whether nonmonetary property 
is covered by # 656 be..cause the protected res is "moneys, funds or 
credits," in contrast to "other property of value." 18 U.S.C. # 657. 
But this loophole is closed by 18 U.S.C. # 2113(b) which covers the 
theft of "any pr.,operty ••• any other thing of valul1..... from a bank or 
savings institution. And finally, if a thief "steals, purloins, or 
embeules" property "used" by the Postal Service, he violates /I 1707. 

c. Abuse of Federal Channels of Communication 
~~".-

L(3 U.S.C. II 1341 (Mail FraUd) -- The mail fraud statute has t,wo 
essential-elements: (1) one must use the mail for the' purpose of 
executing or attempting to execute, (2) a fraud or a scheme to obtain 
money or property under false pretenses. The courts have been generous 
in their definition of what is a fraud. The classic statement on this 
count was made by Judge Holmes, "[t]he law does not define fraud; it 
needs no definition; it is as old as falsehood and as versatile as human 
ingenuity." Weiss y. United States, 122 F.2d 675, 681 (5th Cir. 1941), " 
cert. demo 314 U.S. 687 (1941) (construction scope of fraud in 
predeces!3pr t:o II 1341. Weiss was quoted with approval in Blachly y. 
United Stdtes, 380 F.2d 665 (5th Cir. 1967) (referral selling plan a~ 
fraud) and United States v. States,362 F. Supp. 1293 (E.D. Mo. 1973) 
(ballot:>box fr£lud in prima,ry election as mail fraud), aff'd 488 F .2d ;'f)1 
(8th Cir. 1973) ('$ee cases cited therein), cert. d~n. 417 U.S. 909,9;,17 
U • S • 950 (19 74 ) ~ , 

" , 
Thus, the thrust of the various court opinions would include; any 

scheme to copy programs as a scheme to defraud, and anymailf'~g in 
furtherance of the scheme would trigger the statute. If the thief ~ses 
a mailing to defraud a computer center through services, labor, credi~, 
etc., =Un:;.;i~t:-;;;e.;;;,d States vs. Owens, 492 F.2d 1100 (5th Cir. 1974) (mailing~ - ---- --- \ which led to receipt (If goods on credit as mail fraud), or uses the \\ 
mailing to obtain the program itself, he falls within the scope of #\ 
1341~ 1he prosecutor should always explore # 1341's applicability in 
any instance of computer abuse. For a prosecutor's opinion of the 
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effectiveness of $ 1341 and, in contrast, the ineffectiveness of the 
Proposed Code. [See Givens, The Proposed New Federal Criminal ~, 43 
N.Y. St. B.J. 486, 488-494 {ITT1) ~ pass1m. 

<) 

identic~~i 
When one 

uses a remote terminal to perpetuate a computer fraud, or' when one 
telephones an accomplice, so long as the "message" crosses state lines, 
the statute is applicable. All reported cases involving # 1343 have 
,dealt with conversation~ that" crossed state lines, leading one to 
believe that th~ message must, in fact, cross state lines. Since (I 1343 
does not use the word "facility," jurisdiction hinges on use of an
interstate Wire, notwithstanding the fact that "[I]t cannot be 
questioned that the nation's vast n~~work of telephone lines constitute '" 
interstate commerce." United States v. Holder, 302 F. Supp. 296, 298 
(D. Mont. 19'69). It is not clear that the use of the word "facility" in 
any new legi~lation would embrace interstate calls either, see United 
States ~. Desa~io, 299 F.Supp. 436, 448 (S.D.N.Y. 1969)~construing 

to 
!! U.S.£. # 134~ (Wire Fraud)--The elements of # 1343 are 
~ 1~4T. withlthe exception of the federal medium abused. 

phrast:\ "facilitY\ili ¥ •• interstate commerce" as, requiring interstate 
calls for 18 U J,.c. II 1952), because there may be a distinct difference 
between facilities "in" interstate commerce and facilities "of" 
interstate commerce. Both mail fraud and wire fraud are very useful 
aida to the prosecution of computer crime. 

'I 

d. Natio~ Security Offenses 
\\ 

18 U.S.C. (I 793 (Gathering, Transmit.ting, or LOsing Pefense 
Informacf~·n)-=This section, and those which follow in this category, :1.e 
of liwi.ted use in software abuse. But, as a general C rule, whenever 
abuS\l i~i'!lolves classif'ied, restricted., or defense program's, these 
sections should be inspected for (,)pplicability. Section 19'3 is broad in 
scope; Subsection (a), the geographical intrusion provision, covers 
proper-t.y owned, con~rolled, or used by contractors of the government 
when th~~ property is related to or connected with national defense. The 
section' also proscribes copying of defense information, unlawful 
reception, communication of contents, and grossly negligent losses. 
This statute has been held sufficiently definite to sat:f.s£,y due process 
requirements, Gorin v. United States, 312 u.S. 19(1941), and has been 
held to encompass "related activities of nat:ional defense" as well as 
in1litary enclaves. 312 U.S. at 28. See abo United States v. Drumm'ond, 
35'. F .2d 132, 151 (2d Cir. 1956) (upholding jury C~harie in same 
language) • 

.!! £ .. "[0'£. (/ 794 (Gathering or Delivering DefenseInformatio~ To Aid 
Foreign Government)--This statute provides more severe penalties for 
actual transmission of the defense information to a foreign government 
and also includes a conspiracy count. One caveat should be mentioned in 
this discussion of ## 793 or 794, or companion statute # 798, which 
deals with disclosure of classified information. Although it has always 
been 'true that public information is outside the scope of the' protected 
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res, see Gorin v. United States; see also United States v. Heine, 151 
.F.2d 813 (2d.Cir. 1945) (officially disseminated information, no matter 
how pa1nstak~,ngly cul¥!d and digest~d, is not "defense information"), 
the Pentagon Papers case, New York Times Co. v. United States, 403 
'U.S. 713 (1971), now makes--rt clear that mere classification is not 
enough. The flavor of the Black, Douglas, Brennan, and Marshall 
op,inions h that, even in criminal prosecutions, lack of substantial 
injury to national security might be a valid defense. Eventhough it is 
true that White and Stewart contrasted civil injunctive (unpermitted) 
and criminal (permitted) sanctions, there is la~gl.H,lge, in the Stewart 
opinion that hints at a need for narrowly construed guidelines on 
classification~ Thus, a clear majority in the case would seem to 
support the proposition that c,lassif led material that had no business 
being classified, such as information related to Department pf Defense 
lobbying efforts, could not support a prosecution under Chapter 37 of 
'fitle 18. 

18 U.S.C. # 795 (Photographing and Sketching Defense 
InstaITat1ons>,=-In 1950;- President Tl'uman d.eclared pursuant to II 795, 
that all military and commercial defense establishments we're to be 
protected against unauthorized photog,raphing ,and sketching. Exec. Order 
10104, 15 Fed •. Reg. 597, 598 (February 1, 1950). Since the statute 
covers "graphical representations" of classified "equipment," it is 
probable that copying classified programs would fall within this 
section. 

Ib U.S.C. U# 797, 798, 799, 
subsequent'- publication a~saleof 
denominated in # 795. Section 
cryptographic systems, would 'be 
involved in comtllunications work. 
violations of ~ASA regulations, 
diplomatic codes. 

e. ~respass ~ BurglarJ[ 

and 952--Section 797 deals with 
photographs or sketches of equipment· 
798, which deals with codes aud 
pertinent in any abuse from agencies 
Section 799 deals with security 

and , 952 deals pith disclosure of 

Criminal Trespass --There is no general federal statute covering 
crilllinal trespass. In fact, the only statute. that denominates trespass 
a crime in Title 18 is II 2152, dealing with trespass on fortifications 
or harbor-defense areas. Section 2278(a) of !itle 42 forbids trespass 
on installations of the Atomic Energy Commiss1.<;n (ERDA). Neither is 
particularly applicable to trespaso for the purpose of misappropriating 
programs, unless the situs of the trespass is a fortification, harbor
defense area,. or DoD installation. 

Burglary, --- The federal burglary st,atutes are slightly more 
comprehenSive, but not much. Title 18 provides criminal penalties for 
bUr'glary of a bank, 18 U.S.C. II 2113(a), post offices, 18 U.S.C. II 
2H5, and

Q 
interstate carrier facilities. 18 U.S.C. II 2117. 
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(a) 18 U.S.C. II 2113(a) (Burglary of a Bank). Although some 
states have denominated· copying of trade secrets as larceny, it'seams 
doubtful that entry of a bank to copy programs would make out a federal 
crime, notwithstanding the language. "or any larcen,," of 'If 2113(a). 
Uniteg,~!l!.! Rogers, 289 F.2d 433, 437 (4th Cir. f961) ('the J.anguage of 
the statute refers only to commo~law larceny), The ,U.S. Supreme Court 
has rejected a claim that federal criminal law in this case turns on 
state law. Jerome v. United States, 318 u.S. 101, 106 (1943) (state 
felonies irrelevant). Onc~eyond those restrictions, however, the 
statute is effective against the most traditional defenses. Privileged 
entry is no defense, see .. Audett v. United States, 132 F.2d 528, 529 
(8th Cir., 1942) (entry may include --'''walklng in [wi~h] a stream of 
customers through the front door ••• in buSiness hours"), nor is breaking 
an element of the offense. Although burglary statutes were originally 
designed to protect occupied spaces from crime~· occupancy is irrelevant 
for purposes of # 2113(a). United States v. Poindexter, 293 F.2d 329 
(6th Cir. 1$161) cert. den. 368 ,U.S. 961 (1%2). 

(b) Unlike # 2113(a), 18 U.S.C. # 2115 (butglary of post offices) 
requires forcible breaking as an element of th~offense. The only vague 
term in the statute is "depredation." While the parameters of the tem 
are hazy, depredation 16 generally held to mean plundeting, robbing, or 
pillaging. See D*al v.United State~, 274 u.s. 277, 283 (1927) 
(construing !:Iimi~language in poetal regulations). 

Si~ilar to # 2115, 18 U.S.C. II 2117 (burglMry of interstate ca~rier 
facilities) also requires a breaking.. Again, mens rca is intent to 
commit larceny, which would be common law larceny. 

f. Deceptiv~ !ractices 

18 U.S.C. # 912 (Obtaining Thing of Value by Impersonating an 
Officer or-Employee of the United States)--It may often be the case that 
one who misappropriates software within a federally protected sphere has 
falsely represented himself as a 8()vernment· officer or employ~e in order 
to gain access to the program. Thete is no requirement that ""the "thing 
of value" be tangible, cf. United States v. Lepowitch, 318 U.S. 702 
(1943) (fraudulent acq~isition of information about whereabouts of 
another), and a copy of the program would certainly se~m to fsll.within 
the definition. The statute must. be read. broa!:lly to encompass new 
concepts Of' "thing of valtle" for" it was not p~ssible for Congress in 
enacting the statute·,·to anticipate all. devices and schemes whicl) hu~(J'l 
knavery might cc;n1ce1ve in security benefits ••• " United States ;1. 
Ballard, 118 F. 7;.57 (D.Mo. 1902) (meals anl lodging ar.~& thing ,(Of 
value). i ~ 

I 

18 u.s)ic. II 1001 When 111001, the catch-all that deals with all 
manc~er;of-;;Ialse---representaU<ms, is compared with II 9ii, it beco~es 
apparent th.at the general rule statute carries a much more severe 
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penalty than the ~gecific statute. In addition, I 1001 requires no 
fraudulent obt~ining of a :hing of value; a false, fictitious or 
fraudulent statement, knowingly and wUlfully made, is enough to trigger 
the statute. Whatever one may say about the jurispr:4dential wisdom of 
the statute, it seems applicable to. almost every instance of computer 
abuse in the federal sphere. For example, programs may not: be divulged 
to unauthorized persons. 5 U.S.C. I 552(b)(4) (~rade secrets subsection 
of l<'reedom of Information Ac,:). Therefore, one whc:: fails _-to identify 
him~elf as unauthorized cl)nceals a material fact, whether or not he 
represents himself as unauthDrized. Is activ~ misrepresentation a less 
serious crime? Moreover, ti.his section applies to both oral and written 
misrepresentations. See Un~~ed State~ v. Zavala, 139 F.2d; 830 (24 
Cir. 1944) (false oral and \ol!rrt'tell customs declu\stion). It may even be 
applicable to ele~tronlc signals from a remote terminal that falsely 
reptesent the senaer as one authorized to protected software. 

18 U.S.C. iii! 1005,1006 (False Entries in Records of Banks and 
Credit'- 'lnstTtutions)--Wileiiever anyone makes a false entry in a bank or 
credit institution record, with intent to injure or defraud, he rUQS 
afoul of 1111 1005 or 1006. Although both of the statutes are quite 
fact-specific, they are comprehensive in their respective areas. Since 
the purpose of the statutes was to ensure correctness of bank records, 
United States v. Giles, 300 U.S. 41, 48 (1937) (teller's failure to 
TIle depof)it slips is equivalent to the making of a false entry), active 
or passive omissions or commissions are covered. 

Considering the purpose noted above. that is, to ensure correctness 
of bank records, the breadth with which "bank books" has been 
interpreted, cf. Lewis v. United States, 22 F.2d 760 (8th Cir. 1927) 
(minutes of meetings of board of directors were "bank books"), and the 
need to protect banks from loss, Weir v. United States, 92 D.2d 634 
(7th Cir. 1937), it seems reasonable that computer records should b~ 
wit~in the scope of II 1005 and 1006. Thus, any false entry, 
obliteration, or alteration of. computerized bank records would be a 
violation of either III 1005 or 1006. 

g~ Property Damage 

18U.S.C. II 81 (Arson Within Special Maritime and Territorial 
Jurisdiction)--AJLthough arson may be only infrequently used as a tactic 
in computer abuse, the prosecutor should be aware of the scope of the 
statute. A key question is whether hardware or programs may be included 
within the phrase "machinery or building materials or supplies." }'/I 
re'cen1: case ariSing from the Wounded Knee occupation indicates that the 
definition of the phrase may be narrowlycbnst.rued. In United States v. 
Banks, 368 F. Supp. 1245 (D.S.D. 1973), the defendant-appellant was 
accused and convicted of violating # 81 by burning motor vehicles within 
a federal enclave. Holding that motor vehicles were not "machinery" 
within # 81, the court through Judge Nichols, invoked ejusdem generis 
and noted the broad interpret&tion of "machinery" would endanger the 
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statute as t~>o vague, lacking the "requi~ement of definiteness ••• thata 
person of ordinary intelligence must be given fair'~otice that his 
contemplatediconduct is forbidden ••• " 368 F. Supp. at 248. Thus, a 
prosecu,tor mll.ght be advised to style any indictment alleg~l,ng the burning 
of hardware i:)f software as, alternatively, an attempt to set fire to a 
building i.")r ~\Itructure. 

),8 U.S .e:. II 1361 (Nalicious Injury to Government PJ:'operty)--Several 
cases-construing-r 1361 demonstrate the liberality with which vari'\)us 
courts have accepted indictn _,!'Its charging injury in cases of ..malic~ous 

mischief. Section 1361 was somewhat of a dead letter until interfedance 
with the Selective Service began to mushroom in the 1960's. It was 
resurrected as a "catch-all" to encompass otherwise unindictable 
offenses. For instance, in United States v. Eberhardt, 417 F2.d 1009 
(4th C,~r. 1969), the 4th Circuit consIdered the famous Baltimore blood
po\:ring case. Father Philip Berrigan and two others were convicted of 
violating I 1361 in that they poured blood on Selective Service records. 
In affirming the convictions, the court utilized the co~t of restoring 
the records as the measure of damages. The appel~ants did not argue 
that blooq pouring was not "injury" within the meaning of the st~tut.e. 

As a result, the breadth of the case is not clear. At its narrowest, it 
would mean that any temporary physical obliteration, subsequently 
restored, i~ an "injury." While the res in most ~elective Service cases 
was government records at least arguably critical to national defense, 
other cases construing II 1361 show th~J~ ndther the injury, nor the res .. 
injurt:!d need be terribly major. _~eB~,/!:. • .a.., Tillman v. United ~~~_, 
406 F.2d 930 (5th l.Hr. 1969) (glass door at ind~ction statton broken by 
draft resistors); Edwards v. United States, l6~ F.2d 732 (8th Cir. 
1966) (plumbing fixture from vacant home); Brunette v. United States, 
378 F.2d 18 (9th Cir. 1967) (d~nted fender). Putting all of the case's 
dealing with II 1361 together with the broadest interpretation of 
Eberhardt. may enable a prosecutor to argue successfully that an 
interfere~~ce with the use of government. software is "injury," and the 
measure of damage is either the cost of restoration or the cost of 
development when not restorable. 

Hi U. S.C. 1/ 1363 (Malicious Injury Within the Special Maritime and 
TerritorIal -JurisdJ.ction)--This section differs from II 81 only in its 
I.lu',bstituti,pn of malicious mischief for arson. 

18 u.S.c. Ij 2071 «(;oncealment, Removal, or Nutilation of Public 
Recordsf=-Xnother--st'atute that was resurrected ciuring the Vietnam
protest era, II 2071 should be effective against misappropriation of 
computerized government records, especially when a traditional larceny 
charge cannot be sustained. E'or ~xample, copy:tng via a remote terminal 
without ~J.bsequent asportation. h The bulk of II 2071 cases deal with 
Select:l,vec.Service racordsand documents, see ,!.J.., Un~ted States v. 
Chase, 309 F. Supp. 420 (n.D.Ill. 1970); Chase v. United States, 468 
F.2d 1A1 (7th .Cir. l~n).; United States v. Donner, 497 F.2d 184 (6th 
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Cir. 1974); United States v. ~berhardt, and thus it would be extending 
:.1 case law to include computerized reco?=ds as a "document or other thing." 

Such an extension h rational. The purpose of II 2071 "is to prevent any 
conduct which d~prives the Government of the use of its documents, be it 
by concealing, destruction, or removal." United States v. Rosner, 352 
r. Supp. 915, 919 (S.D.N.Y. 1972). The res protected by II 2071 is not 
merely documentary or written records, but any type of public record. 
Cf. United States .v. peGroat, 30 F. 764 (E.D. Mich. 1887) (emphasizing 
the thrust of the statute as toward records, not papers). And under the 
tationde of United, States v. Rosner, dumping or obliterating a 
computerized record surely deprives the government of its use as much as 
a blood-pouring, United States v. Eberhardt, a burning, United State~ 
v. Chase, or a mutilation. United States v. Donner. 

Destructi~£f Property Affecting National Security (a) The 
extreme breadth of what constitutes the protected res in 18 U.S.C. II 
2153 (willful injury to war or national defense material during war or 
national emergency) can be seen in its definition in II 2151. War 
material includes "a.ll articles, parts or ingredients intended. for, 
adopted to, or suitabl~ for ••• the conduct of war or defense activities." 
Since the mind has trouole v':i,sualizing what in the' computer industry 
would not fall within t'lle definition, it seems clear, so long as 
sciente~ is proved, hardwaIe and software within the "defense" orbit are 
protected. Although the statute applies during war or national 
emergency, th~ national emergency declared by President Truman in 1950, 
Proc. 2912, 15 Fed. Reg. 9029 (December 16, 1950.), apparently still 
exists. pDited States v. Achtenberg, 459 F.2d 91 (8th Cir. 1972), 
cert. den. 409 U.S. 932 (1972). 

(b) The only substantial difference from " 2163 is the 
appUcabili ty of 18 U.S.C. II 2155 (willful injury to national defense 
material), irresp~ctive of war or national emergency. 

~her Possibilities -- Althou, i II 1361 may be construed to reach 
cettain interferences with use, at present there is no provision 
generall'>, applicable to in.terference with use or "tampering." 

h. hiscellaneous Provisions 

De~ivative Crimes and Conspiracy -- This section covers federal law 
applicat.ions to derivative crimes and conspiracy. 

(a) Acts which become criminal only because of the criminal acts 
of anot.her, derivative cr.imes, are covered in 18 u.s.c. " 2 dealing with 
aidi1!8 l\nU abetting and (I 3 dealing with accesssorial liability. As a 
general rule, any action prior to the crime that induce~ the criminal 
act expoaes the one who induced to punishment as a pri~,c1pal. Any 
action tlubsequent, to the crime in the na·ture of assistanc~;.exposes the 
assistant to a charge of, accessory after the fact. Thus, a third party 
who induces a theft of software, while not indictable by II 641, is 
indictable under # 2. 
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(b) 18 U.S.C. II 371 (conspiracy). While there is no gener,al 
statute which maker. it II crime to defraud the government, it is a crime 
f.ar two .or more pe'rsons to conspire to commit any ofIense or defraud the 
United States. This leads to ananomaly--the planning" of an act, not 
criminal in itself, may be a crime~ The implications ~or software abuse 
are enormous. The br:oad scope of what itineans to "defrflud" the United 

U states can be seen in the leading case in this area, Haas v. Renkel, 
216 U.S. 462 (1910). l,Jl Haas, three persons., one of whom~as a 
statistician with the Depa:rtm2'iitOf Agriculture, tonspired to fQ,lsVy 
official reports concerning cotton crops and. to divulge confid~mtf4.il 
information concerningtliose crops to unauthorized person in order that 
they might speculate in the cotton market. While there was no 
allegation of pe~uniary l.qss to the government, the Court ·rejectd a 
m.otion .to quash the indictment in a habeas corpus pr.oceeding, holding: 

[I]t is not essential that such a conspiracy shall contemplate a 
financial loss(. or that one shall result. That sta'tute is brOQd 
enough in its terms to' include any censr-tracy for the purpose of i,t., 

. impairing, obstructing or defeating th(. lawful function ,6f any 
department of Government ••• [I]t must' follow that any conspiracy 
which is calculated to obstruct or impair its efficiency and 
destroy the value of its operations ••• wou1d be to defraud·che 
United States by depriving it of its lawful right and d:uty of 
promulg~ting o't' diffusing the information.! •• " 216 U.S. at 47~-480. 
Accord, ~~ States v. Johnson, 383 tl.S. 169, 172 P~66) 
(conspiracy by two congressmen to influence the J~stice 

Department) • 

A minor and somewhat redundant conspiracy statuta, in the light of the 
gloss Haas puts on Ii 371, is 18 U.S.C. II 286 dealing WJ;.t'h a conspiracy 
to defraud by payment or allowance of false claims. 

18 U.S.C. II 1905 (Disclosure of Confidential Informatiou)--This 
section -is -pote'il'i"I8lly applicable tr.' Gom.~uter abuse in two types of 
situations: (a) Where a government offlcei~or emp1uyee discloses or 
communicates the contents of programs in govi:!rnment custf>dy but owned by 
a private person; and (b) Same as (a), but where the government .owns the 
programs. 

(a) Obviously, the Trade secrets of " 1905, makes the di.8c10sure of 
"custodial" programs an act illegal lUlless the disclosure is "authorized 
by law." F'or purposes of Ii 1915, a trade secret is " ••• an unpatent~d, \ 
secret, commercially valuable plan, appliance"formula or process, which 
is used for the making, preparing, compounding, treating, or processing 
of articles or materials which are trade commodities." Unitecf States ex. 
reI. !J0rwegian Nitrogen Products~. v. United States Tarl1f. 
Commission, 51 App. D.C. 366, 6 F.2d 491, 495 (1922), rev'd on other 
grounds, 274 U.s. 106 (1927). See also Consumers Union of U.S. Inc.v. 
Veterans Administration, 301 F. Supp. 796 'TS'.D.N.y.19't9) (r;;; oata 
compi,led by government agency not Jt. trade secret of' comp.nies providfllg 
data). The only law presently~' requiring who~~!'lale, disciosurEi' of 
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il}for~8.tion is the Freedom of Ihformation Act, 5 u.S.C. 1/ 552, 871 Stat., 
56 (1967); howev~r, it does not apply to disclosure of matters which are 
trade secrets. 5 U.S.C. # 552(b)(4). 

(b) Disclosure ox government computer programs. It appears that 
if the governlnent develops its own programs, such. programs must be, 
divulged on demand unless they are cla,?sified, 5 u.s.c. II 552(b)(1), or 
a tt'ade secret. In reaH ty, agencies have been loath to divulge>tbeir 
staff-prepared programs. See, Comment, Public Access to Government-He~d 
Computer Informstion 68.'> N",W. U.L. Rev. 433, 452 (19'73). Whether this 
reluctance is' enough to make them trade secrets is doubtful. See 
Shapiro v. S.E.C., 399 F. Supp. 467 (D.D.C. 1972) (staff-prepared 
repo'rt on off-board stock trading not "trade secret" within 15 u.s.c.II' 
,S52 and not prevented frOlf> disclosure by 18 u.S.C. if 1905) •. Indeed, 
under the definition in United ,States ex rel. Norwegian Nitrogen 
Products v. United States Tariff commission,it seems hard to imagine 
the government 'h~lng i,ts own "trade fi'sl't:et," unless it is engaged, in a 
marketing oper'atiop. Thus, it seems that any disclosure made pursuatit 
to a 15 u.s.C. 11 55:l. request would e'.1{,empt the actor from t.j 1905 
liability. 

18 U.S.C. Ii 701 (Unauthorized use of identification)--This section,' 
closely -akin to thOse grouped under deceptive practices, will reach the 
offender who utilizes any type of false identification in his 
misappropriation or attempt to misappropriatt!. 
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SECTION VI OVERVIEW OF COMpUTER TECHNOLOGY 

This section presents an overview of the technical aspects of 
compute~s starting with number representations and what makes a computer 
work. It includes computer program concepts, computer systems 
structure, the modes of operation, and data communication. The purpose 
is to provide investigatorS and prosecutors unfamiliar with computer 
technology with basic concepts and a brief review for those more 
familiar with the technology. This section of the manual and the 
glossary at the beg:innlng of the manual also can be used as a convenient,. 
reference for techni~a1 terms artd concepts discussed elsewhere. " 

~:.::;:::.~~ 

Prosecutors and investigators' will probably seldom encounter case~ 
requiri'ng the detailed information presented here. If they do have such 
ca.ses, expert assistance usually should be obtained. In such a case, 
however, a knowledge of the technical concepts in this section will ~ld' 
in dealing with the experts. Knowledge of this information will also 
prepare prosecutors for the possibility of the introduction of technical 
concepts by the defense in a trial. 

Since the introduction of the first computer in 1944 (the IBM Mark 
r), computer technology has progressed at an astounding rate. Whereas 
the ~~rk 1 could perform 23-digit additions and subtractions in 0.3 
second and could multiplY'23-digit numbers in about 6 seconds, today's 
machines perform hundreds of thousands of such calculations per second. 
l'lore important, today's computers are smaller, more reliab1e,and cost 
less than earlier computers. Consequently, computers are found in 
almost every aspect of our day-to-day lives. In addition to use 1n 
government, business, education, medicine, engineering, agriculture, 
scientific research, and communications, comput&rs have become 
affordable for home use. Inde~d, perhaps no other device invented by 
wan has had $\l.ch a profound and rapidly pervasive effect upon his 
society. 

A. WHAT HAKES A COHPUTER WORK? 

A computer needs two essential elements to process information: 
input data and a program. Input data are to be processed, and a program 
is a set of instructions that a computer is made to execute to process 
the data. Ou.tput is the processed data that will produce the desired 
end result only if the input data and program have been properly 
assembled and the equipment used has performed correctly. 

After a program has been stored in the computer, data are fed 
through an input device to computer storage (alternatively referred to 
as mairl storage). The central processing 'unit, or CPU, contro~~· the 
inplll: and manipulates data according to the program instructions'; the 
processed data, or output, are d~livered from the desired computer 
output device(s)~ " 
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The processing performed by the computer is usually of two types: 
arithmetic processing and symbol manipulation~ Arithmetic processing 
uses equations in the form of a program and values supplied by input 
data for the variables/in the equations. The computer determines the 
answer by adding, subtra~iing, multiplying, and dividing. 

II 
I' 

An example of symbol' ;manipulation is to arrange a list of names in 
alphabeti~al order. To do this, th~ computer needs a program different 
from the one used to process arithmetic values because Ii different type 
of input is ,used and a different output is wanted. 

Computers ,do only what they are instructed to,do; they must follow 
a program. Accordingly, programming languages "provide the 
communications link between the human and the machine. Hundreds of 
programming languages are in existence. Two of the most frequently used 
are FORTRAN and COBOL. FORTRAN is a language designed for scientific 
and engiJ}eering applications. Its acronym derives from "FORmula 
TRANslation", which is what it does best.tOBOL, whose name, is an 
acronym ,for "Common Business-Oriented Language", is more appropriate for 
computer business applications such as banking, payrol~" order 
proc~f1sing, bookkeeping and accounting, etc. 

1. Data Structure 

A computer cannot directly be instructed by English or any other 
verbal language the way a human can, but it can respond to coded 
information. Theref'oI't~, the structure of the information is essential. 
Th,!a coded instructions, or program, must conform to a precise coding 

,scheme that the computer can be made to execute. 

The computer can be made to record, process, and report data that 
are represented in verbal symbology provided that the symbols are 
translated into computer-usable, form. Figure 2 illust;rate& how data. 
flow from the input media, through the input device into the computer, 
and through the output devices onto thf: output media~ 

Data structures are arranged in a hierarchy, as s~own in Figure 3. 
Data are made up of characters that combin,e into fields. Related fields' 
make a record, and associated records form a file or data set. 

A 'billing system is an example of a computer application. Based on 
sales slips, payment receipts, and outstanding balances, a card, might be 
punched for each account showing the information in Table 23. 

'1 ' ,(,le characters that spell a name and identify a customer are a 
namefteld!-A (,'.ot':lplete deck of punched cards (records) for customers is 
a.eardYlie. " 
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INPUT MEDIA INPUT DEV·ICES COMPUTER OUTPUT DEVICES OUTPUT MEDIA 

PUNCf-jED CARD 
. PRINTER ' ~, 

CARDS READER I 
I 

! 

-.. ci 

1 

TAPE cAt;b PUNCHEC.\ I 
') 

DRIVE PUNCH CARDS 
I, 

MAIN 
.~L 

,... PUNCHED TAP} 0\ TAPE 
VI READER DRIVE 

CPU 

DISK DISK 

DRIVE DRIVE 

DATA DATA 

TERMINAL TERMINAL 

FIGURE 2 DATA FLOW 



* Field 

Name 

Address 

dia Valance 

Charges 

Payment 

* 

Table 23 

MAKEUP OF TYPICAL DATA RECORD 

Data 

Customer name 

Customer'address 

Ending balance-previous month 

Items bought on credit during month 

Payments on account during month 

Example t 

John Brown 

123 Main Street 
"Any town, CA 94001" 

$38.78 

$16.50 

$38.78 

Most businesses use account numbers, which constitute another field; 

t 
this example disregards account numbers. 

Dollar signs, commas, and periods seldom are entered as input; the 
program inserts them. 

Note: 

Quantities of entities ere 
illustretive only, not 

CHARACTER 0
\\ factual. 

\ '\ \ 
\ \ \ \ 

FIELD 1 11 <111 I I I I I 
" '\ / ' " " / / " \ 1 \ ",'1".141 

'\ \ ./ ./ 
\ ./ ./ 
,\ ././ 

FILE C==3l:,1 •• 'liel*mll::illi4t7~==:r=.;)2 

RECORD 

SOURCE: Ref.renc. 33 

FIGURE 3 DATA HIERARCHY 
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A program that has been trans~ated into computer-readable language 
gives step b¥ step instructions for the computer to follow in processing 
the infolrmation. For the system to work properly, data .in each recQr'd 
and filemus't; be in the sequence specified by the program. 

2. Coded Input Data 

One of the most cQm\~on forms of input media is the key punched 
card. However, its use'is rapidly being replaced by more modern forms, 
such as key-to-magnetic tape or disk. Nonetheless, the codes used in 
each are the same. Therefore, the illustration in Figure 4 uses the key 
punched card because it is a more visual medium than its more modern 
counterparts. 

Figure 4 show~\ a cowmon form of key punched card, and Figure 5 
illustrates a ,card with holes punched for frequently used characters. 
The key punch machine punches the holes and prints the characters at the 
top of the card. To ensure that information will be arranged properly 
on the cards, it is first written on a data input form. I<'igure 6 shows 
one type .of input form. 

A prepared card file passes through a C',ard \,"eader, which reads each 
card and converts the punches into electronic signals, This is the form 
in which the computer uses the data internally. Processing depends on 
the binary (~-condition) representation of all data used by most digital 
computers; that is, either a signal exists or no signal exists. The 
computer translates that the absence of a signal is equal to the numeral 
o and that the presence of a signal'is equal to the numeral 1. These 
digits. 0 and 1, are called binary digits, often contracted to "bit." 
They indicate the two states of a ~inary status and represent the data 
configuration inside a computer. (They have no, correlation to rows zero 
and one on the punch card.) The holes in a punch card (or coded data or 
any other input media) are converted to different binary codes for 
different types of computers. It is, the computer program that 
determines the internal form of the digits. Each number is represented 
by a unIque' sequence of bits. Characters or symbols are each 
r~presen~ed bya set of bits in different patterns. 

B. COMPUTER PROGRAMS 

A computer program is a series of instructions or statements that 
directs the computer explicitly what to do with data to be processed so 
as to produce a certain result. Both the program and the data must be 
in binary-coded form compatible with the computer being used. Stored 
datr, for example, will already be in the correct binary form. Input 
dat,l will be translated to binary code as they are read. Output data 
wilU be changed from binary code electronic signals to holes in cards or 
paper tape, or magnetic patterns on magnetic tape or disk, or printable 
characters on paper, as required. 
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In most computers, instruction makeup is referred to as single 
address instruction sets in which each instruction has two majo~ parts: 
an operation (the action to be performed) and an operand, which is an 
address in storage or a constant. The operation describes what action 
the CPU is to take--for example, add, subtract, multiply, transfer 
control, shift, r~ad, or write.. The operand identifies the memory 
location of the data to be processed or the data to be processed, 
depending on the type of com'mand. 

Figure 7 shows an instruction with the operation 
operand "Z". The arbitrari,ly assigned, binary-coded 
"add" is 00001010, and symbolic address .. z .. for the data 
at binary-coded location 10110010. The codes, although 
have meaning to the computer. 

rOPERATION 0::::::1 

I . ADD Z 

I 00001010 ______ 10110010'::] 

SOURCE: Reference 33 

SYMBOI.S 

INTERNAL 
CODES 

FIGURE 7 A COMPUTER INSTnUCTION 

"add" and an 
in/:itruction for 
to be added is 
arbitrary here, 

Computer t)rograms are often referred to as "software" to 
distinguish them from "hardware" that refers to com};)uter equipment. A 
word of caution, however: These are jargon terms that have variable 
meaning and should not be used for legal purposes. Software som~times 
refers to any computerprogramalong with its documentation. Computer 
program documentation includes specifications, flow charts, I/O ,formats, 
test input data, sample output data, operating instructions, and program 
listings. A computer program of sufficient size is often organized into 
subprograms or subroutines, milch as a book is ox-ganized into paragraphs 
and chapters. J:o'urther confusing the techn()logy is" firmware" that 
describes a set of computing instructions resident in a special storage 

,device. and thought of as an integral part of computer circu1.try. 

The processing of data is dO'.1le by a'program containing instructions 
for reading data, for manipulating data in various ways, for deriving 
new data from old, and then for storing or writing data. Writing 
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includes the creation of new files (on cards and/or magnetic tBp€' or 
disk) 8S well as printing. 

Figure a shows one customer record, which constitutes. input data, 
for the sample problem. The program executes the steps indicated in 
Figure 9 and flowcharted in Figure 10 to solve the problem. It reads 
and stores the characters in each of the ca.y'd columns (Helds) and then 
computes and writes the new balance. Starting with the old balance of 
$38.78, it adds charges of $16.50 to find a sum'of $55.28. ,It then 
subtracts the payment of $38.78 to comp!;;\te a new balance of $16.50. All 
that remains is to print a bill to sllow the customer'"s name, address, 
and new balance due. After this record has been processeu, the program 
reads the next record and repeats precisely the same steps, using 
different input data. 

1. Prog.r,am H~structions 

A computer processor does one and only one thing at a time. 
Instructions are processed one at a time. To make the processor's 
actions predictable to the programmer, compute,rs .lire engineered to 
autolJlatically perform the next instruction in working storage. The nelr.t 
instruction is defined as instruction beginning at the last working 
storage location of the just-completed instruction plus 1. 

The programmer can override the processor's automatic next 
instruction aS$1Agnment at any time. Special instructions known as 
transf~ers or bra1aches provide this capability. The operands of these 
instruc,tions contain the programmer-specified next instruction location. 
Typically, the computer processor has a b.Iilt-in counttl'r always 
containing the working storage location of the next instruction to be 
executed. The transfer or branch operations change the ne.xt instruction 
counter to the programmer-specified location contained in the operand of 
the transfer or branch instruction. 

To perform data processing, the computer mus~"have access to both 
the data and the set of instructions that cause it to~perform its 
operations ir. a specified sequence. Therefore, computer programs 
contain both the instructions or procedures the computer is to foll~w 
and a definition of the data to be processed. Thete are several types 
of each, including: 

o Instruction or procedure types: I/O 
decision or conditional, editing 
operators, imperatives, and other. 

operations, arithmetic, 
instructions, logical 

o Data definition types: fHe definitions" constanc.il, variables, 
and others', 

Instructions consist of a symbol or character speci,fying the operation 
to be perfoflJleu and the value or location of the operand or operands 
(that which is operated on). ~ 
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10 READ N$, 11.$, B$ 

20 DATA "J0HN BR0HN", "123 MAIN ST." 

30 DATA "ANYTOHN, CA. 94001" 

40 READ 0, C, P 

50 DATA 38.78, 16.50, 38.78 

60 LET N = 0 + C - P 

70 PRINT N$ 

80 PRINT A$ 

90 PRINT B$, 

100 PRINT 

110 PRINT, N 

120 END 

N$=customer's name A$=first line of address 
B$~second line of address 
C =current lllonth' s charges 
N ""new balanc~ 

o =p'revious (old) balance 
d P =pay~ents received 

Note: A$, B$, C, N$, 0, P are the fields in the input 
record. The program generates N in step 60. 'A 
print followed by a blank causes a blank line to 
occur on th~ printout. 

'FIGURE 9 SAMPLE PROGRAM 
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.... :-

i·, 

START 

READ ONE 
RECORD· 

NEW BALANCE· 
OLD BALANCE 
+ CHARGES 
-PAYMENTS 

"Input record comprises name, address, old balance, charge, 
and payment fields. 

SOURCE: Reference 33 

FIGURE 10 ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE SIMPLIFIED FLOWCHART 
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Input instructions cause data to be moved from connected storage 
devices such as magnetic disks, magnetic tapes, punched cards, and 
typewriter keyboards into a section of the computer's storage reserved 
for temporarily storing information that is now being worked on and" for 
saving intermediate results. Output instructions move data from that 
same temporary or working storage to the connected storage devices, 
disks, tapes, etc. 

Arithmetic instructions perform the fundamental operations of 
arithmetic: add! tion, subtraction, multiplication, and diviSion, 
according to the rules of arithmetic. The values used in the, 
calcu.l.ations are obtained from working storage, 8,nd the results are 
usually stored in working st.orage. 

Decision or conditional instructions determine the course of action 
the program ':s to' follow next based on the results of a test of the 
conditions then existing. Data in working storage may be tested to 
determine whether it is greater or less than another value or a constant 
value, and the program will follow a different course of action :if it 1'8 
greater than if it is not. 

Editing instructions modify the format of data in working storage 
to prepare for its use in output or in other instructions. Common 
examples include rounding, suppressing leading zeros, and insertion of 
special characters, such as dollar signs and carriage ,return (CR) s1.gn6. 

Logical operators determine the course of action based on the terms 
expressed in the operation. The logical operators are AND, OR, AND NOT, 
and OR NOT. Logi~a,l operators and decisions/conditional instructions 
are often combined to test several conditions in one statement. 

Imperative instructions specify an 'unconditional action to the 
computer such as DO X, STOP, etc. Common imperative instructions are 
MOVE, where d;:,ta in one storage locatioh are moved to another storage 
location'spe,cified in the instruction, and GO TO, where the processor 
proceeds to ~he instruction specified in the GO TO instruction to 
determine what to do next. 

Other and miscellaneous instructions are a~ailable in most computer 
systems. These perform such operationl~ as testing for end-af-data 
files, testing equipment readiness, reachi)";g time clocks built into the 
computer, etc. The number and kind of th~se instructions vary with the 
design of the computer. {; 

File definitions describe the content of the records in ,I/O data 
files. Each item of data in the record is assigned a,beg!nning and 
ending location relative to the beginning of the record. Records are 
often grouped together on a data file and each I/O operation will 
transfer a group of records from or to the file. File definitions o~ten 
define the number of records in each group. 
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Constants are defined fixed values or data items that do not change 
during the operation of the program. 

Variables are defined data items whose values can be changed during 
the operation of the program. Variables are usually initiated, set to a 
beginning value, at the beginning ofa program. That value is subject 
to ruodification by the program during the operation of the program. 

2. Programming Techniques 

Certain techniques have been developed that reduce the level of 
effort required to design, code, and debug programs. The more common 
techniques are used 1,n most programs and are described here to further 
the reader's understanding of programming. 

a. Loops 

Certain sets of instructions are used repeatedly 
whereas other sets are used less often or not at all. 
system paying 10,000 people may include the following 

0 Used for all employees 

A. Gross pay calculation 
O. Gross to net calculation 
C. Prepare earnings register 

0 Used for nonexempt employees 

D. Verify overtime payments 
E. Calcul~te overtime pay 

o Used fo~ each payroll run 

F. ~egin payroll run 
G~ End payroll run 

only 

in most programs, 
A typical payroll 

instruction sets: 

The following list indicates how the payroll might be programmed. 

Program Step 

1 

2 

3 

Function Performed 

F. Begin payroll run 

Are there more employee records? If 
NO, go to step 11. 

YES, get nll;\,Kt employee record. 
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Pro*raru ~tep 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

10 

11 

function Performed 

Is this employee exempt? If YES, go 
to step 7. 

D. Verify overtime payment 

E. Calculate overtime pay 

A. Gross pay calculation 

B. Gross to net calculation 

c. Prepare earnings register 

Go to step 2. 

G. End payroll run 

This use of the loop from steps 2 to 10 allows the programmer to 
save considerable effort by writing each set of instructions only once 
instead of 10,000 times. In addition, he is able to use the basic pay 
calculation in routines At B, and C whether or not there is overtime. 
This approach is called looping because the computer will circle (loop) 
from instruction step 2 to 10 and back until all employee records are 
processed. 

Steps 3 through 10 are used conditionally if the answer to the 
question in step 2 is YES. This Is known as a conditional loop. 
Frequ.ently, programs will contain what is known as nested loops, where a 
loop 'within a loop will be repeated a number of times before the outer 
loop is completed once. 

b. Tables 

Programs frequently use sets of data Itelils stored in working 
storage in the form of a table. The tables contain information that is 
referred to frequently in a program. A single computer program for an 
airline might use a point-to-point mileage and fare table and another 
table that converts the 3-digit airport code into the fully spelled out 
city and state name. 

Tables are usually stored on a disk drive and are read into working 
storage when needed by the program. The program obtains information 
from the table by searching the table'until it can match the data it is 
now working with with an entry in the table. For example, the airport 
code for Chicago is ORO and for Portland PDX. A fiiahtrecord obtained 
from a data file could be converted as follows by using both tables: ,,' 
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Information 

Origin 

Destination 

Mileage 

c. Program Switches 

Data File --
ORD 

PDX 

Report 

Chicago, Illi~ois 

Portland, Oregon 

1752, 

It is often necessary to save the results of a conditional test for 
later use in a program. This is accomplished by setting a variable 
value that represents the test results. Payroll systems often use a 
owitch to indicate whether this payroll process is the last for the 
quarter year and another to indicate whether it is the last for the full 
year. The program will perform the quarterly and annual procedures only 
when the switches contain the value indicating those calendar milestones 
have arrived. 

There are several techniques for setting 'the switches and making 
certain they are correct. One widely used method requires the payroll 
department to enter a transaction record that conta~ns key indicator 
inforlllation, such as "end of the quarter," "end of the year," etc. In 
other cases, the information is entered into a job set-up card in 
computer operations. This card is part of the setup that causes the 
payroll system to run. 

d. Instruction Modification 

As Lloted earlier, running programs 
along with the data. This allows 
modified by other instructions and also 
instructions. When this .occurs as a 
follows but instruction modification 
programming easier. 

are loaded in.to working storage 
the program .instructions to be 
permits data to be processed as 
result of unplanned error, chaos 
is used deliberately to make 

A common example of instruction modification is found in 
conjunction with the use of subroutines. The program may transfer 
control to a subroutine from many places in the program. In each such 
case, the programmer will want to return control to the origin'of the 
transfer when the subrouti·n.e is completed. This is accomplished by 
determining the desired ret.urning storage address and loading it into 
the operand of the last instruction in the subroutine. That latit 
subroutine instruction w~ll not be equipped with an operand during 
source coding, but instead will receive one from othf.!r instructions 
during the running of the prog~am. 
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e. Subroutines 

A routine is a sequenced set of instructions that produces a 
particular result. These routines are generally or f.requently useful 
and are segregated into what is known as a subroutine. Subroutines are 
designed to be used from anywhere in the program and are call@d on where 
and as .needed. When the operations specified in the subroutine are 
completed, the program then returns to the main routine. Subroutines 
may themselves use other subroutines, etc. 

f. Program hodularity 

Most computer 
originally coded 
statements into a 
typically 500 to 
completed in 2 or 3 
work from beginning 

programs contain several hundred statements in their 
ve~sion. A compiler translates these several hundred 
greater numbe'r of machine language instructions, 

1,000. Typically, programs of this size can be 
man-weeks, and one programmer does the programming 
to end. 

Programs of this she ra'nge have limited objectives and can be 
"read!" and understood by a person familiar with the programming languagf' 
used. however, programs of this type are nearly always part of a muc.h 
larger system containing many such programs. To fully understand the 
significance of anyone program, it is necessary to know what the 
previous and following programs ,do as well. For example, a prior 
program may alter the data being processed in unexpected ways, or a 
succeeding program may contain assumptions about the work performed in 
this program. This interdependency of programs in a large system makes 
it necessary to analyze the entire system before the role ot any Single 
program in the system can be understood. 

Some computer programs are required to perform many tasks and may 
contain many thousands of computer instructions. These programs are 
usually broken down into discrete sets of instructions with an 
identifiable purpose. These sets are called modules. A system such as 
an airline reneY.'vation system contains many modules.~ Each program 
module can tie programmed and tested by a different person, and large 
programs are designed in modular form so that several or many 
programmers can work on the program simultaneously. Development times 
and costs-for programs of this size are measured in man-years and 
hundreds of thl)usands or millions of dollars. 

Predictably, these programs are very complex, and highly qualified 
programming experte may spend weeks or months to gain an understanding 
of one phenomentln such as occasionally erratic results. Modularity· was 
developed to ~lIllow the investigator to quickly narrow the possible 
sources of such a phenomona to a likely few, but modular design efforts 
are \lot always: able to completely segregate the steps of each function 
into modules. ~iherefore, the search often leads from a likely module to 
anoth~.r and seellj,ingly unlikely module. 
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3. Programming Languages 

Progr.amming languages are designed to enable the human programmer 
to communicate more easily with the computer in a language more nearly 
like his own to cause it to perform specific operations in a defined 
sequence. These lan8\~ages communicate with the computer via a machine 
language that the com'pl',ter circuitry has been designed to recognize and 
respond to." Each (fomputer model or model series has a different 
circuitry design, and therefore, machine languages differ from computer 
to computer. Programs in machine language are saiato be in object code 
and are ready to load into the computer to perform processing. 

The major types of programming languages, in 8.ddition 
languages, are assembly languages, compiler languages, 
languages, and specialized languages. A description of 
follows. 

a. Machine Languages 

to machine 
high-level 
each type 

Machine languages are coded as st'rings of zet.os or ones that 
represent the binary ON or OFF condition. The computer is designed to 
interpret these machine language codes as instructions.' Each 
instruction in the computer's inte.rnal instruction set activates certain 
parts of the proceSSing circuitry, causing the desired process to 
happen. 

Hachine language can be coded by the programmer and is immediatelly 
ready for loading in the computer. Early programming lIlas d9n.~ in this 
manner: during the early 1950s computer programs consisted of thousands 
of zeros and ones representing characters of information, following one 
after the other without apparent reason or purpose. 

b. Assembler Languages 

Early experience with machine language programming demonstrated the 
neeo tor all easier to learn and easler to use programming method. The 
first developments substituted character mnemonics (memory aids) for the 
sets of binary digits. Assembler languages use easily remembered 
symbols such as loA" for add, "s" for subtract, etc. 

Programs coded in assembler languages must then be processed by a 
spt::cial computer program known as an assembler that translates the 
assemi>ler l.anguage coding of the programs into the machine la(luage 
coding used by the computer. The original program to be asseml jd is 
known as the "source code," and the machine language program output of 
the assembly process is known as the "object' code." It is important to 
recognize that a computer program is a special-purpose file of data and 
can be processed like any other data in a computer. 
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Assembler language instl'uctions have a one-for-one correspondence 
with machine language and therefore differ for each computer circui'Cry 
design. This makes it ne.cessary to recode, reassemble, and test any 
assembly language program to make it run 'in another computer of 
different design. The expense and inconvenience of thiS program 
recoding and the '(ising cost of programming led to the development of 
the compiler and high-level languages. 

c. Compiler Languages 

Compiler languages perform the same and more functions than 
assembler languages do. Whereas in assembler programs each line in the 
source code becomes one-machine instruction, compiler languages are able 
to convert one line in the source code to one or many machine 
instructions. This translation is performed using a special (',omputer 
progr8Ul known as a compiler. 

In addition, compiler languages are designed to match more closely 
the normal language of their intended user. In an example where one 
num~r is doubled then added to another, the programmer's source code 
might appear as follows: 

Assembler code 

Engineering 
(high-level) 

business c 

(high-level) 

Code 

L N/Z 

M Z/2 

A Z/X 

Translation 

Load N into storage 
location Z 

Hultiply the number at 
loca tion Z by 2 

Add the number at' '~locat1ot)' 
Z to the number at 
location X 

X - X + 2*N Let the number at X become 
(- means replaced by) X plus twice the number at N 
(* means multiplication) 

ADD NUtvlBER*(2) 
TO ANSWER 

Add the value of NUNBER 
times 2 to the number. at 
ANSWER 

Note that the programmers coding in all three languages will convert to 
either the same machine instructions or their equivalent, and the same 
result will be obtained. II, 
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d. High-Level Languages 

These are compiler languages that are a180 known as machine
independent. The design objective is to allow a program written in one 
of these languages to be used on different types of c~mputers with few 
if any source coding changes required. Each type of computer has its 
own unique compiler that converts the high-level source coding as 
requ1:redby the machine language for that computer. 

Most programming is now done with high-level compiler languages, of 
which the most common are: 

COBOL Common business-oriented language 

RPG Report program generator 

HASIC Beginners all-purpose symbol instruction ~ode 

FORTkAN FORmulr, TRANslation 

PL/1 Programming language/version 1 

APL A programming language 

e. !pecialize~ Languages 
i 

The flexibility of compilers has allowed the development of lmany 
specialized programming languages. One example is APT (autQmatically 
programmed tools), a widely used specialized language. The AP~ compiler 
converts source code developed by a specially trained programmer into a 
set of machin~ tool control instructions, usually on punched paper tape. 
These machine control instructions guide numerically controlled machine 
tools through the sedes of c'perat1onsnecessary to perform milling, 
bering, etc. Other high-le',el languages exist for systems simulations, 
raport preparation, text editing, typesetting, and so on. Wherever 
sizable groups of programmers are coding computer programs to perform 
specializ.ed functions that can be standardized, the1)pportunity and 
incen~ive exists to develop a specialized language that will improve 
their productivity. The suppliers who decide to sell computers or 
computer services to that market provide the necessary compilers to 
translate the specialized language int,o the machine language req'\aired by 
their computers. 

(". COt-APUTER SYSTEM STRUCTURE 

1. Computing Equipment 

The size and capacity of compute~8 range from those of programmable 
pocket calculators that sell for less than $100 and home-use models that 
sell for a few thousaM cbllara to huge, super high-speed uchines that 
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cost millions of dollal's (see FigUre 11). Between these extremes are 
computers designed for various ,purposes and with differing capabUit1es" 
The following examples show some of these differences. 

~, sma 11 compu ter may help to 
company--i.e., the accounting 
promotion mailings. ~~chines of 
minicomputers. 

automate some applications "for a small 
and payroll system--or to help in 
this capacity are sometimes. 'called 

A computer with several high-speed inpu~ and output (I/O) units and 
a storage capacity of several hundred thousand characters eQuld support 
the numerous processing tasks of a large brokerage firm. This coulC be 
considered a medium-sized system. 

A large computer system often includes equipment costing millions 
of dollars, many high-speed I/O devices to handle several types of data, 
a huge storage capacity of billions of characters, several processing 
units handling different jobs at the. same time, and perhaps even 
communicating processors that reside at different loc'ations. 

~egardless of size, capacity, and location, the hardware components 
of any computer system inclUde I/O devices, storage devices for internal 
and auxiliary storage, and the CPU. The functional characteristics of 
these components are as follows: 

o Input devices--move data and programs into the system. 

o Output devices--move data from the system, or record 
instructions or data for recycling input back t.o the system. 

o Storage devices--store the programs and data to be used by the 
system. 

o Processing and control devices--execute the progt;~ms to perform
logic ~nd arithmetic and manip\llate and move data within the 
system. 

~everal types of 1/0 devices may be used with.a computer system. 
Some perform only input or output functions. Some perform both input 
and output; and some have input, output, and storage functions. 

One of. the BlOSt common input devices used is the card reader, )hown 
in Figu'te l2. The c.ard readel' performs the input lunct'ion by sjns1ng 
the holes punched in a card and emitting r.lectrical signals t-g' the 
computer, 'based on the position of the holes, to indicate c,.rtain 
chars,3ters or numerals. 
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1. LARGE 
2. MID·SIZE 
3. SMALL 

~------~----------. -.----~--------------------~ 
SOURCE: Fl.ftl.~. 33 

FIGURE 11 COMPUTERS OF VARIOUS SIZES 

SOURCE: Reference 33 

FIGURE 12 CARD READER 
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A similar input device is used fof key-to-disk or key-to-tape 
input. An operator· at a terminal keys the information through a 
conversion system directly to disk or tape storage (see Figure 13). 

Other typ~s of input devices are' optical character readers (OCR), 
magnetic ink character readers {'MICR) , and point-of::-sale (i~'DS) 
terminals. An embossed charge card, for· example,. is. ,)designed for 
optical· character recognition as are special pencil· marks in 
predete;rmlneo:\positions on a card or paper usecl. for multiple choice 
examinations~ . ,The use of !'itCR l:1as .become common in bank-;-; to process 

. checks .and otherdocu}llents automatical~y; WherE:!8S, POS terminals (see 
Figure'l4) have been effectively used in retail establishments to record 
transactions by using a keyboard or sensors (sensing wands) attached to 
a terminal to re~d data from the tags' (Universal Product Code) on the 
product being sold. 

Output devir.~es in¢.lude the card punch, tape punch, and printer that 
are used to transfer· data out of the compute~ into the medium used with 
eaqh device; i.e., cards, paper tape, paper forms, etc. (See Figures 
15,. 16', and 17.) Anoth~r output only device is the computer-output 
microfiche or microfilm (COH) recorder. The data from the computer art:!:; 
recorded on photosensitive film in microscopic form. Therefore, data 
can be printed in more concentrated form than with standard printed 
output. However, to be retrieved, the data must be read through a 
microfilm reader. 

Some examples of devices that can be used for both input and output 
are: the control console (see F:fgure 18), a device containing the 
~Dntrols and indicators that allow communic~tion between the computer 
system and operator. The operator uses<!;-~console to start and stop 
the system, receive instructions and status lniormation, control sOlDe of 
its operations, and insert special instructions or data, i.e., to 
provide:: I/O. Similarly, cathode-ray-tube (CRT) terlllinals and hardcopy 
terminals (such as the teletype terminal) provide input to or output 
from the computer. All of these devices use ~'~boards to key data into 
the computer. For the CRT, '~output from tHe computer is printed on a 
television-like screen (see Figure 19), whereas output provided by a 
hardcopy terminal is printed on paper. Magnetic tape, disk, diskette, 
cassette, and drum devices may be used both for I/O. 
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SOURCE: Reference 33 

FIGURE 13 KEY-TO-TAPE OPERATION 

SOURCE: 

FIGURE 15 CARD PUNCH 

o SOURCE: 

SOURCE: A.f.renc. ~3 
FIGURE 14 POINT-OF-SM.E rERMINAL 

FIGURE 16 PAPER TAPE: PUNCH 
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SOURCE: Reference 33 

FIGURE 17 LINE PRINTER 
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SOURCE: Reference 33 

FIGURE 18 CONTROL CONSOLE 

18S' 
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• " .',.:0 

SOURCE: Reference 33 

FIGURE 19 CATHODE-RAY-TUBE TERMINAL 

High-speed data storage devices retain data and progr.ams during 
processing. Other names that are 'frequently applied to the principal 
storage unit in a. computer system are main storage, central storage, or 
core storage. Auxiliary, secondary~ or peripheral storage in the form 
of magn.etic tapes, disks, drums, diskettes, or cassettes ~xpands the 
storage capacity of a system but has far slower access time. Data 
stored on tape coated with a ferromagnetic material are in the form of 
t1uy invisible magnetized areas that are sensed electronically. A 
magnetized spot represents the binary digit 1 and an unmagnetized spot 
represents O. l'he diagram in Figure 20 illustrates coding of data 0.1.1 a 
magnetic tape. The use of magnetized or unmagnetized spots represent 
the same binary digits on tapes, disks, drums, diskettes and/or 
cassettes. When a program is too large to tit in main storage, it can 
be put in auxiliary storage to be recalled in segments during 
processing. Programs are usually segmented into subprog~ams • 
Typically, all data pass through ruain storage on their way to or from 
the CPU, I/O devi'ces, and auxiliary storage. Dataand instructions in 
main storage consist of individual bits stored electronically in a 
predetermined coding scheme. Groups of bits are known as bytes or 
words. Storage is like a set of mailboxes, with each box having an 
address. Each instruction occupies one or more words. When' a program 
is written and stored, its instructions occur one after another in 
sequence so·that processing will be orderly. Data and instructions are 
placed 'in storage in the same way; in fact, instructions in a program 
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SOURCE: Reference 33 

FIGURE 20 DATA STORED ON MAGNETIC TAPE 

are a form of data. A data word can be used as an instruction. If its 
bit pattern satisfies the requirements of a valid instructi~n, an 
operation will be performed. If the data are invalid as an instruction, 
the program probably ,11111 halt, and the computer operator should receive 
a message on the console about the event. 

The CPU performs the data processing functiol~S as directed by a 
program. It also controls the movement of instructions and data within 
the system. The CPU usually has two functional sections: a control 
section and arithmetic-logic section. It also has registers that are 
designed to temporarily store data, arithmetic and "logical operands, 
results, and in.structions to be processed. A photograph of a CPU is 
shown in Figure 21. 

The control section directs the I/O dev'ices, decodes and executes 
instructions, and routes data between storage and the registers and 
arithmetic-logic unit. It is the director of the entire system. 

The arithmetic-logic section caMains the circuits that perform 
arithmetic and logical functions. 

Registers are small storage areas that temporarily hold data during 
processing. ", For example they hold the address for a particular item of 
data, an op~rand, or the operation code portion of an instruction to be 
executed. 
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SOURCE: Reference 33 

FIGURE 21 CENTRAL PROCESSING UNIT: ARITHMETIC LOGIC SECTION 

2. Computer Operating System Functions 

A computer operating system includes all the computer programs 
necessary to operate a computer. Types of programs include: compilers 
and assemblers, utility programs, and control programs for operating the 
system. 

Generally, an operating system consists of an executive control 
program and a number of processors. Each processor performs a specific 
funct~on upon comman~ of a contr.o1 statement provided by the operator or 
app11c{ltion program. The function of each processor can usually be 
considered either of the job management, data management, or task 
management type. A list of some major operating system funhions, 
according to type, is given below. 

o Job management 

- Job scheduling: read and interpret the control cards, allocate 
computer time, form job queues, handle priorities, load 
programs, and respond to traps and interrupts. 

- I/O allocation and control: dynamically match and assign I/O 
channels and devices with job requirements, monitor their 
status~ and control their operation. 
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11 c.OIDIDunications to arid _ operator communication: handle a 
from 

the operator. 

and recovery 
messages, 

processes: 
and handle 

discover 
system 

eTrors, 
recovery Ertor, diagnostic, 

issue diagnostic 
procedures. 

d i cellaneous services: handle special I/O 
terminals, 
device to 

- Utility an m s intercommunication between 
considerations, iderations and 
security, sharing of data base c,ons , 
device transfers. 

Data management 

File control: describe a file, 
maintain the file~ 

input data into the file, 

Open/close files: open (make available 
files as required by a specific task. 

for use) and close 

of data between elemlmts 
_ I/O supervision: control the movement 

of storage. 

Task management 

1 d th task (a unit part 
Task supervisiou: oa e d control 
into main memory for execution, an 
tasks between primary and secondary storage. 

-Interrupt handling: handle all interrup.ts to 

stream. 

of a program) 
the movement of 

the execution 

nting' handle accounting of user 
- Facility and user time accou • d f system component use 

and system program execution time an 0 

time. 
ide capabilities Language translation: prov 

compile source language programs. 

to assemble or 

must meet for a u'ser's job 
i that an operating system d i the 

The object ves the steps in a job-to-job transition an n 
r run are: automate environment' of diverse 

o ifi job' accommodate an d i . 
setting up of a spec c 'modes' reduce total job time an ncrease 
applications and operating diagn~stic aids; and increase progr~mer 
efficiency; provide necessary 
productivity. 

i d b the computer manufacturer. 
Operating ~ystems are usually s~i~l eins~ructions requiring several 

and can be as large as 5 or 6 mi on They are probably the most 
thousand man-years to design and develop. Programming must still b£ 

. 1 products of human endeavors. comp ex 
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conside.red a cottage craft or art that is only recently being 
transformed into an engineering disd-pline. A computer operating system 
fOJ: a large computer is not predictable because it is so 'complex; its 
perforwance under all conditions is not known and could never be 
considered to be perfect according to a given set of specifications. 
Errors or bugs in operating systems are discovered throughout their 
lifetimes, and correction of discovered bugs frequently introduces new 
bugs or deviations from" !:'Ipecifications. Any large computer programs 
suffer from these problems.:~hey need continual maintenance just like a 
complex machine does--not b~cause they wear, but because of the 
discovery of bugs. . 

Operating systems function in two modes, batch and on-line. 
·are described in the next two sections. 

3. ~atch Operating Systems 

These 

,Many business activities occur periodically rather than constantly. 
The hourly worker is paid for his work weekly, or semimonthly, or on 
some other pay-period basis. The time records that he/she turns in 
during the pay period are gathered into a batch, alodg with the time 
records of all others 011 the same payroll. This batch of time records 
is then processed in a batch, payments are made, and year to date 
records brought up to date in one large batch and on a scheduled date. 

Most cowputer systems are used in batch mode. Ba.'llks use batch mode 
to process checks, credit or debit the proper accounts, produce no 
sufficient funds warnings, produce monthly statements, etc. Retailers 
use batch mode to record purchases and on a scheduled date to calculate 
finance charges and produce monthly statements for !nailing. Batch is 
usually the most economical way to provide periodic processing and when 
it is not necessary for the systems records to contain or reflect all 
information up to the latest minute or hour. 

a. Input Handling 

.Input for a batch mode. is collected during the period between 
processing runs. For e)csmple, weekly time cards for hourly employees 
are usually gathered from Ithe time card racks once a week and submitted 
to th~ computer in a batch. If the worker is paid every two weeks, the 
payroll processing is done with two weekly batches of time cards. In 
another case, the employee ruay be clocking into a clock that 
au toma'tically records the time, da te, and employee number onto a data 
procepsing recording device. Again these data are submitted to the 
computer in a batch, perhaps at the end of each day. 

'These batches of employee time clock records are called 
transaction~. The first step in handling transactions is to convert 
them to a computer-processible form. Time cards go through a data entry 
process that rec~rds the information onto a computer input medium, such 
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as punched card, magnetic tape, or magnetic disk. The converted time 
. card records then become the payroll transaction file. 

Typically, the payroll transaction file is sent first to a batch 
computer system that edits or checks for errors. The editing may, for 
instance, determine that each employee number in the transaction file is 
for a currently active employee, that no employee overtime is reported 
without proper authorization, that one and only one time card exists for 
each current employee, and so on. The edit system produces a new 
payroll transaction file containing only the correct records and also 
produces a list of time records rejected for real or possible error. 
The rejected records are then corrected and entered again through the 
edit system. This process is continued until the person responsible for 
payroll decides the comput~r, input. transactions are free of error. 

b. Processing~!!!! Handling 

When the time record input transaction file has been edited, 
corrected, and cleared for use, the payroll pr9cess itself occurs. The 
time record for each employee is placed in the current hours spaee in 
the employee record, the gross and net pay is calculated and the \~~r:ious 
outputs, including paychecks, are prepared. Proccessing' occurs at 
computer speed and several thousand payroll calculations can be done 
each minute. Table 24 illustrates the files that might be used in and 
produced by our simplified payroll example. 

The previous payroll master file was produced as output from the 
last weekly payroll process. The payroll master file output from thi& 
week's process will in turn become the input to next week's payroll. In 
this way, the constantly changing year to date records are kept current. 

The payroll master file also contains less variable and static 
information such as social security number and hourly pay rate. To 
cnange static information such as the pay rate, a transaction is entered 
into a separate process--usually called the master update. New 
employees are added, names are revised, and other changes are made to 
the payroll master as in the update pro~e6s. Typically, every computer 
file passes through one or more update systems during each processing 
cycle so as to provide the opportunity to change both the static and 
constantly changing information4 

We have discussed a transaction file, an input master file, and 
output master file. Batch processes also produce output fUes su~h as 
the check file in the example. The check file can be used for other 
purposes in addition to printing the paychecks. It may, for example, be 
used to produce a check register in social security number sequence. 
This is accomplished in the payroll system by sort,ing the file in the 
com~uter to the desired sequence and then printing t~e r.equired report. 

Typically, payroll processes are done on segue'f.ce, one employee at 
a time. This approach is used because all or most of the employees have 
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Table 24 
'" ~ .' 

EXAMPLE OF A SIMPLIFIED PAYROLL FIL'E 

I~2ut Qut2ut Information Previou~ PaIro11 New Paxro11 
Descr:t2tion Time Record Master File Master File Check File 

Name Joe Smith Joe Smith Joe Smith Joe Smith· 

Number 101142 101142 101142 

Hours Worked 41 38 41 

S.S. number 363-99-9999 363-99-9999 363-99-9999 ~ 
\D 
VI 

Pay rate (dollars) 5.50 5.50 

Year to ,. ... ~-
_.at.": 

Grosll earnings 2,113.55 2,341.30 

Taxes 304.04 342.21 i[ 

~ Net earnings 1,809.51 1,999.09 

Weekly 
~~ 

Gross earnings 209.00 227.75 :- ~...:::.- -:::-~ --
~, 

~I 
Taxes 36.11 38.17 

Net earnings 172.89 189,.58 189.58 

') ,I 

__ ~ I) 
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time record transactions each pay period. In the above example, the t~o 
it£put files lolould be arranged in the same sequence, probably employee 
~lumber, and processed t08ether. These kinds of sequential files are 
usually kept on magnetic tapes. 

It is also possible to use di'rect-access techniques that store and 
retrieve information at random as directed by the computer program. 
Computer disk drives are devices that allow access directly to any 
individual record as directed by the program. 1iles on disk drives can 
also be read and processed sequentially. In our example, the payroll 

might be kept on a disk and updated directly when a few rate 
~:~:~s are made, but it can be retrieved and processed sequentially 
~hen the entire file is used to process the payroll. 

The discussion thus far has centered on a process that updates one 
master file at a time. Many systems are designed to update at one,time 

transactions. For example, the time-record 
several files with the b d t date a separate file that is 
transaction file call al:~ wo~ke~s:nd ~su:ot concerned with dollars. 
~~~:i~~u~~a~~l~fa~~~a:a~o~e either a sequential or a dire~t-access file. 

c. Output Handling 

The payroll example given earlier in 
several outputs, inc)·,ding such items as: 

o Files 

- New Payroll Master File 

- Check File 

o Reports 

- Pay Checks 

- Check Registers 

Tax Reports. 

this section will produce 

Each output must be distributed in a prescribed fashion. The 
fil s will be given to the person responsible for the computer 

~:~~:~ dataefiles. This person is usually called the
d 

li:rariand ot~:~ records the date, volume number, name an num er, an ~ 
!,!.::~r~:~ormation and stores the file so it can be retrieved when next 

needed. 

The 
mail to 
Register, 

reports will be printed, burst apart, and sent via courier or 
the proper recipients. Other reports such as the Check 
might be microfilmed and the film sent to the re~'ipients by 

the same route. 
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d. Local and Remote 

The payroll example cited earlier involved three main groups, the 
employees, the payroll department, and the computer operation. These 
groups may be physically near to or far removed from each other. When 
th~y are' physically adjacent, the process is known as local or 
centralized processing, and when they are physically removed, it is 
known as remote or distributed processing. 

Whereas loc""l processes rely on couriers, mail deliveries, etc. to 
move information, remote processes sometimes muat rely on data 
communications circuits to move the information over the. distances among 
the groups. Remote processing systems typically differ from local 
processing systems in these ways: 

o Input preparation is near the employees and may be separLted 
from the computer processing center. 

o Outpu,t preparation, printing, and bursting are near the payroll 
department and may be separated from the computer processing 
center. 

o The systems contain additional cb~cks and edits to make certain 
the 1/0 data are correctly transmitted. 

Facilities that are dependent on a distant computer linked by 
communication circuit are equipped to perform at least part of their own 
d~ta processing work. Typically, they have data entry equipment that 
allows them, for example, to convert time records into computer-readable 
input transactions and also often have printi~g equipment that can 
prod\ce output checks, check registers, etc. The I/O equipment connects 
to a data communication circuit directly or through speciali~ed 
communications equipment. 

In other cases, the I/O equipment includes a computer. This 
approach allows the remote facility to do at least part of the 
proc~ssing. Transaction input is partially edited and corrected at the 
point of entry before it is communicated to the computer center for 
processing. However, it is not possible to completely edit the time
c~rd transactions unless the payroll master is also available, which 
usually means the final edits occur during the payroll process in the 
computer center. 

4. !!!!-~, ~-..!!.!!!.t ~ .'!:!!!!.-Shar!ng Systems, 

Real-time systems are designed to perform their processes at the 
Bpeed--;;rt~hich events occur. For example, the airline reserJation 
file must be insta~tly changed when the clerk enter.s the necessary 
information~ Any other clerk ~ttempting to reserve the same seat even a 
fraction of a second later must be advised it is not available.Real
time system users such as reservation clerks are connected directly to 
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the computer through a cable or data communication circuit. This allows 
them to send, information to the computer as events, sales, 
cancellations, etc. occur and to de~ermine the current status of the 
files at any time through a procedure known as inquiry. 

On-line systems users are also conne(~ted directly to the processing 
computer and enter activity information as it occurs. However, on-line 
systellls are not necessarily designed to update the information files .as 
transaction information is received. Airlines, for example. nlay enter 
their employee time records on the reservation clerk's equipment. The 
on-line system receiving the payroll transactions would store them on a 
payroll transaction file .in the computer. This transaction fil~ would 
then become the input to the batch payroll system at the end of the pay 
period. Tke airline might decide to design their payroll information 
collection system in this way to avoid buying special equipment for 
entering payroll information and/or to provide daily reports of hours 
worked by location. . 

Real-time system data files are at all times kept up to date and 
accessible to the system. Direct ~ccess devices, such as disks, are 
used on real-time systems to allow the system to access the files in the 
random order in which access requests are received from the users. 
Therefore, real-tillie system maste.r files are found on disk drives 
connected to the system during the time the system is in operation. 

Un-line system USfHS also need immediate and random access to the 
oata files, but do not necessarily need to immediately update the iiles .. 
Therefore, the data files are found on disks, but the data may not 
reflect the most recent changes. 

Time-sharing is a technique th'at permits more than one real-time or 
on-li~$yste1l1 user to share the same computer simultaneously. The 
number of simultaneous users is limited only by the size of the 
computer. The computer serves time-sharing users one by one, but allows 
each one only a bri~!f proc~ssing time. Thus, in a time-sharing system 
designed for a limit of 50 users, each might be limit~d to 1/20th of a 
second. This means that no one user would have to wait more than 2.5 
seconds for servlce. Because humans take several seconds to a'i:t or 
react, most users of such a system would receive a fast respons~ and 
ha.ve the impression they were the only users. Examples of use of three 
cOllimercial time'-sharing services are presented in Appendix D. 

a. Input Handling 

l'lost input 1s submitted directly to real-time, on-line, and time
sharing systemli. The batching of input documents and the data 
conversion steps found in batch >.iystems are both avoided. lnstee.d, the 
person who is conducting the activity nearly always enters each 
transaction into the system as it occurs. These persons aLe . equipped 
with a terminal device, such 'as a keyboard~ to enter the p,ecessary data. 
Real.-time, on-line, and time-sharing systems are designed to cause the 
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comput~r to periodically interrogate each 
whether it has information ready to send. 
often called "polling." 

connected device to determine 
This interrogation process is 

d When an affl~mative response is received indicat~ng a 
re~ y to send data, the system initiates the actual ~ransmi!:~:!nOafl is 
inrormation from the terminal device to h the 
d t e computer. At the end of h ata transmission, the system ~a be t e 
an acknowl~dgment back to the sendi d a~d usually is, designed to send 
the person sending the information n~ha~\~:· This technique assur~!l; 
it. computer correctly received 

Immediately following re.ceipt of the information at 
the following tasks are usually performed: the computer, 

o Record the information onto a transaction file 
The date and time and the source device 
recorded on the transaction log. 

called a log. 
are alao usually 

edit the ~ransaction to make i certa n it is acceptable. Dates and times ~ust be numeric 1 
o 

h ' names a phabetic, and everything in 
t e transaction must be in a specified sequence, etc. 

o Reject the unintelligible transactions, indicatin the 
for rejection to the sending device by an error g 
"NAHE MISSING," "ACCOUNT NUMBER INCORRECT," etc.message 

reason 
such as, 

Subsequently, the system performs the required i 
transaction. There may be operat ons on the 
requiring its own unique hand~~:g or T~nYttypes of transactions, each 
defined by an identifyin code i· e ransaction type is often 
t.he connected devices ar~gdesigne; !~ed!~~;::~~!O~. In

d 
othler instances, 

of transaction and the s . 0 sen on y one type 
identifying the' device. ystem determines the type of transaction by 

An airline reservation system must be able 
tran.,sactions. A partial and to handle many types of 

simplified sample of the possible types of transactions ~ight include: 

Transaction Code Possible Handling 

INQ (Inquiry) XX 
Find the flight record referred to in XX 
and transmit the information on file 
regarding that flight to the inquiring 
device for printing or display. 

RES (!1ake Reservation) XX 
yy-yy Reserve a seat for the person named YY_YY 

on flight number XX. 
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Transaction ~ 

INQ (Inquiry) XX 

DEL(Cancel Reservation)XX 
yy-yy 

ADU (Ado a Flight) XX 
~l~-Z~ 

SUb (Delete a ¥light) xx 
~Z-ZZ 

Possible Handling 

Find the flight record referred to'in XX 
and transait the information on file 

Release the seat on flight number XX 
reserved for the person named YY-YY and 
make it available for use by another party. 

Add a flight number XX accordin~ to the 
information in ~Z-ZZ. 

Delete the leg or legs of flight XX 
specified in ZZ-ZZ and prodlice a list of 
the customers holding reservations that 
need to be notified. 

Note that the INQ, RES, and DEL transactions ,would be the normal 
everyday business of the reservation clerk. However, reservation 
personnel d,o not add or delete flights and. therefore. do not need to be 
authorized to use the ADD and SUB transactions. The use of the ADD and 
SUB transactions would be limited to designated authoriz~d parties, such 
as flight operations personnel. To prevent any party from using 
transactions that are intended for another, several techniques are 
available, including limiting the entry of these transactions to certain 
physical devices and/or requiring the entering party to identHy hirus~lf 
by preceding his transaction entry with a special code cal,leo a 

password. 

Real-time on-line and time-sharing systems also receive a part of 
their' data fr~m batch ;rocesses.' Ot'ten, 24-hour-a-day systems, such as 
airline reservations systems, are fully stopped once each day. This 
period when the system is not operating is used to perform several batch 
systems functions, including: 

o 

o 

o 

b. 

The file of connected terminal devices and flight schedules is 
changed by loading in a new batch of data identifying the 
terminals &nA flights that will be available during the next 24 

hours. 

The transac~ion log is terminated, l'emoved from the 
and stored in a safe place such as a fireproof vault. 

computer, 

The system master files are copied, and the copy 1s removed from 
the computer and stored in a safe place. 

File Handling 

On-line, real-time, and time-sharing systems contain several types 

of files, including: 
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o Reference files containing basic information the system needs to 
operate, in~luding the identification of system users and 
devices accessing the system~ These files are used frequently 
and are usually stored in the computer for fast access. 

o A log file recording all transaction inputs sequentially as they 
occur, usually on a magnetic tape drive. 

o A master file, usually on a direct-access disk drive, that 
contains the data being used and updated by the system user. 

These files are often called the system's "data base." Data base is 
a term usually used to describe files that are the central and often 
sole source of information that is needed and used by' various parts of 
the organization. Numerous vendors market what are .called Data Base 
hanagement Systems (DBMS) that are designed to reduce the time and 
expense required to design and develop on-line systems. 

As noted earlier, the reference files are loaded into the system 
periodically, oftp,n when the system is started up at the beginning of a 
processing period, such as a day. Certain changes may occur during the 
period that affect the reference files. For exam.ple, a te,rminal device 
may fail, and the system will be unable to send or receive information 
to that device. On-line systems are usually designed to shut down the 
failing device and notify computer operations personnel. The shutdown 
is accomplished by annotating the reference file of terminal devices to 
indicate a certain one is inoperable. The system will then no longer 
poll the inoperable device to determine whether it is ready to send or 
receive information. When the problem has been corrected, computer 
operations personnel enter a special transaction that restores the 
device to the polling sequence by removing the inoperable annotation 
from the reference file. 

Recovery and Restarts -- The transaction log file produced by the 
system is a record containing all ~ransaction information entere~ and 
other identifying information, including time and place of origin. The 
log file is a valuable source for volume statistics, ',rut -'1;s primary 
purpose is to permit the system to recover after a failure that destroys 
the current master files or makes them ipaccessible to the system. When 
that situation develops, it is not possible to proceed until the master 
tiles have been restored to their correct status just prior to the 
failure. Therefore, the system's users are not allowed to access and 
use the system until it is operating with correct information. 

The restoration of service is accomplished by executing a computer 
program that recovers all the necessary information. The copy of the 
master file as of the beginning of the processing period and the 
transaction log for the period are inputs to the recovery program that 
repeats all the transaction processing up to the poi~.t of failure 
without, however, sending output informction to the terminal devices 
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again. The primary outputs of the recovery program are the 
reconstructed master files that allow the system to be restarted at the 
point of failure, once again allowing the users to acce~s the system. 

These recovery processes are time-consuming, and in many· such 
systeLls it is essential. to keep the system operational all or nearly all 
ot the time. Airline ~eservation clerks are nearly helpless when their 
reservation system is inoperable, and customers'may and do go to another 
airline that is able to immediately reserve a seat on a competitive 
flight. Various techniques are used to reduce recovery times to the 
shortes~ feasible interval, including saving transaction log and master 
fil", copies about every hour to reduce the amount of processing 
n",cessary to restore the master files. When it is economically 
feac.ibl.e, the entire system is duplicated on a standby computer that is 
t:~ady, complete with separate copies of the current files, to take over 
sy~tem processing if anything goes wrong on the primary computer. 

Design Alternatives -- The master files are often the focus of 
real-time, on~line, and time-sharing systems. The systems are designed 
to keep these files up to date and to extract the information from the 
master files as required to support the system user's needs. The 
airline reservation system keeps the reservation file up to date to the 
last transaction. This is essential because it may receive another 
request for the same seat within seconds. 

Credit card companys are less precise in updating transactions. 
Instead, they normally update their customer master files at night in 
relatively inexpensive batch mode. These companys mail customer charge 
slips and payments to the computer center. This means the most recent 
several days' transactions are not reflected on their files. 
Nonetheless, they maintain on-line systems that allow the users to 
access the credit card customer files to determine that the account is 
valid and that a customer's new purchase will not exceed the credit 
limit. These are not real-time systems because the master files are not 
kept current. 

The credit card companys undoubtedly prefe~ the capability to 
charge the customer's account immediately after each purchase. This 
would allow them to detect and immediately reject over-limit purchases 
and to guard against "shopping' sprees" by the criminal who has just 
gotten possession of the card. However, immediate updating would 
require the connection of each sales station to the computer by a 
communication circuit and necessitate larger and more expensive 
computers. The additional. cost"s to. convert the credit card on-line 
systems to real-time systems are apparently not justified by the risks 
associated with loss or theft of their customers' credit cards. 

The long-term trend is toward real-time and away from on-line modes 
for most systems, including credit card control systems. Real-time 
credit systems are now appearing in retail chain operations where one 
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machine does double duty as both the cash Tegister and on-line computer 
terminal and where the number and therefore cost of communications 
circuits is minimal. 

Updating ~chniques -- Two approaches known as memo-update and 
update-in-place are used to keep files up to date at all times in real
time systems. Memo-update systems do not actually change the 
inforwation on the system master files. Instead, the transaction 
information is stored in a separate file when it is received at the 
computer, and the master file is annotated to indicate that a change has 
occurred and often where.the change can be found in cOinputer storage •. 
If a second transaction is received, another annotation is made--usually 
in the first transaction record in ~torage. In a credit card e~ample, 
the files might then be as shown in Table 25. 

Table 25 

EXAMPLE OF A CREDIT CARD MEl-lO-UPDATE FILE 

Storage 
Location 

Customer name 

Account number 

Amount purchased 

Credit limit 

Amount owed 

Credit remaining 

Annotation 
of transaction 
Storage location 

Master File Transaction 1 

1114212 3014020 

Joe Smith 

59-83770-212 59-83770-212 

59.86 

1000 

~14.32 

185.68 

3U14020 3020117 

Transaction 2 

3020117 

59-83770-212 

79.99 

This structure allows the system to determine at any time the total 
amount Joe Smith owes and his r~aining credit. For example, . the ~ales 
clerk handling Transaction 2 would enter the amount of the new sale. 
The sy~L~w would locate the appropriate master record, validate the card 
account number, and determine that the purchaser is within the credit 
limit: $185.68 ($59.86 + $79.99) - $45.83 credit remaining. The 
system may be deSigned to take a variety of actions in addition to 
authorizing the sale and posting the transaction. It might, for 
example, notify the sales clerk that the customer is nearing his credit 
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limit, and 
if he wishes 
supply the 
instructions 

the customer should be asked to visit the credit department 
to increase his credit Unlit. Or, it might be designed to 
clerk with the credit remaining information along with 
to so advise the customer. 

nemo-por.lting systems require a batch system that is used 
periodically to create a new and up to date master file and to eliminate 
the annotations. In credit card applications, these batch systems are 
run at night when the on-line system h idle. Credit card batch systems 
also record the transactions onto a log file and save them for inclusion 
in the next monthly customer statement. In the example, if Joe Smith's 
statement cycle were to oceur that same night, then the two memo posted 
transactions would appear on his statement and be included in the amount 
calculations. 

llpdate-in-place, real-time systems perform the same functions and 
provide the same capabilities. The design approach is different. The 
master file is updated each time a transaction is received and no 
annotation is necess·llry. However, it is still ne'cessary to keep a 
£ecord of the transactions, not only for the'eventual production of the 
customer's statement, but also for the restoration of the master .file if 
it should be destroyed during the day's operation through computer 
operator error, equipment malfunction, or other failure. The update
in-place and memo-update approaches are sometimes used together in a 
system, with some files handled one way and other files handled the 
other way. 

c. Output Handlin.! 

Batch systems often produce large printed or microfilmed reports. 
These reports can be stored by the user and retrieved for reference 
purposes when necessary. The lookup time, espec1.ally on printed 
reports, can be substantial. On-line systems can be designed to produce 
these same reports, but more often they are designed such that the 
computer does the lookup in its storage and provides the user with the 
information he needs and no more. The airline customer's interest is 
limited to his own travel routing and the reservations clerk serving him 
usually need look no further to accommodate his needs. Thus, the 
reservation clerk requests and gets information on the 130 seats on one 
flight; not the many thousands of additional seats that may also be 
available in the airline system. 

On-line, real-time output is often produced in the f~rm of displays 
on a screen. ,This display might contain, for example, the unassigned 
seats on Flight 83 bound for Duluth, or John Jones credit limit and 
~nused credit amount. The display content is designed to meet the 
specific need of the requester, and the requester defines his need to 
the system by entering a specified type of transaction that he knows 
will provide the information required. 
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Display 1nformatio,n can also be printed if a printer is available. 
Printers are mechanical and often much slower than display units of the 
same cost. They are used sparingly ~f at all in most on-,1ine systems. 
However, there are on-line systems for the primary purpose of providing 
pr,inted reports. The most common are message systems that move or 
.~witch typewritten information entered at one location to one or more 
oth~r locations at electronic speeds. Most message-switching systems 
now, use a computer to receive, validate, and dispatch the messages. 
Message systems usually do not have a master file but otherwise are 
~imil~r in design to other on-line systems. ' 

Confidential or sensitive information printed by a computer batch 
system is safeguarded by limiting access to the printed report, often by 
locking it up when it is unattended. Many on-line systems can also 
print confidential information in many locations at once. This makes 

, each user with access to the on-line system a guardian of the 
info~ation he receives, thereby creating a situation that is difficult 
or nearly impossib~e to control. Therefore, confidential and sensitive 
information, is usually made available to only a few individuals who are 
authorized to receive it and are issued a special password known only to 
them and ·the computer; the terminal they use may also be located in a 
secure area. There are many variations and approaches to the on-line 
security' problem, but none has been completely successful. 

5. Processtloni.toring ~ Control Systems 

Process monitoring and control real-time systems are computer 
systems used to measure and control external proceSSes and operations. 
In many cases, the systems measure one or more current conditions with 
respect to limits programmed into the system, and they feed back signals 
that adjust the operation to keep those conditions within the limits. 
These feedback or "closed loop" systems are called pr::ocess control 
systems. In other cases, there is no feedback; instead, the system only 
reports and records 'out-of-limit sit.uations. These are process 
monitoring systems. 

a. Inputs and Outputs 

Proces.s monitoring and cont.rol systems are designed to control 
physical, nuclear, electrical, or chemical processes, through electronic 
devices connected through a circuit to the computer. Typically these 
devices consist of limit switches, photocells, scales, thermometers, 
'etc. These input devices measure the. variables constantly and over an 

. inf.ini te .' range" of. values. Th,ese are called analog measurement s. These 
analog' input Signals are convell:ted to digital values by an "analog to 
digital converter"placed on the cir,~u1t between the sensing device . and 
the computer. The digital measurements are recorded periodically by the 
computer, as specified by the computer program. A thermometer reading 
may be recorded 100 times pli!r second while t.he movement senSing 
photocell connected to the Slme process might be checked and recorded 
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500 times pet second. A key feature of these computers is an internal 
~lock that measures time in very small increments. such as thousandths 
of a second (milliseconds). 

Process monitoring and control system 
devices such as solenoids and motor starters 
through a converter--in this case digital to 
converter changes a digital signal from the 
current that activates a physical device. 

output devices include 
connected to the computer 
analog. Basically. the 
computer into an electric 

Process monitoring and control systems can also receive and send 
digital information. Typically. such systems include output display 
units that constantly show the state of the connected process or 
operation. and often they include logging devices that print the 
information for later analysis or reference. 

b. Processing 

Computers are oztQu used for controlling a process or set of 
processes. Such computers are often called controllers. and the persons 
who work around them may not know even they are computers. This 
deaicated approach allows the design engineer to easily and safely match 
the computer speed with the requirements of the process. 

Process control computers are also designed to provide clear 
warnings and caUs for assistance when they fail. This is accomplished 
by warning devices such as horns, bells, warning lights. etc •• that lire 
automatically activated when the computer shuts down. These computers 
are also sometimes programmed to automatically shut down the processes 
or operations they control so as to prevent equipment or product damiige 
lor human injury. 

c. Applica~ 

Process monit.oring and control flystems 
variety of uses. Sucn systems might be 
industrial plant performing such tasks as: 

hav~ an almost endless 
found at work in a modern 

o 

o 

o 

o 

Access control--controlling access to the 
badge-reading devices and gate activators. 

premises through 

Environment control--turning space heaters on or off as required 
and controlling the heat circulation system. 

Naterial handling--ope'rating high-rise stacker, cranes 
warehouses to store and retrieve containers of materials. 

in 

~U\chine tending--run'ning machines through their cycles and 
activating the devices that feed raw material into and extract 
finished ~oods from them. 
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o· QuaU.ty control--constantly measuring the quality of goods being 
produced. rejecti~ the bad items. and shutting down 
malfunctioning processes. 

In the industrial plant examples given above. several computers of 
the same or different design and make might be used. Each use requires 
a different set of I/O devices. a different computer progt'am. and all or 
part of the capacity of a computer. 

IncreaSingly small but powerful process monitoring and control 
c'owputers called microcomputers are being used in the office and home. 
Telephone switchboards and automatic typewriters are two common office 
uses of lllicrocomputex's. In the home. they are more often found in 
electric appliances. washing machines. televiSion sets. and soon they 
will be used in automObiles. These uses require the high-volume 
production of identical and very small computer p~ocessors called 
microprocessors. The deSign and programming of the microprocessor is 
done during the design of the miichine it will eventually become a part 
of. The programs are loaded into these computers during their 
manufacture and cannot be changed thereafter except by substituting 8 
component. 

d. Multiprogramming ~ Multiprocessins 

Computer processors are much faster than the I/O devices 
to thew. In a typical system the speed differences might be: 

Device 

Processor 

Disk drive 

Tape drive 

Printer 

Card reader 

Terminal 

PerSOn 

Handling Capacity 
(characters per sec.) 

3.000.000-10.000.000 

600.000-3.000.000 

100.000-2.000.000 

500-1.500 

300-1~:;\)0 

30-600 

10-50 

connected 

Early computer processors were usually idle and required to wait 
until the next piece of necessary infotmiitio:\l had been passed to it by 
one of the input devices and/or the finished 1nfgrmatio~ output had been 
received by an output device. Multiprogramming ~ystemswere developed 
to make fuller use of the computer processors by performing other 
operations asynchronously during the input/outptat wait times@ 
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Operating Systems -- Operating systems consist of the programs that 
manage the computer operation and the connected 1/0 devices. Operating 
systems perform such functions as "0 transfer of data b~tween the 
processor's ~torage and the devices, allocate storage syace, determine 
which task will be performed next, keep a record of events, communicate 
with the computer operators, and often contain the system's compilers 
and various programs for general use as well. Operating systems' are 
often large and complieated, consisting of up to millions of 
interrelated computer instructions. 

The computer operator and/or use'r communi~:ates with the computer 
through the operating system. He uses a special language often called 
"job control language," (JCL). Each operating system has its own 
control language designed to allow the user to direct the operation of 
the computer. These JCL statements are entered into the computer, 
usually by punching them onto cards that are then fed into a c8_l'd 
reader. The operating system usually loads these JCL records into a 
storage unit where they wait their turn for processing in what is nalled 
a job queue. 

Often the JCL statements are loaded onto a disk file when the job 
is originally created. This file of job control statements is known as 
the procedure library. Each set of job control statements in the 
procedure library is given a unique name or number identifier. The user 
then need enter only a single card containing the identifier to cause 
the operating system to retrieve and execute an entire set of job 
control statements from the procedure library. 

The great majority of computer installations use operating systems 
supplied by the computer manufacturer, often with added operating system 
options purchased from other vendors·. The basic operating system must 
be used because it is necessary to run the computer; but as in an 
automObile purchase, the buyer decides what options to use. Larger 
computer· installations employ specialists known as systems programmers 
who work with the operating sys~em. They analyze the options and 
recommend operating system options as needed, maintain the operating 
system, apply changes received from the operating system vendor, and 
evaluate and monitor the operating system pedormanc.e. 

~programming -- Multiprogramming systems permit more than one 
program to be executed Simultaneously in the computer. When the ~~ogram 
being processed is forced to pause to exchange data with an 1/0 device, 
the processor is switched by the operating system to execute artother 
program until that program also is forced to pause, llnd so on. 

Multiprogramming systems operate under the contl~ol vf the computer 
operating system that performs many functions, including determining 
which of the several programs will be processed next., In some schemes, 
the prOsraL:I& are executed in rotation, and in othen they are executed 
in priori tied order. In prio~ity processing schemes" the jobs are given 
a relative priority rank when they are entered, and the operating system 
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always a.ttempts to do 
programs of the same 
will choose the one that 
in available ~torage. 

the hiahesti~ priority job next., If several 
f~rior1ty rank are waiting, the operating system 
has been waiting the longest time and will fit 

When a program has completed its tasks in a multiprogramming 
systenl, the opel'aUng system releases the space that program hes he.en 
occupying in the computer and '-egins' the task of reading in the next 
program. This program inpo .. task thc:1 becomes one of the proc.essor"s 
tasks. To ens~e an uninterrupted flow of work to the processor, 
programo are loaded into the .computer as soon as possibl{!. The 
operating system stores these programs in a reserve area" usually a disk 
drive, until the necessary processor space and 1/0 devices are 
av~ilable. Other programs must wait until other requirements are met. 
Often a 8:ngle computer job will contain several programs that must be 
run in a prescribed order. The operating system can initiate the first 
program in the jeb, but it must hold the second and subsequent programs 
in res.erve until the first is complete, and so on. 

~,-:;'process1ng 

connected processors 
Thin a~proach prov~des 
advantages include the 

Multiprocessing consists of 
under the control cz a single 
large computing capabilities. 
following: 

two or more 
operating system. 

Multiprocessing 

o The interconnected processors can communicate directly with each 
other. 

o Main storage and I/O devices c£.n be shared by the processors and 
used more fully than if one ~et is dedicated to one processor 
and another set to another. 

o Only one processor 1s required to run the op~rating system. 

o So~e degree of backup ie,avatlabls for processor failure. 

D. DATA COMMUNICATIONS AND TELEPROCE.$Sr,' 

1. Communications Concepts 

Data communications is defined as th~ traaemissionof digitized and 
computer processable iuformation via communications ~!rcuits frQ~ one. 
location to anot~er.' Teleprocessing is s f<)rm of a data proc8ssl.ng that 
uses data communications. 

Data communications and teleprocessing are used when ,~t i. 
necessary or mote economical to physically separate the pr~'¢na1ng 
comput.!,:..- from the source of the input data, sHe of the outputua1age, or 
th~1 computer user. Airline reservation systems are a common e~~ple. 
Re8~ervation syel-tems use data communications equipment and teC:hniq ... as to 
connt:ict travel agbnts and airline personnel to a s'1ogle computer 0·" aet 
of comp\Jters that is continually recording reservations, answerina space 
availability inquiries, and performing othar Decessary centr'T tasks. 
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High~capacity cables, capable of carrying hundreds of thousands of 
characters of information a second, connectcompluters to high-speed 
machines, such &'s other computers, disk d.rives, and tape drives. 
However, ~ny machines connect~d to computers bperate $t much slower 
speeds. These slowel.' machines ate connected to the lComp~ter by lower 
capacity and less expensive cables that are similar to telephone or 
teletype lines. Direct cable coni'iec.t1on becomes uneconomic. at distances 
of more tlUill< 1 mile and usually befor·e 2000 feet. {tlhen users miles away 
are communicating directl,y with a'computer, they <tre said to be 
connected via a data communication circuit. 

Two types of data communications circuits are analog circuits and 
digital circuits. The voicE: t:dephone network uses analog circuHs 
capable of transmitting the full,range of sounds that the human voice is 
capable or making. In a similar manner, the hands on a clock face can 
portray th2' full range of times in a 12-hour period. Analog 
communtcation is· constantly and' infinitely variable within a 
predetermined range. 

Digita.1. communiction drcuits use the binary on-off principle to 
communicate information in digital form just as digital displays are now 
being used to express the time on digital clocks. Sounds can be 
converted by a computer into a series of digits that portray the volume, 
pitch, and other distinguishing characteristics. These digits can then 
be reconverted into sound ·by another compu.ter at the receiving end. 
Digital d,rcuits are capable of moving more information over a given 

',dhtance in a given time than analog circuits and eliminate the noise 
"distortion problems common to sound-carrying circuits. For these 
reasons, digital circuits are heginning to replace analog circuits in 
the telephone system, but this will be a gradual process over several 
yeaes. 

Dsta are transmitted at the speed of electricity, hut one bit at a 
ti(j1e. Typically 8 bits are needed to form one transmitted character. A 
normally functioning voice \:ircuit is able to transmit 9600 bits per 
second; about 1200 characters per second. For comparison, people read 
~t 50 bits or 6 characters per second and type at 15 bits or 2 
charocttus per second. Slower transmission speeds are often used where 
possible so that slower or less expensive equipment c,~n,:;J)e, used at each 
end of the circuit. ,It is also possible to go mucl~~aster than 1200 
characters per second 011 ,certain types of speci~l circuits available 
froUl communications carriers. 

Transmission errors occur frequently~ usually when the 
,1/ ~,col4li1unication circuit, is momentarily disrupted. These disruptions 

~~~troy some of the bits '~~eing transmitted thereby causing a condition 
known as patd,ty error. (counts of the numbers of zeros and ones are not 
correct). l'he~e parity errors are detected by the receiving equipment 
that noti.fies the communications control program in the central computer 
t:hat an error'has occurred. This program takes the necessary conec:tive 
action, usually ';retrying the transmission until error··free data have 
been achieved. I 
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Most dc.:ta communications today and through the 1980s will continue 
to use analog circuits.' Digitized information to be transmitted is 
first converted to analog signals by a special device known as a modem 
(~Udulator-DEModulator), then reconverted to digital information by 
another modem at the receiving end. The analog circuits are obtained 
from a common carrier, usually the local tel~phone company. Data 
communications circuits may be regular dialed voice telephone lines 
capable of exchanging data with any other telephone line and equipped 
with a modem for digital-analog c.<:>nversion. Other data communication 
circuits are analog telephone lines leased from the telephone company 
for the sole use of the subscriber. These leased dedicated lines cannot 
access or be accessed by the dial-up network. These leased lines also 
require modems to perform the necessary digital-analog conversions. 

The two basic methods for transmitting information are known as 
asynchronous and synchronous. Asynchronoulj> uses a starting bit of 
information followed at regular timed intervals by the bits representing 
a character followed by another start bit and so on. This is the least 
expensive and most widely used transmission me'thod for low-speed 
systems. 

The synchronous method uses a process called "hand-shaking" during 
which the sending and receiving device establishes a common clocking 
rate and transmits thereafter at the intervals specif~ed by the clocking 
rate and without the need for the starting bits. Synchronous equipment 
requires internal ~locking and is more expensive, but synchronous 
transmission does not need the starting bits to separate characters and 
is faster. 

2. Communications Carriers 

Communications carriers are the compa~ies that 
for transmitting analog and digital information. 
regulated companies provide most data communications 
United States, using the existing voi~e facilities. 

supply facilities 
Several f.ederally 
services in the 

Other 'communications carriers often specialize in data 
communications and compete with or supplement the telephone company 
networks. Western Union, RCA, and ITT are among the better-known 
competitors licensed to operate as communications carriers within the 
United States. RCA, ITT, and Comsat Corporation also supply 
international communications services that carry data. 

Carriers use a varIety of technologies 
microwave facilities, satellites, and radio 
several or all of these technologies, and a 
-over land l·ine, microwave, radio, and 
completes its journey. 

including high-da'ta rate 
systems. Most carriers use 
single signal may travel 

land line again before it 

Recently another class of common carriers has begun offe:dng, what 
are known as "value-added networks". The value-added carriers such as 
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Tymnet uSle common carrier facilities and specialized data communications 
equipment to provide their service. These carriers develop a network 
using COlI'lmon carrier circuits connected through a computer or computers 
that sdd the capability to receive data from one source and send it to 
the adarlessee indicated in the content of the data received. This 
technique is known as "message-switching". 

3. Teleprocessing 

As noted earlier, data communications is used to connect a computer 
user to a physically distant computer. That user types at 15 bits per 
second and reads at 50 bits per second. He is connected to the computer 
via a data communications circuit that typically operates at speeds of 
2400 to 9600 bits per second. The computer itself operates at speeds of 
100 million bits per second. Evidently one user can use only a small 
portion of the communications circuit capc:..~ity and only a tiny frac,tion 
of the computer's capacity. Data communications systems are designed to 
use the excess ~omputer and circuit capacity in several ways to reduce 
the overall cost. 

Communication link costs are minimized by a design known as 
"multidropping". hany users at one place or in a geographic region are 
connelcted to a single communication line. As in a party line phone 
systE!m each user's machine has a unique name or address. The computer 
calls each in turn to S3e if it is ready to receive or transmit data. 
This technique is know as "polling" and data communications lines 
desi:gnea in this m.anner are known as "multidrop". 

Computer costs are minimized by allowing many users to share the 
samel computer. A typical small computer can simultaneously op~rate 
sevfiral data communications lines at one time and larger computers can 
simultaneously work with d·ozens. The amount of work the computer must 
do 1:0 satisfy its users and the computers processing speed determine the 
capi!icity limit of these types of systems. 

Another widely used technique known as "buffering" is designed to 
minimize both computer and communications line costs. Buffered designs 
require the user to use more expensive machines often containing small 
COlI'lputers and that are able to store a small alJlount of data, usually 500 
to 2000 characters. These buffered machines receive and send a group of 
chElracters in one continuous burst from the beginning to end of the data 
and up to the limits of the buffer size. These designs reduce the data 
co~~munications management work of the computer and usually achieve 
hij~her data CCtiPs1Juications speeds. Users of these systems often 
exjperience a several-second delay before their information is sent to or 
relceived from the computer, usually because the communications line is 
busy with another buffered machine. Airlines reservation c.lerks aU.d 
bahk tellers both use machines of this type to work with the computers 
in, their organizations. 

II 
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These user-direct-to-computer systems operate under the control of 
a special computer program known, as a "teleprocessing monitor". This 
program controls the transfer of information between the communication 
lines and the computer's storage and often does the user polling (turn
taking among users) as well. In other cases, specialized computers 
known as "front-end processors" are used to control the data 
communications, especially polling, and to notify the main computer when 
an information exchange. is needed. Front-.end processors are used to 
reduce the work load on the main computer, thereby ena.bling it to serve 
more lines and users. 

Users may also be connected indirectly to a central computer, 
either through another computer located miles away or through other 
higher speed machines, such as computer tape drives or high-speed 
prblters and ca,rd readers. These computer-to-computer and computer-to
higher speed machines are not bound by the speed of a user or users at 
their individual slower speed mllchines. Instead, whole processing jobs 
are performed without user intervention or interaction. These types of 
systems are known cIS "distributed processing" or "remote job entry". 
Typically these systems operate at much higher speeds and consume an 
entire communication line when operating. Therefore, lines are leased 
and dedicated for each remote job entry site. 

The central computer also plays a key role in communication with 
the users who are indirectly connected. The communication occurs under 
the control of a special program in the central computEr which is known 
as a "spooler". The re<'\ords .!:{!cei\1ed from the users' machine must be 
immediately stored within ~he central computer in what is known as an 
"input queue". Similarly, output from the central computer to the 
users' machine must be put in anotner storage area known as the "output 
queue". This allows the users' machine to be a relatively simple and 
inexpensive device capable of performing only one function at a time. 
The user can schedule the work to and from the queues whe'1. he is ready 

'and need not wait for the central computer unless he has caught up and 
the queues are empty. 

a. Terminals 

Terminals are mach~nes that are able to send and/or receive digital 
information over a cowmunication circuit. They may be attached directly 
to the computer by a local circuit or may be attached by a long-distance 
circuit many miles long. Terminals are the users, means to send 
information to and receive information from a computer or another 
terminal, whether nearby or far away. Terminals mayor may not have the 
ability to store informa .. ion, and some do and some do not include a " 
small computer for handling some functions independent of the control 
computer. 

Ma.ny terminals are offered by a large number of suppliers. 
are five major kinds of terminals with different capabilities: 
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o Typewriter-like terminals much like teletypes. These include a 
keyboard for entry of information and a printing device. These 
terminals supply a printed copy of what the computer sends back 
and usually of what the terminal operator has entered as well, 
but are slower and slightly more expensive than display 
terminals. 

o Display terminals, sometimes known as cathode ray tubes or CRTs. 

o 

These include a keyboard for entry of information and a screen 
like a television set for displaying information. These 
terminals are fast and easy to use, but are not able to supply a 
printed record of the information. If a printed record is 
necessary, a printing terminal must be added to the system. 
Display terminals are inexpensive and widely used. 

Intelligent terminals using a small computer. These 
may have a wide variety of means for entering and 
information; they are able to do local processing and 
and retrieve information. These are the most 
terminals but ~re also more expensive~ 

terminals 
receiving 
to store 
versatile 

o Remote batch terminals, usually a curd reader and a high-speed 
line printer. These are used when high volumes of I/O must be 
handled; e.g., nearly always in a batch operation, such as a 
weekly payroll, etc. 

o Specialized terminals, including a wide variety of specially 
designed devices for entering and receiving information. 
Examples include cash'~dispensing machines, timekeeping terminals 
that are able to read and verify an employee's identification 
badge, special printers that prepare airline ticket stubs, etc. 
Specialized terminals are more expensive to engineer than 
standard terminals and are ~sually found in large organizations 
with an unusual combination of terminal requirements and a need 
for many such terminals that can absorb the engineering costs. 
Examples include airlines, large banks, and large facilities 
with stringent security requirements. 

b. Computer Networks 

The preceding discussions of data communications assumed one 
computer installation connected to local and remote users. However, 
there is also a need to interchange information among different 
computers and physically separated computers. The resulting complex of 
multiple computers equipped to move information from place to place by a 
communication network is known as a "computer network"., 

Computer networks are rapidly gaining'llcceptance as a faster, more 
economical method for moving information from one organization to 
another. Prominent examples include the banking industry that routinely 
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transfers trillions of dollars by means of computer-to-computer 
, ttansactionf., via a network know,n as the electronic funds transfer system 

(BFTS). EFTS is now being spread to the internationa,l scene through a 
project called SWIFT that is cooperatively funded ~~d operated by 
financial institutions in many nations. 
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FEDERAL COMPUTER-RELATED CRIME l.EGISLATION 

~~CONGRESS 

..!!!... SZS810N 
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s. 1.'+0 
------------------------

(IIm,-PlU I. 011 blank lin .. .,. ... . 
u.o. .N.IUd 1'0' tl, dae. .... _ ... , &ft' "',rlnn ot "U.) 

IN THE SENA'TE OF THE UNITED STATES 

Mr. _R~.».l~Qrl .. ifQ!'_h.!m~tE!Hl. . ..!!lU.!.~.I_!!!!}!}.~!!YJ._.!!!!?~Y!..L..)'~S. k sQn.L2!~.!,~}1 n ag a I 

·.MQY.nJ.b.~~J. ... ~AJJJ.~!!H~.I .. _~P_~.~.~t~.!sY..t. .. Q.Q.~_nici..t. ... ~!)E ... §.,.~y.~I}~ ......... _ ...... _._ .......... . 

--------_ .... _ ................ _ ........ __ ._._-,-----... _ ... -. __ .. -... _ ... -._ ............ -._ .. - ...... _ ...... . 

Introduced the following bill: which was read'twice and referred to the Committee on ...... _ ...... . 

A BILL 
To amend title 18, United States Code, to make a crime the use, 
for fraudulent or other illegal purposes, of any computer owned 
or operated by the United States, certain financial institutions, 
and entities affecting interstate commerce. 

u" .. ,t tlu. or bill III".) 

Be it enacted by the Se1late COld House of Representath1cs of the United States of 

AmericainCtmgressasscmbled, That this Act may be cited as the 

"Federal Computer Systems Protection Act of 1979". 

Sec. 2. The Congress finds that--

(1) computer related crime is n growing probJ:jm in 

the Government and in the private sector; 

(2) such crime occurs at great cost to the public 

since losses for each incident of computer crime tand to 

be far greater than the losses associated with each 

incident of othe~ white collar crime: 

(3) the copportunities for computer related crimes 

in Federal programs, in financial institutions, and in 

other entities which operate in interstate commerce 

through the introduction of fraudulent records into a 

computer system, una~thoriz~d use of computer facilities, 

alteration O~ destruction of computerized information 

fUes, and stealing of financial instrwr.-ents, data, 

or· other assets, are greatl 
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(4) computer related crime directed at institutions 

operating in inter. tate commerce has a direct effect on 

interstate commerce, and 

(5) the prosecution of persons engaged in computer 

related. crime ia difficult under current ~ederal criminal 

statutes. 

Sec. 3(a) Chapter 47 of title 18, United States Code, 

is amended by adding at the end thereof the following new 

section: 

"'1028. Computer fraud and abuse 

"(a) Whoever kp9W~n~ly and willfully, directly or 

indirectly accesses, causes to Qe accessed or attempts to 

access any computer, computer' "'1·stem, comput~r network, or 

any part thereof which, in whole or in part, operates in 

interstate commerce or is owned by, under contract to, or in 

conjunction with, any financial institution, the United States 

Government or any branch, department or agency thereof, or 

any entity operating in or affecting interstate commerce, 

for the purpose of: 

(1) devising or executing any scheme or artifice 

to defraud., or 

(2) obtaining money, property, or services, for 

them~~y~s Or anot~, by means of false or fraudulent 

pretenses, representations or promises, shall be 

fined a sum not more than t~~nd on~~~ times the . 
~mount of the fraud or ~heft or imprisoned not more 

than 15 years or both. 

"(b) Whoever intentionally and without authorization, 

directly or indirectly accesses, alters, damages, destroys, or 

attem~ts to damage or destroy any computer, computer system, or 

computer network described in subsection (a), or any computer 

software, progr8ll\ or data contained 'in such computer, computer 

ey.tem or computer ne'twork, shall be fined not more than 

$SO,~OO or imprisoned not mor'e -than 15 ye~ra, or 'both. 
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·(c) For purpo.e. of thi •• ection, the te~-

·(1) ·.cc ••• • ~an. to .pprDach, in.truct, communic.te 

with, .tore d.ta in, retrieve data from, or otherwi.e 

make use of .ny r.source. of, a computer, computer .y.tem, 

or computer network, 

·(2) ·computer· mean •• n electronic device which 

performs logical, arithmetic, an~ memory function. by 

the manipulations of electronic or magnetic impulses, 

and includes all input, output, processing, storage, 

software, or communication facilities which are 

connected or related to such a device in a .ystem or 

network, 

"(3) 'computer system' means a set of related, 

connected or unconnected, computer equipment, 

devices and .oftware, 

"(4) 'computer network' means the interconnection 

of communication systems with a computer through remote 

terminals, or a complex conslsting of two or more 

interconnected computers, 

"(5) 'property' includes, but is not limited to, 
". 

financial instruments, info~ation, including electron

icftlly processed or produced data, and computer software 

and programs in either machine or human readable form, 

and arlY other tangible or intangible item of val!.!e. 

"(6) 'services' includes, but is not limited to, 

computer time, data processing, and .torage functions, 

·(7) 'financial instrument' means any check, draft, 

money order, certificate of deposit, letter of credit, 

bill of exchange, ~redit card, or marketable .ecurity, or 

any electronic data processing representation thereOf.' 

"(8) 'computer progr~' means an instruction or 

.ta~ement or • aeries of in.truction. or statement., in 

• form acceptable to a computer, which perm!t;. t:be 

functioning of • computer .y.tem in a manner designed 

to provide .ppropriate products from such cOJ~uter 

ayatem, 
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-(9) 'computer software' means a set of computer 

programs, procedures, and a8sociated documentation 

concerned with the operation of a computer .~stePl' 

·(10) 'financial institution' means--

-(A) a bank with deposits insured by the 

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, 

"(B) a member of the Federal Reserve 

incl.uding any Federal Reserve Bank, 

"(C) an institution with accounts insured 

by the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance 

Corporation, 

"(D) a credit union with accounts insured by 

the National Credit Union Administration, 

"(E) a member ()f the Federal Home· Loan Bank 

Systems and any Home Loan Bank, 

"(F) a member or business insured by the 

Securities Investor Protection Corporation, and 

"(G) a broker-dealer registered with the 

Securities and Exchange Commission pursuant to 

section lS of the Securities and Exchange Act of 

1934.". 

(c) The table ot Jections of chapter 47 of title 18, 

United States Code, is amended by adding at the end 

thereof the following: 

"1028 ••••••••••••••• Computer fraud and abuse." 
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CRIMES § 815.0l 
1i'11'\'I~IOIi rmllllHIIIII,\' III1Hllllli)'lIl1" !<I'I'I'i<'I! (It'I'II'l'd fl'OIil lillY 1111111\(11'1111\", 1I1t1\~·· 
I lilt, III' IIIJIII'Y of lillr ('\HilH'C'llwl, \\,11'(1, ('0111111<'1,01', (1t'\'iI'l', HIt(II'(111 1111'11\1', pltHI, 
('011111111, lillI', ('lIhh', I l'lIl1~f()l'IIHII', IIl1lpJltil'l', III' 0111('1' HPIIIII'II1 H~ III' (1m'''' .. Hhull 
!II' lll'illlll fl\(·I .. (1,'ld('IlI'" of 11I1('lIt 10,'101111(', Illul M 11:(1 I'lolllilml or, Ihl~ K(I('IIIIII 
h~' Ilu! PI'I':;Hll 01' 1'('I';;OJlK KO lii'llillt 01' l'p('('h'llilt KII('h 1111'1'1" 1I('IWfil;;, 

(,I) Ally pl'l';;nll II'ho I\'lIlrllll~' \'lolutl';;tili;; ~I'('tiOll i'lhllll 11\' W' liy of II IlIhl' 
11I'lIIl'IIIWI' (If the (11';;1: Ih'ItI'I'(I, IIlh)IKhllhh! Ill'! 1)1'0\'\(1\-« III K, 77ii.HH:!, K, 77u,()S!I, 
(H' ~. jji'i.OH4. 

(ii) WIII)('\'('I' 1:-\ (oUII!1 hI It ('11'11 II('UI'II to 1111\'1' ,'11111111'11 tlH' III'o\'l:-\lollfl IHlI'(" 
11'1-1111111 hl' 11111)11- to Illp uillity 11l,'oll'('(! III 1111 IIIIW~IIIII'II\l1I1 II) 1111'(111 I I II \(Iff tllll 
111111111111. or !<If'I'\'l<-t'~ \lIIIII\I'rllll~' olltldlll'li Ill' :fi1.1~)(), 1\'1111'11('\'(11' Il' 1t1·"llh'I·. 

(U) l'\ot.llll1j.( III Ihh; III!t Hhllll hl' (:0111'111'\11',1 to IIPIII~' III Il('(llltll 'llnllil ('('l'ilfll'll 
(lI('('trl('1I1 1'01111'11('(01'1-1 whll(' IWI'I'IH'1II11I1t IIKIIIII 111111 1)I'llIilHI'Y' 1-11' 1,,'11:\\ III 1I('r(ll·(I· 
11111'(' wiLh l'I)C'(llllli;t,I!11 ~IHlldlll'IIK, 
LII\\'s 1!)jtl, I). 7l1-H4, * I, I'ff. Oct. 1, lOW. ;\1I1I'1I(1(,li h~' LHII'S IH7H, ('. 7H-l!U:!. ~ I, 
(Iff, .llIly 1, W7S. 

I.n \l'R 1978. c. 78~26~, u!lllmi HllhHCC. 
(2) (~). 
Library Referencea 

1'!I(I('lrlclty o::>~\. 
'\'(llilCOtllIIlIlUlcllli()!l1l C=>HU. 
C.J.H. I·a~(:tt'klty ~~ 71i, 7.~, 
I'.J.H. 'l'cl\!~rnllhR. 'l'tllophonoR. HlHlh) 

IIIHI 'l'clev\.lolI U 3IG.I, 316.2. 

I, Validity 
l"·('.~l\lltjl\I("1 1'1111111\1)(1(1 III llll~ HI'cll'''1 

llinl (\Ih' II) j1()KII(IH~IOI1 or "(:1,1 Ill'CHI"I'ly 
il'1'l'I't' ll>t'l'" IH (\)\IIHI 10 1I1' l'xIKlIII~ COIl-
11t,,·t\lIll, win', ('111111\(1'1\11', tl",tt'!' ,,1t"I'II-
11011, lit· tim' '\(lI'hoo \\'hll'lI IIff('!:tR the ,11-
""I'Hllltt or' HI'I'I'It'!' "r II UlllIl.t 1M 1lllillY 
'II' U'UHPIIHH /lIHI IIII'C!!!II), wilh ,,'hlt\(ln 10 
utlilly Clxtur('!1 IR IInconHtltutltllllll. 
~\I,c'Mlllfltl ,'. Hlu.le, 3uH Ho.2,1 M7 (197B). 

CHAPTER illS. COMPUTER-RELATED CRIMES [NEW1 
Ht.H!~ 
8[[,.Ul RIHlt't lillo, 
1(\ ... 112 l.elllHIIIllve Inlent. 
WI ».113 J)el'lnltl')IIs. 
81i,.U4 Ot'rCIIHCS BgBlnHI It,l.,lIectunl 

propcrly. 

815,0 I Short ~Itle 

hlu.IJ~I O(t',,"~(·~ IIknillHI CQllllHller 
('(1\1111111(1111 or Ptlilpllt.!H. 

R I r"tJII Orl't\lI,WH ll/llllnHI CIJIIllllllor tlKllrY. 
HI£,.U7 'I'hl" l'hnllttJr nut ell;)IURll't!. 

'1'1\1' JI"O\'I~IIIIIK of tlli~ Il('t )!hnll IIIl klIOWI: IIl1d IIII1Y hI' ('ltI'll II~ thl' '''~'IIII'I(11l 
('IIIIIIHYtl'I' ('I'lIu(')! Ad." 
;\llIlt'(1 h~' 1.11 \I';; WjS, I!. jiH):.!, M ~, I'fr. A II/:. I, IUjK. 

Library Reference. 
'1'rnll(' 1t1~/l\I"ltlonR c;;>SIJ1, 
('oJ,H. 'rrutlt'·!\lnrll,~, 'rl'lltlc·~aln\ll\ 

IIIHI Unfulr ()ompl!tlllon ~ 237. 

815,02 Legislative Intent 
'I'lle J.1)~1~1;l\ \11'1' rll\(l~ II!HI d(lcllIl'I'l'l 111111: 
(1) COlIIlllIll'r'I'()illt()(1 CI'IIIII! Is II /:1'0\\'1111; 11I'OIJII!III III "o\'(!I'IIIIIe/lt nil well 11K 

III the PI'\\'Ilt'l KeetHI·. 
(:.!) CIIIIIJIlIlel"I'plllll'(l Ildllll) 1II'('ill'~ lit /:1'('lIt COKt til till! Il\lhll(' :;1111'(', IClKl-it'l'l (III' 

I'Hcll Im'hlt'llt of <:IIIIIPIII('I' cl'hllt' Il'lul 10 h(' r!ll' 1(1'('111(11' tllllll thl' 11I!i~(11-l 11M' 
tllIl'luIl'1i Wlth.,·lIdl 1lIl'i<hHlt uf 111111'1' whit(' I'olltll' l'I'lIl\l', 

1:1) '1'111' 1I111)Hltt\lllth l tl fOI' (·ofupIIU·I'·I·t'lnll'(1 1'1'11111':-\ III (hlllll('llil 11I~t1ll1tllmft, 
ItU"I'I'IIIIINI!: I\I'II~I'UII( I, ~11\'()I'IIII\(1111 1'(II·H1·t1~, IIl1d 01 11"1' hll~lnl'~~ 1'lIh':'III'hwH 
tlimll/:h t1w IlItl'(ldtll'tlOIi nr fl'IIII1II1It 'llt .... ,,·III·(I~ IlIlu II 1l(IItII'"It'I' I'j'~h'lII, till! 
11111111111111'1:-,(1(1 IIKI' of ('\11111 i !It\'j' rl\(:IIIIItI~, the' 1111<'1'1\111111 HI' 1II'Kll·tH'UIHI IIf 1'0111· 
plltcl'i;w(1 111(1)1'1111111(111 01' fl\1'>4. 1111(1 till! ~tClillllf,; of (1I1II/II'hll i!ll'ItrmuI'lItM, IllItll, 

,111111 IIthl'l' 1111;;1'1:; 111'(' j(1·1·1It. 
(-I) "'hili: "III'IIIIIM ffll'lll~ o( ('111111111\('1' t'l·trlll' IIII~ht pII~~ihly It" Ihl' MllhJ(!(·t of 

('I'hllle,111 dllll'!tI'M hlls('11 (II) (Itlllli' 1II'I)\'hdIlIlK flf IIIW, H; IK lIPIIl'lIllI'llIh! 11111,1 (It':~lrl\' 
hie lhllt II :mppll'lH.l·nllll 11.111 1I(lIl1llml,,1 MtlltUtl! Ilu III'uI'ldIJd which ul'l\srrllK!1I 
"III'IoIIH fllrllls oi' ('lIIlIlllIt(ll' IIhtlKl', • 
;\Ild"d b~' 1.1I\\,~ mn~, c. 7~·O:,!, • 1, .'ff. AliI(, I, 1Il7K 

815,03 Definitions 
A~ U!il·t1 III Ihls clullltN', I\niCK~ the cOlltext l'I('III'ly 1r1l1l~lIte.'1 otherwlKe: 
(1) "lntQllc(:.tlltll prOpl'I'ty" melllli\ dlll:l, Inc1mllng III'OIU'I\I!~\oI. 
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§ 815.03 CRIMES 

(2), "COIllJ\lIt(\r l)i"O~I'IIIl1" III~IIIII-I 1111 ordl!l'I!(l I-Il't of datil 1't)I'I'N!(\lItilljt ('oded 
IIIKtl'ilctioll1-l or Ktutclllimts thnt wh~n eXl'cllt.cd by II COIIIIHlt.t!r CRUllI' till! COlli-
1\1Itl'I' to IlI'OCCllK dllta, 

(a) "ComIHllcl''' ml'allK 11r1 Intcl'lIl111y III'ogl'nmmed, nlltomntic (lev Icc thllt. pf'r
fOl'lIIK dlltll JII'OC~!oIHllIg, 

HI "t:olllJ)lill!r sot:\WlII'C" IIICllnH II !;(It of (~OIllIHltCI' JlrO~l'nlllK, JlrOCl'liUI'f'!;, 
IIntl HIIsocllltetl tlocumelltntion concerlletl with the opcration of 1\ ('ollljHlt~r 
~.em, ~~ 

(5) "Compl1tf'r H)'!;tf.'lH" I)Il.'nllll II NCt or I'clti\\ctI, connccted or Unconlll'ctf'd\ 
('OIllI)utN' elJull1l11cllt, ,le\'lc('8, or COllllllchlr !;ofh\'II~c, ' 

(II) "Complltcr networl:" IIIQllIIlI n ~Jt, of rcllltm\\ l'I'm_ot~ly connc(!led devl('(lM 
lind CO~lIl1lUlllcntlonfllclllticK Illchullnjt llIf1rc than OIlC t:)llIIputl'r hY'Ktf'1II with 
~lIlmblLty to trnllllmit dllta nmollg t1lt'm through commulllclltion CII('lIItil.!II, 

(7) "Colllputcr Rystt~1Il scr\'lccs" mf'lInR providing n COll1llUtt!r N)'Hwm IJI' com-
1111(11' n/}twol'k to IICl'fo1'1II lIl1t!flll wOl'k, 

(8)"PI'OllCI'ty" 'melllll; nilythlllg of \'111110 UK II ... finl'll III N, 812,011 IlIIeI 1I1<'lIHl(lH, 
but ill not limitctl to, finnl~c1al IIIHtl'lIll1(\1ltK, InCm'lIlllI iOll, IIIClulllll": 1'11'('\1'0111-
(,IIIJ~' ',11'0(\((('1'11 IIntn nnd r.ompulcl' lIoftwl1I'll nllt! IlI'U~I'H!lI~ III .. lIhl'I' IIll1chlllC
r~mlll\)le or humnn-rcndllble fOl'm, Ifild nny other tnnl;lhll! or 'llItnlll(;\)\(~ item of 
",lIil1(,; " 

Ifl) "lo'itilll!t'ilil InRtrlllllulIt" IIU.!lIl1f1 1I11;~'c::Il('cl(,_ 1\t, .. 1r" II:Oll(,~' I) 1'1\"1', l'l'i't I ficn 11\ 
IIf 11l~lw~lt, Icttcr 1)f cl'edlt, hill of f'X('/IHII~I\1 <:I' .. lllt ('HI'd,~\'r 1IIIiI'!(I'IHhltl :~I'('III'II~', 

(i() "Access" menns ttl npllI'onch, IUf;trll('t, ClIlllll1llliic'II.I,' wllh, klo1'l' lIaln Ill, 
IT'~le"c lIiltn f 1'0111 , 01' oth(,I'wlRI! lIIalHl UMll of' lillY l'I'SOI\l'CNI of 11 f,'\llIlilllt('I" 
('OIll!TI1t1II' 1I~'stl~lIIr or compulel' Iu'twork, 
Add\!d by I.nws Wi'S, c, 78-U2, ft 1, cff, Aug, 1, l07H. 
~ibrary ~eferel\CI!I, ' , ' 

Word!! and PnrtiaeJ ,Perm,Ed,) 

,815,04 Offenfies tlogalhst Intellectual property 
(1) Whoc\'I!r willfully, knowlu!(ly, 111111 witlllllli lIuthm'ilmlloll 1i\(lIllflt,~ dntn, 

PI'(iA'I'III11S, or NllpjlOl'tiUP; OOCl1l11 .... lIll1lhm l'I'l'ltlil1g (/1' I'X I I'll IIJ(' illtl!I'IIHI Ill' ('X-
11:1'11111 til 11 (,Ol1llll1t(,I', compuh'l' sYl'tt'll1; 01' (!(IIIIJHlt".r lII'IWIII'k ('()IIlI11il~ 1111 IIr-
1\:!lIsl' ngallUlt IlItt'\!f:NllI:1 111'flPN't,', 

(1!) Whtlln'l\I' willfully, kuo",lnA'ly, Hnd wltllllut 1IIIIhl,A'i:-.nlloll II('HII'OYK dlltll, 
III'OI!rlllH!4, 01' slIl)j)ortl!l~ Ilocl1l11('lIlnllllll 1"1I'hlill,.: III' exl~tjllj.( 1IIII'I'IIIlI Ill' t'X
U)J'nl1! til II (!nl1lllUtcl', (!~lInlllltl!1' I'\YKtCIII, 01' (~Umll\ltcl' IIl'twork COI1lWilM nil ri 
fl'IIIolCl'iI~1I I liSt: I n tel h~cl\ ill I P I'll licit)' , 

(:I) Wlloenn' willfuliy, kllf)will~ly, 111111 wll hOllt, :111111111'1;11111011 11Il<I:h,)!olt'M (II' 
tnl(I'K data, 111'01.\ I'll J.1IH, Ill' 10111 111)(1 I' t.l III-\' 1IIII,'IlIIII'IItlltifhl whldl III 11 tl'lll\(, 1'1'('I'l't 11~ 
deflllt'll In ~, H12,()kt!II' hI cllllfiliellt!,,"lll~ l'I'Il\'ltll't! lIy III"" l'I'KhlillJ,t fll' l'xll'tluA' 
IlIt<'!'lInl 01' ('x.teI'IIU1 to 11 ('OIllIlHU'l.', ~·,'llIlllltllr aYllh!lI1, 01' C/JIIIJill h'l' IIl'twol'k 
C(lIDlllltM 1\11 off(mHf! 1i~lIln!lt Intclh!ctiuij IlrOllel'ty, 

(4)(1l) ]<JXCl'pt nK oUwl'wl!,l(l IH'O\'ldcII III thl~ I'UhsN'\lIIII, nil orr"lI~e n~nill~t 
IlIt(:~!ect!lnl, 1!!:IWfJl't)' .I~ "',MOllY or the third dl!A'I'~I', pUlll~hnhlc n~ 111'0\'1111.'11 In 
~, 7 (0),092, ~" 7 ""O~l. 01 ~, 17:1,084, 

(h), If till' otfc!1~O hI, cOIllIIIIUcI! fllr tho IIlII'I'OMll lit ol'vil:flnl-\' (II' I'xt'clltlll~ 
lillY !oIcll(!lII(' (If I\,.lflcc to dilfi'lwll 01' to obtnln UlIY IlI'olwrty, tllI'lI thc offl'lllicr 
iM :1~lty of 11, f\~lIi11)' (If th(~ HCCOIII) (1I,'I(rl'l', 111l1l1t;J1llblt: 11K pl'ovlded III H. 775,01:12, 
I" ,711,OS3, 01' II, 77(;,084, 
Addl'cl by [,aws 10':'8, (:,78-1)2, A 1, eft, Aug, 1, 1975, 

015,O~ Offensu against computer equipment or supplies 

, ~=)\) '~'h()tl\'IH' \~'!lIfully, kllowlllA'ly, nntl without lIuthorhmtioll 1II0rllfll)K 
l'I~\~IIl,lIellt~II'1-j,'lUIII.lI!!1'; Ilflcll ,or Intclltlllll to hI! Ilfo1(!d In II ('fllllllllt~l', compnter 
~~ .. tlel_I, or C(IJ[\Pl!tl.'r lll'twork commits lin offl.'lIl1l! lI"nll1l1t ClllnllllfCl' eqlllJlIlll'nt 
or RIIII)lllt!M, ' . 

(b) ], Except lr;~ lll'ovidcd In t.'lhl 'Illlrngrnph, un ~ffl'nRe ngulllH\ c!lmpu:,er 
(lQll llllilCnt or !\II\1llli(,R Ml l.ro\'lde!l In })nrllgrIlJlh (Il) III II IIlIHdcmelliior (.1 the 

. flrHt Ilcgl'('(l, ~I\lnlshnhl.~ '(\!ij llrovldell In 1'1, 77G,082, s, 775,083, or S, 77:;,084, 
2, It the- ()ft~usl! hi committed for th~ pnrposc ,of dc\'I!!lng o!, I'xccutlng 

uny IIclll!lJ't.> or ~Ir~lflt~. to Ildrllu(J, or to obtlliu 1111): lIroperty, then the of-
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CHIMES § 817.035 

(1'11111'1' I~ ~II\1ty I)f a {douy (If. Ihl! thl1'd llt'!,p'l'(', IlulIlshlllllc liS III'o\'lt1cd in s, 
77Ci,(lS~, II, 7j.;,OSa, 01' K, 77:i.()84 , 

(:!)(II) WhOf'\,N' \\'lIlfllll~', Imowilll;ly, IIIHI wlthollt nuthol'l7.atioil tlCl!troys, 
Inl(I'~, IIIJllrIIK, Ill' dl1l11l1~f'f; ('qUlPlIlI'lIt III' ~ullplh's IIsN1 01' IlIlellllcl} tn hI! IIKcd 
111 II ('01111'11\1'1', ('Ulllllut('1' H~'Stt'III, 01' (:Ol11l1l1tlll' lIut.wOl'I(; (II' w IIOIl \'('1' willfully, 
IWHWIIlJ,tly, Illul wlthHut IIl1lhorlwt 1011 l.iI\~tl'()YH, IIIJIII'I',I, III' 1I111l111~f'S lilly COlli
Jllltl'l', ('III11J1I1I1' 1' MYStt'lII, ()I' C!()lI\pulpl' 111'1\\'01'1, ('Ollllllltl-l 1111 (lff(III~(1 1II;IIII1Ht ('Hill-
1111\('1' ('qlllllllit'llt Oi' SII)lpll!'K, 

(III 1, l'~X'i!'Jlt. liS 111'0\'1111'11 III thlH IIl1rll~I'I1J1h, 1111 offl'Il~C 1I1;1Ii1IHt computer 
I'lIl1iplIll'lIt. III' SII)\)lI\('1' 11:-1 II1'o\'III!'11 111 1IIII'IIgl'IIIIh (11) il-l 11 1l1Is(IIII1H'11110r (If thll 
fjl'~t (II'~I'I'II, JllinlHllllhll' liS III'o\'1I11'tl in 1'1, 77r.,Oi\~, fI, 77r.,()S:~, (II' M, 77 •• ,084, 

:!, If thll tI:III1I1~1' to HIII'II COllllllltl'l' I'l(ulpll1('1I1 fIl' sUllplil'S HI' tH the ('0111-

JlulN', (,Olllllutl'l' SYHtl'llI, 01' Cfll1ll)lIh'l' I1pt\\'ol'k I~ /.:I'Plltf'l' I hllll ~200 hilt lIll;l'I 
Ihnn $1,000, till'n tilt' nff'PII(\er ii! J,tllltty of 11 fclony of till! thll'il (h'~I'(l(', \111\1-
I:-;hnllll' tli4 l)f'o\'id!)(} In H, 77Ci,OR~, H, i7r.,()~:I, (II' N, 't7;;,()~-I, 

:I, If thl' <111(111)":1) to HIICh <:(1111)111\('1' \'()lIlpllll'l1t 01' Hllllplh'K <Jr to till! emil
IIlItl'l', l'OIlIPl1l'('I" ,;yi-ll!'lII, 01' compl1tl'l' lI11tWfll'l( 1101 $1,000 !II' 1(1't'lItN', fir If Ih(ll'n 
j:; 1111 1III.I!l'1'II11tloll Ill' ill1Pllil'lllClIt of ~O\,('I'III1U'lIlal OP('I'1\tlfll1 <II' pllhllc Ilfllll-
1II11111(,lItloll, 1I'I111Npol'tntllll1, <II' Kl1pply (If wnll'l', ":l1S, fII' 111111'1' li11l1l1l! !olCl'vlcl', 
tlwn till' flfful1(\N' if! ~lIlItr of II folollY of till' 1'1'1'01111 1\1'1,(1'1'(1, 1111111~huhlo III, 
1II'(I\'jll('" III ~, 7'1ti,()~~, >I, 77ri,OR:i, 01' >I, 77r;,084, 
Alltll'll hy r.UW~ 10j8, (" 7H-02, ~ 1, ('ff, AIl~,l, 1!)7H, 

815,06 Offenses against computer lOsers 
(I) WhOl~\'4'I' willfully, l,iit)\\'il1~I~', IIntl Withoul l111thfll'l1.tlt.i()l1 UI!C(!i\!oII'!I (II' 

CIIIIHI'I' til hI! ncce!,l';I'1I IIny COlllp11tel', Cnlllpntl:1' S~'Htt'l1I, 111' (:fllnpl1tCI' Jl('twol'l.; 
fH' \l'hf)(~\'(ll' wlllf11I1Y', kllowlnl-(Iy, HIIII witho11t. 1111t1Hll'bmtl'U I 1I(,II1cs Oi' ('nl1Se~ 
1111' 1II'IIitll of (101I1P11tCI' !-:Xl<tl!ll1 s(l1'\'lcP>I to 1111 IllIth()I'I1.1'1I ""1'1' fir HlIch ('Ollllll1tCI' 
:;~,,,tl'lII i4I'I'\'i!'t'H, wll I<'h , ill wh(lll' Ill' )111 It, Is 11\\'111'11 hy, IIIUlI!I' l'II1111'III't \iI, fll' 
opt'nltl'lI f(lf', fill h('lIl1lf of, fll' In COIlJlInl'tl(J1I \l'illl 1IIIIIIhl'I' l'Ollllnlts till (lff(llIill' 
:l1ot'IiIlHt clIlI1jmtcr IIHI'r:;, 

,(11) Jo:XCfOllt ilK IIl'O\'lIll'd III this SlIhHl'clloll, 1111 IIffl'lIl'(', 11~1I111;';: 1'\IIU)lllh'I' 
11f<1'I'H Is 11 f .. :"IIIY (If IIw I hll'll II('A'I'I'I', plll1lHllllh\l' tiN III'I!\:IIII'II In 1'1, i7Ci,OK~, 
1'1, 77r;,()~:I, III' H, 77(;,OH4, 

(hI If thl' offl'nlo:e 1101 ('I'l1Il11l1tf'1I fill' 11m 11I1I'PIISI'I' fit 11I·\'il-lltlj.( III' ('XI'CIIIIIIJ,t 
IIlI~' 1'('1\('1111' fl1' (lI,tiflC!1' to III:fl'UIIII III' til ohtulll lillY )lI'fI)ll'l'ty, tlll'lI tl1I' nUI'I!IIf'I' 
I.~ 1-\'II111y or 11 (dlIllY flf IlII' i!tl(,lIuII 111'/.:1'1'1', )l1\1I111\lI1hll' 11!ol \l1'()\'I!Il'(1 In H, 77 •• ,IIR2, 
1-1, jj;i,OH:I, (11' Ii, nr;,OH4, 
Alldl'll II,. T.II\\'H 10j~, f', 71'l-!l~, ~ 1, I'ff, AlI~, 1, l!17H, 

, 
815,07 This chapter. not exclusive.,' 

'1'111' 1I1'I;\'I~ illllH flf" I "i~ "hupl:'ll' Hh:11I 11fIt. 1)(> t:OIlSII'IH'd 10 pl'('('hu}c tlu: 1111-
plil':lililil.y of IIII~' 01111'1' )lI'o\'lslolI flf till' (~I'il11ll1l1l IIIII' flf [111.4 :-lInt!' ",111(:11 III'CI<
"I\\lr tllI)llil'~ III' 11111)' ill till' flltlll'l' H)lIII~' t.1I lIlI,' II'HIIHIII't\OIl "'hit'li \'llllntNI 
I hI..; ('hilptl'l', IIl\lfI~'; slll'h 111'0\'1:-1('011 Is II11'IIIIsIstl'111 Wllh 1111'11'1'1111'1 IIf Ihll'l 1'111111-

11'1', 
,\lid!'(1 II~' I.II\\'S 1II7~, (', 7S-II~, ~ 1, pH, AII~, 1, 1H7H, 

H(',:, 
X17,II:1r. 

~17,U3(l 

CHAPTER 017, fRAUDULENT PRACTICES 

Hf'h'!Ill(,1I tn deft'ulIIl; proui; 
lWllldtlcs j"N('\\'i, 

OrJ;'lllllzcII fruull il0fln(!\I; pell
tlllIfls [~Ilwl, 

817,035 Schemes tDdefraullj (lro~'j penalties 
(1) Any JI~'l'''fIIl )\'Iw 1'1I/.:1I~t'K bIll sl'l II '1111' (;()lIst,ltnHlig /I MYHtl!llItlth':i ollgolng 

COli 1','(\ (If c"III1I1Ct with intent 10 1} .. fl'l1l1(\ mOI'(! I hUll olle IIIH'flon, (lr to 011-
lulll III'Ollc!'t)' fl'l1l11 11101',: thllll Olll! 11l!I'SOIl by fnlsl' 01' fl'llUllulcnt J1!'(}tensl!~, 
l'erl.!'t!lIl'lItutiulIs, 01' 1II'Olllls<'i:l, nnll who so (lblnl~l! 11I'O))I:!'t)' fl'o/ll onc oi<~norll 
of slIeh "el'Holl~ Is ~\llIty of n 1II,lsdf!\lIfnIlOr or ,the fll'~t d('gl'I!I!,lllIlIh;hllblu 
liS pI'o\'ltlClllll !1, 775,082, II, 775,OS~~ or II, '175,084, 
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ARTICLE 5.!) 

Computer Crime 

18-5.5~lOl. Definltions. As used in this article, unless 

the context othe~~ise requires: 

(l) To "use" means to instruct, communicate \'/ith, store 

uata in, retrieVe data from, or othen~ise mnke use of any 

resources of a computer, computer system, or computer net\'lOrk. 

(2) "Cornputer ll means an electronic device \~hich performs 

logiea\, arithmetic, or memory functions by the manipulations aT 

electronic or magnetic impulses, and inc~udcs all input, outnut, 

processing, storage, software, or communication facilities which 

are connected or related to such a device in a system or network. 

(3) "Computer net\'/ork" means the interconnection of 

communication lines (including microwave. or other' means of 
. 

electronic communication) \,/ith a computer through remote 

termina 1 s , or a compl ex cons i s t i n9 of b/o or more i'n terconnected ® 
computers. 
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(4 ) ~Computer program mean a ~ _ " s s~rij:ts of ins tructi ons or 

statements, in a form acceptable to a computer. which permits the 

functioning of a computer system in a manner designed to provide 

appropriate products from such computer system. 

(5) "Computer software" means computer . programs, 

procedures, and associated documentation 

oper~tion of a computer system. 

concerned with the 

(6) "Computer system" means a set of related, connected or 

unconnected. computer equ;pment, devices, and soft\oJare. 

(7) "F;nancia~ ~nstrument" means any check. d,~aft, money 

order, certi lea e 0 e , f ' t f d POS1't letter of credit, bill of 

exchange, credit card, debit card, or marketable security. 

{B) "Property" includes, but is not limited to financial 

instruments, infon:lation, including electronically produced data, 

and computer softvlilre an progru. d ~nlS in e1'ther machine or human 

readaule fonn, and any other tangible or intanqible item af 

I value. 

(9 ) "Services" includes, but is not lir.lited to, compu ter 

time, data processing, and storage functions. 

18-5.5-102. Corlll:0 ter -- (1) Any person who ~nowingly 

uses any computer, computer system, computer neboJork, or any part 

thereof for the purpose of: ,devisillg 0," executing any scheme or fi 

artifice to defraud, obtaining looney, property. ,'or services hy 

rneans'of false or rau u en I' ~ \.;, f d 1 t nr~tenc~s representations, or 

I ..: \ promises, or con\lni~tin9 theft., COIll;,!; ts r:omputer CrlrT1l'! •. 

, (2) ,"ny I. ' 11 and Hithout authol"izat;on r,nOVIl ng J 
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uses, alters, damages, or dcstroys·un.Y computer, com('1uter system, 

or computer network Jescribed in section 1n-5.5-101 or any 

computer software, program, documentation, or data contained in 

such computer, comput.er system, or computer network cornn1ts 

computer crime. 

(3) If the loss, damage, or -thing of value 

violation of this section is less than fifty dollars, 
ta ken. in 

computer 

crime is a class 3 misdemeanor; if fifty dollars or mOre but less 

than two hundred dollars, computer crime is a class 2 
misdemeanor;' if tv,'o hundred dol'lars or more but less than ten 

thousand do 11 ars J computer crime is a cl ass 4 felony; if ten 

thousand donars or 11JOr'e, computer crime is a class 3 f~lony. 

SECTION ~. 13-6-401 (7), Colorado Revised Statutes 1973, 

1973 Repl. Val., is amended to read: 

(7) Child abuse is a class 2 

misdemeanor, but if it results in serious bodily injury to the 

child OR DEATH OF THE CHILD, it is a class 3 felony. 

SECTION '9. Part 1 of article 8 of title 18, Colorado" .. -

Revised Statutes 1973, 1978 Repl. Vol., is amended BY THE 

20 ADDIJION OF A NEW SECTION to .read: 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

18-8-115. Duty to report a crime. It is the duty of 

every corporation or Person who has reasonable grounds to ,. 

bel iev! that 'a crime has been 'coll11litt~d to report promptly· the 

SUSpected crime to law enforcementautho~i ti es. When act;"9 
,. 

in good faith, such corporation or person ~,hall be i~une from: 

any civil liability for such reporting. This duty shall' ex
lY
ist" 
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§ 13-2301 CRIMINAL CODE Title 13 

, (p) False statements or publications concerning land for sale or 
lease or sale cf subdivided lands or sale and mortgaging of unsubdi
vided lands. 

(q) Resale of l'eulty with intent to defraud. 

(1') Fraud in purchase 01' sale of seGurities. 

(s) Sale of unregistel'ed se('.lIl'itie~ or real property seeurities and 
transactions involving such securities by unregistered dealers 01' sales
men. 

(t) A scheme 01' artifice to defraud. 

e. "Records" means any book, paper, writing, record, computer 
program or other material. 

E. For the purposes of § 13-2316: 

1. "Access" means to approach, instruct, communicate with, stOl'e 
data in, retrieve data from or othel'wise make use of any resources 
of a computer, computer system 01' computer network. 

2. "Computer" means an electronic device which r>erf(}l'Tn~ logic, 
arithmetic or memol'Y functions by the manipUlations of electronic or 
magnetic impulses and includes all input, output, processing, . .,tol'age, 
software or communication facilities which are connected or l'eluteJ to 
such a device in a system or network. 

3. "Computer netwol'k" means the interconnection of communica
tion liMs with a computer through remote terminals or a complex 
consisting of two or more interconnecteo computers. 

4. "Computer pl'ogram" mea,ns a series of insb'uctions 01' state
ments, in a form acceptable to a computer, which permits the function
ing of a computer system in a manner designed topl'ovide appropriate 
products from sw;h computer system. 

5. "COlllIHltel' softwnre" means a set of computer programs, IU'O
cedm'es and associated documentation concerned with the operation of 
a GOmputer system. 

/ 

6. "Computer system" means a set of l'elated, connected or uncon-
nected compute}' equipl..ient, devices and software. 

7. "Financial instrument" means any checl(, draft, money order, 
certificate of deposit, letter of credit, bill of exchange, credit card, 
marketable security or any other written instrument, as defined by 
§ 13-2001, paragraph 7, which is transferable for value. 

8. "Property" means. financial instruments, information, including 
electronicall~ produced data, computer software and programs in ei. 
ther machine or human readable form, and anything of value, tangible 
or intangible. ' 

L.'/ 
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Ch, 23 ORGANtZED CRIME. § 13-2302 
9. "Services" includes computer time, data processing and storage 

functions, 

Added Laws 1977, Ch, 142, § 82, eff, Oct. 1, 1978, AsamE!nded Laws 1978, 
Ch, 201, § 151, eff, Oct, 1, 1978; Laws 1978, Ch, 204, § 1, eff. Oct. 1, 1978, 

Historical Note 

SOllfce: 

P(lII.C'o<le 1001, §§ 40fl-472, 
I't'II,C'I)llo 11)1 a, §§ [i1 ~-[i15, 
HC\',CoUr. li!!.!8, ft§ .J.iiO, 4771, 
CO(le lll:lfl, ~~ <1:1-1001; 4:H002, 
A,n,H, fOl'lIIel' § ]3-401. 

SlIbsec, A, ll1\I'~, 1 to i, Wl'l'e IIdoptell 
fl'olll the enitNI Stlltes Col\('; H('c]8 U,S, 
C,A, M 8m tlll'olll,:l1 SO,I, 

Lltws ImEl, ('h, 201, § Hil, l'nhstltntcd 
"§ ]~1-2aOS" fell' "§ la-2!n:i" III the Intl'o
(lI1Ctol'~' \,has() of HII))KI)C, C" Hllbstltnted 
"('II' elltl'l'lil'l~l'K" fol' "co l'll() I'll tiollf; 0\' 

1)lIrtl1l'l'''lilp~'', HlIlI "condllct whl(,1t \'10-

lilres" tOI' "\'10111Iil/ll of", tlc\l!te(] "of this 
title 01' or till! ('I'III1II1Ul 01' plmal nro\'l
Hlolli;" (ollo\\'lnl,: "01' 11101'(' \II'I)\'b~lom;", 
"01' oI'IIlIIIIII('l''' fOllowlll1,: "feiollY fltRt
Ule", lind "III" followlll~ "of thl~ ;ltute", 
111111 III~l'l'll'd "[,,1011)'" fnl\O\\,IIIj{ "\11'0\'1-
;;Iom: of 1111)'" in tlu' fil'~l Helltt'II('C' of 
r>:(('II~I'llph :.! of HIIl!~(>(~, C,; IIU(\ (k'\cted 
sllll(IH, (II) t1ll'oll~h (II of .:;;11'111,;1'111111 :.! (If 
~tth~('c. I'. \\'1111'11 1I-jlll ;';;.,11: 

"(\I) '\'I'III't'il'I\illl,: III 1I111'coUe lI\'11g" 01' 
c11111~(\I'\IIIH 111'\1/-::-1, ('XI,lnfll\'l!s, 'n\cOllul\c 
hl'\'I'I'II~I'H, \\'l'IIJIon~, t.olJacco or !;to\('1I 
11I'OIH'I'!.\', 

"(b) Gfilllbllng, 
"(c) PI'Ostltution, 
"(d) J.JxtOl'tloll, 
"((') ('oCl'cinn, 
"(f) l:HIll'Y, 
"(1,1\ Forgery, 
"(II) 'rhett, 
"(I) A~ii')I't1ng fnlF\<l claims Including, 

bllt U()t limited to, false clalllls nSflertcd 
tlll'olll,\'h f1'11II(\ Ill' IIrson," 

LHWR ]078, Ch, 2()4, § 1, substituted 
"]:i-2aOS" fOl' "13-2313" In the Introduc
Wry plll'n~ll of Huhsec, C" nnd ndded 
Kuh"ecs, n, IIncl )~, 

LII"'s ]978, Ch, 204, A 4 proyldes: 
'''1'111' \'I'oylldollfl of thlsllct sholl hc

COlIIll l)ffeetl\'C' Oil October 1, ]97R," 

1978 Reviser's Note: 
'1'11 I" H(>('tion ('onta Ins the anll!l\UlllcntR 

1II1111 .. hl' J,II\\'S 1!IiR, dlilptl'I' 201, !'I('('t1ulI 

Hi1 111111 l'hllpt('I' :.!()-l, fI('dlem 1 "'hldl 
\\,l'l't' h\(llu\p(1 to~ethl~1' II!; flhoWII oho\'e 
plIl':-al:lllt to IIlItbllrlty()f section ,11'-
1:UH.O:l, 

Cross ReferencllS 

• 1u!llellll POWl'I'>! on'l' 1'lIcketccrlng criminal CIISCS, sce § 13-2313, 
Unc\,etl'l:'I'lllj{, 

OIVIl l'l'HlCl\lefl, !lce § l:i-2:U4, 
Hncketcll\'I\I~, 

I.n \'cstll,:n tloll of r('cords, sec ~ 13-231.v, 

§ 13-2302. l\laldltg extortionate extensions of credit; classifi
cation 

A. Any person who makes an extortionate extension of credit is 
guilty of a class I) felony, 

n. In any prosecution pursuant t~ this section, if it'!s shown tba:t 
all of the following factors wcre present in connection with the elden. 
siol,t of (~rcdit, thcre is prima facie evidellce that theE!xtension of cred
it was extol'ti('m~te: 

37 
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criminal liability ngainst such custodian 01' finnncial institution in any 
. action brought nllegb!g violation of the confidentiality of such l'ecot'ds. 

B. The attorney general 01' the authorized county nttol11ey may pe
tition the supet'jor cOllrt for 0nfol'cement of thh~ section in the event 
of noncompliance with the request for inspection. gnfol'cement shall 
be granted if the request is reasonable and the attorney general or the 
authorized county l~ttol'lley has reasonable grounds to believe the rec
ot'ds l)ollght to be inspected arel'elevunt to a civil or criminal investiga
tion of all offense included in the definition of racketeering in § 13-
2301, SUbsection D, paragraph -1 ot' a violation of §. 13-2312. 

C. The investigation authority granted pUrSUl),nt to t.he provisions 
of this section may not bc exercised by a county attorney in the ab
sence of authorization by the attorney general. 

D. Any pcrSOll releasing ·informatioll obtained pursuant to this 
section, except in the ))l'Opel' discharge of official duties, is guilty 
of u class 2 misdemeanor. 
Added Laws 1978, Ch, 204, § 2, eff, Oct. 1, 1978. 

Adol,I('(1 fl'ellII the ('ult('(1 HlilH'i' ('IHIt!; "CIUIi~lrlcHtltm" Will!! I:'lIbStlt\ltl'll for 
Mt1t' IS (',H,(!,A, ~" 1!)(!1 1lIl'oll/-:h H)t\S, "Pl'lIl1Hy", 

1978 Revls\1r's Note: 
l'IlI'~llIlIlt to IIlIt hOl'lt:,' of ;I('('tloll ,11-

laO,l,O:.!, III till' hl'llI\llIl,: <It' 1 hlH HN't 1011 

§ 13 - 2316. Computer fraud; classification 
A. A perSOll cominit!:l computer fraud in the first degree by ac

cessing, altering, damag'ulg 01' destroying without authorization allY 
computer, computer system, computer network, 01' any part of such 
complitel', system 01' netwol'\{, with the intent to devise 01' execute any 
scheme 01' artifice to defraud 01' deceive, 01' control property 01' ser
vices by means of false 01' fmudulent pretenses, representntions 01' 

promises . 

B. A person commits computer fraud in the second degree by in
tentionally and without autilol'ization accessing, altering, damaging or 
destroying any computer, computer system or computer network 01' 

an)' computer software, progrnm 01' data contained 1n such computer, 
compute~' system 01' computer network. 

C. Comput~r fraud in tile first degret.> is a class :3 felony. Com
puter frl\.ud in th.e second degree is a cluss 6 felony. 
Added Laws 1978, Ch. 204, § 2, eff. Oct. 1, 1978, 

Historical Notl) 

, ;"'M j'ftl'<'lI\,(1 IIl1t(' Jlro\'l~lnll of LawH 
lOrS; t :h, :!tj.J, >ll'l' lIoll' tnlluwlng § 1:1-
zaO\. 

Cro88 RoferanC8S 

Computor fruud, dl!flnltloll of tcrlllii. IIl'C ~ 13-230], 
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RHODE ISLAND 
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(As Amended) 

79-11: 5775 
Introduced by

Representative DeAn~elis 

Or;dered Printed by-
( 

110use of Representatives 

Referred to-
House Committee on Judiciary 

Date Printed-, 
March '27, 1979 

State of Rhode Island and Providence Plantations 

JANUARY SESSION, A.D. 1979 

AN ACT Relating to Criminal Law. 

It is enacted by the General Assembly as follows: 

Section 1. Title 11 of the general laws entitl('d 
"Criminal Offenses" is hereby amended by adding th(l 
following chapter: 

"CHAPTER 1)1 

"COMPUTER CRIME 
"11-51-1. DEFINITIONS. - As use~ in this l'hapi.t1r: 

(A) 'Access' means to approach, instruct, ('ommunknt(' 
with, store data in, tetrieve data from, Qr otherwise 
make use of any r~sources of, a computer, computer 
system, or computer network . 
. (B) 'Computer' means an electronic devict' which 
performs logical, arithmetic, and memory functions hy 

the manipulations of electronic or magnetic impuhws. 
and includes all input, output, processing. stnrngl'. 
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soft.ware, or communication facilities which are con
nec:tt'd or related to such a device in' a system or 
network. 

(C) 'Computer system' means a set of related, 
connected or unconnected, computer equipment, devices 
and software. 

(I) 'Computer network' means the interconnection 
of communication lines with a comput,f:lr through remote 
terminals, or a complex consisting of two or more 
interconnected computers. 
'(E) ·Property' ihcludes, but is not limited to, 

financial instruments, informat.ion, including electrohic
ally produced data, and computer software and pro
grams in either machine or human readable form, and 
any other tangible or intangible item of value. 

W) 'Services· includes, but is not limited to, computer 
time, data processing, and storage functions. 

(G) 'Computer proj.,>Tam' means a series of instruc
tions or statements, in a form acceptable to a computer, 
which permits the functioning of a computer system in 
a manner designed to provide appropriate products from 
such computer systems. 

tH) 'Computer software' means a set of computer 
programs, procedures, and associated documentation 
concerned with the \)peration of a computer system. 

HJI·fil-2. ACCESS TO COMPUTER, FOR FRAUDU
LENT PURPOSES. - Whoever directly or indxr'lctly 
ncceSSCH or causes to he accessed a,ny computer, 
computer system, or cO~lp~ter network for the purpose 
of (J) devising or executing any scheme or artifice to 
d(·frnud or (2) ohtaining money, property, 6r service~, by 
means of falsp. or fraudulent pretenses, represent.ations, 
or promises shall be guilty of a felony and shall be 
sulljcd to the penalticl' set forth ill section. I 1·51·,~. 

"\ J.!'l\·:1, INT"~NTIONAL ACCESS. ALTERATION, 
I MMAOE OR I>EW1'HtJCTrON. - Whoever inh'ntion-

ii 
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ally and without authorization, directly or indirectly 
accesses, ~lters, damages, or destroys any comput.er, 
computer system, computer network, (':m'.:lputer software, 
computer program or data contained in such' computer, 
conl/puter system, computer program or computer 
network shall be guilty of a felony and shall b~ su bject 
to the penalties set forth in section 11·51·4. 

"11·51·4. PENALTIES. - Any ryerson who is con· 
victed of the offenses set forth in sections Il·fJ}·2 and 
11·51·3 81'tall be fined not more than five thousand 
dollars ($5,000) or imprisoned for not more than five (5) 

years, or both. 
Sec. 2. This act shall take effect upon passage. 

',\ 
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79-H 5775 

}4~XPLANATION 

By the Legislative Council 

This act would make certain acts relating to 
computers and computer systems criminal offenses and 
provide for penalties for commission of the off~nses. 

This act would take effect upon passage. 
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1 AN M:T 
! 

2 RF.LATING TO COHI'UTllR USE; MIEt:ll>INC '!'~;,e CRIMINAL COilE TO MA,K'E 'HI:lUSE 

3 OF COHPUTt:RS A CRIME. 

4 

5 IlE IT ENACn:ll BY TIIF: LIi(lISLATURF. OF TilE STA'l'F: OF NEW HEXlCO: 

6 Section 1. SIIORT Tl'rLt:. --This act may be cited all the "Comp"tur 

7 Crimes Act It. 

8 S(lction 2. nt:t>INr:rIONS. --As IIsed in the Computer Crimes Act: 

9 A. "ilcceRR" mellnR to make use of any resources clf !1 com-

10 puter. cCllnp"tclr sYlltc1m or computllr nec.'Jrk; 

11 II. "comjillter" mellilS an electr.c)Ilic device which performs 

12 \ogicnl, IIrithmetic and memory fl,lnctions bl' the manipulation of eltlc-

13 tronic or maglletic impulses and includes all input, output, proccs-

14 R.tnll, r,torllgu, flof tware or communicAtion fncU Hies ·.;hich are con-

15 n~ct~d or relatud tu such a device in a computer system or complItnr 

16 nE!tWClrk; 

17 C. '~computer netlmrk" means the interconnection of com-

18 municiltioll lines with a CC)mputer through remote terminals or a complux 

19 consistinfl of two or mnre computera and includes interconnected remote 

20 terminnlR; 

21 D. "computer program" m2ans a series of instructions' or 

22 ntatt!ments, in a forln acceptable to a computer, which permits the 

23 funct ioning of II C01nput~r system in II manner designed to provide 

24 appro)lriate products from n computer system; 

25 F.. "computer software" mellns a set of computer programs, 
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1 procedures and associat.ed dOI~lImentllti')n' i • cuncernc4,w th the operation 

2 and function of II computer AYlitem; and 

3 "comput(!r nYlltaM" mullnB 11 sot of rt!lated, or, 'lntercon-

4 nected computer equipment, devices and software. 

5 Scction 3. COMPUTER I'RAUIl.--

6 A. Any person who accealles or ca~8cs to be accessed any 
;) 

7 computer, computer systl!l1l, computer IIlltwork or any part thereof wtth 

8 the i"tent to deville or cxecute IIny s".heme or utifice to defraud is 

9 guU ty of n fourth degree felony. 

Any persoll who IIcceBRUK or causes to, btl ilcct!IIIIed all)' 

11 computer, computer systt!m, computer network or any )lart thereof wlth 

10 8. 

12 chu intent 'to obtain, by meallR of embeult!ment or false or Craudulent 

13 pretenst!s, representations or promiseR, m!lney, property or services 

14 where: 

15 (1) the mC:l1cy', property or IIcrvicl.!8 have n villue of 

16 one hundred dollars ($100) or lesA, ill guifty of a pett), miYdumednor; 

17 (2) tne money', property or service!! havt! a value of 

18 marc thlln one hund'red dollllra ($IOUL.but nOt more thall two t!lIl11Blllld 

19 five hundred dolls'ra ($2,50U), ts gUilty of a fqurlh dU$ruu felony; 

20 or 

21 (3) the muney, proi>;erty or lIervice!l have II value of 

22 more than 'two thousand five hundred dol~ars ($2,5UO), is ,~u!lt)' of 

23 a third degree felony. 

24 Sect:.Lon 4. lJNAUTHORIZE1) COHPU'rllR USli.--Any' person wh() inten-

25 tio'ns!)}'1 maliCiously and without authori~~t1oll acc8111cIl, alters, 

\, 
I! 
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,\ demaRcs or destroys any con'lllitcr, computer lIystem, coml~\lter netwo',rk, 

:2 f1,!lY pllrt thereof or any inf II rma tion s torild ther:din when: ", 
3 A. the computer, cOlnputer system, computer network. pa~t 

4 information haR a value of one hundred dollllr!! ($100) or 18118 is 

5 Builty of a petty milldemeanor; 

or 

6 R. the computer, computer system, computer nt;l~~\lrl-;, lillrt or 

7' information hilS a value of !:lore thsn one hllndred dollsrs ($HHi) but 

8 not m\1~e than two th"usand five hundred dollarl!l ($2,500) is· gu1!ty of 

9 a fOll,nh deRree (-ulony; or 

10 C. the computer, computer system. computcr network, part or 

11 informlltion hilS a vlll"e of more than two thou8llnd five hundred dollarH 

12 ($2,500) 18 gllilty of a third degree felony.=:;:::========== 
13 
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STATE OF MICHIGAN 
80TH LEGISLATURE 

REGUi.AR SESSION OF 1979 

Introduced by Reps. Bcnnane, Vaughn, Bullard, Mary C. Brown, Spaniola, Vanek, Watkins, lomboulhm, 
Busch and Cus:hinghct';:'y 

ENR~OLLED HOUSE BILL No. 4112 
, 

AN ACT to prl,>hibit access to computers, computer systems, and computer networks for certain 
fraudll\C'lIt purposesj' to prohibit intentional and unallthorized access, alteration, damage, and destruction of 
computers, computtlr systems, computer networks, computer software programs, and data; and to 
prescribe penalties. 

The People of the State of Michigan enact: 

Snc. 1. For the put'poses of this act, the 'word~ and phrases defined in sections 2 and 3 have the 
meanings ascribed to them in those sections. 

Sec. 2. (1) "Access" means to approach, instruct, communicate ~ith, s~ore data in, rf.>trieve data from, 
or otherwise ~se the resources of, a computer, computer system, or computer network. 

(2) "Computer" means an electronic device which performs logical, arithmetic, and memory functions 
hy the manipulations of electronic or magnetic impulses, and includes input, output, processing, storage, 
software, or communication facilities which are connected or related to a' device in a system or ne,work. 

(3) "Computer network" means the interconncction"of communication lines with a computer through 
remote terminals, or a complex consisting of 2 or more interconnected computers. 

) (4) "Computer program" means a series of instructions or statement$,ln. is form acceptable to a 
c()mputer, which permits the functioning of II computer system in a manner designed t.O provide 
appropriate products from the computer system. 

(5) "Computer software" means a set of computer programs, procedures, and associated <!~cumt:ntati()n 
concemed with the operation of a c;omputer system. 

(6) "Computer sY,stem" means a set of related, connected or unconnected, computer equi,l)lncnt, 
devices, and software.' 

.' 

~ec. 3. (1) "Pr,operty" includes financial inst~!lments; information, including electronically produced 
data)0 computer software and programs in either machine or human readable form; and any other tangible 
or intangible item of value.' . 

(2) "Services" includes computer time, data processing, and storage functions. 

Sec. 4. A person shall not, for the purpose of devising or executing a scheme or artifice with intent to 
defraud or fQt the purpose of obtaining money, property, or a service by means of a false or fraudulent 
pretense, representation, or promise with intent to, gain access to or cause acceSS to be made to a computer, 
computer system, or computer network. 
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Sec. 5. A person shall not intentionally and without authori:wtion, 'gain access to, alter, dama~(" or 
destroy a COllil>uler, computer system, or complltN Ill'lwork, or gain access to, alter, d:lIliage, or d(.':ltr'OY " 
computer software program or data contained in a computer, cumputer system, or computt)r network 

Sec. 6. A person shall not utilize a computer, computer system, or compllter network to COII.lIl1it ~ 
vio\lltion of section 174 of Act No. 328 of the Public Acts of 1931,.a5 amended, heing section 750.174 of the' 
Michigan Compiled Laws, section 279 of Act No. 328 of the Public Acts of 1931, heing section 750.279 of 
the Michigan Compiled Laws, section 356 of Act No. 328 of the Public Acts of 1931, as amended, being 
section 750.356 of the Michigan Compiled Laws, or section 362 of Act No. 328 of the Public Acts of 1931, as 
amended, being section 750.362 of the Michigan Cpmpiled Laws. 

Sec. 1. A person who violates this act, if thl~ violation involves $)()O.OO or less, is guilty of D 

misd<.'mcanor. If the violation involves more than $100.00, the I)(:'rson is guilty of a fclony, punishahle by 
imprisonment for not more than 10 years, or a fine of not more than $5,000.00, or both. 

CI('rk of thc.lJouse of Hcpresclllati\,(·s . 

........ ~ . .t!. .. ~~ .... 
Secro;at'y of thti Sf'nall'. 

AI)I)r(~\'ed ............................................................. . 

Governor. 
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AMENDED IN ASSEMBLY AUGUST 28, 1979 

AMENDED IN ASSEMBLY JULY 16, 1979 

AMENDED IN ASSEMBLY JUNE 19, 1979 

AMENDED IN SENATE MAY 17,1979 

AMENDE!)::;N SENATE MAY 9,1979 

AMENDED IN SENATE APRIL 23, 1979 

AMENDED IN SENATE FEBRUARY 15,1979 

SENATE BILL No. 66 

Introduced by Senator Cusanovich 

December 5, 1978 

An act to add Section 502 to the Penal Code, relating to 
computer crime. 

LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL'S DIGEST 

SB 66, as amended, Ctisanovich. Computer crime. 
Existing law relative to crimes involving fraud, or 

unauthorized access. to, or damage or destruction of,property 
does not contain any specific provision relative to computers. 

This bill would make it a crime, as specified, to intentionally 
access or caus~ to be accessed any computer system, or 
computer network for the purpose of (1) devising or 
exe.cuting any scheme or artifice to defraud or extort or (2) 
obt::lning money, property or services with false or fraudulent 
intent, representa.tions, or promises~ or to maliciously access, 
alter, d~lete, damage, or destroy any computer system, 
computer network, computer program, or data. 

Under existing law, Sectioris 2231 and 2234 of the Revenue 
and Taxation Code "require the state to reimburse local 
agencies and school districts for certain costs mandated by the 

. state. Other provi~ions li'equire the Department of Finance to 

c' 
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SB 66 -2-

review statute~ disclaiming these costs and provide, in certain 
cases, for making claims to the State Board of Control for 
reimbursement. . 

This bill provides that no appropriation is made by this act 
pursuant to Section 2231 and 2234 for a specified reason, but 
recognizl!';;ls that local agencies and school di~tricts may pursue 
their other available remedies to seek reimbursement for 
these costs. 

Vote: majodty. Appropriation: no .. Fiscal committee: yes. 
State-mandated local program. yes. . 

The people of the State of C;ali[ornia do enact as follows: 

1 . SECTION 1. Section 502 is added to the Penal Code, 
2 to read: 
3 502.. (a) For purposes of this section: 
4 (1) "Access" means to instruct, qommunicate with, 
5 store data in, or retrieve data from a computet system.or 
6 computer network. 
7 (2) "Comput.er system" means a machine or collection 
8 of machines, excluding pocket calculators which are not 
9 programmable and capable of being used ip .conjunction 

10 with external files, one or more of ,which contain 
11 computer programs and data, that p~dorms functions, 
12 including, but not limited to, logic, arithmetic, data 
13 storage arid retrieval, communication, and control. 
14 (3) "Computer network" means an interconnection of 
15 two or more computer systems. ,', . , . 
16 (4) "Computer program" means an ordered set of 
17 instructions or statements, and related data that, when 
18 automatically executed in actual or modified form in a 
19 .~coniputer system, causes' it. to perform specified 
20 functions. 
21 ,< 5) "Data" means a representation of information 
22 knOwledge, fQ,cts1 concepts, or instructions, which ar~ 
23 I:,elng prepated or have been. prepared, in a formalized 
24 manner, and ar~ intended for use in a computer system 
25 or computer network.. . . 
26 (6). "Financ~al instrument'" includes, but is not limited 
'27 to; any check, draft, warrant, mon~y order, note, 
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1 certificate Qf deposit, letter of' creclit,biH of exchange, 
2 credit or debit card, transaction authorization 
3 . m'echanism, marketa.ble security,' ot" any computer 
4 system representation thereof. , " 
5' (7) "Property" includes,' but is not Ji(nited 'to, financial 
6 instruments, data, computet" programs; documents 
7 associated with computer systems and com'puter 
8 ' programs, or cCfpies" thereof, whether' tangible or 
9 intangible, includb'lg 'both human and computer system 

10 readable data, and data while in transit. 
11 (8) "Services" includes, but. is not limited to, the use of, 
12 the computer system, computer network, computer 
13 programs, or data prepared for computer use, or data 
14 contained within a computer system, or data contained 
15 within a computer network. 
16 (b) Any person who intentionally accesses or causes to 
17 J:>e accessed 'any computer system or computer ne,twork 
18 for the purpose of (1) devising or executing any scheme 
19 or artifice to defraud or extort or (2) obtaining money, 
20 property,. or services with false 'or fraudulent intent, 
21 representations, or promises shall be guilty of a public . 
22 offense. 
23 (c) Any person who maliciously accesses, alters, 
24 deletes, damages, or destroys any computer 'system, 
25 computer network, computer program, or data shall De 
26 guilty of a public offense. . '. 
27 (d) Any person who violates the provIsions of 
28 subdivision (b) or (c) is .guilty of a felony and, is 
29 punishable by a fine not exceeding five thousand dollars 
30 ($5,000), or by imprisonment in the state prison for 1'6 
31 months, or two or three years, or by both such fine and 
32; imprisonment, or by a fine not exceeding two thousand 
33 five hundred dollars ($2,500), or by impris<;mment in the 
34 county jail not exceeding one year, or bY'h9th such fine 
35 and imprisonment. ' ,,',., ,'. " '." 
36 ' (e) This section shall not be construed to preclude the 
37 applicability of any other provision of the criminal law of 
38 this state which.appHes or may apply to any transaction. 
39 SEC. .2 ... Notwithstanding Section 2231 or 2234 'of the' 
40 Revenue ~~d Taxation Code, no appropriation is'made by 
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1 this act pursuant to thes~ sections because this act creates 
2 a new crime or infraction, eliminates a crime or 
3 infraction, ~r changes thepenahy for a crime or 
4 infraction. It is recognized, however, that a local agency 
5 or' school' district ,may pursue any remedies to obtain 
6 reimbursement available to it, under Chapter 3 
7 (commencing with Section 2201) of Part, 4 of Division 1 
8 of that code. " 
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. (To be made one and twelve copies) 

THE SE~ATE 

TEN!r.H ................ LEGISLATURE, 191.9. 

STATE OF HAWAII 

A B II f~R A~ A[1 
RELATING TO COMPUTER CRIMES. 

BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF TH.E STATE OF HAWAII: 

SECTION 1. The legislature finds that: 

(1) Computer-related crime is a growing problem in t.he 

government and in the private sector; 

(2) Such crime occurs at great cost to the public 

since losses for each incident of computer crime 

tend to be far greater than the losses associated 

with each incident of other white collar crime; 

(3 ) The opportunities for computer-related crimes 

in government l;>l:ograms, in financial institutions, 

and in other entities through the introduction of 

fraudulent records into a qomput,er system, un-

authorized use of computer facilities, alteration 

or: destruction of computerized information files, 

and stealing of financial instruments, data, or 

other assets, are great; and 
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(4) The prosecution of persoris engaged jn computer

related crime is difficult under current state 

criminal statutes. 

SECTION 2. Chapter 708, Hawaii Revised Statutes, is 

amended by adding a new section to be app~opriately designated 

and to read: 

"Sec. 708- computer fraud. (I) A per son comm! ts .the 

offense of computer fraud if the person: 

(a) Indirectly or directly, accesses or causes to 

be accessed any computer, computer system, c~mputer 

network, or any part thereof for the purposes of: 

(i) Devising or executing any scheme Or artifice 

to defraud, or 

(ii) Obtaining mor~ , property, or services by 

means of false or fraudulent pretenses, repre

sentations, or promises. 

(b) Intentionally and without authorization, directly 

or indirectly, accesses, alters, damages, or destroys 

any computer, computer system, or computer network, 

or any computer soft~~Ee, program, or data contained 

in such computer, computer system, or computer 

network. 

(2) For purposes of this section: 

J .Re 249-6006 
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

!iAccess'" means to approach, instru,ct, communi-

cate with, store data in, re~rieve datci from, 

or otherwise make use of any resources of: a 

computer, computer system, or computer network; 

"Computer" means an electronic device which per-

forms logical, arithmetic, and memory functions 

by the m~nipulations of electronic or magnetic 

impulses, and includes all input, output, processing, 

storage, softwa:l:'e; or communication facilities which 

a~e connected or related to such a device in a 

system or network; 

"Computer network" means the interconnection of 

communication lines with a computer through remote 

term_inals, or a complex consisting of two or mOT 

interconnect'ad compu,ters; 

(d) "Computer progra~" means a series of instructions 

(e) 

or statements, in a form acceptable to a .co~puter, 

which permits the functioning of a computer system 

in a manner designed to provide appropriate p~"?~l':.S!:! 

from such computer sy.stem;. 

"Computer software" means a set of computer pro

grams, procedures, and associated documentation 

conceE.7~ed with the opeT.~tion of a computer sya:;tem; 

(c 
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<d "Computer system" means a set of related, connected 

or unconnected, computer equipment, devices, and 

software; . 

(g) "Financial instrument" means any check, draft, 

money order" certificate of deposi t·, letter of 

credit, bill of exchan9.e, credit card, or market

.able sec~E.ity; 

(h) "Property" includes, but is not limited to, 

financial instruments, information, including 

electronically produced data, and computer sof±~ 

ware and programs in either machine or human read-

able form, and any other tangible or intangible 

item of value; and 

(i) "Services" includes, but is not limited to, computer 

time, data processing, and storage functions. 

(3) Computer fraud is a class A felony." 

SECTION 3. New statutory material is underscored. 

SECTION 4. This Act shall take effect upon its approval. 

INTRODUCED BY: 

~/79 
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H,Bio27 HOUSS BILL 102'1 

SlstGENERAL ASSEMBLY 
State of Illinois 

1979 and 1980 

INTR08UCED March 21, 1~79 ' ,BY Representatives Waddell--Brady--White, 
, 

Ryan, Madigan, Friedlanq, lo1atijev,ich, 13. M. Barnes, Bianco, Birkinbinl!:l, 

Boucek, Bower, Davis, Epton, Flinn, n.~.Friedrich,Giorgi, 'HallockJ Hallstroln, 

Huskey, Dave Jones, Kane, Keane, Kelly, K~mpinera, Kent, Klosak, Lechowicz, 

Macdonald, Mahar, Marga1us, Matula, Mautino, McAuliffe, McCourt, Mulcahey, 

Murph~, Polk, Pullen, Redmond, Reilly, Rigney, Schisler, Schoebarlain, 

Sharp, Simms, stanley, E. G. Steele, C. M. Stiehl, Telcser, Van Duyna, 

Vinson, Vitek, Walsh, Bullock and White.o 

SYNOPSIS: (Ch. 38, pars. 15-1 and 15-7, ne\~ par. 16-9) 

Amends the criminal c;ode. Makes it a cr~ininal 
offense to use a computer or alter or destroy comruter 
programs without the consent ,of the own!!!' of tha system. 
Effective immediately. 
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AN AC!~O add Section 16-9 to and to amend Sections I,S-l 
, . ' \" 

and 15-7 of tl'le "Crimln..,' Code of 1961",''approved JU'V 28, 

1961. as amended. 

section 1. Sections 1S-land ,lS,-7 of tl'le "C.riminal Code 

of 1961", approved July 28, ~961, ~s amended, are amended. 
" ani1 Sect i,on 16-9 is added thereto" the added and amenOed 

S~ctio"s to read RS follows: 

(C.h. 38. par. 15-1) 

sec. 15-1. Property. AS used in this Part C. "propertv" 

me~ns anythinq of v91u&. Property includes real estate" 

money. commerc i al ,instruments. admi ss ion or transportat ion 

tickets, written instruments representinq or emoodying r i9hts 

concerninq anythinq of value. labor. or services, or 

otherw;",,'9 of value. to the owner; thinqs qrowinq on, affixeo 

to. or found on land, or part of or affixed to any buildinqj 

electticity. qas and water; birds, animals ano fisl'l, wnicn 

o~dinarily are kept in a state of confinement; foo~ ,~no 

drink; samples, cultures, microorqanisms, speci~ens, rec~rds. 

recordinq~. documents, blueprints, drawings. mapSf and wnole 

or partial copies~ descriptions. 

nt2.9..t~1-_gr...!lil~5l!. prototypes or' model s thereof. or any other 

articles. materials, deviees. substances and Whole or par~ral 

COCtEts. de~cr ipti on$, photoqrapl'ls, prototypes,. or mOdel s 

thereof whicn constitute. represent, evidence. reflect or 

record a secret scientific. tecl'lni.:al. mercnandisinq. 

produCt i on or manaqement information. design, process, 

pro~edure, formula, Invention, or improvement. 

(C~~ i~. p~r. lS-7) 

Sec. IS-7~abtai~. AS uS*d in this ~art C. "ootain" 

means: 

(a) In relation to p'>ODert.,. tl) bring at-out a .transfer 
I) .. '. 
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of I ntp.rest:, e .. Posse" s i on' 2L.!:£1~' whetner to, tl'le ot 'en~er or 

to another, and 

(bl In rolation toC'abor Or services. ~o secur'.!tl'le 

(Ch. 3A. new oar~ l~-q, 
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This Act takes effect on becoming a law. 
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79-2510 (REVISOR ) 
RK 

'------------~.~.---Jnt roduced by Stumpf, Spear, McCutcheon, S. F. \No. lOll 
Moe, Kirchner 

March 26th, 1979 Companion H.F. No. 1C.'l),3 
Ref to Com. on Judiciary Ref. to H. ('Com. on 

, ,II • 

Reproduced by PHILLIPS LEGISLATIve SERVICE. INC. ~~&~0 ~ 
u~·, :/ 

~'t:1 ' ~..,;:e'~ 
7Z'~~ .9~~!.--' , 

Co!]!uter- Crimes 
S.P.No.I03S-Co.ittee on Judiciary , 

,1.,.1 

Introduced by Stu.pf x(St. Paul) Spear ~~ls) McCutcheon x(St. Paul) 
Moe x(Ada) lirchner*(Richfield) New le.isl&tion makin, it a crime to 
carry on certain activities in connection with data processina equip
.ent. Set. penalties for modifyin, or destroyin. data processina data. 
proarus or supportin, docuaentai(,il, disclosin. \ or takina these when 
they are trade .ecrets or confidential and modifyina computer equip
aent or lIuppUes without authorhation. when the)' involvfO fraud. Sets 
penal tie. for intentional destruction or dua.e, without authorization. 
of co.,uter equip.ent or .upplies. Purther Sftts penalties for unauth
orized access 'to computer. and for denial of computer .ervice. to 
authorized u.er. of computer .ystems when they involve fraud. 

I A bill ror en ect 

l r,'ettnq to c'l~esl specl'~ln9 offenses telatlng 
3 to co~puters; proyldlng penalties. 
4 

5 BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE Of MINNESOTAI 

Section 1. 1609.8611 IDEFINITIONS.' Suf:I.dlY'iron I. 
f» 

7 

• 
9 

10 

n 
Ii 

13 

Itt 

IS 

16 

17 

J8 

19 

, ~O 

21 

For the purposes of .ectlons I to a. the te,~s defined In 

this section hive the .eb'fngs gh.n the", • 

Subd.2. ·Intellictuel prop.rt~. lI.ans data InclUding 
programs. 

SUbd. 3. ·Comput.t progra.· •• ans an ordered aet 01 

data repre.en\lng Qodld Instructions or st.te.en,. 'hat 

when e •• cuted b~ a comput.r cauae the compute, to procesa 
dah. 

Subd. 4. ·Computer· aeans an In'.'n.'I~-progr.m •• d. 

luto,a\lc devlc. that p.rforMa data proce •• 'ng. 

Subd. 5. ·Comput.r .oftw.r.- .~.ns a .et 0" compute, 

promr •••• procedure •• and •• soc •• ted docu •• n\atlon 

concerned with the operatton or • COMputer .~.tem. 

SUbd. 6. -Co~put;., ant •• - .eana ••• t 0' r.'ated, 

conn.=ted or unoon~.cted. comput.r equIpment, d.ylces. or 

283 
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<REVISOR· ) 

5ubd. 1. "CoIIIPute.r network· ... ans a set of ralated, 

ra.otalY connected devIces and cOMmunlcltlon 'acl'ftle, 

Includlnq lIore than one computer srst.m with capabilIty to 

tran911t data among thelll through cOllmunlcatlon 'aclll\r.s. 

Subd. 8. ·Computer system I.rvlces· ... ans providIng a 

7 co,puter system or computer n.twork to per'orll us,'ul Nork. 

• 
9 

10 

1\ 

U 

U 

lit 

IS 

u 

. SUbd. 9. "Property· ileal'S an~thlng of vlI'ua and 

Includes, but Is not limited 'to, 'Inanclal Instruments, 

Inlot •• tlon, Including electronlca(l~ produ~ed dlta and 

co.puter software and prograllls In either lI.chlna or human 

fo rlll, and any other tangible or Intangible Ita. 01 rlldll» !.e 

valua. 

Subd. 10. ·flnancle' lnstrus.nt· .eans a"~ check, 

draft, lIoney order, cert (f fcate of deposit, I.Uer of 

c.edlt. bill of exchange, c.edlt t,rd',or IIlrketab'e 

11 stGurlh. 

18 ~. 11 .Access· ... ans to approach, Instruct, Sub .. " • 

19 cO.Dunl~ate with, store data, •• trrove data fro., or 

20 oth.rwl~e .ake us. of an~ resources 0', a comput,r. 

21 co.pu~er system, or COMPuter network. 

U 

21 

2" 

25 

U 

Zl 

21 

29 

Sec. 2. 1609.8621 IOffENSE AGUNST INTELLECTUAL 

PROPEiUY.1 Whoever IntentIonally and wtthout'authorJution 

does any 0' the 'olt'owlng la guilty 0' an oUen.e Igalnst 

Intellectual prop.rty and lilY be sentenced to fIlP.tson •• nt 

for not mor.e thin five years or to payment of a 'In. of not 

.ore than '5,000, or both: 

(1) Modifies ".ltta, prograllls,·o, lIupportln.g 

d.o~wa,ntatlon resldfng or existing 'tnt.rna' or .. t.rne' to 

30 • cow~uter. cOIiPute, a~ste .. , or computer network, o. 

31 12. Du.tJ'~.~ data. prognu. or supporting 

32 docy •• ntatlon residing or e.lstlng Interna' or .x'ernll to 

'3 a cowputer, comput.r sVst •• , or co.puter network, 01 
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1 I" Dls.~lqses or takes data, .nroVams, or sUpportl.ng 

1 ~ocu •• ntatlon which Is a t,ad. secret within the •• anlng of 

3 Minnesota Hatutes, Section 60~i.52, or Is confidential aa 

,. provided bv la~ residIng 0' e.istlng Internal or e.t.,nal 

5 to. :omputer, computer system, o. co.puter network. 

~~C. JI. 1609.8631 lOFFENSE AGAINST INl'ELLECTUAL 

7 PROPERlY INVOLVING FRAUD.' Whoever commits an offQns • 

8 QQtlnst Intellectual property as specified In sectron 2 fo, 

9 

10 

11 

U 

13 

14 

IS 

U 

either of the 'ollowlng purposes .ay be sentenced to 

laprlson~ant for not more than 15 Yea,s Of to paym'nt of a 

fine of not more thin 115,000, or both: 

(II DevIsing or executing anv scheme or artl'lce to 

defraud; or 

e21 Obtaining 80nev, property, or services by a •• ns of 

fils. or fraudulent pr.tenses, representatIons, or p,oalses. 

Sec.·4. 1609.8641 IOffENSE AGAINST COMPUTER EQUIPMENT 

17 OR SUPPLIES.I Whoever intentfonal'~ and without 

18 authorization modlfJ •. ~ equipment or sUPP"es used or 

19 fnt.nd.d to be used In a computer, coaputer syst .. , or 

1.0 co.puter network as guilty of an o'fense against COMPuter 

21 equlpsent or supp'les and .ay be sentenc.d to I.prlson •• nt 

22 'or not lIor. than ope ~ear or to paym.nt of a 'Ine of not 

13 

21t 

~or. than '1,000. 

Sec. 5. 1609.1651 (OFfENSE AGAINSt COMPUTER EQUIPMENT 

25 DR SUPPLIES INVOLVING FR~UD.' Whoever comelts an o"en •• 
" ' 

Z1 

U 

Z9 

against co.pute, equlp.e~t 0' s~pplles as spec'fled In 

sect'on 4 'or either of the following purposes .ay be 

sentenced to IIiPr'son.ent 'or not lIore than 'lve ~ea,. or 

to Plyment 0' I 'Int of not more than '5,000, or both. 

'0 flJ D.vlalng o. ex.cutlng any scheee or artl'.c. to 

'. d.fraud; o. 

'2 12. ,Obtaining .oner. prope.t~. or aervlc •• b» .eans 0' 
" 'als. or 'raudul.nt Pfet.ns ••• r.presentatlona. or pro.I •••• 
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2-

3 

It 

5 

fl 

1 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12-

13 

14 

15 

a 
11 

18 

J9 

20 

21 

n 
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Sec" 6. Ifl09.8bb' ",,, .. UVATEO OfHNSf AC.AINST 

CO"PUtfR EQUIP"fNT)~\D~ 'SUPPliES. I Wtlo."er lnt8i1Uona'ly iond 

wi thout author' nt! on 09'SUOYth takes, I"Jur es, or d .. ages 

equlp,ent o;,~uPPI~es us~d or Intanded t~ be used In a 

co.p~ter, com~~ter system, or co~puter network or destroYs, 

Inld,es, or damages any computer. computer systemt or 

conputer network 115 guilty of an aggrlvated offanse against 

cw~puter equIpment or suppr'es and ~ay be ~~ntenced as 

fo" OrlS I 

CIt To Imprlson~.nt for not more than 15~ears or to 

Plyment of 8 fIne of not ~o,e than 'IS,OOO, or both If the 

dl~lg. to the computer equipment or supplies or to the 

COftPuter. computer system, or comput~r network Is 11,000 or 

greater, or If there Is an Interruption or 'mpllr~ent of 

qov.rn~.ntll operation or public co.~unlcat.on' 

tieneportltlon, or supply of weter, ges. or oth.r public 

serv Ice! or 
(ZI 10 l.p,lsonment fQi not .ore than fIve years or to 

pay •• nt of a fine of not ~o,e than '5 t OOO. or both If the 

da.age to the computer equIpment or supplies or to the 

CORPute" computer Systeffi, or com~uter netMor~ Is greater 

than '200 but less than 11,000. 

,::r=~"-~"'~.,3 
Jl'~ 

C3' In all other cases Mher. the da~ag. to the 

eo_put.r eqUipment or supprles or to the cO.put.f, coeputer 

,vstea, or coePuter network ls 'ZOO or less. to 

,.p,lsonm.nt for not .or~ than ~ne ~ea, or to pa, •• nt of a 

24 

IS 

2b 

n 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

n 

fine of not more than $1,000. 

'Sec. 1. 1609.8671 IOFfENSE .GAINST COMPUTER USERS.' 

Who.ver Intent 10nall y .nd Mlthout :-l1tho, Izlt Ion does elUter 

of the following Is Quilt, of an offense against COMPuter 

us.rs .nd •• y be senteneed to ,.prlson.ent tor not lore 

thin five V.," Of to pay •• nt of I fin. of not lIore than 

IS .03), or bothS 
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11' Accesses or causes 10 be acceused any co.puter, 

l coeoute, sVstem, or compute( netMork; 

3 

s 
6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

II 

U 

U 

14 

'21 Denies 0' cluses the dental 0' computer IYlte. 

sa,vlces to in authorlzed us.r of the computet e"t •• 

services, which. In whol. o. part, II owned b,. under 

contract to, or operated for, on behalf of, or In 

conjunction with, .nother. 

Sec. 8. 1609.U81 (OFfENSE lGUNST COMPUTER USERS 

INVDLVING FRAUO.I Whoever c~ •• ltl .n offene •• galnlt 

computer us.ra as sPlclfled In section 7 for either ot the 

fOllo~ln~ purpose •• IY be sentenced to Imprlsonllent 'or not 

110,. thanlS~ • .&Is or to pa,me"t of a fin. 0' not '0'. than 

115,000, or both' 

.11 Oevlslng or •• eoutlng anw aohe.e or artl"o. to 

IS defraud, or 

16 

17 

II 

19 

eZl DbtaCntng eone1. propert,. or •• rvlcea bw •• an. of 

'als. or fraudulent pretenses, r.pr.aentatrona, or prolll •••• 

Sec. 9. Thl. aot la .ffectlve Auguat I. 1919 and 

applieS to al.1 cr .... s comllitted on or after thet d.le. 
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FIRST REGULAR SESSION 

lPERFECTED] 

SENATE BILL NO. 230 
80TH GENERAL ASSEMBLY 

(..: 

INTROIiVCED BY SENATORS MURRAY AND CASKEY. 

Pre·ftled December I, 1978, and 1,000 cople. ordered prlnted. 
Read 2nd time January' 8, 1979, and referred to the Committee on Criminal Jura. 

prudence and Corrections. 
Reported from the Commlttel! JanUll.ry SO, 1979 wIth recommendatll;\l' that the bW 

dopa .. ," 
Taken up for Pirtectlon March 29, cl979. BlII declare',t Perfected and Ordered 

Prlnted. 
VINITA E. RAMSn, Secretary. 

AR ACT 
Relating to',computers, computer systems, computer networks and' 

computer ~uipment and suppUes, with penalty provisions. 

Bt! iI t!1I4c1ed by 1M Gt!lU!ral A..s.sembly oJ 1M StGu oJ MiI.so1!Jri,QI Job.s: 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 
11 
12 

!( 

Section 1. Unless the language or context clearly ind~cates 
a different meaning is intended, the following words 'or phrases 
for the purposes of" Se\:,~ions 2 through 4 shall be given the 

-.",' meaning ascribed to them: 
(1) "Access" means to approach, instruct, communicate' 

with, store data, retrieve data from, or otherwise make use' of 

any resources of, a computer, comp_uter system, or computer 

network. 
(2) "Computer". means 8J) internally-programmed, automa-

tic device ,that p,erforms data processillg. ':' (> 

(3) "Computer network" means a Iil8lof related, remotely 
conneckld devices and communication faCwtles"lnc1uding ~ore 
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13 than one computer s),~~em with capability to transmit data 

14, amongrthem through communication facilities: 

15 (4) "Computel' program" means an ordered set of data 

16 representing coded ,instructions or statements that when exe-

17 cuted by a computer cause the colIlp,,~ter to process data. 

18 (5) '~Computer software" means a set of computer pro-

19 grams, proceQures, and, associated documentation 'conc;erned 

20 with the operation of a computer system. 

21 (6) "Computer system" means a set of related, connected 

22 or u~connected, computer equipme~t, devi~es, or computer soft-

23 ware, 

24 (7) "Computer system services" means providing a com-

25 puter system or computer, network to perforlll. useful work. 

26 (8) "Financial instrument" means any check, draft,money 

27 order, certificate of deposit, letter of credit, bill of exchange, 

28 credit card, or marketable security. 

29 (9) "Intellectual property" means data including programs. 

30(1:0) "P!"Qperty" means anything of 'value as defined in 

31 Sfi~tion 51(,~IIO (10) RSMo, and includes, but is not limited to, ' 

32 fi~ancial instruments, information, including electronically pro-

33d~ced data and computer software and programs in either nla,~ 
34 chine or humar. ,readable form,and any other tangible or in-

35 tangible item of value. 

Sectiok-r 2. 1. A persoL commits the crime of an offense 

2 I' against intellectual propel'tr it he knowingly and without auth-

3 orization: ,) 

4 (1) modIfies data, programs, or supporting docUlllentation ' 

5 residing or existing internal or external ,to a comp\l~r, comy 

-' \ (\ 

6 puter system,or computer networkjor 

7 

8 

9 

10 

(2) destroys' data, programs or supporting documentation 

residing or existing internal or externa,'1 to a computer, com·, 
"'"i "I I,; 

puter system, or ooil\puter network; or 

(3) discloses or takes data, programs, or supporting docu-

~92 

/I 
\' 
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11 mentation which .is confidential as provided by law, or which 

12 is 8 trade secret, re~iding or existing internal or external to a 

13 COJ1'lputer, computer system, or computer network. 

14 2. Offense against intellectual property is a Class D felony, 

15 unless the offense is committed for the purpose of devising or 

16 executing any scheme ora,~'1ifice to defraud or to obtain any 

17 property, in which case offense against intell~ctual property is a 
18 Class C felony. ,. 

Section 3. 1. A person commits the crimE:" of anoffensc: 

2 against computer equipment or supplies ii he knowingly and 
3 without authorization: 

4 (1) modifies equipment or supplies used or intended to be 

5 used in a computer, computer syst.!"!m, or computer network; or 

6 (2) destroys, takes, injures or damages equipment or sup-

7 plies used or intended to be u5ed in a co~puter, computer sys-
8 tern, or computer network; or 

9 (3) destroys, injures or damages any (!omputer, co~~uter 
10 system, or t;:<?tnputer network. 

11 2. Off,'!nse against computer equipment or supplies is a 
12 Class A misdemeanor, unless: 

13 (1) the offense is committed for the purpose of execut~ng 
14 any scheme or artifice to defraud or obt(':in any prop~rty, 'i~ 
15 which case it is a Class D felony; or 

16 (2) the damage to such computer eqUipment orsupplieE 

17 or to the computer, computer system, or computer network is 

18 greater than $200.00 but less than $1,000.00, in which 'case it is 
19 8. Class D felony; or 

20 (3) the damage to such computer eqUipment or suppUes or 

21 to the computer, computer system, or computer network is 

22 $1,000.00 or greater or if there is an interruption or impairment 

23 of a governmental operation or of public communication, trans-

24 portation, or s~pply of water, gas, electriCity, or other essential 
25 public services, in which case it is a Class C felony. 

(J 
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Section 4. 1. A person commits the crime of an offense 

2 against computer users if he knowingly and without authoriza-

3 tion: 

4 (1) Accesses or causes to be accessed any computer, corn-. 

5 puter system, or computer network, or 

6 (2) D~nies or causes the denial of computer system services 

7 to an authorized user of, such computer system services, which, 

8 in whole or in part, is owned by, under contract to, or operated 

9 for, or on behalf of, or in conjunction "with another. 

10 2. Offense against computer users is a Class D felony un-

11 less the offense is committed for the purpose of devising or exe-

12 cuting any scheme or artifice to defraud or to obtain any prop-

13 erty in which case an offense against computer users is a Class 

14 C felony. 
.j 
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NORTH CAROLINA 

" 

.~ 

GENERAL ASSEMRl Y OF NORTH CAROLINA 
SESSiON 1979 

SBNATE BILL 397 
Second Edition Engrossed 3/22/79 

Short Title: computer-Related Crime. (Public) 

Sponsors: . Senator Barnes.;. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

S 

6 

1 

8 

9 

10 

n 
12 

13 

14 

lS 
16 

11 , 

18 

19 

20 

21 

------------------------------------------------------------
Biferred to; Judi'ciarY III. 

larch 8, 1979 

A BILL TO BE EBTITLED 

IN ACT TO ESTABLISH A NEW ABTICLE IN CHAPTEB 14, CRIIIINAL LAI, TO 

CONTBOL CO!POTEH-BELATED CHI!E. 

The General lsseahly of North Carolina enacts: 

Section I. Chapter 14 of the General Statutes is 

aaended hy adding a new Article to. ~ead as follows: 

"Article 60. 

"computer-Related Cri~e. 

"I 14-448. Definitiops.--AS usea in this section, unless the' 

context clea~ly reguires otherwise, the following teras have the 

aeanings specified: 

(I) • access' means to approach, instruct, communicate 

(2) 

(3) 

with, cause input, cause output, or otherwise aa\ke 

use of any resource.s of a computer, coapater systea 

or computer network. 

'computer' lIeans an internally progra.aed, 

autoaatic device that perfo~as data processing_ 

'computer network' aeans the interconnection of 

coamunication systems with a ~oaput.r· through 
-- c:-) 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

S 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26" 

27 

28 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

remote terminals, or a complex consis~iD90f two or 

more interconnected computers. 

'co.puter program i means an ordGred set of data 

that are coded instructions or statements that when 

executed by a computer cause the co.puter to 

process datao 

'computer softvareO means a set of computer 

du res and ~ssociated docum~ntatio~ pr,ogralls, proce n. ... 

concerned with the operation of a computer system. 

'computer system' Ileans a set of related, connected 

or unconnected computer equipment and devices. 

'financial statement' includes but is not limited 

+;~: any check, draft, money order" certificate of 

deposit, letter of credit, bill of exchange, credit 

card of marketable security, or any electronic data 

processing representation thereof. 

'property' includes but is not limited to., 

financial instruments, information., including 

electronically processe4 or produced data, and 

computer software and programs in either machine or 

human readable form, and any other tangible or 

intangible item of value. 

'services' includes, but is not limited tOg 

computer time, 

functions. 

data processing and storagQ 

nf 14-449. Accessipg £2S!Puter§.~-- (a) A person is 9uilty of a 

felon! if he willfully, directly or indirectly, accesses or 

298 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

S 

6 

7 

8 

o 

causes "to' be"· accessed any computer, Co.puter syste., computer 

network, or any part ther~of, for the 'purpose ofi 

(b) 

(0 devising or i executing any scheme or artifice to 

defraud, 'or 

(2) obtaining property or services for hillself or 

another i by means of false or fraudul~nt pretenses, 

representations or pro.ises. 

lny person who willfully ~nd without authorization, 

9 directly o~ indirectly, accesses [S-or causes to be accp.ssed] any 
10 computer, computer system, computer network

i 
or any part thereaf, 

11 [S-for any purpose other than those set forth in subsection (a) 

12 above,] is guilty of a misdemeanor. 

13 n t 14-450. DAmaging ~mputer§ ~ k§lated ~~~§.--A person 

14 is guilty of a felony if he vi11fll1l1y and tlithout auth'orization, 

~5 alters, damages or destroys: 

16 (a) a computer, computer system, co.puter network, or any part 

17 thereof, or 

18 (b) any cOllputer software, program or data residing or 

19 existing internal or external to, a computer
i 

computer system or 

20 computer network[S-J ~1][S-.] 

21 

22 Denial Q! ~2mputet services 12 ~ authorized 

23 user .--lny person who willfully and vi thout a~thorization denies 

, 24 or causes the denial of computer syste. services, to an authorized 

25 user of such computer system services v is 

26 misdemeanor. 
guilty of a 

21 

26 

'" 14-452. Extortion.--Any person who verbally or by a written 
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GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF NORTH CAROLINA SESSION 1979 
1 or printed coa.unication, maliciously threatens to co.ait an act 

2 described in G.S. 14-450 .with the intent 'to extort aonel or any 

) pecuniary advantage, or vith the intent to compel any persoD to 

4 do or refrain fro. doing any act against his vill, is guilty of a 

$.: felony." 

6 Sec. 2. This act shall becoae effective 90 days after 

7 ratification. 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

1) 

14 

1$ 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

2) 

24 

2$ 

26 

27 

28 
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o 

Profile~ for introduction on 1/D/7D 

SI1NAU BILL NO. 172 

by 

Htrtry 

AN Ac'r makitl9 the uMuthotize~ usn at 
cOll'put.r oqulpmo,\!; illc9a1 and 
to provide ponal tie. for the 
v!,olation of chia Act. 

BE 1'1' ENACTED BY THE GENERAL ASUMaLV OF TilE STATE OF TENNESSEE, 

SECTION 1. It Ihall bl unllwful for InV penon to knowinvlv 

make an unauthodud III. of Iny compli~er. computer relatld Iqui"",."t. 

opentinv eVltlml, pro~amm.d IVltoml Ur computer timl. AnV penon 

violatLnq the prov!oionl of thit lection .haU bo quilty of a mil-

demeanor and upon conviction th.reof .haU bo punished by a fine or 

not less than five hundred dollars ($500). And, in tho discretion of 

the cou~t. sentenced to not: maro than ai. (6) months in jail. 

SECTION 2, It shall be unlftl<fu1 to Ulle any computer related 

equipment, operating systems, pr09rammed system., computer time or dau 

.tored 01'1 computer media with the Intent of porl'otral:in9 a fraud or a 

theft by the Use of such matorials, Any person violat1n9 the provisions 

of this .ectlon shall be 9ui! ty of B felony end upon conviction thereof 

shall be subject to a fino of not Ie .. than one thouscnd dolla .. ($1000) 

,,"~ more than ten thousand dollar~. l~10,000) and shell be confined in the 

.tatp penitentiary for not Ie .. th"n orie (1) year nor mora than (lve (5) 

years. 

SF-eTlON 3, This Ac~ shall take effect lipan P .... 9., tne ,public 

welfare requil'ln9 H. 
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Appendix D 

OCCUPATIONS AND' THEIR RISKS IN COt-lPUTER TECHNOLOGY 

Seventeen occupations in computer technology are described here in 
terms of their skills, knowledge, and access to do harm and cause loss. 
These occupational descriptions also apply to managers of people' in 
these occupations who have the same capabilities $S their employees. 

USER TRANSACTION AND DATA ENTRY OPERATOR 

Function. Operates a remote terminal, enters transactions, ,data, 
and programs; at the direction of user personnel. 

Knowledge. Source document conten.t and format, terminal output 
content and format, terminal protocol, identification/verification 
procedure, other procedural controls. 

Skills. Typing and keyboard operation, ma~ual dexterity for 
equipment operation, basic reading. 

Access. Terminal area, source documents, terminal output, terminal 
operation instructions, identification/verification matb,':ials. 

V.ulnerability. Tr.e enterpriBe is vulnerable to both physical and 
uperational violations by th1.s individual. The principal area of 
vl.llnerability is violations that involve the modification, destruction, 
or disclosure of data belonging to the ind.ividuel"'Situmediate user 
organization either internal or external to the system. Two secondary 
areas of vulnerability are the destruction or disclosure of the USE:l1: 
organization's application programs either internal or external to the 
system ·and the physical destructlon or taking of terminal eqUiP,,~nt. 

Conclusions. This individual is in a key pOSition rel&~iveJ~o the 
immediate user organization"s data and progra~~ entering thesyslt!Y1 a'tld 
results exiting the system. M·odification of da~a is considered more of 
a vulnerability than mod:i.,ticp,tion of programs ~~e this individual is 
not apt to understand enough about the programs~~:~,::-_d~_s~nificant 
modification .4amage~ ... A serious dangE'ris that data or pr.ogram~\"will be 
destroyed. If this :i.nvolves the destruction of source documen~~J.Qr 

'--:-", 
which there is no backup, tQen it is particularly serious. "A'mitigating 
far,tor is that any indiv:l,dualopera.tor ~ill be able to manipulate data 
~md programs for only those applicatipn ateas that he normally ,services. 

COHPUTER OPERATOR 

FuIi'ction. Oper&tesa computer from the 
job schedules.: 1i.~ld priori ties through th'e 
progt'am execution, responds to system errOl: 
documented in~tructions) mountsl~a~netic tapes 
and powers down, the system •. 
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comp~ter console, alters 
console, initiates ut:Uity 

conditions acco~~ng to 
and disk "ps:'jk'il, potl~rs ~p" 
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Knowledge. Operating system functions, ut,ility progr.am func,tions, 
computer processing workflow, system accounting procedures, console 
protocol, privileged accesl' procedures, physical access procedures. 

Skills. Typing and console operation, computer equipment 
operation, reading procedural documentation, reading and interpreting 
console messages. 

Access. Computer operations area, computer equipment area, files 
stored in operations area, procedural documentation, pr:l,vileged access 
tv the computer-system. 

Vulnerability. The enterprise is vulnerab:Le to both physical and 
operational violations from this individual. A general area of 
vulnerability is violatlons involv{ng the destruction \)r disclosure of 
data, application programs, or systems programs internal to the system 
in main memory or on tape or disk. Other areas include violations 
affecting syst~.J1l service such as unauthorized use of services t .. those 
involving the physical manipulation of system equipment, and destruction 
or disclosure of data stored external to the system. 

Conclusions. This individual is in a key position relative to data 
and programs internal to the system. Although limited to console 
operations and programs alr~ady in the system, in the absence of other 
controls, a clever individual in this position would be likely to be 
able to gain access to any data file or program for the purpose of 
dest:ructj,on or disclosure. This individual is also in the position to 
modify some data. This is restricted to system data, however, not 
applications data. 

PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT OPERATOR 

Function. Operates all equipment immediately peripheral to the 
computer system having to do with input/output and file usage including 
card readers, paper tape readers, MICR readers, optical readers, tape 
drives, disk drives, sorters, tap~ cleaners, printers, card punches, 
paper tape punches, COM devices; loads and unloads removable media 
including l'lunch cards, tape, disk. packs, printer listings; installs 
expenda.ble &..lpplies on the equipment; sorts and labels output. 

Knowledge. Computer processing work flow, system 
procedures, media library, physical access procedures. 

Skills. Peripheral equipment 
document a tion. 
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operation, reading 

accounting 

procedural 

.' " 

Access. Peripheral equipment area, job setup area, user output 
distribution area, input data, output results, procedural doc'llmentation, 
expendable supplies. 

Vulne.t'abilities. The enterprise is vulnerable to both physical and 
operational violations from this individual. The principal area of 
vulnerability is violations involving destruction or disclosure of data, 
application and systems programs external to the system but in the 
general operations area. A secondary vulnerability possiblity has to do 
with destruction or taking of equipment or supplies. 

Conclusions. Although this individual will .have access to much 
input data and output results, the physical situation is likely to be 
such that copying this information for the purpose of disclosure will be 
difficult. Certainly it will be somewhat easier to destroy such 
information. 

JOB SETUP CLERK 

Function. Assembles jobs including data, programs, and job control 
information and physically places this aaterial into job queues; 
requests data from media library; handles procedures for reruns and 
extraordinary user requests; may also distribute output results. 

Knowledge. Computer processing workflow, system 
proc~dures, media library, physical access procedures. 

accounting 

Skills. Reading job related documentation, manual capabilities to 
handle punch cards and magnetic tapes. 

~£ces~. ,"ob setup area, user Olutput distribuion area, input data, 
pr.ocedural anli data base documentation, may also have access to some 
media storage and other off-line files. 

Vulnerabilities. The enterprise is vulnerable to both physical and 
operational violations from this individual. The principal area o.f 
vulnerability is violations involving destruction or disclosure of data 
or applicatioll programs, external to the system but in the general 
operations area. A secondary vulnerability is destruction or taking of 
media; a tertiary and remote possibility is the taking of system 
serv~ t:~. 

Conclusions. Althougfi this individual will have access to much 
i input data and many application programs, ,the physical situation is 

likely to be such that copying this informaion for the purpose of 
disclosure will be difficult. Certainly it will be somewhat easier to 
d~stroy such information. As mentioned above ,I the possibility I of the 
indi{,idual taking system service exists but is very remote due to his 
lack of knowledge as to how the system works. 
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DATA ENTRY AND UPDATE CLERK 

Function. Adds, changes, or deletes records in data bases by means 
of on-line terminal entry, manual updates to punch card decks, or manual 
entries on da.ta input forms. 

Knowledge. Data base concepts; data base languages; 
files, formats, and content; security a£c~ss controls; 
protocol; identification/verification procedure; to some 
computer processing workflow. 

SKills. Typing and terminal or keypunch operation, 
procedural documentation. 

data base 
terminal 
extent, 

reading 

Access. 
instructions, 
documentation 
documentation. 

termin~l area, data source documents, terminal operation 
identification/verification materials, on-line files, 

on data base structure and content, procedural 

Vulnera~es. The enterprise is vulnerable to physical and 
operational violations by this individual. The principal area of 
vulnerability is violations that involve the destruction or disclosure 
of data, application programs, or systems programs either internal or 
external to the system. In addition, this individual has the 
opportunity td modify data either internal or external to the system and 
to commit violations having to do w1,th destruction and taking of 
terminal equipment. 

Conclus~. This individual is in a key position relative to data 
entering the system. Different from many positions, this indivi.dual is 
able to modify the data as well as destroy and disclose. The danger of 
external manipulation of data is somewhat less than that for internal 
since it is likely that not all files will be updated by this clerk. 

NI$DIA LIHRARIAN 

Function. Files, retrieves, and accounts for off-line storage of 
data and p'rogl:ams on tape and other removable media; provides media to 
production control and job setup areas; cycles backup files to remote 
facilities. 

Knowled~!. l:"ile names and 
procedures, computer processing 
archiv~d files. 

labels, library and job accounting 
workflow, physical access procedures, 

Skills. 
filing. 

Reading procedural documentaion, record keeping and 

Access. Tape library, current and aging program 
inter~-t·o off-site remote storage' facilities 
control. 
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and 
and 

data files, 
to production 

Vulnerabilities. The enterprise is\ vulnerable to physical 
violations from this individual. The principal area of vulnerability is 
violation involving the destruction or disclosure of data or programs 
stored external to the system on removable media. A secondary area is 
violations involving tne,destruction or taking of the media. 

Conclusions. La~k of knowledge as to the content of the files 
<',:'1 .. ng handled limits the likelihood of fraud by this inciv!dual. 
1, isical manipulation of the media with the intent to vandalize is more 
~ ... kely. 

SYSTE~IS PROGRAMNER 

Function. DeSigns, develops, installs, documents, and maintains 
operating system and utility software, including programming language 
compilers, loaders" linkage editors, input/output routines, storage 
management software, program library access and maintenance routines, 
ter~inal and communication line handlers, system debugging facilities, 
~ystem access controls, job scheduling routines, system accounting 
facilities, interrupt and trap servicing software, sorting and 
mathematical utility programs. 

Knowledge. Operating systems, programming languages, terminal and 
computer console protocols, identification/verification procedures, 
computer pr~cessing workflow, hardware system architecture, elementary 
mathematical functions, boolean algebra, number systems, alphanumeric 
codes. 

Skills. Programming and documentation, computer and peripheral 
equipment operation, reading and analyzing memory dumps and flowcharts, 
general diagnostic analysis. 

Access. System programming area, system documentation, privileged 
access to the computer and data communications systems. 

Vulnerabilities. The enterprise is vulnerable to physical, 
operational and programming violations by this individual. A principal 
area of vulnerability is violations that involve the destruction or 
disclosure of data, application prograilis, or systems programs internal 
to the system in main memory or on tape and disk either by direct, 
real-time actions or through modification of system software. In 
addition, this individual is able to modify systems programs internal to 
the system and to modify, destroy, or disclose systems programs external 
to the system. Another major area of vulnerability is violations that 
make unauthorized use or deny authorized use of system services. A 
secondary area is violations that involve "the destruction or taking of 
terminal equipment. 

Conclusions. Thi~ individual is in a pOSition to attempt 
violations in a number of areas and the categ'ories of saf.eguards 
mentioned above are apt to have less than total effectiveness in dealing 
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,with a clever systems progrBplmer. Also, all safeg1.lards implemented in 
software may have limited \-:llue since systems Vrogrammers are 
responsible for the design, implementation, and maintenance of such 
software, and have privileged access to the system. It should be, noted 
that this threat of deatruction of system programs external to ,the 
system is not so serious since most of them would be, backed up with 
copies on the system. 

APPLICATION PROG~~R 

Function. Designs, develops, installs, 
application programs and systems using 
languages. 

documents, 
a variety 

and Illt:lintains 
of progra,mming 

Knowledge. Programming languages, EDP procedures and concepts, 
terminal protocols, i~entification/verification procedures, elementary 
mathematical functions, number systems, alphanumeric codes. 

Skills. Programming and documentation, progtamming terminal 
operation, reading and 8,nalyzing memory dumps and flowcharts, general 
diagnostic analysis. 

Access. Applicati,on programming area, application programs and 
their documentation. 

Vulnerabilities. The enterprise is vulnerable to physical, 
operational and programming violations by this individual. A principal 
area of vulnerability is violations that involve the modification, 
destruction or disclosure of application programs either internal or 
external to the ~ystem. The individual may also modify, destroy, or 
disclose the parametric data for his programs. A secondary area of 
vulnerability is violations that involve the destruction of terminal 
equipment. 

Conclusions. This individual has limited accessibility to areas 
and facilities that would enable him to attempt violations. 
Essentially, all he has access to is application programs and just ,the 
fraction of those that he is involved with. Conversely, his role with 
respect to these application prQgrams is such that it is very difficult 
to be sure that safeguards agairist his violations will be,effective. 

'TERMINAJ~ ENGINEER 

Function. Tests, diagnoses, repairs, replaces, assembles and 
disassembles terminals or their components. 

Knowledge. Electronic, mechanical, and communication engineering; 
digital logic design; physical access procedures; boolean algebra. 

Skills. Operation of terminals and electronic test equipment, 
reading circuit schematics and diagnostic manuals. 
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Acce'ss. Terminals and adjacen~ ,facilities, network 
procedural documentation. diagram, 

Vulnerabilities. The enterprise is vulnerable to physical, 
operational, ,and' engineering violations by this individual. The 
principal'and only ~rea of seriouS vulnerability is violations that 
involve the modification, destruction, or taking of terminal equipment. 

Conclusions. Although allowing a well-trained person access to a 
terminal would appear to pose a multifaceted threat to ~ystem security, 
the only true vulnerability is to physical manipulat'ion of terminal 
equipment. 

COHPUTER SYSTEMS ENG1NEER 

Function.' Tests, diagnoses, repairs, replaces, assembles, and 
disassembles computer system hardware a'1'l.d components including 
computers, terminals, peripheral devices, and communication equipment. 

Knowledge. Electronic, mechanical, and communication' engineering, 
programming languages, digital logic design, terminal protocols, 
physical access procedures, boolean algebra. 

Skills. Operation of terminals, computer consoles, perip'heral 
devices, communication equipment, and electronic test equipment, 
programming and documentation', reading and analyzing memory dumps and 
flowcharts, reading circuit schematics and diagnostic manuals, general 
diagnostic analysis. 

Access. All equipment and adjacent facilities, some system 
programs with documentation, documenta~ion for all equipment, procedural 
documentation. 

Vulnerabilities. The enterprise is vulnerable to physical, 
operational, prograwming, and engineering violations by this individual. 
The two principal areas of vulnerability are violations that involve the 
mOdific€.tion, destruction, or taking 'Of system equipment and those t)at , 
involve unauth?rized use or denial of authorized use of system service.' 
A secondary area is violations that involve modification, destruction, 
of di.sclosure of system programs internal to the system. 

Conclusions. This individual poses as great a threat as anyone in 
t~e installation to physical abuse of system equipment and manipulation 
of system service. Although he might appear to have ready access to 
other sensitive areas as well, it is possible to effect controls to 
minimize the vulnerability in these other areas. 
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CO~~UNICATION ENGINEER/OPERATOR 

Function. Tests, diagnoses, repairs, replaces, assembles and 
disassembles, operates data communications equipment including' 
concentrators, multiplexors, modems, and line switching units. 
Reconfigures communication network when necessary. 

Knowledge. Electronic and communication engineering, data 
communication, terminal protocols, identification/verification 
procedures, physical access procedures, boolean algebra. 

Skills. Operat.ion of terminals, communication equipment, and 
electronic test eq'lipmellt, reading ('.ircuit schematics and diagnostic 
manuals, reading vrocedural do~umentation. 

Access. Communication equipment and adjacent facilities, circuit . . 
and network dia6rams, procedural documentation. 

Vuinerabilities. The enterprise is vulnerable to physical, 
operational, and engineering violations by this individual. The 
principal area of vulnerability is violations that involve the 
destruction or disclosure of duta that is internal to the system and is 
being transmitted in the communication system. A secondary area is 
violations that involve the modification, destruction, or taking of 
terminal or communication equipment. 

Conclusions. Although this individual is in a position to 
intercept data for later disclosure, he is not likely to have enough 
knowledge about the data files to be able to make a judicious selection 
of material to disclose. The threat from this individual is greater in 
the area of malicious acts that would serve to disrupt computer 
processing such as destruction of data files or manipulation of terminal 
or communication equipment. 

FACILItIES ENGINEER 

Function. 
assembles and 
equipment, SUGh 
equipment. 

Inspects, adjusts, diagnoses, repairs, replaces, 
disassembles equipment supporting computer and terminal 
as power, water~ light, heat, and air conditioning 

Knowledge. Electrical and mechanical engineering, physical access 
procedures. 

Skills. Use of test equipment, reading building, circuit, and 
engineering schematics, reading diagnostic manuals. 

Access. All building areas, building and support 
diagrams and documentation. 
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equipment 

Vulnerabilities. The enterprise is vulnerable 
violations by this individual. The two principal areas of 
are violations that involve denial of authorized system 
destruction or taking of system equipment. A minor 
modification of system support equipment. 

to physical 
vulnerability 

service and 
area is the 

Conclusions. This individual's authorized access to all areas 
makes him a prime candidate for malicious acts that would serve to 
disrupt system operation. Similarly, he has greater opportunity than 
most individuals to take system and system support equipment. Also, due 
to his authorized access, it is not likely that prevention safeguards 
will be very effective "in his case. 

OPERATIONS ~~AGER 

Function. Designs, develops, installs, modifies, documents, 
maintains, and manages the computer proce~sing workflow system through 
direction given to operational subordinates. He is also responsible for 
!>hysical security of system equipment, and data and prcgrams on 
removable media stored in the operations area. He may be the assigner 
of terminal and facilities access control passwords. 

Knowledge. Computer processing workflow system, hardware 
configuration architecture, operations procedures for data files, media 
storage, job accounting, physical access, and system integration and 
maintenance, operating system and utility software. 

Skills. Developing and reading flowcharts, prin.ciples of operation 
manuals, and other procedural documentation, performing systems analysis 
and general diagnostic analysis, management. 

Access. Computer and peripheral equipment facilities, job 
input/output, scheduling, and servicing areas, tape library and its 
media contents, system documentation and all procedural documentation, 
data files, application programs, and systems programs internal to the 
system. 

Vulnerabilities. The enterprise is vulnerable to phYSical and 
operational violations by this individual. There are several areas of 
serious vulnerability to actions by this individual. Primary areas are 
the destruction or disclosure of data, application programs, or systems 
programs internal to the system, destruction or, taking of system 
equipment and unauthorized use or denial of authorized use of system' 
services. In addition, this individual is :l,.n a position to destroy or 
disclose those data files, application programs, and system programs 
that are stored in the tape (or media) library, and he can modify 
parametric data either internal or external to the system. 

Conclusions. As mentioned above, this individual is in a position 
to attempt many categories of violations. Also. mt£ny of the safeguards 
against his possible violations are the responsibility of .the DP 
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Department of which he is a key membero Fortunately~ with the perf erred 
organization of the DP Department; there is a, System Control Group 'on 
the same level as this individual's ,operations Group. Almost all 
safeguards of the DP'Department that are intended 'to thwa'rt serious 
violations by this individual are the responsibility of the System 
Control Group or the DP j)e~artment head'quarters. It should be noted 
that .-the destruction of system programs external to the system by this, 
individual is not so serious since most of'these programs are likely to 
be' backed up in the system. 

OAT.\\. HAS~ ADlV!INSTRATOlt 

Function. ltesponsible for adding, changing, and deleting records 
in oI,\-11ne and off-line da ta bases. 

Knowledge. Data base concepts, data 
files, formats, and content, computer 
access controls, terminal protocol; 
procedure. 

base languages, data base 
proces sing workflow, secur,ity 

identification/verification 

Skills. Typing and terminal operation, reading 
documentation, performing general diagnostic analysis. 

procedural 

:Access. 'Terminal area, tape (or media) library in the operatiolls 
area, on-line files, datasouce documents, documentation on data base 
structure and content, procedural documenta.tion. 

Vulnerabilities. The enterprise is vulnerable to phy~ical and 
operational violations by this individual. There are two areas of 
serious vulnerability to actions by this individual. He has internal 
and external access to all data that are maintained by the DP Department 
and since one of his charters is responsibility for modifying these 
files, the operation is vulnerable to modification of data as well as to 
destruction and disclosure. A secondary area of vulnerability is 
violations that involve destruction or taking of terminal equipment. 

Conclusions. With the proper organization of the DP Department, 
this individual will not be administering safeguards that are designed 
to thwart his violations. The nature of his responsibility, to modify 
and make corrections to all files, makes detecting his. vi.olations 
particularly difficult. 

PROGRAl".r.MING MANAGER 

Function. Designs, develops, installs, documents, and mai.ntains 
application programs through direction given to subordinates. 
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Knowledge. Programming languages, EDP procedures and concepts, 
application subject areas, advanced programming and software engineering 
techniques, data base d,esign procedure, terminal protocol, 
identification/verification procedures, computer processing workflow, 
elementary mathematical functions, number systems, alphanumeric codes. 

Skills. Programming and documentation, terminal operation, reading 
and analyzing memory dumps and flowcharts, systems and general 
diagnostic analysis, management. 

Access. Application programming area, application programs and 
their documentation. 

Vulnerabilities. The enterprise is vulnerable to physical, 
operational, and programming violations by this individual. A principal 
area of vulnerability is violations that involve the modification, 
destruction or disclosure of application programs eUher internal or 
external .to the system. The individual may also modify, destroy, or 
disclose parametric data for the programs he is responsible for. A 
secondary area of vulnerability is violations that involve the 
destruction or taking of terminal equipment. 

Conclusions. This individual has limited accessibility to areas 
and facilities that would enable him to attempt violations. 
Essentially, he only has access to the application programs generated 
and maintained by his group. Conversely, his role with respect to the 
development of these application programs is such that it is very 
difficult to be sure that safeguards, against his actions will be 
effective. 

SECURITY OFFICER 

Function. Plans, implements, installs~ operates, maintains, and 
evaluates physical, operatioIlal, technical, procedural, and personnel
related safeguards and controls. 

Knowledge. Security (induding identification) concepts, EDP 
software al'iJ hardware technology, industrial secllrity products, 
procedural, operational, and pel:sonnel policies and pI'actices. 

Skills. A level of electrodc, mechanical, and programming skills 
sufficient to allow him to conceive and implement suitable safeguards, 
reading building, circuit, and engineering schematics, reading 
diagnostic manuals, reading and analyzing memory dumps and flowcharts. 

Ac'cess. Privileged t,ccess to all areas and all system functions. 

Vulnerabilities. The enterprise is vulnerable to all manner of 
violations by this individual. 
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Conclusions. There h virtually no possibility of detecting 
violations ~etrated by individuals in this position. In practice, 
the individtlal will often have insufficient knowledge and skills to 
attempt unaiJthor!zed acts in some of the violation areas. 

EDP AUDITOR 

Function. Performs operational, software, and data file reviews to 
determine integrity , adequ,acy , performance, security, and compliance 
with organizational and generally accepted policies, procedures, and 
standards; participates in design specification of applications to 
assure adequacy of controls; performs data processing services for 
auditors. 

KnowlE!dge. Audit techniques, controls, safeguards, system design, 
software organization, computer applications, facilities security. 

Skills. Use of audit tools, programming and documentation, reading 
tech~ical, operational, and procedural documentation, general diagnostic 
analysis. 

Access. Privileged access to all areas and all system functions. 

Vulnerabilities. All manner of viola tiOitlS are possible by this 
i ndi vid ual. 

Conclusions. There is virtually no possibility of detecting 
violations perpetrated by individuals in this position. All avenues-
screening by external CPA auditors, screening by examiners from 
regulatory agencies, and peer review of the individual's work and 
activities--should be used to ascertain that the candidate is competent 
and trustworthy. 
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Appendix E 

AUDIT TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES 

APPENDIx ! 

AUDIT TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES 

This appendix contains descriptions of 15 audit tools and 
techniques. A list of EDP occupations that could be ~ffected follo~s 
each description. Tht.~se are the occupations of people whose errors or 
criminal acts might be detected by these tools oi techniques. 

TEST DATA METHOD 

The test data method verifies proe,essing accuracy of computer 
application systemls by executing these systems by the use of specially 
prepared sets of input data that produce preestablished results. The 
method gives internal auditors a procedure for the verification of 
computer programs and ,"'pplications. It is a method that can be used by 
internal auditors ~hen testing specified an4 limited program functions. 
It is a good technique to use initially in program verification because 
tests can be expanded incrementally. Special procedures are not usually 
required. The test data method is limited to computer processing 
verification and ~~aluation and is not an appropriate technique for 
verification of production data. No evidence :J.B provided concerning the 
completeness or accuracy of production input data or master files. The 
test data method affects the following occupations: 

Computer operator 
Peripheral operator 
Job setup clerk 
Systems programmer 
Application programmer 

BASE-CASE SYSTEM EVALUATION 

Systems enginee,r 
Communications engineer 
Network manager 
Operating manager 
Programmer manager 

Base-case, system evaluation (BCSE) is a technique that applies a 
standardized body of data (input, para\JJ~t~rs, and out;''':)ut) to tt.e testing, 
of a computer application system. Th':is body of da 1,"" the base, case, in 
established by use.r personnE',l, with internal acdit concu~rence, at~l:h':: 
criterion for correct functioning of the, computer. application syst~l'l\. 
This testing process is most widely used as 8 techniqtie for validation 
of production computer application aystems. One major manufacturing 
company, however, used the bas~-caae approach as a "means to t~',g t 
programs during their developme'at t to demonstrate the success1\ll 
operation of the system pri,or to its installation, and to verify its 
continuing accurate operation durin~ its life~" As such., this approach 
repre$ents a total commitment by corporate ruanagement and each user 
department to the principles and disciplines of BCSE. The BCSE affects 
the following occupations: 
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Computer operator 
Peripheral operator 
Job setup clerk 
Systems programmer 
Applications programmpr 

IN/rEGRATED TEST FACILITY 

Systems engineer 
Communications engineer 
Netw'ork manager 
Operations manager 
Programmin~ manager 

Integrated t.est facility (ITF) is a technique to review chose 
fUnctions of an automated application that are internal to the computer. 

"Internal auditor's test data are used to compare ITF processing results 
to precalculated test results. The method is most frequently used to 
t~3t and verify large computer application systems when it is not 
nractical to separately cycle test data~ The ITF .technique is used for 
~omptJter processing verification and evaluation and' is of l~mited value 
for the ·veri.fication of productj~on da.ta or data files. Lim~ted evidence 
is provided concerning the completeness and accuracy of production input 
data or masterfiles. ITF affects the follo\o11ng occupc::ions: 

Communications operator 
'Systems programme~ 
Application programmer 

PARALLEL SIMULATION 

Systems engineer 
Programming manager 

Parallel simulation is the use 0f one or more special computer 
programs to process "live" data files and simulate normal computer 
application processin~. \-lhereas the test data method and th€i ITF 
process test data through "live" programs, the parallel silDulat,ion 
method processes "live" data through test programs. Parallel simulation 
p:t;"ograms include only the applic,atlon logic, calculations, and controls 
that are relevant to specific audit objectives. As a result, simulation 
programs are usually much less complex than their application program 
counterparts. Large segments of major ~,pplications that c.onsis t of 
st:!veral computer programs can often be simulated for audit purposes with 
a single parallel simulation program. Parallel simulation permits the 
internal auditor to independently verify complex and critical 
application system pr'ocedures. Parallel simulation affects the 
f~llowing occupations: 

Computer operator 
Periphe~al op~rator 

CommunicatJ.ons operator 
Syste~s programmer 
.!\pplicat:ions programmer 

,;; 
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Systems engineer 
Communications engineer 
Network manager 
Op(!r~,tions manager 
Programming manager 
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TRANSACTION SELECTION 

The transaction selection audit technique uses an independent 
computer program to monitor and select transactions for internal audit 
review. The method enables the internal auditor to examine and analyze 
transaction volumes and error rates and to statistically sample 
specified transactions. Transaction selection audit software is totally 
independent of the nroduction computer application system and is 
generally parameter-controlled. No alteration to the production 
computer application system is required. This technique is especially 
suitable for noncontinuous monitoring and sampling of transactions in 
complex computer application systems. Transaction selection affects the 
following occupations: 

Transaction operator 
Peripheral operator 
Data entry. and update 
clerk 

Communications operator 
Terminal engineer 

EMBEDDED AUDIT DATA COLLECTION 

Communication engineer 
Network manager 
Operations manager 
Data base manager 
Identification control 
clerk 

Embedded audit data collection uses one or more specially 
programmed data collection mod,ules embedded in the computer application 
system to select and record data for subsequent analysis and evaluation. 
The data collection modules are inserted in the computer application 
system' at points determined to be appropriate ~y the internal auditor. 
The internal auditor also determines the criteria for selection and 
recording. After collection, other automated or manual methods may be 
used to analyze the collected data. 

As distinct from other audit methods, this technique uses "in-line" 
code (i.e., the computer application program performs the audit data 
collection function at the same time it processes data for normal 
production purposes). This has two important consequences for the 
auditor: in-line code ensures the availability of a comprehensive or a 
very specialized sample of data (strategically placed modules have 
access to every data element being prucessed); retrofitting this 
technique to an existing system is more costly .than implementing the 
audit programming during system development. Because of this, it is 
p::eferable for the internal auditor to specify h;f,s requirell!.ents while 
the system is being designed. Embedded audit data collection affects 
the following occupations: 
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Transaction operator 
Computer operator 
Peripheral operator 
Job setup clerk 
Data entry and update 
clerk 

Communications operator 
t 

EXTENDED R;';CORDS 

Terminal engineer 
System engineer 
Communications engineer 
Network manager 
Operations manager 
Data base manager 
Identification control 
clerk 

The extended records technique gathers together by means of a 
special program or programs all the significant data that have affected 
the processing of an individual transaction. This includes the 
accumulation into a single record of results of processi~g over the time 
period that the transaction required to complete processing. The 
extended record includes data from all the computer application systems 
that contributed to the processing of a transaction. Such extended 
records are compiled into files that provide a conveniently acc,ssible 
source for transaction data. 1 

With this technique, the auditor no longer need review several 
files to determine how a specific transaction was processed. With 
extended records, data are consolidated from different accounting 
periods and different computer application systems to provide a complete 
transaction audit trail physically in one computer record. This 
facilitates tests of compliance to organization policies and procedures. 
The extended records technique affects the following occupations: 

Transaction operator 
Peripheral operator 
Data entry and update 
cl~rk 

System programmer 
Application programmer 
Terminal engineer 
Systems engfneer 

Communication engineer 
Network manager 
Operations manager 
Data base manager 
Programming manager 
Identification control 
clerk 

GENERALIZED AUDIT COMPUTER PROGRAMS 

. Generalized audit computer programs are the most widely used in 
techniques for auditing computer application systemso These products 
permit the internal auditor to independently analyze a computer 
application systell1 file. ;{':;:st generalized audit packages, because of 
their widespread use and long history, are ultrareliable, highly 
flexible, and extensively and accurately documented. Generalized audit 
programs currently available can be used to foot, cross-foot, balance, 
stratify, select a statistical sample, select transactions, total, 
compare, and perform calculations on diverse data elements contained 
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within various data files. These extensive capabilities are available 
to the internal auditor to substantively test computer application 
systems. Generally, this audit method is used to test computer file 
data; little facility is present to test system logic, other than 
implicitly by the results that appear in the.data files. No explicit 
compliance testing facility is contained in these programs 
Historically, generalized audit programs are operated only in the batc~ 
mode. Recently, with the rapid expansion of on-line computer 
application systems, on-line general~zed audit programs have become 
available. Use of generalized audit programs affect the following 
occupations: 

Transaction operator 
Computer 0perator 
'Peripheral operato~ 
Job setup clerk 
Data entry and update 
>'clerk 
Communications operator 
Media librarian 
Systems programmer 
Application programmer 

SNAPSHOT 
.' 

Terminal (~ngineer 
System engineer 
Communication engineer 
Network mao\\ger 
Operations manager 
Th'ata base manager 
Programming manager 
Identificati~n control 
clerk 

Both internal auditors and data processing personnel periodically 
encounter difficulty in reconstructing the computer decisionm.aki.ng 
process. The cause is a failure to keep together all the data elements 
in that process. Snapshot is a technique that, in effect, takes a 
picture of the parts of computer memory that contain the data elements 
in a. computerized decisionmaking process at the time the decision is 
made. The results ofth~ snapshot are printed in report format for 
reconstructing the decisionmaking process. 

The snapshot audit technique offers the capability of listing all 
the data in a specific decisionmakl,ng process. The technique requires 
the logic to be preprogrammed in the system. A mechanism, usually a 
special code in the transaction record, is added to trigger the printing 
of the data in question for analysis. 

The snapshot audit technique helps internal auditors answer 
que~tions as to why computer applfdat10n systems produce questionable 
results. It provides information to explain why a particular decision 
was ,developed by the computer. Snapshot audit. used in conjunction with 
other audit techniques (e.go, integrated tes,t facility or tracing) 
determines of what results would occur if a certain type of input 
entered the data processing system. The snapshot audit technique also 
can be an invaluable aid to systems and programming personnel in 
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debugging the application system because 
computer memory ns a debugging aid. 
following occupations: 

it can provide snapshots of 
The snapshot audit affects the 

System programmer 
Application programmer 
Terminal engineer 
Systems engineer 

TRACING 

Communication engineer 
Network manager 
Data base manager 
Programming manager 

A traditional audit technique in a manual environment is to follow 
the' path of a transaction during processing. For example, an auditor 
picks up an order as it is received into an organization and follows the 
flow from work station to work station. The internal auditor asks the 
clerk involved what actions were taken at that particular step in the 
processing cycle. Understanding the policies and procedures of the 
organization, the internal auditor can judge whether they are being 
adequately followed. ( 

~ 

After walking through the processing cycle, the intern.d auditor 
has a good appreciation of how work flows through the o};ganization. In 
a data processing environment, it is not possible to follow the part of 
a transaction through its processing cycle solely by following the 
paperwork flow. Many of the functions performed by clerks and the 
movement of hardcopy documents are replaced by electronic processfng of 
deta. 

,l 

The tracing audit technique provides the internal auditor with the 
ability to perform an electronic walk-through of a data processing 
application system. The audit objective of tracing is to verify 
compliance with policies and procedures by substantiating, through 
examination of the path through a program that a transaction followed, 
how that transaction was processed. It can be used to verify omissi.ons. 
Tracing shows what instru~tions have been executed in a computer program 
and in which se'1uence they have been executed. Because the instructions 
in a computer program represent the steps in processing, the processes 
that have been executed can be detel"m.ined from the results of the 
traciug audit technique. Once an internal auditor knows what 
instructions in a program have been exe~uted, an analysis can be 
performed to determine if the processing conformed to organi~ation 
procedures. The tracing technique affects the folloWing occupations: 

Systems programmer 
Application programmer 
Terminal engineer 
,~ystems engineer 

Communication engineer 
Network manager 
Programming manager 
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MAPPING 

lila,pping is ~ technique to assess the extent of system testing 8Jld 
to idaatify specific progr,am logic that has not been tes;ed. MappinB tis 
perform,~d by a program. measurement tool that analyzes a computer prog~0;~:;' 

during execution to indicate whether program statemets have been 
executed. This measurement tool can also determine the amount of CPU 
time consumed by each progr~m segment. 

The original intent of the mapping concept was to help computer 
programmers ensure th~ quality of their programs. However, auditors can 
use these same measurement tools to look for unexecuted code. This 
analysis can provide the auditor with insight into the efficiency of 
program operation and can reveal unauthorized progt"am segments included! 
fo~ .exec';ition for unauthorized purposes" The mapping method affects thE!' 
following occupations: 

System programmer 
Application programmer 
Programming manager 

CONTROL ];o'LOWCliARTING 

In a complex business environment, it is difficult to thoroughly 
understand the total system of control of an organization within its 
total business and operational context. A graphic technique, or 
flowJhart, for simplifying the identification and interrelationships of 
controls can be a great help in evaluating the adequacy of those 
controls and in assessing the impact of system changes on the overall 
control profile.' Flowcharts facilitate the explanation of controls to a 
system analyst or external auditor, or to personnel unfamiliar with 
specific operational systems; they also aid in ascertaining that 
controls are operating as originally intended. 

The audit area control flowchart technique provides the 
documentation necessary to explain the system of control. Often an 
organization's information about controls is fragmented. This makes it 
difficult to obtain a clear picture of the controls. operating within the 
organization. The availability of an overall picture of controls, using 
several levels of flowcharts, facilitates understanding. Control 
flowcharting affects the following occupations: 

Communications operator 
System programmer 
Application progra~mer 
Network manager 

Operations manager 
Data base manager 
Programming manager 
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JOH ACCOUNTING DATA ANAlYSIS 

Job accounting facilities are available through most computer 
vendors as an adjunct to their operating systems. The job accounting 
facility is a feature of the computer operating system software that 
provides the means for gathering and recording information to be used 
for billing customers or evaluating systems usage. Examples of 
information collected by a job accounting facility are job start and 
completion titres, usage of data sets., and usage of hardware facilities. 
These job ac~ounting systemB were designed by the vendors to serve the 
operating needs of the data processing department. However, much of the 
information provided by these facilities is of interest to internal 
auditors. 

Two types of job accounting data, the accounting records and the 
data set activity records, are of interest to the'internal auditor. 
Accounting records consist of records that show which user used. which 
programs, how .often, and for how long. They include an identific,tion 
of the user, the hardware features required by the job, the time it)took 
to perform the job, and how the job was completed. Data set acttvity 
records provide information about which data files were used d~ring 
proceSSing and who requested the use of the data sets. Among the 
information contained in these records are the data set name, record 
length, serial number of the volumes, and the user of the data set. 

The internal auditor can use data from the accounting records to 
verify charges for use of the computer resources. They also enable the 
auditor tu verify that only authorized individuals use the computer. 
Data set activity records provide the auditor with a. means to verify 
that data are being used by authorized individuals. The job accounting 
data analysis affects the following occupations: 

Trans.action operator 
Computer operator 
Peripheral operator 
Job setup clerk 
Communications operator 
Media librarian 

Application programmer 
Network manager 
Operations manager 
Data base manager 
Programming manager 
Identification control 
clerk 

SYSTEM ACCEPTANCE AND CONTROL GROUP 

When the EDP auditor decides to monitor and review the computer 
application development process, the auditor must determine how to best 
perform the review. Although the substance of the review is unchanged, 

~- --. the EDP auditor may choose to perform the review personally or to rely 
on the efforts of another group. To perform the review personally is 
the choice made by many EDP auditors, even though substantial effort and 
training may be required to do an effective job. That much of the 
training required has to do with data processing rather than with EDP 
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auditing has, among other factors, caused the auditors at a large 
insurance company to choose another h The bli approac • company has 
:sta , shed, in the data proc~ssing department, a Systems Acceptance and 
Coptrol (SAC) Group to perform systematic reviews of 
application system developments and 'to create and maintain e~~:~~~~~ 
computer. application system standards, particularly in the area of 
auditability. The SAC approach affects t.he foll.owing 

c occupations: 

System programmer 
Application programmer 
Terminal engineer 

CODE COMPARISON 

System engineer 
Communication engineer 
Programming manager 

Code comparison entails comparison of two copies, made a.t different 
times, of .the program coding for a particular application. The 
objective of this technique is to verify that r h 
maint d p ograrn c ange and 

enance proce ut'es and program library procedures are being followed 
correftly. The auditor uses the output of the comparison to identify 
chang~s that have occurred between the making of the two copies. The 
aUd~tOr then locates and analyzes the documentaion that was prepared to 
aut orize and execute the changes. This technique supports compliance 
testing rather than substantive testing. Code comparison is especially 
useful for. auditing programs that perform critical business functions 
and are subject to continuing change. The code comparison technique 
affects the following occupations: 

I: 
Computer operator 
Job setup clerk 
System programmer 
Application programmer 
Terminal engineer 

System engineer 
Communication engineer 
Operations manager 
Programming manager 
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Appendix F 

TIME-SHARING USAGE EXAMPLES 

Appen~ix F 

TUIE-SHARING USAGE EXAMPLES 

Three examples of the use of nationally known time-sharing services 
~Jre provided below to show the range of time-sharing features and 
methods in use. 

Table F.1 was copied from an actual time-sharing t;erminal output 
listing produced during a session using a time-sharing service. It 
shows the typical user interaction for this type of computer use. 
Numerous time-sharing services are available throughout the United, 
States and in other countries. A line-by-line description of the 
exhibit follows. 

Small-case type is produced by the user at a typewriter-like 
computer tenninal. Large-case type is produced by the computer system 
in respon6~ to what the terminal user types, according to the computer 
program being used at the time. Numbers in parentheses reference lines 
in the table. 

EXAMPLE: EQUIPMENT AND SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION (01-04) 

In this ;f,nteraction sequence, the terminal user interacts w,;1th the 
computer's communication system and identifies the computer equipment 
and the operating system he desires to use. 

(01) The user types the code Mba" in initializing his ~un, to indicate 
that he wishes to use the vendor's production computer, and text editing 
system. He would have typed another 2 digit code if he wished to use 
different computer equipment and operating system packages available to 
users. The computer responds to the user's input with a protocol 
message that serves to identify the communication line desired. 

(02) The user once again types Mba" to select the equipment and 
operating system he wants to use. 

(03) The computer responds that tW! desired system iA operating and is 
ready for the next steps in the log-on process. 

(u4) The computer then requests the 2-digit code which corresponds, to 
his terminal type. This information is necessary so a translational 
table may be used that allows different types of terminals to 
communicate with the same computer system. The terminal user type~ "aj" 
which is the manufacturer code for the manufacturer of his computer 
terminal. Use of an incorrect code will cause communication with the 
computer system to be gar'bled and unintelligible. 
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LINE 
REFERENCE 

(01) 
(02) 
(03) 

(04) 

(OS) 
(06) 
(07) 
(08) 
(09) 
(10) 
(II) 
(1:) 
(13) 
(4) 
(I') 
(I~) 
(17) 
(la) 
(19) 
(20) 
(21) 
(22) 

(23) 
(Z~) 

(25) 

(26) 
(n) 

(28) 

(29~ 
,3(1) 
(31) 
(l2) 
(l3) 
(l4) 
(35) 
(36) 
(l7) 

(l8) 
(39) 
(40) 
(41) 

Table F.l 

TIME-SHARIlIG LISTING: EXAMPLE 1 

____________________ ~T!~Nn~N=AL~L~IS~T~IN~C~ ________________ __ 

baIBUALI SYSTEM ID 
ba 
RE.ADY 

IIlDEL? .j 

IEqUIPMENT 6 Sy'STEM .DE~'TIFICATION 

OSI/SL'P~RWYUURI LIIiE 19 0'/2l/79 12:15124 P.M. (LOe-o:; "tmlORIZATIO~ 
LIST nOM 6PUBLIC. TRAININC FOR JUNE, 1979 TRAINING SCHEDULE 
TENnNALT tOO 
ACCOUNT? 
USER? 
~.rt'IIORJ)? 
I LLECAL KEYWORD 
ACCOUNT? 
USER? 
KEYWORJ)~?~~~~~~~~ __________ -r.~~~~U7~ ___ 
I:lITIALIZING FRO:" LAST SESSION I&!hlFAL '.ROM FILt 
? clr uxt 
? u .. frOll •• a:pl.fl.l. on triOOI 
"SAJoIPLEFllI:" toOT FOL~:D 0:: SRIOOI 
? u .. fro. 6.atI\>l·" 
? u .. frc. 6c ... ullpbUle on triOOI 
? .UIt 

I. TNIS IS A SAMPLE FILE. IT HlQlT Ctll\'TAlll SENSITIVE INFORMATION 
2. OR CONTAIN INSTRUCTIONS FOR TNE COlIPliTER TO PERFORM SOME 
l. RESTRICTED TASKS. IT IS PROTECTED BY SEVERAL CODES. TO READ 
4. TNlS FILE YOU MUST KNOW TNE ACCOL'llT lM$ER. TNE USER INITIALS, 
,. A:;D TNE FILE NAME. TO WRITE O:l TOP OF TNE FILE '.'01) l!I:ST 
6. ALSO KNOll TNE TNE KEYWORJ) ASSOCIATED WITN IT. TNIS FlLE 
7. COULD ALSO IlAVE BEES ElICODED IF TNE CREATOR OF TNIS FILE 
8. IWl SO WISHED. TNEN TNE READER WOL1.t HAVE BEElI REQUIRED 
9. TO K.'IOII A COD~ WORJ) ALSO. 

T ia .. rt 10,11,12 
10. ? TNIS LOCAL ... 
10. ? 1 A ••• 
ie, ? 1 •• chanaina II)' p.nonal copy of the 111.. . to chanK. the 
II., ? copy of the fU. u.ed by oth.n i .... r .ucc ... fully .. r ... ~ ... 
12., ? the fU •• 

? l!/at 
... TNIS IS A SAMPLE FILt. IT HlQlT CO~'T"I:I S!NSl,TlVE INf ,.' ,tIOS 
2, OR CONTAIN 1lISTRUCTIO~S FOR TNE CO!iPL"TER TO PERFORM SOM!-; 
i. RESTRICTED TASKS. IT IS PROTECTED BY SEVERAL CODES. TO READ 
,4. TNIS FILE YOU MUST KNOW TNE ACCOU:lT NUMBER, TNE USER INITIALS, 
5. AlID TNE FILE NAllE. TO I/RITE ON TOP CF ntE FILE YOU Ht.'ST 
6. ALSO ICNOII TNE TNE KErIIORJ) A~SOCIATED I/Int IT. TNlS FILE 
7. COIJ1.D ALSO HAW BEEN ENCODED IF TNE CREATOR OF TIllS FILE 
8. HAD SO I/ISHED. TNEN TIlE R!lJ)ER I/OULD HAVE BEEN REQUIRED 
9. TO 1(.'1011 A CODE 1I0RJ) ALSO. 

10. 1 AM CHANGINC 1ft' PERSONAL COPY OF TNE FILE. TO CHANGE TNE 
, 11. COpy OF TNE FILE USED BY antERS 1 MUST SUCCESSFULLY "RESAVE" 

I:. TNE FILE. 
1 r ••• ve 
KEYWORD FOR 1896-CSS? 
IIiCORRECT KEYWORJ) 
RE VEST NOT EX!C:Tf!D 

'DATA SECURITY , 

? u .. frclI 6c ..... llplefU. on triOOI RETRIEVAL nOM FILE 
IF IT'S OK 'l'O ClEAll .. 6CSS. SAMPL!f1LE", REfLY "YES 
CLEAR? Y.' 
? liat 

I. TNIS IS A SAllPLE FILE. IT MIGHT CONTAIN I\ENS~TlVE IIiFORMATION 
2. OR CONTAIN INSTRUCTIONS rOR TNE COIIPt.'TER TO PEIIFORl! SOME 

RESTRICTED TASKS. IT:5 PROTECTItD BY SEVERAL CODES. TO READ 
TNIS FILE YOU KIlST 1QI011 THE ACCOt.~'T NUMBER, TNE USER IS!TtALS, 
AND TNE FILE lWIE. TO I/IIITE ON TOP OF TH£ FILE YOU IIL'ST 
ALSO KNOW TNE TNE KEYWORD ASSOClArED II1TN IT. TNlS FILE 
COULD ALSO HAW IEE!1 ENCODED tv 1t1E CREATOR OF TNtS FILE 
RAD SO WISHED. TNEIi TNE READE!I I/OULD HAVE MEEN REQUIRED 
TO leND''' A CODE WORJ) ALSO. 

? lorott cl.an 
OS/23{79 W.dD .. 4ay 12:31109 p ••• 
50.31 - ClWlGE 
IIID OF SESSION 
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Log-On Authorization (05-14) 

In this interaction sequence, the terminal user interacts with the 
operating system he specified and identifies himself" as an authorized 
user to gain access to records stored within the computer and to use 
computer resources. 

(05) The software package, SUPERWYLBUR, se1ech.ld by the user :I.n 02, 
identifies itself. "Line 39 L 'is identified as the specific 
communication line the user and computer are connected by, this will 
serve asa reference for the computer operator should the operator need 
to directly communicate with the terminal user. The date and time of 
contact with SUPEE,WYLBUR also are listed. 

(06) This is a systems message. It was initialized by the computer 
operator at an earlier ti.me and automat:lca11y greets users to notify 
them of upcoming systems changes. 

(07) SUPERWYLBUR requests a three-character computer terminal 
identification code from the use!'. The terminal ID code is used for 
billing and could be used to track activity at a specific terminal. The 
security potential of the terminal ID code is not utilized; no validity 
check on the codes entered is performed. 

(08, O~, 10) The computer prompts~ "ACCOUNTS?", "USER?", and 
"KEYwORD?", are the primary security checks in the SUPERWYLDUR system. 
To gain access to certain records in the system or to use computer 
resourct:!s, the terminal user must type in a valid 1- t04-digit account 
number, a valid 3-digit user code, and a va1:f.d 3-digit keyword. For 
each valid account number, a limited number of user codes are 
established by the account holder and divulged to the vendor for data 
processing. Each authorized user is given a user cooe by the account 
holder. The terminal user then sets up a secret keyword on his 
terminal. If an unauthorized user discovers the account number and user 
codes, which often are not rigorously guarded, he still cannot access 
the system unless he can obtain the user's unique keyword which 
corresponds to the account number and user code he. has discovered. A 
~eries of Ms and x~ are typed one on top of th~ other, the terminal u~er 
types his codes on top of these "underscored" letters which makes the 
codes unintelligible to the eye. 

(11) The keyword typed by the user in (10) was invalid, it did not 
match the keyword established by the user of the account. The com.puter 
indicates this to the terminal user. 

(12) After the input of an invalid keyword the computer rspeats the 
three security prompts by first requesting the account number code. The 
user responds by typing the code over the underscored characters. 
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(13) The account number code typed by the terminal user was vaUd--it 
Utatched an account number in the, computer file. The computer next 
prompts the user for his user code, which the user types' over th'e 
underscored ~haracters. 

(14) The user code typed by the user was valid--it corresponded to the 
account number code previously typed. The computer then prompts the 
user for his keyword, which he types in. 

Retrieval fr~ File (15-28) 

The terminal user has just effected an authorized log-on. In this 
series of interactions, the user copies a file from the computer disk to 
a section of main memory in the CPU and performs list and add operations 
to the file data. 

(15) After his successful log-on, the user is notified by the computer 
that during his last session he left a file intact within the default 
working file of the CPU. The computer is ready to perform operations on 
this file as'per the user's instructions. 

(16) The question mark indicates the computer is waiting for a command 
from the user. The user gives the cOillmand to clear this "old" text from 
the default file. 

(17) A question mark indicates that the user's rcquest i.n (16) was 
completed, and the computer awaj.ts another command. The user asks the 
computer to bring in the data set called "samplefile," which may be 
found on the memory disk, ilolume serial" "SRI 001." 

(18) The co~puter tells the terminal user that a data sct call~d 
samplefile, on disk skI 001 available ~ ~ ~ code and acco~nt 
number could not be found~ 

(19) Prompted by the computer £~r another command, the user begins to 
request Rnother dataset, but makes a typing error. 

(20) The computer recognizes that a mistake has been made and prompts 
the user for another command. The user requests the same file, 
samplef;lle, in a manner that 8 f',lows him authorized accees to this 
protected file. The originatJr of samplefile had declared that 
samplefU.e would only be observable to other users who knew his user 
code, ostensibly a small group of co-workers. Hence, the file named 
"samplefile" was created as a file ~ that requires a code--in this 
case, the user ID code as a prefix to the file name. The terminal user 
requests "samplefile" and correctly includes the user code prefix in his 

, 'Comm&lld. 

(21) The question Iilark acknowledges that sample'file has been found, a 
copy has been transfered to the main memory, and samplef ile is ready for 
use. The user commands the computl,~r to list the en,ttJ:e file,. 

(22) The compu.ter lists s,amplefile 8& commanded. 

(~3) Prompted by the' computer for another command, the terminal user, 
d~rects the computer to add 3 lines, lines 10, 11, and 12 to the file. 
'~his addition will affect the file only in the main memory, not the file 
on disk. 

(24) The question mark and "10" means the'. computer acknowledges the 
command and l.·equests the text for line 10. Th~ user begins typing the 
text to line 10, but makes a mistake £l,'i1d indi,catcs t,his by typing three 
asterisks. 

(25) The terlilinal user types the te..:lCt foX' lines 10) 11, and 12,. 

(26) The question mark prod~ced by the computer indicates th~t the 
text to lin.Ci!S 10, 11, and 12 hav'e been 8dded to the copy of samplefile 
within the main memory. The USe;r tOlllmands the COmpl\t.er to liat this 
copy so he can visually verify the addition. 

(27) Lines 1-10 are the original samplefUe. 

(2t1) Lines 10-12 are tht;! added lines. The user can see that the main 
memory copy of samplefile include,s his addition. 

~ Security (29-32) 

In this interaction sequence, the u~er attempts to modify the 
original copy of samplef.:Ue on the disk. To do so, he mUlJt comply with 
the data security thecks put on samplef11~ by its originator. 

(29) The user commantis the computer to rewrite toe altered l~-line 
file onto the original file copy. 

(3u) Because j,t is not his own data set he is altering, the terminal 
user is prompted to give the keyword that corresponds to the user code 
of the person who originated sampleflle. The computer refers to 
samplefUe by t.he account number "18~6" and the user code, "CSS." In 
doj,ng so, the account number is openly revealed for the first time, and 
the user code is openly revealed for th~ second tim~ [see (20)]. Hence, 
a perpetrator who came int.:o possession of this term1..nal listing would 
need only the secret keyword t.o gain complete access to sam~lefile. The 
terillinal \lser t~pe,s in a 3-digit keyword over the unders<:ored 
characters. 

(31) The keyword typed by the " use};' does not match the authorized 
keywo,rd and the computer indicates this. 

{l2) because the terminal user did not pass the data security che(::'ke, 
required to alter sampleiile, eh.; computer did not execute his 'reques,t 
to have the 12 line file rewritten onto the original file; t,he o~iginal 
is preserved intact. 
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Retrieval from File (33-37) 10-,. ' ...... __ _ 

Once again tr.,e user clears his file from the main memory of the CPU 
and lists a copy Gf the original file. 

(33) The terminal uaer ..i.cceeses the original file name "samplefile" on 
di.sk vol\,lI11e SRI 001. 

(34 ) however , the user has not told the computer what to do with the 
l:i'-Hn~ sClmplefile he created in (20)-(25).. Therefore, the computer 
asks the user to respond by typing "YES~" if he wants the 12-line 
version vf s.a!ll.p.:lefile cbared from the main memory. 

(35) 'j?he user responds affirmaUvely. 

(36) Th2 question m/,'rk indicates the previous command has been 
executed and the computer awaits another command. The terminal user 
rEsponds by cOUlillatiding the computer. to list samplefile as it appeal:',<) on 
disk. 

(17) The computer list~ samplefile. This list~ng is !de~tical to the 
first listing (22); the data security featutes incorp~rated within 
samp~efile protected it from modifi~ation by an unauthorized person. 

Log-Off (38-41) 

In this sho'rt 
session on the 
accounting data. 

series of 
time-sharing 

interactions, the 
system and then 

user completes his 
r.eceives a suwnary of 

(3l.1) The ul3ercommar.ds the computer to terminate his session and to 
erase the data he had ca:Ued into the main memory of the CPU to work on. 
This will l~ave sample!ile intact in its original form on disk. 

(39) The (\,omputer acknowledges that a log-off has b~en executed by 
presenting ,the log-off date" day of week, and time of day. 

(40) The computer presents the cummulative charge of the session. 

(4l) The computer indicate6 the session is over, and the log-off is 
complete. 

EXANPt.E 2 

Table F.2 is another example of services 
interaction is prov1.(l. A line-by-line 
follows. 

\: 
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Table F.2 

TIME-SHARING LISTING: EXAMPLE 2 
Uno 

Relerenee Terminal LhUna 

(01) [i 
(02) 

I EQUIPKZNT IDENTIFICATION I 
ONLINE - sllNY 

(03) .L SUNY wr'r;TRO [ LOC-ON AUTHORIZA!lQ!j] 

(04) PASSWOItli: 
(OS) 
(06) PASSWORD INCORRECT. 
(07) PASSWORD: 
(08) 
(09) PASSWOItli INCORRECT. 

(I 0) .=L\)~C::=:CEl'.::D~O~F!.F ~AT!...!.II~.,!!48!.:., !!'8L;0!!,!N~3!!0~HA~YLJ79!..... ___ TiliMiii=;:;:-;==~=,,", 
(II) C I E9UIPMENT IDENTIFt SATIO[J 

(13) 

(14) 
(IS) 
(16) 
(17) 
(18) 

(19) 
(20) 
(21) 

(22) 

(23) 
(24) 
(25) 
(26) 

(m 
(28) 
(29) 
(30) 
(31) 
(32) 
(33) 

(34) 
(3S) 
(36) 
m) 
(38) 

(l~ 
(.t.,., 
(41) , 

n 

ONLINE - SUNY 

.L SImY WPETRO [ LOG-ON AUTHORIZATION I 
PASSWORD: 

PASSWORD INCORRECT. 
PASSWORD: 

AlC INFO,: 
'RWH-TEST 
•• ALL CLEVELAND USERS PLZ. TYPE 'INFO CiLEMOVE' .. 
SUNY READY AT 11. 49. 36 ON 30HAY79 

,302 Il! MAY78 

11.49.43 'L • NOHAD 
FILENAME 1ILEryPE MODE 
THMlIAN I NOHAD P 
THHIIM',2 NOHAD P 
THMIIM·ll NOHAD P 
THHIIAN NOHAD P 
THllllAN4 IoIr"'~", P 
EXl'1 J, ',,0 P 
BAL 'notlAD P 
BALI NOHAD P 
ART6 1!6HAD P 
ART4 NOHAI) P 

11.50.22. -E BAL NOMAD 
tillT: 
'P 40 

• QUERY T; 

ITEMS 
20 
21 
68 

2" 
III' 

12 
8 
6 
8 
8 

SELECT PRODCD AIIONG(HIl,580,69t1); 
SELECT ADD REGNCD-'WE' CAPYY-79' 
CREATE BY COUNNH ' 
BY COIIPNlI 
BY LOCml 
ACROSS PROi>SN AS "S SUII(CAPTOT) HEADASIS OS T' 

• QUERY T;' , . , 
roF: 1 
"-OP 
'LOC IB"I 
CREATE !lY COUNNH 
)C IBY/QQQ/ 
CREATE QQQ t;QUIINH 

'9 
II. n.l2 "ATT PETRO 
PASSWORD: 

PETRO 'ATTAtIIED AS T-DJSK 
THE DATABASE 18 CURRENTLY BEING UPDATED WITH NEW 
DAT.... 'nUS PROCESS SHOULD BE FlNISHE!) BY lll1lAY79. 
POR INFORIIATION CONCEAl/ING TIlE ITEKS BEING UPDATED 
CQNT ... CT SRI INT!RNATIQNAL~ 29~RY79 RCII. ' 

11.51.42 -LCIG 
3,'2 QU'S, •• 5 CQNN!CT HRS. 
LC)GGED orr "'T' '11.52 •• 3 QN 31111AY79 
X~ , 
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The characters typed 'by the terminal 
preceeded by the greater than symbol ">". 
symbol is the user's password. 

Equipment Authorization (01-02) 

user arta, tho.se tpa t a.re 
An exception to using tpts 

The tet,'lllinal user has es tablished a telephone comm~nica.tion: lipk 
with th! time-sharing service by db,ling the correct telephone number. 
In the next two interactions, the user identifies his. terminal type, and 
the cOl,llputer system identifies itself to the user. 

(01) The user types a qua.d symbol (square) which is the character 
speed code that corresponds to the type of terminal he is using. The 
codemaJ be obtained from the vendor. It allows the computer to 
translate messages, to su~t the, terminals speed and formatting 
characterlitics. 

(02) The compter indicates that it recognizes the user's terminal when 
it identifies itself as "ONLINE-SUNY" which means the user has 
established communication with a computer system in Sunnyvale, 
California. 

Log-On Authorization (03-10) 

In this serif's of interactions, the user must supply an authorized 
password before hI,;; may aco.~~ss computer files and ,use computer 1;"eSOUrcvs .. 

(03) The "greatet' than" sign is the cOmputer's prompt to the user. 
The command typed by the user means he wishes tn link into the computer 
system ;:;lignified by the 4-digit code "SUNY." "WPETRO" is the user's (1-8 
digit) identification code. Note that this code is not concealed by 
underscori.ng. 

(04) The computer prompts the USf!r for his password. 

(05) The computer prints the characters, 8, H, and * on top of one 
another" on eight successive ,spaces to form underscoring. Th~ user 
types his 1- to 8-4igit password over the undcrsc9ring. The presence of 
the underscoring' prevents a potenti,al pel::petrator.from obtaining the 
terminal user',s password by viewing the computer listing. 

'~""(06) The pa'ssword typed 
authorized password ~hat 

computer i:~ldica tes this. 

by the user in 
corresponds to 

(05) did not matchth~ 
the user name "WPETI{O." The 

(07) The computer gives the terminal UB,ar a second chance to typ,e, the 
correct password. The user has 28 seconds to type the correct password. 

" 
" 

(08) The comRuter types fhe underscoring oVer which the user types the 
password. 

\ (:;:; 
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'(09)' Once again the !lser typed an iDcorrect password and the computer 
~indicates this. 

(10) If the user fai:ls to type in the correct passw()rd on the second 
attempt, it is assumed that the user does not know the password, and the 
sys,tem is programmed tp autmatically log-off. The' time and date of 
log-of fare 11 s ted. 

Equipment Identificati9n (11) 

Failure to type the correct pGssword the aecond time requires the 
following procedure to be initiated. 

(11) Following the automatic log-off, the use·t reestablishes telephone 
communici:ition with the service and repeats the equipment identification 
steps (01-02). 

Log-~ ~horization (1;}-18) 

(12) Once again, the user types in an invalid password and the 
computer indicates this. After the user has identified his terminal 
type and has been greeted by the computer ~ystem (11), he repeats the 
log-on author,ization routine which he faile.d previously (03-10). 

( 13) The user is given a second chance to type the correct password. 

(14) The computer prompt "A/c INFO" indicates the terminal user has 
typed in the correct password, and he should now type in a title or , 
description of his computer run which will appear on his computerized \ 
bill •. 

(15) The user resp0l,lds by typing "RWH-TEST." "RWU" are probably his 
initials, and the word test will remind him when ~e reads his bill that 
this was a test run he made. 

(16) The computer then printed a systems message that was initiated 
earlier by the computer operator and that automatically greets each(user 
after"the user has successfully logged on. This melJl!3age probably was in 
regard to the move by the Cleveland office to a new ''facility. 

(17) The computer's next message means the user has successfully 
gaint!d access to the Sunnyvale computer system which il'i ready to execute 
his commands. The time and date of acc~ss are given. 

(18) , The computer lists the name of the operating system being 
versi.on 302--and the date it was placed in operation. 

/' .j 
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Retrieval ~ File (19-33) 

In this sequence, the terminal user retrieves a file fro~ a disk in 
permanent storage and edits the file copy-while it· is temporarily held 
in the main storage of the CPU. 

(19) Th.e computer lists the time and a "greater than'" sign; this 
indlcates the user has full access to the computer, and the computer 
awaits his first command. The terminal user responds by requesting the 
computer tu list the directory of all his files written in the language 
called "NOMAD. ,. 

(20) The computer first prints the directory heading. hFjllename~ is 
the unique name that the user gives to each set of records he 
establishes. "Filetype" is the language and format type that 
characterizes the file; other ,files may be a filetype, such as COBOL. 
"Mode" is the specific area that 'belongs to the user and where the file 
may be found; "p" refers to permanent storage. "Items" are the number 
of lines in the file. The direqtpry is a preprogrammed feature of th\) 
op'erating system; it automat!'·,' -y updates itself whenever the user 
establishes 'or alters a file. 

(21) These lines cont~in the listing of the user's files. The first 
listing is a file named "THHMANI" of "NOMAD" type, stored in the 
perillanent section of the user's disk and consists of 20 lines. 

(22) Th<2 file named "BAL" is retrieved by the user in (23). 

(23) 'The user presses the carriage return key of his terminal to 
indicate be i5 finished viewing his directory of files. The computer 
responds by printing the time and prompts th:2 user for another command. 
The user command0 the computer to edit the file named "BAL" of type 
"NOHAn," (22). Each file must be identified by its name and type, as 
the user has done. 

(24) The computer acknowledges the command and prompts the user for 
specific. editing instructions. The acknowledgement indicates the "BAL" 
file has been copied from the permanent section of disk to the main 
storage of the cpu. The file now resides in both permanent (disk) and 
temporary (core) storage. 

(25) The user tells the computer to list (print) the first forty lines 
o,f thp, file. 

(26) The computer lists "BAL." 

(27) "EOF" stands for end of file and means the entire ~ile has been 
listed. The computer awaits further editing instructions. The computer 
liste,d 8 lines, although the user requested 'that the first 40 lines of 
"BAL" be listed. Hc:.~ever, as may be seen (22), the "BAL" file only 
contained 8 items, all of which were listed by the computer. 

" ,.' 
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(28) The user responds to the computer's prompt by commanding that the 
computer's ~pointerh go to the top or first line of the file. 

(29) The user then commands the computer to search the entire file and 
locate the wor~ "BY." 

(30) The computer lists the line in which the word ~BY" is situated, 
signifying it has located the word and also giving the user a chance to 
verify tha.t the computer has located the correct listing of "BY" if it 
happens to occur 1U0re than once in the file. 

(31) The user commands the computer to changE: ~BY" to "QQQ. ~ 

(32) The computer does this and prints out the modified line for 
verification. 

user 

(33) The computer requests another command, and the user instructs the 
computer to "quit.'" This command deletes the copy of "BAL~ in the main 
storage of CPU. It does nDt affect the original "BAL" file on disk, 
which remains unmodified. Had the user tYlJed the word "file U the 
edited copy of "BAL~ would have replaced the oI'iginal copy on disk: The. 
quit command deletes the altered version of the file h,~ld in temporary 
storage (main storage). 

Data Security (34~38) 

In this sequence, the user tequests that a disk belonging to 
another user be attached. To access this protected ~1isk the terminal 
user must know and tYl-Ie the other user's password. 

(34) Raving quit his edit routine, the u.ser is returned to d (,!omman 
level communication with the computer an:d the time is given. Prompted 
by the computer, the user commands that the disk belonging to' a user 
code named "PETRO~ be attached. 

(35) The computer requests the password that correspondes to ·'PETRO." 
This'data security measure prevents unauthorized users from viewing, 
modifying, or deleting data held in protected disk files. 

(36) The user types the appropriate pass("!ord over the underscored 
characters. 

(j7) The computer's message indicates that the password used was 
'':orrect and that "PETRO" has been attached as the "T-DISK;" an arbi·trary 

'. letter T is assigned as a title to "PETRO" to differentiate it from a 
"P" mode disk which is the user's permanent disk. 

(38) The origi'llator of the disk preprogrammed this message 
users Who access his disk. 
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Log-~ (39-41) 

In this 
comUlun.ication 

sequence 
with the 

of interactions, the 
computer and the 

user 
computer 

terminates 
presents 

his 
basic 

accounting information. 

(39) The computer awaits the user's instructions about what to do with 
"PETRO." The user directs the computer to terminate his session at the 
terminal by typing LOG. 

(40) The computer prints out accounting data. "ARU"'S" is an 
accounting algorithim that lumps CPt} and I/O time into one unit figure. 
Connect hours are listed in hundredths of an hour. 

(41) The computer lists that a 
and date it has been completed. 
after the terminal link has 
meaningful •. 

EXAMPLE 3 

log-off has been effected and the time 
The stray characters "XO-" are printed 

been severed and ther,efore are not 

Finally, a third example of popular time-sharing services is 
provided in Table F.3, followed by an explanation. 
Following th~ log-on sequence, Hser commands may usually be identified 
as those characters preceeded by a greater than ~ign ")". 

Equipment Identification (01, 02, & 06) 

By dialing a phone nU1l1ber given to him by the vendor, the user 
establishes a telecommunication link with the time-sharing service; a 
high-pitched tone on the receiver is evidence of his contact with the 
service. After plugging the r.eceiver into his computer terminal or 
communication modem, the user must. identify to the computer network the 
type of terlUlnal he is using. 'Correct identifica;tton of his terminal 
type will ensure that no characters are lost in his communication with 
the computer. 

(01) The user presses the carriage return key and is prompted for his 
terminal identifier code. The prompt indicates he has a positive 
connect. ion with the computer. The user types the code on the same line 
8S the computer prompt. In this case, the user typed an nE," a code 
which means that the terminal used has a speed of 30 characters per 
second. The "E," however, does not appear on the listing. 

(02.') The computer responds by assigning a location code, "1017", Palo 
Alto, CA, and a port of entry number, ~'04", to the communication link. 
The code aids the vendor"'s staff in identifying specific user "links" itt 
the event of communication problems. 
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Table F.3 

'IIME-SNARING LISTING: EXAMPLE 3 

!~f:' Terminal Listina 
"'~--' ~:::::-:;;:::::-~:-:;-~~----

(01) Please Type Your Terminal IdentHier ---r.:-~;;;;;;;;-"i':i:~""'~""-_ 
..~(0~2:f)_-=-~10:.!17-04-- ~qu1pment Identification =-

(03) Please Lo-g In: DISrIOE: --
(04) Error, Type PaU\oIOrd: 00g-on Authorization == 

Error, Typc Password: __ 

(05) 
Error, Type Password: 
P1c~se Sp.c Your Representative 

""77!rrI'"'_-..lf You Are Having Trouble Logr.ins In 
(06) Hease Type YOllr TermInal ldemrrer------

___ -.,.--1017-04-- it:'quIjiiiiinEl:iICiiUTfCat1oil 

(07) 

(OB) 
(09) 
(10) 
(ll) 

Pluase'Log In: DIsfloE: ' 
PIIOJECT COOE:.LOGOFF AT 11:19:36 PDT'IUESDAY 06/19/79 BY S'lS~,iN8-0n AuthorIzation 

(12) 
(lj) 

(14) 
(15) 

Please Log In: DISTIOE: 
Project Code: TiNehare 
Logon At 11:20:10 PDT Tuesday 06/29/79 
OIS: 1\5.P02.Y298 04/09/79 15:46 

.. Notice .. CMS Field Test System 
R; 
CNS 
C)ATT Pilist 
Entar Rend Password: 

I Data SecurIty =. 
___ --LF~llJst As B/A-Disk 

(lG) 
(17) 

(18) 

(19) 
(20) 
(21) 

(22) 

(23) 
(24) 
U5) 

R; 
C'LI •• A 
ADDSDELS FOCEXEC 
ALLl\BELS EXEC 
ALLABELS FOCEXEC 
BATCH I EXEC 
BATGil2 EXEC 
CHANGES FOCEXEC 
C1.EAN EXEc 
BT FOCEXEC 
11-)KX 
CMS 

BI 
B1 
B1 
BI 
B1 
81 
III 
B1 

C)T , T~DIT ADDSDELS FOCF.XEC B 
E)T. . 
TOF: 
-START 

~Retrieval Frum File _-

- Prompt 61.AI. Are There An, Add1 i 
-If 61 IS 'y' GOTO ADD: t ona 'Io n,. Maili~t Maater Fil.? 
-If &1 IS 'N' GOTO NEXT' 

Y or N. 

.todHy File Mailist • 
Prompt MC I'T 
lia~"h HC 
.011 M~tch COl1tillue 
On Nomatch Reject 
Exit 
EOF: 
Ehop 
TOF: 

(:t6) nL/l'P.OHP'i' 

~~~~ ;~~~e:l.Al. Are There Any Additions To The Mailiet Kaater File? 'I or ~. 
(19) 
(30)" ;~~~/~I.Al. Are !hue An)Cs Additions '1'0 "nIe MaiUet Ma.tet 'i110? 'I or N. 

(3l) -PROMPT &l A1 Are Til II 
(32) E)c/y Or NiYa~ or No' era ny Additi.C:;ls to the M11llist Master File? \' or N. 

- -1' O~IPT 61.A1 Are Th . 
(34) E)F1LE • ere an Addit1o". to the Ma_Qm_!!!. •. ~~_r_J.!!.e1 ... yeJl_o!'., ~(): .• 
(35) SET NEW rIL~DE AND RETRY I Data Security 
~ __ ~!~)9~U~ItL-________ __ 

." ~~t) ~1LOG ----... -,--.----------
(3') OGNNEet-00106152 tau. 
tC4401~) LOGOff AT 11127:02 PDl' TUESDAY 06/19/79 n .... Le> In: . \ . 

. " 
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(12) The version 
communicating with 
being tested and has 
versions are usually 
service. 

of the operating system which the user is 
is a field test version--which m(!ans it is still 
not been completely debugged yet. Fi'eld test 
used only by in-house personnel at the tim~-sharing 

Data Security (13-15 and 34-36) 

The data security precautions in the system ensur,.e that files 
belonging to a user are accessed only by those persons authorized to do 
so by the originator of the file. Passwords are the prilnary security 
safeguard. 

(13) After-the log-on and system messages, the computer .indicates it 
is re~dy by typin& "R;". 

(14) The CNS system indicates. it awaits a command fr.om th,e user with 
the prompt "e)". In response to the CMS pt'~mpt, the user commands CMS 
to attach the disk with the storage space on it which corre!lponds to the 
user name "PILlST". 

(15) Before the user can access the "PILlST" files, he must pass a 
data security check; he must know and type th.e "read" password which 
corresponds to the user name "PlLIST". Generally, the read password is 
not the s~me password as the log-on password. The read password is 
given out by the od-ginator of "PILlSr" to persons he allows to read the 
contents of his files; the user may not modify the file in any way; In 
".i.Cf'>Sre~1Se to the CM.S prompt, the user types the "READ PASSWORD" for 
"PILlST;" the password does nOtt appear on the listing. An 
acknowledgement follows successful entry of the read passwor.d. 

Retrieval from ~ (16-33) 

In this series of lnteractions~ the user retrieves data from a file 
and attempts to mOdify the data. 

(16) The user entered the correct read password in (15). In response 
to CNS' ready signal and its prompt for a command, the user types 
"LI**A" that tells CMS to list the names and types of all files on dislt 
"An, that correspond to the user name "PILIST". The code "~1" is a file 
,secur! ty code that indicates ~l file has been es tablishied in a read and 
tun mode and cannot be moaifie.d. 

(l.7) The computer responds tl) the command in (16) by typing out a 
directory of files belonging to "PILIST". The listing is alphabetical. 
"AllDSOELS" is the name of one of PILIST's files; its file type is 
"t'dC~XEC"--a language type.; its security mode is "B1"that cannot be 
modJ\fied, but can be read if the correct read password is given by the 
use'!i .• 
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Log-£!!, Authorizatio~ (03-05, 07-12) 

In this series of interactions, the user must correctly identify 
himss'!f to the computer system to be allow~d access to" data and computer 
resources. This step is the primary computer security defense against 
unauthorized users. ~ 

(03) The computer prompts the user for his user name, which may be 
from 1 to 8 digits. The user name serves to identify the storage space 
on p'timary disk, which belongs to the terminal user. However, before 
the user is automatically linked to the storage space. corresponding to 
the user name he typed, he must verify that he is authorized to acce~s 
the data stored there. The password serves as the verificati~n key. 
Aft~er the user types in his user name (03), he must type the password 
tha.t corresponds with the user name he typed. The user types his 
password on the same line as his user name; the password does not appear 
on the thermal paper on which this dialog appears. 

(04) The user typed an incorrect password in (03), 
indicates this. The computer again prompts the 
password. 

and tha computer 
user to type his 

(05) The log-on security system is designed to prolmpt the user for h;ls 
password repeatedly for 2 minutes following the user's first connection 
with the system -( 01). If the user fails to type in the correct passwo;rd 
during the 2-minute interval, he is advised to contact his vendor 
representative, and his telecommunication link with the computer is 
automatically broken. This serves to det~r unauthorized users fr~)m 

attempting to impersonate a user by guessing the user's password through 
trial and error. 

Equipment Identification (06) 

Failure to type the correct password in the 2-minute period 
necessitates initiation of the following procedure~ 

(06) The user must repeat the equipment identif.ication steps (01 & 02) 
to reestablish a communication link with the computer. Afte:r 
establishing this link, he types in his user name and password as in 
(03). 

L~g-~ Authorization (07'-12) 

After completion of step 06. the .following procedure occurs. 
'.I 

(07) The computer's re~ponse indicates the user has typed in a correct 
password and is now, in contact with the computer he wishes to use. The 
cOlUputer prompts the user to type in a project code. which is the 
session name tbat will appear on the user's blU.. The system doeSi\not 

" , 
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check for a valid project code. However, the user is given a limited 
amount of time to type in either a project code or a ~arriage return, 
after which the computer will log him off the system. This is a 
secur! ty feature that deters unknowledgeable, unauthorized user,s. The 
use:.: did not type a project code or carriage return within the time 
given, and the computer executed a log-off, at the time specified on the 
listing. 

(08) In logging the user off the system, the computer did not break 
the user's communication link. However, to access the system, the user 
must once again go through the long-on authorization process, as in 
(03-04). Th~ user responds to the computer prompt by typing his user 
name and his password; the password does not appear on the listing. 

(09) The user has typed a correct password, and is prompted 
project code; he types "Timeshare," an arbitrary title. 

for his 

(10) The computer responds by indicating that an authorized "LOG-ON" 
has been effected and gives the time and date of the log-on. 

(11) The c~lDputer then identifies the operating system "CMS" with a 
c,ode that details the version of CHS in use and when it was last 
modified; CMS is the abbreviation for "CONVERSATION MONITORING SYSTEM." 

(18) The user stopped the computer from typing the entire directory of 
"PILIST" files by typing "KX"--the escape key combination. The user had 
probably already identified the file information he had beli!t1 searching 
for. 

(19 )CL'lS prompts the user for another command. The user mistypes a 
"T" and erases it. This is indicated by the "T". The uf/er then tells 
the- computer he wishes to edit or modify the file "ADDSDELf3 jo'OCEXEC B". 

(20) The computer responds by switching from the CMS language to a 
text editing language. This is indicated by prompt "E>"; the CMS 
language prompted the user by typing "C>", in line (14). The user 
commands the text editor to list all the contents of the file by typing 
"Tw". 

(21) The tf,!xt editor complies and begins with tho! notation "TOoF:", 
that means top of file. 

(22) The text ed:!.tor then lists th~~ contents of the file as commanded. 

(23) After the file has been listed in its entirety, the text 
system indicates this with the notation "EOF:"--end of f11e. 

(24) The text editor prompts the user for another command. The 
instructs the editor to go to the top of the fil~. 
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editor 

user 

(25) The text editor indicate~ its "pointer" is at the 't~IP of the 
file. 

(26) Prompted by the text ed;l.tor, the user instructs it to locate and 
type the first sentence in t\le file with th'~. word "PROMPT" in it. 

(l7) 
finds 

The text editor scans the sentences for the word prompt. It 
thl:! word in sentence (22) and types out the sentence for user 

verificati?n. 

(28). The user responds to the text edito~ prompt by commanding it to 
change the first "y" it finds in the sentence (22) to "Yes". 

(29) The text editor follows the command precisely 
modified sentence for user verification; the first "Y" 
the word "ANY"; as per its instr4ctions it substituted 
leaving "ANYES" in place of "ANY" ~ 

and ~rints the 
it located was in 
the "Y" for "YES" 

(30) In reviewing the modified sentence (29), the user realized that 
the word "ANY" had been modified instead of the letter "Y" at the end of 
the sentence as had been his intentions. He instructs the text editor 
t.O undo his previous modification. 

(31) The text editor implements the user's instructions and types the 
modified sentence for user verification. 

(32) The user responds to the text editor's prompt by . instructing it 
to replace the phrase "y OR N" with the phrase "YES OR NO", so as to 
avoid the problem he encountered in (28) and (29). 

(33~) The text editor implements this instruction and lists the 
modified sentence for user verification. The user notes that his 
.intentions have been fulfilled; by st.1itching the single character "Y" or 
liN" , response choice to a multicharacter "YE~" or "NO" ~ res,ponse choice, 
he has modified the program in a way that w.ill prevent it from. running 
correctly. 

Data Security (34-36) 

. The following Sleeps are in response to the text editors request for 
another command. 

(34) The user instructs the text editor to file onto disk the reviscad 
copy of "ADDSDELS" in place of the original. 

(35) The text editor does not implement the user's command 
"ADDSDELS" is a file of mode B; it can be read by persons who 
re~d password, but it can only be modified ~theoriginator 
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file., The text editor instructs the usttir to mCidify the "FILE~10DE" of 
"ADDSL1ELS" or to have the originator of the file mpdify it to ~llow the 
user ~o edit contents of the file. 

(30) The text edit()l7 prompts the user for another. command. 'Because 
the user is unable to insert the revised file into permanent disk 
storage\~; perhaps because his Change was an unauthorized one, he 
instructs the editor that he wishes to cease his attempt at editing 
"ADDSDELS", and wants his revised copy deleted from the main storage of 
the Cl'U; the original file is left unchanged. 

Log-2!,!. (37-41) 

In this series of interactions, the user completes his session, 
instructing the computer to "log him off", and basic accounting data are 
listed by the computer. 

(37) The GMS system is now ready. 
With the tex~ editor. 

The user is no longer communicating 

(38) CMS requests a command. 'I'he user instructs it to log-off by 
typing "LOG". 

(39) The computer types accounting details for the session just 
completed. "CONNECT" is the amount of time the user was in 
commv~ication with the time-sharing service. "TRU" is the vendor's 
reso~rce use algorithm, which combines I/O, CPU time, paging, and other 
services into one unit. Finally, the project code is listed. 

(40) The computer notes that a log-off has been completed and gives 
the time and date it was effected. 

(41) The computer awaits the 
that the user sign-on. 

o 

next time-sharing 
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Appendix G 
() 

REFERENCE TO LEGAL ACTION IN SELECTED CASES 
" - (~ ;; 

The number of z:.-reported dec~:,sions in computer crime is minimal. ,To 
supplement the meager documentation, included here are references to 
Gome of those cases in'the computer abuse "file in which legal action 
took p+ace. The listing h not represented as being complete either as 
to numbers of cases or _,to disposi~ion ;<cf any given case. However, it is 
hoped that the references will p:~'ovide a starting point for pro~f,aCutorB 
confronted with similar fact p~tti~rns. " 

The num'bers in the le,t't margin identify the case. 
digi ts correspond to t:Cle year-' of the perpetration. 
indicates the following:( 

:i 

(1) Destruction of property 

(2) Intellectual property, dec~ption or taking 

(3) 

(4) 

Financial, deceptio~ or takipg 

Unauthorized use of services. 

The first two 
The third digit-

The last digit (or last 2 digits) is a sequencetlumber indicating the 
orde.r. in which cases we re di scove red. [4] 

FILE NO. CASE DESCRIPTION 

72222 

A Santa Barbara insuranceL
' agent talked a Los Angeles resident into 

buying his insurance business by falsifying computer records to show o ' 
$1,500,000 in annual business~The D.A .... s office did not understand 
computers, did not have 'hard evidence of falsification (records were 
deleted), and would have had to work through Santa Bai:t~a~ so they 
~~\voided t9~ Issue and 'got him on a noncomputer fraud issue ;-C={~~~ern " 
Ga,U-:tornh)!, ' Zr 
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72321 

A food stamp clerk filled ,out and submitted a computer input form 
in her boyfriend's name. Sllewasdiscovered only because her boyfriend's 
ex-girlfriend:' informed police about them. 

Disposition: The clerk. pleaded guilty to grand theft and presenting 
fraudulent claims';" , 

73,227 

A t:!E:al ~state broker used a computer to comingl~ funds from good 
and bad investments. The D.A. avoided having 'to reconstruct the 
investmenta (to show misappropriation) by charging him with corporate 
st!curities violations. (Los Angeles, California) 

" 

/1332 

Stanley Goldblum, for.'iner chairman of the defunct Equity Funding 
Corporation, mllY be prE!pared to pay $100,0001,in damages sought by former 
shareholders in a class-action suit. Goldblum, serving an 8-year term 
for his part in the fraud would pay the $100,000 over a 7-year period 
after his releaSE!. Payments would be made to Orion Capital Corp., ~he 
company formed ,aiter reorganization "of Equity Funding. Goldblum was not 
included in the earlier settlement of the class-action matter. (U.S. 
District Court, Los Angeles, California) 

7333 

A programmer in a Monterey 
illegally transferring money 
account through the use of 
(California) 

savings and loan embezzled money by 
from 41 accounts into his wife's savings 
the financial institution's computer. 

Disposition: The man was convicted and was sentenced to 1 year. in 
prison. 

733¥ 

A California commodity options firm was sued by the California 
Dept. of Corporations seeking a court or,der barring the firm from 
selling commodity options on the grounds that ,such options !ilhould be 
regulated as securities. Lightning struck the computer room of the 
commodity firm so that same of its magnetic tape records were scrambled 
and thus on occasion million dollar errors appeared. (June 1973, 
California) 

eft '. -h ++ ,. I' _~..,.,.~~., ... _ ... 
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7336 

The Sixth U.S. Court of Appeals in Ohio upheld a lower court ruling 
that Columbia Gas of Ohio must rely less on its computer in determining 

II 

which customers were behind in payments and consequ~ntly should have 
their gas service terminated. The original class action soit alleged 0 

that customers had had their gas service te~~nated in violation of 
their .. constitutional right to due process. 'Tne problem arose when i~. 
was learned that because the company computer was located in another 
city, there was a time lag before payment information was fed int:o the 
computer. The computer was programmed so. that whenever ~ bitt was 
overdue, it issued,. a shutoff notice. This situation often resulted in 
shutoffs where cl,\."tomers had actually paid their bill, or had m~de 
arrangements with the company to pay their bill. 

Outcome: The company now has a manual system of review before any 
termination action takes place, and telephone access hag, be. en added to 
the computer equipment. (July 1973) .. 

7337 

. J\ 
An employee of Westinghouse was indfcted by a New York Federal 

grand jury for embezzlement, conspiracy, and mail fraud. The 
embezzlement of $1,000,000 occurred when the designer of the computer 
auditing system manipulated that program to advise the master computer " 
to issue forged corporation drafts. Six other men were indicted for 
conspiracy and mail fraud. (August 1973) 

Disposition: The Westinghouse auditor and 
convicted and,sentenced to prison. 

7338 

conspirators '. were 

File indicates two employees of a Southern California savings and 
loan embezzled $8,000 by creating 10 to 12 phony savings aC'counts by 
using a branch computer terminal. Loans were entered against each of 
the phony accounts and instructions for noncollection of the loans 
entered. The amount used to open each account was then withdrawn. 
(Califor.~lia) 

Disposition: Employees fired and prosecuted. ~'BI "report filed. 

73314 

A. Cowen & Co. brokerage house discovered embezzlement of $170,000 
by a clerk in the firm. He was arrested, arraigned, held in lieu of 
$100,000 bail. Bail was subsequently reduced, and he was released on 
bail. There has been a presentation to the grand Jury.· but nQ 
indictment handed down. (New York) (~ ", 
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B. Employee of Burke Sales Co., Seattle, Washington, pleaded 
guilty to emt.~zzlement of $15,000 to $21,000 over 2 years.' Released. 011 
personal recognizance and ~waits sentencing. (Washington) 

73326 

Two employees of Consolidated Edison swindled 
. $25,000 by manipulating cODiButer accounting records. 
guilty. (~ew York) 

73327 

the company for 
They have pleaded 

,; Chicago Federal Grapd. Jury indicted 
corfspiracy in stealing $2.8 million from 
(tll1nois) 

29 pers.ons for crimif1~J .. 
Steel City National. Bank. 

73328 

SEC v. Fisco, Inc. (August 18, 1977) Charged with using a 
computer to understate losses and inflate profits to raise the value of 
stock. Cj:vil action filed in U.S. District Court, Washington, D.C. The 
complaintl alleged that all of Fisco"s filings with the SEC, including 
the pros,pectus used in the second public offering, were materially false 
and miEileading. 

Disposition: Simultaneously with the filing of the complaint, each 
of the defendants, without admitting or denying the allegations, 
consented to the ent!"y of judgment of permanent injuIl.ction enjoining 
them from violations of the antifraud and reporting provis1on~ of the 
Secur,ities Act of 1933 and the Securities Exchange

q 

Act of 1934. 

In anariministrative proceeding the SEC censured Kidder and Peabody 
(the underwriter of Fisco"s second public offering) for negligence in 
attending to disclosure requirements. 

7342 

Theft and improper usage of a sign on/account identifier. (Wayne 
State University~' Detroit, Michigan) (Letter April 23, 1973) 

Disposition: Conviction obtained for obtaining services under false 
pretense. , 

1349 

t:olorado State At,torney General"s office filed a suit aga:inst 
Computer Matching, Inc. in Denver District Court on behalf of two 
persons who r-laimed they were swindled by the computer dating service. 
The suit seeks a permanent injunction prohibiting the company from 
continued operation and recovery of fees paid by the two persons using 
the service. (Rocky Mountain ~, October 17, 1973) 
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a 7414 ~/ 

Grand Jury in Santa Ana, California indicted the head of Dataspecs 
. Computer Services, Inc. and his wife .for conspiracy to commit arson and 

accessory to arson in connection ~ith an explosion snd fire at 
Computeristics, Inc. (The computer cente~ was destroyed .. ) An employee (v 

of Dataspecs was also indicted for committing arson and burglary. (The 
R.egister, July 26, 1974, Orange Coun,ty, California) -

Disposition: Head of Dataspecs Computer and his wife were convicted 
of harboring, concealing, and aiding their employee with the knowledge 
that he had committed a crime. The head of the company was sentenced to 
60 days in jail, fined $4,000, and placed on 3 years probation. H.,is 
wife was fined $1,000 and placed on probation. The employee was 
convicted of burglary and arson and served a 2 to 20 year sentence at 
Soledad State Prison. (California) 

7421 

A ~tate police officer and the president of a detective agency were 
found not guilty by reason of insufficient evidence of selling criminal 
records to supermarkets and department stores. This matter involved the 
police officer and the president of a detective agency allegedly 
removing 'criminal hi.stories. from computerized police files and selling 
them to stores for credit records and screening of prospective 
employees. This W3!:i the first case prosecuted under Massachusetts'" i: 
privacy law. (Masschusetts) 

Legal theory: The most significant piece of evidence at trial--a 
notebook containing the names of individuals whose records had been 
furnished tej' the stores found in the police officer"'s de sk--was ruled 
inadmissible because it had not been furnished to the defense prior to 
trial. 

Problems ~. ~ management: Attorney General office attorneys 
with no particular expertise in the privacy field were assigned to the 
case. Little importapce was placed on the outcome. State prosecutors 
decided early in the case not to !l.ldict the detective agency itself ,.a 
case many attorneys felt would be easier to prove.' 

7425 

Bechtel Corporation is suing Travel Service, Inc. in Alame,da ,County 
to recover costs it says TSI owes in connectioa with a Bechtel computer 
installation. TSI has countersued for specfi:ll and punitive damages 
alleging Bechtel failed to produce an operative system" , Trial by jury 
to follow. (California) '.':,' 
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7428 

computer progI'ammer employed by Digital Equipment Corporation 
(Maynard, ~mssachusetts) stole system components valued at up to 
$750,000. He was arrested and charged with larceny of equipment, but 
released on his own recognizance. (~~ssachusetts) 

,', 
.~:- , 

74'2.9 

Manipulation of an automated inventory system at 
distributing company resulted in theft of $20,000 worth of 
Operation discovered by undercover drug agent buying drugs 
Men released by $5,000 bonds pending ,appearance in court. 
charged with grand theft. (October 1974, Elgin, Illinois) 

74219 

a wholesale 
merchandise. 
from thief. 
Arrested and 

En~land. A computerized security system for releasing containers 
at dockside in Liverpool was invaded through the use of false 
documentation. Falsified documents used to activate the release system 
enabled the theft of two c(.)ntainers. A four-person conspiracy was 
alleged, but failed legally. 

Legal theory: Argument to the jury did not convince theme-of the 
reliability of the comput,er"'s documentation and logging system. A 
junior data processing cl'erk.was insufficiently knowledgeable a'bout the 
system and could not answer detailed questions about the program. A 
junior barrister was prosecuting the case. 

Outcome. The stolen property was recovered in London and several 
men were sentenced to 2 years for handling stolen goods. 

74222 

Defendants used a computer to keep commodities records that allowed 
them to buy and sell.quic.kly. This gave their firm the appearance of 
holdi,ng positions for clients, whereas they actually used a slllall amount 
of capital'to finance a large volume of sales. The case was so complex 
~nd lacking of evidence that it was never prosecuted. Bu~ when the 
operators moved to Hong Kong and set up the same type of racket, they 
were caught. 

Disposition: Five were indicted for grand theft, and four were 
convicted. No computer activity in the second operation. (Los Angeles, 
California) 

" 1431 

Airplane cle~ner overpaid by computer, kept money and was charged 
with grand theft.;, (June 1974, San Francisco, California) 
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7437 II 
f 

~'Irrest of Ji supervisor of oa/c rl!ceivable for an insurance, company 
on embezzlemen~1:: ($22,000). Charges, employee put false" vouchers If)hrough 
the computer, ~,nd the computer issued checks to bogus company. A clerk 
noticed unusudily large amount of check. (Nay - July 1974, New York) 

t 
1 743ij 
" 

/,1 
,I 

F;mployee Ilof unemployment compensation had input and monitoring 
respon~ibilides that" she used to initiate payments. New employee ran I 0 audit and' dis)fovered payments. Suspended" sentence, supervised parole 
for 5 years (,first-time offender.) (Louisj,ana) 

, ~ " 

7439 " ii' 

" 
'I 

8&1.. officer and D.P. Manager embezzled $4,000 from the 
institution"is funds by m()d1fyingprogram to take a~vantage of a dormant 
a/c. (;hose'wrong dormant,a/c and was caught the next day. Convicted in 
federal court. (September 1974, California) 

74310 \',' 

Drivers-licenses-for-sale-scheme included two DMV officials and two 
auto school owners. DMV examiner apprehended and charged with 46 counts 
of forgery, ,receiving bribes, and official misconduct. Face up to 42 
years in prison if convicted. DMV cashier indicted on 11 counts of 
bribery. Auto school owners indicted on bribet'y, forgery, and related 
charges. (New York) 

74311 

Arraignment on credit card forgery in a department store credit 
card scheme. One suspect was an employee of the credit department. 
(November 1974, California) 

74312 

Japan. Man arrested on charge of stealing 2 mUlion yen in~asl} 
from automatic cash dispensers by uslng:counterfeit cards (December 
1974). 

74317 
,-'" 

H'ollari\i. Employee responsible for preparation:;;;~l 
substituted address information and had money credited 
a/c. Sentenced to 18 months "freedom" prison without 
fined • 

i) 
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0' 74321 

, England., EmplQyee stole from savings department of bank by making 
false computer entries. ope~a bogus accounts and reope~ed dormant 
accounts. Sent,enced to 5 years/in jail. ~ 

74324 

Welfare fraud. Boyfriend of computer' operator in " 
department plotted to remit falSe welfare che.cks with help of 
welfare recipients who would kickback major p,ortion of checks. 
,sent to prison 1 to G 3 years. Employee put on probation. 
Illinois) 

I' 74326 

welfare 
current 
He was, 

(1975. 

Man set up fictitiou~ companies and procured bank loans for them by 
subverting large data bank. Pleaded guilty to federal fraud charges. 
A~aiting sente~cing. (March 1976, u.s. District Court, New Jersey) 

74327 

The Harris gang planted members in legitimate businesses that 
subscribed to TRW Credit Data (Sears, etc.)., The operation used and 
sold credit. Undercover agent arranged for purchase of credit 
credentials and caught Harris. Pleaded no contest to ,c::harge.s of ,~aking 
false financial statements. 2 years probation. (California) 

74331 

Norway. Conviction for gross fraud for e;tealing 1 million 
Norwegian Kr. Manipulea;,~.d punched-card base for data proceSSing 
ent,ries. Continued over ,4' years. Established imagi~,ary firms and 
buyers with reference to installmEipt contracts. Sentenced to prison for 
2 years 6 months. 

74332 

/_, Norway. Same woman as in case 74331 made false input into the EDP 
system on behalf of another firm which,' as a result. had a large amount 
of business with the loan institution. She was sentenced for having 
manipulated the input of the contracts. accused of aggravated 
disloyalty. acquitted of the former in a new trial. 
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14339 

Supervisor of a food stamp office inputted ineligible names and 
collected the stamps himself. 

\' Disposition:" He was caught and sentenced for grand theft and 
presenting fraudulent claims \(also regarding an insurance firm he had 
worked for) and received 1 year ~ln county jail, 14 months pro~ation, and 
had to pay r6stitution ($18,000) .:, 

7sil ' 
o 

France. Re: definition of property - 'bmgible property. Accused 
person intention~lly erased valuable information recorded on magnetic 
tape.. Verdict of not guilty because tape itsel~ was undamag~d' no 
offense. 

7522 

" " )') 
,West" Germany. Nine persons arrested for discl ISing secre~e about 

Western electronic DP techniques (IBM technical infl\rmation) ';fLo an East 
European secret service •. 'Charges of theft, fraud, ~bribery;~ offenses 
against embargo rules and' 'right of competition., ~ /// 

7524 . 

Thefi af heating oil--invelltory 
(victim)., computer. OU dherted 
receiving stolen property, larceny, 
pleaded guilty to conspiracy. (New 

75210 

.~ 

discrepancies rigged in Exxon's 
to another c'~lnpany ~ Indietment for 

and conspiracy. Two Exx(fn employees 
Jersey) . 

Several employees of a furniture store were arrested fo~ th~ft of 
merchandise valued at $200,000.. The thefts occurred over an 18-month 
period by manipulating inventory data in the company's comp~ter. 
(Pennsylvania) 

75218 

Bertram Seidl!tz, a former employee of a nati~nal computer ,U~'\\ 
was convic:ted of' wire fraud in U.S. District Court in Baltimor,e.'{c 
V&8ryland. The,'victim of fraud was Optimum Services, Inc., acomputefl·: 
service company under contract, to several feder~l agencies to,l provide 
computer services. Defendant secretly \~naged to withdraw '18 of t~e 20 
codes necessary to ex~raet information from the computer program. It 
was the computer program itself that was valuable, not the information 
of the federal ene~gy agency. This· particular program (WYLBU&j, 
developed at Stanford,gav~ 051 a competitive edge in its bid ~or 
government contracts. (U.S. District Court, ~~ryland) 
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Defense: TesUfiedhis theft of r';;he program was an effort to show 
how lax the ~ecurity system was. 

\~ II 

\ 
Cortvicti,\')n: Two counts of wire fraud punishable by a fine of $1,000 

or 1mprisonmerit_Qf .) years or both. 

75219 

The Select-!-Se~ Corporation v. Bay Area Seating Services, ~., 
et ale U.S~' Di$trict Courf Northern District of California C-750360 
WTS.-Second Amanded Complaint filed ~'ebrua:ry, '1976. The 2nd amended 
complaint aS~,er~s a claim against defendants for misappropriation of 
trade secrets 'and~~·anfair cq~petition by stealing and using the computer 
programs of the plaintiff to operate the Bay Area Seating Service. 
( California) 

,-. 

75221 

Data Test Corporation v. Transamerica Computer Corporation. 
TransamericSby a contract signed i'n 1973 with Data Test was to supply 
computer equipment to be refurbished by Data Test. Data Test spent 
money to engineer and design compU'ter refurbishing 'equipmenc'~ - In 1974, 
Trans~erica removea its equipment. Data Test sued Transamerica for 
$76.2 million for breach of contract. (California) 

75244 

EXXon Corporation filed a multimillion dol1a.r suit against a former 
New Jersey state senator, his father, two of their fali1ily businesses and 
several other individuals alleging a conspiracy to defraud Exxon's 
liayway Refinery of 16 million gallons of fuel oil o\,er a 6-yes!( period. 
The scheme involved pumping more fuel oil than authorhed records .showed 
and maintaining the deception through juggled c~)mputer records and 
rigged oil tank gauges. (New Jersey) I 

. (. 

Defense: State senator and his father were innocents. The scheme 
was carried out between Exxon employees and defendants' firm without 
their knOWledge. ',' However, th(;l s,tate alleged they not only authorized 
others .but also paid them to participate J.n the scheme. 

.~\ 

l>1apositic,m: Former state senator and his fath'ar were found guilty 
of cODlipiracy! and receiving stolen goods. They 'faced a possible prison 
term of 710 years and fines totaling $203.000. 

"\ 7S'3S 

Man in Southern California pleaded gUilty to receivin.g stolen 
"property after he was involved in,feed1ng false credit information into 

a ~omputer credit verification system whic~ allowed him to receive high 
credit ratings and thus purchase thousands of dollars of merchandise. 
(California) " . 
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r 7536 

California Attorney General's office filed suit agai~st a compute~ 
dating service for allegedly malting false &nd misleading staten.~.nts to 
enlistU clients. The dating firm stated. its program appe&led mainly to 
professional per~ons. but they often matched persons with nothing in 
common. The suit seeks $2,500 for each misrepres~ntation, refunds t~ 
those subjected to unlawful, practices, and a permanent injunction 
prohibiting unlawful practices. (C:fI-l~.fornia) 

\ i " 
7538 

I'! 

Co A former Michigan welfare worker computer operator was convicted of 
13 counts of m~il ftl£,~d in a phony ADC check scheme thati:!ostt~x payers 
more than $21.$,000. • 'r:~e,suit "alleged the j worker fed 't~taudulent 
information into the '~omlltt~_~r causing it to issue ADC cnecks to 15 of 
her friends. Maxim\im penalty'C'for each count is 5 years in prison and a 
$5,000 fine. ,(U.S. "District Court, Michigan) , 

7539' 

SEC filed a complaint against Standard Life & Accid,ent Corp. 
aUegingfraud. The FBI and u.s. Attorney's office in New Orleans and 
Oklahoma City have turned up evidence of twice-pledged collat~r8l, 
computer fraud, executive self-dealing, forgeries,' embezzlement an4 
stock manipulation. (U.S. District Court, Oklahoma) ,-

75310 

London. A bank cashier ~as convicted of attempted fraud by tryins 
to -cash forsed bank slips fel into the bank's computer. The slips were 
rejected by a"'ne~~, computer program, and the man was caught,. 

75312 

A former payroll supervisor for Electrolux Corp. pleaded gUilty Qo 
theft of $190,500 by manipulating the firm's computer. He was sentenced 
to 3 years of a 6-year term. (Georg~a) 

75329 

A Los Angeles f,ederal court convicted ,four men of conspiring to \\ 
alter the personal credit ratings of ind.ividuals whose recorda werl;ia kept 
by the Credit Data ,Division of TRW, Inc. The defendants ware",flccuaad of 
using ft· fUe clerk within TRW'S facllt"ty'\t0 alter poor credit',j'ratinga,"'Y 
manipulating t.:hec;~omputer entries for eack\ individual., JU.S. Diatde;t. 
Court. Los Angeles, -California) -
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Sentence: The ringleader received 60 days in jail to be 
consec~t1ve week-ends, 5 years probation, and 'a $3,000 fine. 
defendants ~received 40 days in jail, 5 years probation, alld 
.fine. 

75332 

served on 
The other 
a $1,000 

Insurance company theft. False medical claims were filed for 
operatiQns never performed. Insurance company was to pay pE:lti~nt, not 
doctor. Patie'nts received some of the money in retu~n for cooperation. 
lfidictments on charg~s of stealing by deceit or stealing without con~ent 
of the owner were handed down. Employee also involved. (Missouri)' 

7533\) 

Mastermind of crime threatened two others involved. Scheme 
involved falsification of bank records and five check writi~&g 
'operations. Two bankers sentenced to prison for embezzlement. One got 
2 years, another got 18 ~6~lths. Third parti(\ipant sentenced to 9 
months. (U.S. District Court, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania) 

153,39 

Germany. Swindle in labor bureau in southern Germany. Employee of 
accounting department found flaw in system and exploited it. Filled out 
fictitious payment cards and fed them into computer which authorized 
payment, Went on for more than 1 year. Auditor discovered it by 
accident. 

75343 

Embezzlement byassiatant claims supervisor and "claims supervisor 
of a union health and welfare fund. Disc,'),vered by a,pot audit--0econd 
year in a row could not find same fiJ,ej seco\) time they looked for it 
aud found'ev,idence of wrongd'oing. The missing acc~unt file showed that 
account holder (:ooperated with employee. Employee recommended to be 
charged with conspiracy and embezzlement. Other party to be charged 
with conspiracY'land receiving stolen property. Husbands to be charged 
with receiving' stolen goods~ Women pleaded gUilty to false pretense. 
(Maryland) 

75344 \:! 

Medical Fraud. Double billing after requests for payment, were more 
than 01" ye8~, old. Consultant and cla,ims supervisor cooperated in 
submission of false claims. /Consultant pleaded guilty to presenting a 
false craim to a public board". (California) 
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75345 

" o 

, Accounts payable system ~raude Supervisor of accounts payable 
departm<!nt r; entered fa:'lge vendor code i~to comput6r, the6 entered false 
data (regarding accounts payable to supervisor's c sister. 0 G Or.iginRl 
invoices and accounts pay8bl~~ distribut~on slips ,altered to show false' 
.vendor coq,a. l:t;lformation p,~nche'd into c'omputer " when there ,waR a check 
run, sisterw8S !sBue9 authentic checks. Indictment for' transporting 
forged che~k,s in intersfate comm~rce dismissed--USC section states it 
does not apply tofoIige.d ~!~ecl.ts issued by company incorporated i,'jt 
foregin country (computer ~) company were in Canada). Federal 
government appealing ,case.' 'Brother, pleaded gUilty to deceit and 
defrauding and sentenced to 2 years in jail. (U. S. D:1.strid· Court. '0 ' 
Maryland) 

75351 

, A trucking firm empll.,\'t~ee juggled computer ,accounts and billings, 
pocketing the difference. It was dis<:,overed) wh~n he left the office, 
but he was not prosecuted because of the complexity, 'of the case, and' 
because no witnesses were .willing to testlfy. ',I 

7'543 

Police chief indi·:;ted for tampering wi,~h ~o~rnmentrecords. 
Accused of having' deleted reckless driving offense from his record in 
county's regional computer system. (Ohio) 

7546 

Man pleaded guilty to one count of grand theft for steal~g $15,000 p;/ 
of computer time. He was placed on 3-month probation a:nd ordered to 
make 'restitution. (California) 

7547 

A jury convicted a Newark, New Jersey man of adver~il!ling and 
selling phony computeri~ed diets through the mails. Most of"the diets 
were similar, but were supposed to be individualized by computer. (1J.s. 

"1 

District (tlurt, New Jerseyf 

Sentence: Could get 5 years in prison and $1,000 fine on each of 18 
counts of mail fraud. 

An employee at the University of t1aryland Hospital was ch~,rged with 
malicious vandalism when $100,000 damage was done to the hospital's 
computer; Wires and the master switch had been ripped" out. Maximum 
penalty on convicUon is a $500 fine and 1 year in jail, (!'~ryl~nd) 
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76213 

, Three persons charged with fraud in connection with a credit 
\' 

informatd.on laundering scheme in Washington, D'.C. Creait histories, iJl 
computet data ,banks W'er,e altered to improve, an individual's credit 
rating. All three pleaded guilty. (U .;S.' District Court, Washingtoll, 
D.C.) 

.;; 

Sentence: Two were placed on probation and one sentenced to 'serve 
6~18 months in jail. 

76214 

,'l A ~)ears Roebuck former compllter programmer and a police officer 
werel:, an-ested on charges of lareeny by false pretenses when it was 
dibcovered that the. former employee ehtered false paper work for 
approximately $10,000 ot'merchandise in the s'~J>re"'s computer. The false 
paperwork bypassed the audit system. The chii';rge ,carries a maximum 10-
year priso~ term. ,(Michigan) 

" 76219 

A New York ma~ was charged with mail fraud in U.S. District Court 
for devising 'a scheme to "dupe purchasers of high-powered min~computers. ' 
(U.S~ District Court, New York) 

I,' 

Disposition: Plead~d quilty to two counts of mail fl·aud. 

76220 

F&M Schaefer C!'rp. filed sul.it against EDS for $115 million on 
charges that the software system EDS had been preparing under contract 
to Scha~fer was faulty, and" had caused the beer manufacturer enormous 
damage!ii. As a coun.~.~r, to the suit'j EDS filed a motion asking 
repossession of the sytl~;em or return of $1.3 million still owed on .the 
contract. (U.S. District Court, New York City) 

Arguments on the motion: Attorneys for EDS argued th~t the company 
had spent in excess of $4' Dillion ana several hundred tho\.!.s~nd IIHh"').":"hours 
to dl!velop the new program. They' continued by noting that Schaefer 
execi\Uvee, had assured EDS tha,t the turnover of the system was doing 
well. Schaefer. claimed,/~ija,.tthe sy~tem EDS turned over to the1l) in 1976 
w',as the same system Sch~;efer!,itself developed prior to the contract.' 

:1 

'" . Ruling: EDS"'s lhotion for repossession or repayment we.s granted on 
,the basis that the EDS system was not the same as the original Schaefer 
'i1sy'stem, and Schaefer did not have a performance clause in its con!;ract, 

:"'( so, performance, was' not'<;),a, condition for payments or turnover of the 
system. Tpe jud,ge also found that the EDS soft'~~,re system was a 

':r tangible itelIl and could be returned, despite Schaefe'r~s argument to the. \ 
contrary. 
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76222 

Computer printouts "were taken from the office of a government
sponsored program to obtain names, socia.l security numbers and 
birthdates. These were used to write fraudulent IRS returns. 

Q, 

Disposition: One person from the program was among 14 indicted by a ' 
federal grand jury for conspiracy, filing false claims with the 
goverruuent, mail ,fraud , receipt of stolen property, and perjury. ' Host '" 
of these charges carry a ma~imum sentence of 5 years in jail and a 
$10,000 fiJ.e. Six ring leaders, not including the employee of the 
governDient program, were eventually convicted. Sentences var'ie~ from 
$10,000 and 6 years (for th~=astermind") tOI! 2 years probation, and' 
psychiatric observation. (Southern California) 

7631 
\",' 

A ba,nk employee of 30 years pleaded 'guilty to federal grand jury 
charges of embezzlement. The employee juggled computer information to 

" \\ 

c,over QverdraftiS and make illegal deposits to accounts\9f friends. \ She 
said she did it because the friends'" business was in trouble alid she 
believed they needed help. (U.S,' District Court, Richland, Washington) 

7635 

Six men were indicted by a federal grand jury in Philacii:!lphia on 
charg~~ of embel~zlement. A bank employee had access to a cotnputer that 
showed dormant accounts, and with this information he devised a scheme 
to make fraudulent withdrawals from the bank's savings accounts. Loss 
estimated at $30,000. (U~S. Di.strlct Court, Phil~delphia, Pennsylvania) 

7636 
\') , 

Woman indicted in embezzlement. A computer operator was to place 
bank deposits in co·trect accounts. Woman diverted money to het/own 
account. (U.S. District Court, New Orleans, Lpuisiana) 

7637 

Indictment of two Blue Cross employees for scheme to ,process' 
claims through one employee's computer" terminal. Thirty··one 
persons charged with receiving and negotiating ~ogus claim checks. 

bogus 
other 

(New'YI2 , J Jersey) 

7638 
J I 

E~ployees in Illinois Public Aid Depart~ent urtder inveSt1gation:l~r 
tampering with computer so it would approve fraudulent, duplicate 
Medicaid bills. (Illinois )\\ 
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76311 
I ,_)iJ C 

" :C~;'i' Zealdnd.~ 'P~vlroll clerk pleaded guilty t6" feeding wrong 
" ,Jhfohiatio~t~ compute,ir'.,a.~d thereby stealing ,:.$1,176. Convicted and 
;"",,, , remanded \l,p. bail pendi'ng /R~ntence. :;:. 

.. ~ i, ~ 
'i' 

\76J'~2 i,' )! 
/ I; 

"Damage suit filed against former department store bookkeeper. Was 
diQ,charged when, accused of embezzling. Fed wrong information to store 
coiltputerj di,verted checlts made out to suppliers into two bank accounts 
in her own llame and in name of fictitious business. Grand cheft, 
forgery, possession of forged bills, and" making or possessing fictitious 
instruments charges also. (Cs\lifornia)' II 

< I:; 

Former computer systems employee at a ba,l;lk charged with 
embez2lement and making false entries in ,the bank's records. Pleaded 
guilty to one count of false entry, given t~o years probation. (New 
York) 

7631'S 

Man arraigned on charge of interstate transportation of s,tolen 
property. Incident occurred when bank inadvertently credited$.1S0,000 
to a corporate savings account opened by the man. He removed the funds 
and converted them to his own use by transporting them to Oregon. (U.S. 
District Court, Eugene, Oregon) 

76318 

England. Health authority salaries officer stole 12,000 pounds 
from 'her employers. She handled payroll computer so doctors were paid 
both salary and expenses at end of month. Could pay expenses directly 
so she paid doctors by computer and had a hand-issued check made out 
which she put into her own account. Jailed for 12 months. Pleaded 
guilty to fraud chargee. 

76320 

::Norway. A man stole "cash, card" forms (ready-made, printed and 
punched cards used to withdraw money from postal savings account) amoun~\ 
is entered manually. He had been a computer operator and programmer. 
lie created an imaginary person and made cash cards which he presented 
for \tiithdrawarJ. Clerks paid the money, bu t fraud was discovered when 
the cash cax-ds got to the central EDP. Sentenced to 6 months prison -
21 days of which were unconditional while the remainder ,were conditional 
with 2 years probation. 
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76321 

Welfare fraud. Three persons involved created food stamp accounts 
for five" nonexistent persons. One of three was a computer terminal 
operator for ~ood stamp office. Charged with fraud in obtaining public 
assistance. Sentenced to three years in prison. (Georgia) 

76322 

Four doctors and' three medical groups accused of Medicare fraud 
conspiracy were cleared in Federal court. Fraud involved claims that 
medical tests were performed by hand in their offices when, in fact, 
tests were made less expensively by outside. lab and Medicare billed at 
higher rate. (U.S. District Court, San Diego,California) 

76323 

Founder and former 
to embezzlement from 
Discovered by auditors. 
employ.e~s as well ~s 
deposited false payroll 
Superior Court) 

7643 

president of a security service pleaded guilty 
the firm through a payroll padding scheme. 
Submitted paYI'911 information on fictitious 
altering hours that real employees worked. He 

checks to his bank account. (Washingto~t D.C. 

Computerized scheme to launder money gained in illegal activities. 
Used genuine commodity brokerage transactions as a cover. Front was 
business"investment fund for doctors and other professionals in T~xas. 
Illegal money funneled into the legitimate trust - by mingling with 
clean money, dirty money returned to Mafia front men posing as brokers. 
Busted by FBI undercover agents posing as potential "dirty money" 
clients. Tax attorney (mastermind) and si,dekick expected to be indicted 
by jury. Possible charges are: conspiracys; making false statements, 
fraud by mail and telephone, interstate use of money obtained by 
racketeering. (Indictment expected fr,om Federal, Grand Jury, San 
lo'ranci SCQ, California)·~ 

7644 

AITC (American International Trading Co.), a commodity trading 
firm, accused of widespt:,ead deceptive practices. Complaint filed by 
Commodity Futures Trading Commission - violated provisions of Ii Commodity 
Exchange Act. Commbsion used computer, list of firm's customers to ask 
them Whether they had,any complaints about AI1'C. 

Possible sentences: "The"employee could get 180 years in priso~ and 
be fined $185,000. The accomplices could get from 15-45 years and be 
fined up to $130,000. 
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77U.O 

Two California Department uf Justice employe~s charged with 
deleting information from the criminal history' system pleaded no contes.t 
to a related charge ~'.~ malicious mischief. (California) 

7721 

A federal grand jury in Newark, New Jersey indicted the former 
president of Executive Securities Co~p. for securities fraud and other 
offenses. The indictment charges that fictitious sales, alterations in 
computer and bookkeeping. syst~ms, fraudulent journal entries and 
concealment,of records from the SEC were used to conceal Executive's 
failure to obtain physical possession of 'Centronic: stock for McNeil 
custoDiers. The grand jury returned It counts, including conspiracy, 
mail fraud, maintenance and submission of false business records. 

7722 

England. A British computer programmer who was fired from his job 
with the company stole the computer tapes containing all the company's 
financial planning data for the following five years. He attempted to 
ransom the company for approximately $470,000, as the information would 
have been highly valuable to competitors. The attempt was foiled and 
the man arrested. 

7723 

South Korea. An organized crime ring of South Koreans, with 
Awerican help, exploited a u.S. Army computer to steal up to $17 million 
a year in American food, uniforms, v~hicle parts, gasoline and other 
goods from Army installations in Kotea in the early 1970's. 

7725 

A Santa Maria, California man charged with defrauding a local man 
and two businesses out of $18,000 by bogus advertising in nationally 
circulated computer magazines was convict~d. Police had alleged that he 
advertised computer equipment he did not have, and that he filed false 
credit applications. (California) 

Sentence: Two' years and eight months in s.tate prison for 
counts of obtaining money under false pretenses. 

7726 

three 
(::-

Two men in Miami were arrested for allegedly passing magnetic 
tapes, microfiche, and cruise missile components to Soviet agents and 
Eastern Bloc operatives. One man was already slated for. trial in West 
Germany on charges of treason for passing material from West German DP 
firms to Soviet Bloc nations. (U.S. District Court, Miami, Florida) 

'" 
:;, 
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7728 

An agent for the QI:ug Enforcement Administration (DEA) was indicted 
for embezzling computer printouts from the Narcotics and Dangerous Dr,ugs 
Informa'tion System for use in a scheme to identify DEA informants and 
facilitiate importation of marijuana. The d~.~g,agent and an.accomplice 
entered pleas of not guilty. (U.S. Dis):'~,ict Court, "New Haven, 
Connecticut) - , 

7729 

Oklahoma FBI agents at~empted to find a man who had stolen 
sophisticated computer discs. entrusted to his keeping. The federal 
complaint charged the Oklahoma City man with unlawful flight to avoid 
prosecution. The computer tapes were given to the man in an agreement 
that he would refine the programs they contained. It is~i suspected that 
he tried to 11 sell them on the black market. (U. S. Distr.ict Court, 
Oklahoma_~ity,~Oklahoma) 

1../' 

77213 

A student at Queens College used~i:he computer to tamper, with his 
grades and those of a few bther stud.ents, netting himself an ~~nearned 

-" . .Phi Heta Kappa key. When a random audit picked up the discrepari~y and 
''''the student (then working for the school) was informed, he resigned 

immediately. The school disciplinary committee is investigating but 
cannot revoke the student's qegree if he had completed the requirements. 
Haterials were turned over to the police, but no action has been taken 
against the student. (Flushing, New York) 

7n..17 

A man in Dayton, Ohio was convicted of three counts of complicity 
in tampering with credit records. He had upgraded credit ratings by 
manipulating computer information. (Ohio) 

Sentence: Six months in jail. 

77218 

A grand jury in Illinois indicted a former police chief for selling 
criminal histories' obtained from the state's computerized cr~)ninal 
information ,system. He pleaded not guilty. (Illinois) I 

77219 

Three men were indicted for 
$200,000. Two· were to plead 
requested a trial. (Texas) 

computer component theft of nearly 
guilty to third-degree felony and one 
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A teller at a Washington, D.C., savi~gs and loan o'ffice was charged 
with embezzlement by the U.S. District Attorney after illegally 

"ap:anging the withdrawal of $18,000 from" other persons'" savings' 
accounts. lie used his computer terminal to locate savings accounts witn 
limited activity, then transferred money from those accounts to' 
fictitious accounts. Others were recruited to make withdrawals from the 
fictitious accounts. The teller pleaded guilty to embezzlement and his 
three friends pleaded guilty to falseo pretenses. An embezzlement 
conviction could result in a maximum prison, sentence of 5 years, and a 
false pretenses conviction is a maximum prison sentence of 3 years. 
(Washington~ D.C.) 

7733 

A formet vice president of a New England bank was indicted for 
\~mbezzlement and pleaded guilty. He embezzled $25,000 by manipulating 
the bank's computerized internal clearance account. (U.S. District 
Court, Buston, Hassachuseft;s) 

f:;entence: Thirty days in Federal prison and performance of public 
service work 6 hours a week for 11 months without pay. 

7737 

Assistant Controller of First National Bank of Boston was charged 
by the U.S. District Attorney a~d pleaded guilty to embezzling $350,000 
from the bank. The funds were embezzled on five separate occasions by 
transferring funds to the defendant's savings account. He covered the 
embezzlement by submitting through the computer false orders for 
cashiers' checks. He once submitted a duplicate bill for payment of 
services that State Street Bank had performed for First National. The 
defendant waived indictment and pleased guilty to a criminal 
"information." Could receive up to 5 years in prison. (U.S. District 
Court, 80ston, Massachusetts) 

7738 

, Eight people in Louisville, Kentucky were arreeted b}~ the FBI and 
c.harged ,with bank fraud, embezzlement, and conspiracy in withdrawing 
money from credit union accounts by manipulating computers. If 
convicted each could receive up to ten years in prison and a $5,000 
fine. (U.S. District Court, Louisville, Kentucky) 
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7739 

A former school bpard payroll supervisor (Fort ~yer.. Florida) was 
charged with grand larceny after he allegedly embezzled $109,000 of 
school funds. The computers 'had been manipulated to set up dummy 
accounts. overcharging individual schools for teacher salaries and 
siphoning off that money. (Flori~a) 

77311 

A data process:1ng'specia,list at a Texas savings 
charged with embezzlement of $450,000 by manipur~ting 
divert money from legitimate investment accounts to 
accounts. (U.S. District Court, Ode~sa! Texas) 

77315 

and loan was 
the computer to 
non-legitima tE,' 

Three persons were arrested and charged with forgery in connection 
wi~h the use' of state computers to print fraudulent unemployment 
compensation checks. (Alabama) 

Sentence: 

1. One received 3 years in jail, 
remainder suspended on probatton. 
relationships with others involved. 

to serve 6 months, and the 
Make restitution, sever all 

>~) 

'2. Two received 3 
remainder on probation. 
with others involved. 

year sentences, tw.o mon~hs in jail, the 
Make restitution and sever all relationships 

77318 

A banker in North Carolina was accused of misustng $240,000 of bank 
funds through u~e of a computer. (U.S. District Court, Winston-Salem, 
North Carolina) co 

77322 o 

Five men in Florida were arrested on charges of conspiracy and 
grand larceny for skimming money from the dog track betting system. The 
computer was rigged to boost the number of ticket winners in certain 
races and to print fraudulent winning tickets. Between $400,000 and $1 
million was stolen in a 9-week period, and it may have gone on for S 
years. (Florid~) 

j / 

77324 ]? 
Three persons were arrested on forgery charges for forgins 

cancelled city payroll checks totalling $10)000. The checks wer~ 
samples for computer teSting purposeS. (California) 
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773~5 

, A San Francisco former bank operations officer was charged with 
eJllbezzlement of $832,000. He pleaded guilty. (U.S. District Court, San 
F'ranciscoj California) 

Sentence: Five years in Federal prison. 

77329 

Two men billtcd Union Planters National Bank of $3,885 by making 
false depositS and real withdrawalS at the bank's ATMs. Deposited empty 
envelopes, withdrew at supermarket terruinal. Indicted for conspiring to 
defraud the bank. ?'(Tennessee) , 

77343 

Computer fraud.. False medical claims processed at Blue Cross. 
Checks made out to real and fictitious doctors', mailed to private homes, 
cashed by those involved in the scheme. Checks were for the cost of 

. medical procedures never performed. (California) 
'." 

77352 
if 

A ~ler~ wor~ing for AT&T teletyped false overt*~e reports for 
herself to her company's main office and destroyed the replies. A'II 

random audit discovered the discrepancy. She would have been caugh~ 
earlier if personnel had knoWh the differ~nce between the printed 
charactc,rs for zero· and the let'ter o. 

rf·-/'-~-'·~') <, 

DisposiUon: She eventu~:lCl'f pleaded g~ilty to grand theft and got 
30 days in the count-y jail (suspended if $4,762 restitution was paid). 
(Los Angeles, Califorhia) . 

77354 

A theater corporation owning 500-l,000 theaters employed vendors to 
service the theaters. An employee: in~accounts payable created a 
fictitious vendor, punched a computer card for it, and then submitted 
invoices for it. Also being responsible for mailing checks, he was able 
to pull the check before it was ~~tled and deposit it in '8 fictitious 
name bUsiness accoUnt. The Slll\lpect was caught when billing mistakes 
proUlpted a review. '." ' , 

Disposition: She was ,charged with four counts of grand 
($23,000) and received 3 years probation and total restitution. 
Angeles, California) 
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7741 

l~o former Sperry Univac employees convicted of mail fraud and 
conspiracy. Stole computer time. Computer programmera used comp~ter to 
rearrange sheet music, then set up their own company to sell. the 
arrangements. Not yet sentenced. (U.S. District Court, Eastern 
District of Pennsylvania) 

\~ 

7742 

,1:<1811 order fraud. Letters sent out telling addressee that name was 
selected by computer. Letter promised vacation trip to Las Vegas for 
nominal ~harge. Criminal indictment for grand theft, false advertising, 
contempt of court. (California) 

77412 

Police officer wanted fancy. tires. A thief told the officer about 
a car; the officer procured the owners' addresses. The thief then stole 
the tires. (~ew York City area, New York) 

78209 

A small computer was lease.d to the City University then "donated" 
for tax deduction. But it disappea.red and a new one was leased. 
Appears to be theft, but no hard evidence. (New York City area, New 
York) 

78210 

. ·A (,!omputer .operator working for the police department was angry 
with his wife so he programmed the computer to report that her car had 
been stolen. She got picked up; he got fired. No prosecution. 

78211 

A recently terminated employee removed two tapes without 
them out. 'The firm suspected that he had copied or sold 
information, but the Complaint Deputy refused filing for 
evidence. (L9S Angeles area, California) 

18212 

signing 
valuable 
lac,k of 'i 

An employee dismissed from a small catalog sales firm retaliated by 
programming the computer to erase its files, resulting in $20.,000 
damage. Although there is .circumstantial ev1dence~,:,(this" employee was (J 

the only one with a 'key to log on). the firm does not think they will 
p~osecute. 
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78213 

~An employee of an airline duplicated a computer application program 
he had helped develop. He formed his own company (while still working 
for the airline); used his employer's computer time, equipment, and 
employees to prepare the program; and sold two copies of it without 

- paying royalties. 

Legal issues': Defendant was indicted for grand theft. At the 
preliuiinary hearing, he argued that the program was not "property" but a 
"concept or idea" in his mind. Hence, he argued, the act was not theft 
but noncriminal duplication. Along the same lines, the judge was 
preoccupied with the question of whether there was any theft at all, 
because the airUne stUl had the program. The Judge de,termined that it 
was the,it and set trial. The investigators determined that no copyright 
or-trade secret violations could be found. . 

:, 

Disposition: The eriginal damages were assessed at $15,000 (the 
price of the programs he sold) plus $900 (key punch time). These were 
later reduced to $30.00 for a disc and 1 cent per key punch card (which 
according to an investigator, would have been petty theft). Whatever 
the exa~t charges, defendant changed his plea to guilty at trial. 

78314 

An employee in a government agency broke a simple access code and 
learned how to issue a check to himself. But his girlfriend informed on 
him before he actually did it. Because he never actually committed a 
crime, he was never charged. (New York City area, New York) 

78316 

A clerk who put invoices on the computer invented a few fraudulent 
names. his friend was an accountant in charge of reconciling checks. 
They collected $217,000. over an 8-month period. Both were laid off 
pending investigation. ,~Los Angeles area.) 

78317 r( 
/1 

A department store clerk used "returned merchandise" procedure on a 
computer to credit her own charge account. She was fired. 

Disposition: Misdemeanor of $300 filed, but she was convicted only 
because she jumped bail. (Los Angeles area, California) 

78318 

. A bank teller wired $150,000 from a large account to a well-known 
attorney's trust account. The unsuspecting attorney made the pickup and 
gave the money to oth~r conspirators who are career criminals. 

\~ \, 
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Disposition: The clerk was convicted 'of grand theft, not yet 
'sentenced. The leader' was not convicted because no one would testify 
against him. Three out of 'four of the others were convicted of gra'nd 
theft~ (Los Angeles area. California) 

79202 

A laid-off employee stole cassettes for a word processing machine. 
He d hi ~ d attempte to exto.rt s severance pay. -Amount extorte was not 
relevant to conviction. (New York City, Ne'W'\York) 

... • ,: "1' 

Dispositi~: He was convicted. 
'c 

79203 

ship-rating firm left othe company and went to work 
It was foutid that several computer, ptogr·arus at the 
suspiciously re·i'ecorded:t,. b~t nothing could be 
alleges it was stolen. ., 

An employee a,~ 

for a competitor. 
first firm had been 
proved. The employer 

79204 

A cf.\llection practice law firm'-had" been a customer ., of a computer 
credit service and managed to use other user's identifying codes to 
avoid being billed for calls. (New York City·a~ea" New 'fork) .';' D 

Legal questions: Is the value of loss merely .what the 'offendink 
fi~ would have been charged? New York Theft Services Law (a 
misdemeanor) covers some things that are arguably not property. It 
would have been larceny if property we~e involved. 

792'05 

A bank was closed by the State for unsafe bankj,ng' practices. 
Computer records may have been tampered with. Unfort~pately. FDIC (as' 
receiver) aold some of the records. The case had not yet been tried, 
but IJA thinks he can reconstruct the records to show Jlnsafe practices. 
(New York City area. Ne~ York) 

't' 

79206 

A suspect company's computer records were seized, but the DA neeqed' 
the company's help in choosing ',which records to demand and how to 
interpret them. l'he FBI took over the case from DA and is taking it 
before a federal grand jury. (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania) 

o 
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79209 

A security guard who was also a "computer nut" stoJ,e two computer 
termin~ls. Authorities sUGpect he was planning. a large bank theft wi~h 
an accomplice. Trial set for theft of 'equipment. (Los Angeles, 
California) 

79210 

Computer experts created a prog~am.for a lawyer. The experts were 
fired and· later marketed a modified version of the same program. A 
lengthy invesUgation ensued. 'j 

Legal questions: taws on patenting and trade secrets were not 
~pplicable; grand theft was the only charge that might allow the 
investigation to go further. Bu': no one (lawyers, keypunch operators, 
other firms) knew enough about computer technology, 'and it ~ot bogged 
down. There was no contractual agree~,~lt involved. 

Disposition and factual issues: The case was finally dropped 
because: (1) there was never a complet£ program to compare with the 
attorney"'s; ,.(2) no credl.:ble witnesses; (3) program may have been laWful 
("knowledge in bra,in"); (4) company went out of business befot:eFiny 
prograpls were soldt (5) lawyer stUI has the program, notlllng was 
stolen. (Los Angeles, California) 

79301 

Employee filled out forms allowing the computer at his firm to 
write out checks t,o car compani~s. He then bought ,~,:,car, returned it, 
got a refund, and pocketed the money., It was impossible to follow the 
paper trall, but suspect admitted his guilt after arrest and 
interrogation. Evidence included checks and forms. (New York City, New 
York) 

,':c\ 79302 
'I.e 

A customer service repres~nta~ive for a utility company~/falsified 
billing records in exchange for one-half the bUlingcharges. 

DiBposiU.on: Use of the computer resulted in anonymity hampering 
prosecution, but possible charges include: grand larceny, falsification 
of business records, forgery. (New York City area, New York) 

. M 
",.." '~ 

79303 " 

Un~on Pacific stoek certificates were stolen by a computer officer. _ 
lie knew the numbers to type on tlfem to make them legitimate because he /~,
worked with the computer. He was caught only thr.Jugh a telltale hD,. 
mail envelope. (Eastern District, New York, New York) , 
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INDEX 

A 

,. 
Ac.cess~, control, 71, 86-88 ~ 306 
Accessing, data: 65; direct, 65,,:,,66; sequertti~l, 65; 171 
Acts, related to assets: 9; denial of use, 52; destruction, 52; 

disclosur~, 52; modification, 52;" taking, 52"j , 
Admissib.ilify, evidence: 100, 115 ,,' 
Algorithm: 97 
Analog: converter, 205-206; cir~.!Jits, 210; measurements, 205; si~nals, 2.05 

. Analyst: systems, 33 0 

Annunciation panels: 71 
Application programmer: functions/risks, 312-313 
Arithmetic: instructions, "175; logic, 190; operands, 190:;/~processing,,164 
Assembler: language·, 180-181 j 191' )' I 

Assets: acts related to, 52; data, 52; programs"d12 
Assistance: auditors, 103; experts, 31,,:,,36, 179; technical, 31 
Asynchronous: transmission, 211 
II.' .' 

Audiit, tools/ techniques: 319-329; code comparison, 329; control flow-
charting, 327; embedded audit data collection, 323; extended records, 324; 
generalized audit, 324-325; integrated test facility, 322; job accounting 
data .analysis, 328; mapping, 327; parallel simulation, 322; snapshot, 
325-326; system acceptance and control group, 328-329; s,ystem evliluation, 
321; test> data!, 321; tracfng, 326, 

Auditors: 16, 42; external, 44; internal, 45; EDP, 48; assistance, 103 
Authent.ication: 113 

B 

backup: copies, 12; location of, 67; procedures, ~4, 66, 107; test!:ng, 67 
Base-case system evaluation: 321 
Isatch systems: control, 10, 56i;' output h'andling, 204; processing, 194, 200; 

production, 106; remote processing, 197; remote terminal, 214 
Best evidence ruIJ;·":,,,'-. 114, 127 

.;/ ~ 

Bill 5240: 8, 217",,,-
Bi nary digits: J\ 24, 167:"'c1.89 If' 

Hits: 167, 18J, 210, 212' 
Buffering: Z[12 
Business eth:tCls: 87 I,) [I 

Bytes: 189 
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California ~vidence code: 102, 127 
Card file: 164 
Card reader: 167, 183 
Casset tes: 189" 
Cathode-ray-tube terminals: 185 

C 

Central processing unit (CPU): 65, 190 
Central storage: 189 

"~ , : 

Civil cases: business records, 121-122; debt, 121; defraud, 122; mortgage 
foreclosure, 121 

Classification: of crime ,(>5-6· 
Clerks: data entry and update, 310; job setup, 309 
.COBOL: 164 
Codes;'California: 101,127; comparison, 329; foreign, 12, 21, ~8; 62-63; 

82; 107; input data, 167; transaction, 19~ 
Communications engineer/operator: functions/risks, 314-315 
Compiler: 179, 181, 191 ' 
Computer: experts, 31-49; networks, 214; operators, 34, 175, 307 
Computer opeJ;'ators: 34;.runct1ons/risks, 307; logical, 175 
Constants: definition of, 176 
Control: access, 71; card, 62; console, 185; CPU, 190; devices, 18~; 

flowchartina, 327; job, 62; password, 26, 72-73, 88; program, 87, 191; 
quality, 207; system, 205-207; subroutines, 178-179 

Converter: analog to digital, 205~206 
Core storage: 189 
CPU: 65, 190 
Crime: classification of, 5-6; civil, 121-122; computer-related, 2-5; 

detection of, 9";;27; methods of, 9-27 " 
Criminal cases: check fraud, 119-120; false statements, 120; income 

'i tax, 120; mail fraud, 120; narcotics, 120; rackets, 120 . 
CRT: 185 

Data 
Data 
Data 
Data 
Data 
Data 
Vata 
Data 
DI:i,ta 
Data 

o 

base administrator: functions/risks, 316 
base: 201; administrator, 316 
base management systems (DB~ffi): 201 
capture: 61 
communications: 209-212 
conversion: 10, 61 
diddhng: 9. 
entry: aild update clerk: functions/risks, 3,1.0 

\ 

·leaka~~~: 23 
management: 192· 
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Data preparation: 62 
Data providers: 34 
Data sets: 177 

INDEX (Continued) 

, Data storage: 65;" auxiliary, 189; core, 189; devices, 183; evidence, 111, 
170-171, 177; high-speed, 189; magnetic tape, 90; main, 189; registers, 
190; snapshot, 16, 23 

Data structure: 164; namefield, 164 
Data test: 83, 101 
DliMS: 201 
Debugging: aids, 19, 82 
Decoding: 190 . 
Definitions: computer, 96-98; computer-related crime, 2-5; programs'~ /99 
Degaussing/demagnetizing: 93 
Design and development: alternatives, 202; systems, 19, 81, 83 
D~struction: of assets, 52 
Differential association: 56 
Digital circuit: 210 
Di rect access: 65-66 
Discovery matterS: 123 
Disk: drives; 210; file, 67; pack, 65,.67 
Disk file: 67; labeling, 109 
Diskette: 189 
Display: unit, 205; tenninals, 214 
Distributed processing: 213 
Docuruentation, program: 29, 83, 101, 1l0, 114, 170 
Drum: 189; drives, 65 

Edits, data: 62-63, 175, 194, 199 
EDP: areas, 89; auditors, 48 

E 

Electronic: data processing (EDP), 89; devices, 205; signals, 167 
Elitist syndrollle: 57 
Bmbedded audit data collection: 323 
Encoding: 10 
Encryption: 28 
Engineers: 32-36; communications, 31~~;;'315; systems, 313 
Equipment, compu,ter: 182; small, 183 
Error correction and recovery: 64 
Evidence: admissibility, 100; audits, 103; authenticatioll, 113; best 

evidence rule, 114, 127; California code, 107, 121; care of, Ill; 
computer terminology, 95-99; discovery mattera, 123; exclusionary rule, 
100; foundational problems, 113; hearsay, 103; obtaining, 101; plain 
view doctrine, 100; printouts,1l7-122; records as, 117; reports as, 104; 
right of privacy, 112 
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Exclusionary rule: 100 
Experts: analysts, 33; auditors, 16, 42-48, 103; best evidence, 114: 

computer, 31; data providers, 34; data-base administrator, 316; designer/ 
developer, 36; electronics and programming, 32, 179, 312-313; engineers/ 
scientists, 33, 313-315; operators, 34, 307-309; operations manager, 315; 
organiza tions, 36; tes timony, 122 .' 

Extended records: 324 
External auditors: 44 

F 

Ferromagnetic material: 189 
File: card, 164; definitions of, 175; handling, 194, 198; hazards, 67; 

labeling, 66; magnetic, 66; mast~r, 201-204; Master tape, 65, 103; 
retention of, 66; updating, 66-67 

)i'irmware: 98, 170 
Foundational problems: 113-124 
J."OR'rRAN .. : 19, 82, 164 

Game playing: 57 
Generalization audit: 324-325 
Guard stations: 71 

Hearsay evidence: 103 
H,j.gh-level language: 182 

Impersonation: 24 
Immunity: 127 
Info;cmants: 100, 

G 

H 

I 

Information: analog, 211; digital, 211; display, 205 
Input: codes, 167; control, 205-206; data, 23, 29, 62-64; devices, 183, 

185; handling--batch, 193; handling--real-time, 198; queue, 213 

.. ;, 386 
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Instruction, computer: 170-171j decislon/condit1onal, 175; editing, H,2i 
file, 175; imperative, 175; input, 175; miscellaneous, 175; tl!odifica1clon, 
1}8j storage, 190 ~ 

Integrated test facility: 322 
Integrity: materiaf~ 95, 11.0; system, 87 
Intelligent terminal: 214 
Internal auditors: 45 

If 
( 

JCL: 208 { 
Job accounting data analys1s\~~ 328 

\' 
Job control language (JCL): ~~8 
Job management: 191 I 

Job setup: 62, 108-110 
Job setup clerk: functions/risks, 
Judges: 128 

Keyboard sensor: 
Key pWlched card: 

Labeling: 109 

185 
167 

J 

310 

K 

L 

Language, program: assembly, 180; compiler, 181; FORTRAN, 19, 82, 164; 
high-level~ 180, 182; job control, 208; machine, 180; source, 12; 
specialized, 180, 182 

Legal aotion: civil cases, 351-381; civil cases, 121-122 
Legislation: federal, 217-220; proposed, 259; state, 223-258 
Librarian, media:.. 310-311 
Library:. service, ,62 
Logic: arithmetic, 190; bombs, 21 
Logs: file, 201; input, 62, 101-102, 199; output, 22, 29; transaction, 201 
Loops: 176 
Losses: accidental/intentional, 90, 107 
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l1achine language: 180 
~~gnetic card key: 26 
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M 

Magent1c character reader (MCR): 65 
~lagnetic disk: 61, 65, 101, 167, '189; care of, 111 
Magnetic files: 66 
Magnetic signals/impuls~s: 98 
Hagnetic ink character reader (MICR): 185 
Magnetic stripe cards: 26 
Magnetic tape :61, 167, 189; care of, 111; control ,88; drives, 65 
Main storage: 189 
l-lalfunction: circuitry, ~3, 67 
~~ntraps: 25, 71 
~lanual handling: input/output· data, 85 
Happing: 327 
t~ster file: 201-204 
twla~ter tape file: 65, 103 
MCR: 65 
Media librarian: functions/risks, 310-311 
Hemo-update: 203-204 
l-lICR: 185 
Microfilm: 2; backup, 107 
Nodification, instructi0fts:' 178 
Modularity: purpose of, 179 

II Modules:, program, 179 
Nonitoring: process, 205 
Hult,!dropping: 212 
l'1uItiprocessing: 207-209 
Nultiprograru~ing: 207-209 

Namefield: 164 
Natural forces: 67, 70-73, 91, 
Network, computer: 214 
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o 

ubtaining evidence: 101 
Occupations/risks: 'applications programmer, 312-313; clerks, 309 .... 312; 

communications engineer/operator, 2~4; computer systems engineer, 313; 
data base administrator, 316; media librarian, 310-311;';,operations 
manager, 315-316; operators, 307·-309; programming managei\" 316-317; 
security officer, 317-318; systelns programmers, 311-312 

OCR: 185 'I' '\ '" 

Off-line system: production, 106 
On-line systems: 65, 197-198; handling, 204; hazards, 67, 90; modes, 104, 

202; production, 104; storage, 109 
Operand: 170-171; 178 
Op~rat1ng system: 191-193; batch, 193: multiprocessing, 208; multi

programming, 208 
Operat.ions: areas, 73-74; audit, 43: data capture, 61: design, 81-84, 89; 

equipment--data preparation, 62: job set and control, 62; library, 
services, 62; manager, 315-316: processing, 63: p~odl\ction support, 61;' 
RJE, 64, 213; service, 38 

Operations 'manager: functions/risks, 315-316 
Operators: computer, 307; logical, 175; functions of, 307-309; peripheral 

equipment, 308; transaction and data entry, 307-309 
Optical character reader (OCR): 185 
Organizations: manufacturing, 38; user, 37 
Output: 22, 62-64; devices, 183-185; files--batch, 194; handling-~batch, 

196, 204 

Papter tape: 61; care of, 111 
Parallel simulation: 322 
Par.ity errors: 210 

P 

Password: control for, 26, 72-73, 88 
Peripheral equipment operator: functions/risks, 308 
Personal privacy: 112 
Personnel relationships: antagonistic, 57 
Photocells: 205 
Piggybacking: 25 
PINS: 26 
Plain view doctrine: 100 
Pqint-of-sale (POS) terminal: 186 
Polling: 212 
POS terminal: 185 
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Printers: 205 
Printo~ts: as evidence, 117-122 
Processing: aritlwetic, 164; batch, 194; control, 206;:devices, 183; 

monitoring, 205; of data, 170; operation, 63; remote batch, 197; symbol 
manipulation, 164 \'\ 

Production: area, 73; on-line mode, 104, 202; security, 107 
Products and supplies, computer: 69 "'-
Program: control, 191; definition of, 167; generalized audit, 324-325; 

location, 90; managers, 316-317; modules, 1,79; ownership, 115; package, 
102; source, 82; subprogram, 170;, switcnes,178; transfer, 178; 
utility, 191 

Programmer: ,1 12 , 13, 19-20; applications, 20, 81-82, 91; functions, 171, 
311-312; risks, 311-312 

Programming: manager, 316-317; technit~:';l~S, 176 
Programming manager: functions/risks, 316:"~17 
Proposed legislation: 259; California, 261; Hawaii, 267'; Illinois, 273; 

Minnesota, 281; Missouri, 289; North Carolina't' 2~5; Tennessee, 301 
Protection: physical ,facUities, 70-73; rights, 115-117 
PU1\ched cards/tapes: 62; care of, 111; definitions of, 164, 167; labeling, 

109; readers, 65, 101 

Q 

Qual! ty con.trol: 207 

R 

Real-time: applications, 65; input/output handling, 204; mode, 202; 
systems, 197-198 

Recor.lmendatiofls: expert testimony, 124; technical presentations, 125 
Records: as evidence, 117; as testimony, 122; extended, 324 
Recovery/restart: 201 
Referellce file: 201 
Registers: 190 
Remote job entry (RJE): 64, 213 
Remote batch tenninal: 214 

~R~~~e p,rocessing, batch: 197 
Rep~!~s, computer: 67-69; as evidence, 103-104; handling area, 90; 

integrity of, 110; secure production of, 107 
Right of privacy: l1Z 
RJE: 64, 213 
Ito bi n Ho od Syndrome: 57 
Run book: 63-64; 101 
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Salami techniques: 13 
f) 

Scavenging: 23 
Scientists: cOlilputer, 33, 77 
Search warrants: 100-101 

s 

Security officer: functions/risks, 317-318 
Security specialhts: 40,,102, 317-318 
Sensing wand/keyboard sensor: 185 
Signals: analog, 205; electronic, 167. 
Snapshot: 16, 325 
Software: 98-99, 170 
Source program: 82 
Spooler: 213 
State laws: Arizona, 237; Florida, 225; Michigan, 255; New Mexico, 249; 

Rhode Island., 243 
Storage:allxiliary, 189; core, 189; data, 65; devices, 183; magnetic 

tape, 9U; main, 189; of evidence, 111, 170-171, 178; registers, 190 
Subprograms, computer: i70 
Subfoutines, control of: 178-179 
Support: facili ties--mechanical lmd electrical, 74-76; other areas, 

74-75; production, 61 
Suspects: 49; characteristics and circumstances, 53-57 
Switches; limit, 205; message, 205, 212; progtwa, 178 
Symbol manipulation: 164 
Synchronous transmission: 211 
System acceptance and control group: 328 
System evaluation, base case: 321 
Systems prograuliller: functions/risks, 311-312 

T 

Tape: drives, 210; files (volume), 101 
Task management: 192 . 
Technical presentations in court: 125 
Te le.proceasing: 212 
Terminals: display, 214 ('intelligent , 214; on-line, 90, 2.13-214; POS, 

185; vulnerability, 86 
Terminology, in court: 95-99 
Test data: 83, lOl; method of, 321 
Testimony: experts, 31-30; records, 122; use of, 124-127 
Tests: 22, 24; runs, 83 
Time-sharing: 20, 85-88, 197-198; examples of, 331-350 
Tracing: 24-25, 326 V 
Trade secrets: 115-117 
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Transa~tions: batch 6 193-195; codes, 199; correction of, 201; data 
entry operator, 307-309; printouts, 117; real-t:l.me~ 199; selection, 323; 
storage of, 203; tape file, 65,194 

Transfer: subroutines, 178 
l'ra,!,,~ulission: asynchronous, 211; errors, 210; synchronous, 211 
Transporting, data: 10 
Trap doors: 1'9 
Trojan hor.se: 11 

U 

Updating: 203-204 
Users: engineers, 77-78: mathematicians and scientists, 77-78: 
'or~anizations. 37. 78-79 

User transaction and data .entrv operator: functions/risks, 307 

Value-added network: 211 
Variables: definition of, 176 
Verification: GIU, 62, 10H 
Visual aids, in court: 124-127 

!~, \ 

v 

Vulnerabili ty: analysis, 51; functional, 85-91; integrity, 110; natural 
forces, 67, 70-73, 91; occupational, 307-318; terminals, 86 

W 

Wire tapping: 27 
Witnesses: auditors, 42; best evidence, 114, 122: computer scientists,)'3; 

data providers, 34; electronics and programming personnel, 36: experts, 32; 
op~rators, 34; organizations, 36; use of, 124; securitv specialists. 40; 
svstem analysts, 33 
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PRI'VACY AND SECURITY DOCUMENTS 
-----------------------------------------------------------~'"----
Other Publications of NCJISS Privacy Bnd Security Staff 

Privacy and Security of Criminal History Informatiofl: A Guide to Dissemination 
(NCJ 40000) " 

Privacy Br.d Security of Criminal History Information: A Guide to Record end Review 
(NCJ 48126) 

Privacy and Security of Criminal History Information: A Guide to Administrative Security 
(NCJ 49110). 

Privacy and Security of Criminal History Informatkm: A Guide to Audit 
(NCJ 69647) 

Privacy and Security of Criminal History Information: A Compendium of State Statutes 
INCJ 48981) 

Privacy and Security of Criminal History Information: A Compendium of State Statutes 
1979 Update (NCJ 69646) 

Privacy and SecurIty of Criminal History Information: An Analysis of Prh"acy Iss\.les 

Privacy and Security of Criminal History Information: An Analysis of Privacy Il\sues 
1979 Update (NCJ 59646) 
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